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This dissertation argues that John Stuart and Harriet Taylor Mill were the first 

constitutional technocrats.  

“Constitutional technocracy” is obviously not a new idea given that I found it in the 

Mills’ 163-year-old work. But “constitutional technocracy” is a new name for an unusual 

set of ideas: a set of ideas that many prior scholars have labeled “muddleheaded” when 

reading the Mills’ oeuvre.  

The source of the “muddleheaded” critique is the apparent tension between 

technocracy and liberalism. Historically, “technocracy” is a system of anti-liberal political 

institutions: the complete consolidation of power in scientific experts who can discover 

and implement objectively correct laws. Liberalism, by contrast, argues that the imperative 

of personal freedom is morally prior to and fundamentally incommensurate with any 

benefits that might be obtained from scientifically correct laws. 

“Liberal technocracy” therefore seems like an oxymoron. 

The Mills have appeared muddleheaded because they were liberal technocrats. 

They embraced technocracy as an aspirational standard of legitimacy while simultaneously 

arguing—in one of the most enduring pieces of political writing ever produced—for the 

importance of individual freedom. 

Understood properly, however, the Mills’ version of technocracy, which I call 

“constitutional technocracy”, is the farthest possible thing from muddleheaded. It is, in 

fact, the only version of technocracy that is fully and coherently technocratic. 

The core idea of constitutional technocracy is that technocratic governance, in order 

to function as intended, depends on liberal political institutions. The technocratic authors 

who advocate centralization of power are evincing an unscientific overconfidence in 

human governors’ capacity to discover objectively correct laws. In reality, the discovery 

of objectively correct laws—particularly given the ineradicable conditions of dynamism 

and uncertainty in human societies—requires perpetual experimentation with new 

approaches. That kind of experimentation can be accomplished most cheaply through 

diffusion of political power: also known as “liberty”. 

This dissertation merely sketches the theoretical foundations of constitutional 

technocracy. I will develop the theory much more fully in later work. In the process of 

sketching the basics here, however, I demonstrate that constitutional technocracy’s 

birthplace is not this dissertation; it is the works of John Stuart and Harriet Taylor Mill. 
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Introduction 

From 1935-1945, the world underwent a radical transformation. 

For progressive Americans, the decade was a triumph. President Franklin Delano 

Roosevelt gave us a New Deal to secure the basic welfare of our polity; the modern 

administrative state sprang into being; the American Legal Realists1 freed us from the 

obfuscating mythology of mechanical jurisprudence2; the laissez-faire fanaticism of the 

Lochner Era took its final breaths3; and American armies liberated Europe. 

For progressives outside the United States, the decade was a disaster. 

Totalitarianism swept through Europe and Asia; systematic genocides cost the world 

millions of innocent lives; and a dangerous new mythology—a mythology of social and 

economic optimization through central control4—gripped the imagination of the masses. 

Germany, Italy, and Russia tried to institutionalize a technocratic utopia only to see it turn, 

almost immediately, into a dictatorial nightmare.  

 Despite the divergence in Americans’ experience of this global revolutionary 

moment, however, the American story shares important intellectual roots with the rest of 

the world’s. Americans’ New Deal Revolution—including both its jurisprudential and 

institutional developments—grew from the same emergent faith in the technocratic myth 

that justified totalitarianism in the rest of the globe: the fantasy that science could optimize 

moral, social, and economic regulation.5 

Indeed, the seductive promises of technocratic rule continue to tempt voters and 

leaders alike.6 

TECHNOCRACY AND THE NEW DEAL 

The New Deal Revolution included a dramatic shift in American jurisprudential 

belief: a shift from the understanding of law as a “brooding omnipresence”7 to an 

understanding of law as a regulatory choice. Americans of the 1930s stopped pretending 

that legal decisions were mere implementations of preexisting answers, discovered and 

enforced by trained judges, and started frankly admitting that laws are discretionary choices 

that must be made and enforced by responsible representatives. 

This shift, from formalism to realism, grew from the desire to optimize the effects—

the on-the-ground, real-world consequences—of the laws society writes, implements, and 

enforces. It grew from a rejection of abstract and universal principles in favor of 

empirically-grounded and narrowly-tailored regulation of human life. 

In fact, the most vocal advocates of the New Deal’s jurisprudential shift, the 

American Legal Realists, argued that a legal system of universal, neutral principles was 

impossible to implement. They rejected both the normative desirability and the empirical 

possibility of laws that could be enforced without regard for consequences.8  

The Realists argued—with vim and sometimes with vinegar9—that neutral laws fail 

to constrain judicial or administrative discretion; that the enforcement of abstract principles 

sometimes leads to perverse and self-defeating consequences; and that judges, who are 
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both unconstrained by universalisms and aware of universalisms’ occasional perversity, 

will inevitably abandon neutral principles in favor of effects-based rulings. 

The Realists therefore argued that the attempt at universalism should be abandoned 

entirely, in favor of an overtly and honestly particularized regulatory world that is sensitive 

to both its individual and systemic effects. Through careful scientific study of law’s real-

world consequences, the Realists argued, lawmakers could optimize the regulatory 

system’s achievements of both economic welfare and social justice. 

In short, realism is a technocratic jurisprudential system. 

The New Deal’s institutional shift, from state courts to national administrative 

agencies, was an effort to put this newborn realist jurisprudence into practice. 

By shifting authority to technocratic experts in the newly-formed alphabet 

agencies, New Dealers hoped to facilitate the scientific study of law’s effects and thereby 

to facilitate the implementation of a realistically legitimate regulatory order.10  

The old institutions—the generalist judges of the formalist era—had proved 

intransigent in their dedication to legal abstraction and syllogistic decision-making, 

causing a tide of popular dissatisfaction with the courts.11 New Dealers sought remedy in 

a team of “scientific managers”12—a “soviet of technicians”13—that they believed could 

craft regulation in the image of the polity’s needs and preferences.  

What we needed, the New Dealers thought, was a new institutional order of 

specialized, expert administrators who would be competent to discover and implement the 

optimal legal order. 

In short, the same technocratic mystique that justified eugenics in Europe and Asia 

gave rise to the Fourth Branch in America.14 

CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITS ON INSTITUTIONAL TECHNOCRACY 

What, then, saved the Americans’ story from the totalitarian tendencies of 

technocracy? 

Surely some of the difference was the American commitment to Lockean 

liberalism, which tempered public support for central planning and authoritarian rule.15 

Some, too, was an accident of history. The fervor for central planning peaked on the 

American continent only after having matured to a dangerous point overseas—and only 

after having fallen into sociopathic hands in Germany. Americans were able to learn from 

the totalitarian mistakes of their Eurasian counterparts.16 

But at least part of the difference in the American story was a much more mundane 

institutional reality of American government: a constitutional order characterized by 

multiple, coequal governing institutions that share in a diffuse sovereignty.  

The American doctrines of federalism, separation of powers, and individual rights 

function to spread sovereign power among several differently-constituted institutions, 

which participate collectively and competitively in the creation of legal rules. Those 

doctrines also empower each institution to guard its sovereignty from encroachment by the 

others. 
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The American Constitution thus resists centralization of power, both substantively 

(in its liberal commitments) and structurally (in its constitution of multiple sovereigns). 

Without completely overhauling the basic constitutional order in the United States, it is 

impossible to put all lawmaking power into the hands of a single institution or entity. The 

Constitution empowers the states and localities to resist nationalization; it empowers the 

courts and Congress to resist bureaucratization; it empowers the legislature and executive 

to resist juristocracy17; and it empowers the individuals of the polity to resist 

authoritarianism.  

The Constitution lends both positive power and rhetorical heft to decentralizing 

forces. 

This structural reality of American constitutionalism was too entrenched to be 

uprooted by the Realists’ jurisprudential evolutions or the New Deal’s institutional 

revolution.18 The New Deal oversaw a shifting of weight within, but not a destruction of, 

America’s diffuse sovereignty. 

The diffusion of sovereignty thus saved Americans from the totalitarianism of big-

T Technocracy. 

JURISPRUDENTIAL TECHNOCRACY 

That said, American constitutionalism did not prevent our law from becoming 

jurisprudentially technocratic. 

Today, the vast majority of legal thinkers subscribes to some form of legal realism, 

assessing the validity of law by its effects.19 Modern legal thinkers no longer believe that 

the positive law is a physical manifestation of a brooding omnipresence20 or that the 

practice of lawyering is an art of discovery. Indeed, even natural lawyers today 

acknowledge that, while universal morality can render a written law illegitimate, it cannot 

determine the whole content of our laws. At least in their particulars if not in their entireties, 

positive legal pronouncements must be chosen, crafted, and implemented by human 

institutions.21  

Positive laws are, for all modern thinkers, human-made means of effecting 

desirable (or perhaps morally or divinely required) social ends.  

Positive laws are tools.22 

Furthermore (although more controversially), today’s default lodestar for 

regulatory intervention is cost-benefit analysis.23 Throughout the administrative state, 

regulations are tested for their net effects—increasingly including their moral effects24—

and proposed regulations are implemented only if shown to be net beneficial. The 

American regulatory state thus assesses the validity of law by its real-world consequences, 

just as the 1930s Realists argued it should. 

Modern Americans are not governed by scientists, as in the original Technocrats’ 

dream, but we are governed by science. We insist that the means of the law be calibrated, 

not merely theoretically or logically but also practically and empirically, to the ends that 

the law intends to serve. 
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In the end, the New Deal Revolution’s jurisprudential arguments were far more 

successful than were its institutional aspirations. In the global transformations of the 

interwar period and the World War II era, Americans split the difference in Technocratic 

thought, adopting the technocratic conception of law without accepting the Technocrats’ 

proposed consolidation of power. 

CONSTITUTIONAL TECHNOCRACY 

The result is that Americans today live in a constitutional technocracy.  

Our system is “constitutional” insofar as it remains governed by multiple, coequal, 

constitutive sovereigns, all of whom are empowered and constrained by the law of the 

United States Constitution. Our system is “technocratic” insofar as a solid majority of legal 

thinkers believes that law is a tool for the accomplishment of social ends and that our laws 

must actually accomplish their intended ends in order to retain legitimacy. 

 Despite the fact that the American system operates as a constitutional technocracy, 

however, there has been no systematic normative defense of diffuse sovereignty as a form 

of technocratic governance.  

In the revolutionary moment of the 1930s, those who defended diffuse sovereignty 

hoped to defeat the rise of jurisprudential technocracy, and those who defended 

jurisprudential technocracy hoped to overcome the constitutional diffusion of sovereignty.  

No one gave a technocratic defense of the existing constitutional structure. 

Perhaps because of that gap in American legal thought, realist thinkers today—

those who have embraced technocratic jurisprudence as I’ve defined it—often defend the 

structural Constitution in formalistic terms. That is, many scholars today marshal 

formalistic arguments to defend diffuse sovereignty even while championing realistic 

notions of the laws that emerge from that sovereignty.25  

Remnants of the outmoded orthodoxies of American law and of the “higher law” 

understanding of American constitutionalism26 thus continue to inflect our understandings 

of American government, despite the New Deal’s revolutionary rejection—and the 

widespread embrace of that rejection—of legal formalism.a 

 With the broader project of Constitutional Technocracy (of which this dissertation 

is a part), my goal is to fill the gap in American legal thought: to provide a full explication 

and normative defense of constitutional technocracy. The goal is not only to defend 

technocracy itself as a standard of legal legitimacy but also to argue, perhaps 

counterintuitively, that diffusion of power is the technocratically optimal system. 

 
a I do not mean to overstate the breadth of consensus in the rejection of formalism. Since the 1980s, 

constitutional originalism and statutory textualism have enjoyed a renaissance, and there are now many 

distinguished scholars who are dedicated natural lawyers and who would likely reject much of technocratic 

jurisprudence, such as Robert George and Jay Budziszewski. Nevertheless, realism claims a solid majority 

of today’s active legal and political scholars, at least in our understandings of regulatory law, and even 

many self-proclaimed regulatory formalists make realistic arguments about constitutional powers. See 

Abigail R. Moncrieff, Statutory Realism: The Jurisprudential Ambivalence of Interpretive Theory, 72 

RUTGERS UNIV. L. REV. 39 (2020). 
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 The first part of that project, which constitutes the entirety of this dissertation, is an 

argument that an almost-complete explication and normative defense of constitutional 

technocracy has actually been sitting in plain sight for 163 years. John Stuart and Harriet 

Taylor Mill’s famous treatise, On Liberty, is not the credo of negative liberalism that so 

many casual readers believe it to be.27 It is, understood properly, the first major work in 

constitutional technocracy. 

TECHNOCRACY’S TECHNOCRATIC PROBLEMS 

The mistake of the original Technocrats—of the totalitarian movements of the 

interwar period—was not their foundational jurisprudence. It was their belief in the 

capacity of human institutions, through the application of social science, to realize their 

jurisprudential aspirations. Big-T Technocrats believed that, by incorporating sociology, 

psychology, economics, and cultural anthropology into the law, they could perfect human 

governance.28 

Indeed, the Romantic philosophers and American Progressives who laid the 

foundation for American Legal Realism and to whom the Mills’ work is largely responsive 

argued that positive social science could optimize not only economic welfare but also moral 

justice. They thought that the objective needs, subjective values, and moral obligations of 

the polity could all be observed, measured, and synthesized—and then translated into and 

sanctified by law.29 From that starting point, they argued that only a law built from this 

kind of science—and complying with this kind of scientific optimality—would be 

legitimate. 

Of course, if social science were as infallible and omniscient as the Romantics and 

Progressives imagined—if scientists could, in fact, discover, quantify, and articulate the 

polity’s moral and economic interests with precision and thereby determine the one ideal 

regulatory universe—then totalitarian governance would be the optimal form. 

Totalitarianism is by far the cheapest political structure; it requires only a single lawmaking 

and law-enforcing apparatus. And if the world were scientifically determinable, then 

tyranny would be impossible. A central planner that enacted a self-serving, oppressive, or 

otherwise nonoptimal law could be treated like a calculator that gave 5 as the answer to 

2+2. The polity would know that the law was wrong and would insist upon a new law or a 

new lawmaker. 

But, to paraphrase an old physics joke, that theory only works for spherical polities 

in a vacuum.b 

The reality is that the polity’s interests are far too diverse and dynamic to be 

measured, even in the era of big data. In the real world, big-T Technocracy suffers from 

two deep problems: dynamism and uncertainty.  

 
b The old physics joke, which is meant to mock the simplifying assumptions of scientific models, goes 

something like this: There was a farmer whose cows were under-producing milk. He went to the local 

university and asked for help in discovering the cause and working out a solution. A team of researchers, led 

by a theoretical physicist, went to work on the problem. A few weeks later, they presented a lengthy report 

to the farmer, saying, “We have discovered a solution! But it will only work for spherical cows in a vacuum.” 
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The problem of dynamism is the more obvious of the two. First of all, the 

composition of the polity is perpetually changing. Members of the polity are born and die; 

new entrants to the polity become full members as they gain citizenship; and old members 

of the polity exit to seek citizenship elsewhere. If law’s legitimacy depends on its 

calibration to the polity’s needs and preferences, then the constant flux of the polity’s 

composition causes a constant flux in the law’s validity. 

Second, evolutions in underlying social circumstances—like new inventions and 

discoveries—cause the inputs of laws’ technocratic validity to shift and change over time. 

John Locke’s theory of property30 did not anticipate patent applications for genetically 

modified oil-eating bacteria,31 and the authors of the Book of Leviticus did not anticipate 

the emancipation of women from child-bearing or the emancipation of human reproduction 

from heterosexual sex. Discoveries and inventions—like genetics, birth control, and 

artificial insemination—change the consequences of extant laws like patent systems and 

sodomy bans.32 They also change the polity’s understandings of its moral obligations. 

Societal evolution thus strips a once-legitimate law of its means-ends fit, 

perpetually altering the system’s technocratic legitimacy. The most perfect social order of 

today will be deeply imperfect tomorrow. 

Importantly, this problem is not merely an intergenerational one that a central 

planner could accommodate through structural responsiveness. The variables that matter 

to technocratic legitimacy sometimes change so quickly that no single lawmaker, no matter 

how efficiently structured, can react in real time. No central planner can possibly hope to 

keep up with the constant ebb and flow of the polity’s needs and preferences. 

The second problem with big-T Technocracy is that, particularly in law, many of 

the most important variables have uncertain values, especially interpersonally. This 

problem takes two distinct forms: a measurement problem and a knowledge problem. 

The measurement problem lies in the impossibility of quantifying some of the most 

important legal and political questions facing society. Many of the core values that get 

worked out through political and legal processes turn on costs and benefits that cannot be 

measured for the individual, much less compared between persons. 

For instance: 

What is the harm of not being allowed to marry the person you love? Is that harm 

the same for the LGBTQ community as it is for polygamists?  

What is the net benefit to a woman of knowing that she can access an abortion if 

she needs one? Does it depend on her age; or whether she is married; or whether she lives 

in a community, like a college campus, in which intoxication and sexual assaults are 

common? 

What is the cost to the Black community of anti-Black racism in America? How 

much harm is imposed every time a White American uses the n-word with impunity? What 

is the cost of the anger and humiliation that Black Americans feel as a result of police 

brutality and mass incarceration? Are these costs the same for Latinx or Asian American 

populations when they face similar kinds of racism? 

These questions do not have quantifiable answers. 
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Furthermore, even if a quantitative metric could be invented and applied to these 

regulatory values, such as a “willingness-to-pay” estimate, the metric might still be 

incommensurable across persons given different marginal utilities of dollars. And even if 

we could make rough comparisons among persons, the monetary approximations would 

not be commensurable across regulatory questions.  

Consider: 

Is anti-racism worth more or less than the right to marry? That question is difficult 

even to grasp conceptually, much less to answer with precision. 

The other dimension of uncertainty in big-T Technocracy is even more profound. 

It is the technocratically undeniable shortfall of all human knowledge.  

As any student of statistics knows, social scientific models all contain residual 

uncertainty—an error term that cannot be eliminated. Social science is a practice of 

estimation, not determination. 

But beyond the residual uncertainty of social science modeling, law suffers a deeper 

problem. Several crucial variables in law are uncertain in the Knightean sense33; they are 

unknown and unknowable. For example, we do not know and cannot discover whether 

humans have immortal souls that live beyond bodily death. We do not know and cannot 

discover which, if any, of the world religions teaches the correct understanding of divinity. 

The existence of God is not a question that is susceptible to positive scientific estimation. 

It is a matter of faith. As a result, legal problems of religious tolerance—and also the 

overarching question of whether we are or ought to be governed by a divine natural law—

turn on values that are fundamentally, not just residually, uncertain. 

In short, social science is not up to the task of optimizing human governance.  

Utopic Technocracy remains exactly that: utopic. 

TECHNOCRATIC CONSTITUTIONALISM 

Technocracy’s limitations counsel strongly against any attempt to discover and 

implement the one, perfect social and political order. Those limitations do not, however, 

counsel against the aspirational attempt to keep the prevailing social and political order as 

close as possible to dynamic and uncertain technocratic optima, nor do they counsel against 

judging the current social and political order’s validity by its proximity to the current 

optimum, as best as we can perceive what that is. 

What technocratic jurisprudence requires—given the real-world conditions of 

dynamism and uncertainty—is an evolutive and curious government.  

Real (as opposed to utopic) technocratic jurisprudence requires a government that 

invites a perpetual evolution of legal rules. A government that is open to new information 

about the current technocratic optimum, offered in a variety of forms and from a variety of 

perspectives. A government that allows anyone at any time to allege the technocratic 

illegitimacy of a prevailing legal pronouncement, that encourages those harmed by alleged 

illegitimacy to urge corrections to the law, and that even empowers anyone proposing a 
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plausible technocratic improvement to the law to implement her vision of the current 

optimum and see what happens.c 

Only through a never-ceasing process of information-gathering and legal updating 

can government hope to approximate, on an ongoing basis, the polity’s dynamic and 

uncertain technocratic optimum. The best way to gain the needed information is to allow 

free and open participation—by individuals and institutions—in a perpetual lawmaking 

process. 

Just as economic markets gain information from the prices consumers pay for goods 

and services, lawmaking “markets” can gain much-needed information from the “prices” 

that individuals and institutions are willing to “pay” to defy or to change existing legal 

pronouncements.34 Likewise, just as economic markets must remain open to new 

competitors who propose new products or offer improvements to existing products, 

lawmaking “markets” must remain open to new litigants, new lobbyists, and new 

lawmakers who propose new laws or offer improvements to existing laws. Real-world 

technocracy works best by an “invisible hand” model of governance, in which 

“competition” among lawmaking institutions keeps the “supply” of law roughly in line 

with the polity’s perpetually evolving “demand.”d 

In other words, technocratic governance functions best when a variety of 

differently-constituted institutions are empowered to engage in an ongoing dialectical 

 
c This last point—that technocratic governance should empower anyone to implement a new optimum and 

see what happens—might seem startling. Indeed, I hope it does. I will elaborate this point in future work on 

constitutional technocracy as there is much more to say about it. For now, it suffices to say that “what 

happens” to an individual who implements her own technocratic improvement to the law might include a 

prison term, and “what happens” to a governmental institution that implements a technocratic improvement 

in defiance of another institution’s legal order might include impeachment, jurisdiction-stripping, or other 

kinds of power-curbing. An important part of my descriptive claim in this book will be that the probability 

of punitive or retaliatory reaction is inversely related to the probability of correctness in the technocratic 

claims of the law-breaker. The more plausible the technocratic claim, the less likely it is that law-breaking 

will be punished. So, for instance, a marijuana smoker who claims that marijuana is not sufficiently harmful 

or addicting to be criminalized is much less likely to spend time in prison than a heroin user making the same 

arguments. Likewise, a physician who argues that assisted suicide is ethically acceptable is much less likely 

to go to jail than is a physician who argues that involuntary euthanasia is socially beneficial. The difference 

is not that marijuana is less illegal than is heroin or that assisted suicide is less illegal than is involuntary 

euthanasia; the legal prohibitions are the same. Instead, the difference is that marijuana is, in fact, much less 

harmful than is heroin and that assisted suicide is, in fact, much more ethically plausible than is involuntary 

euthanasia. 
d This analogy is intentionally provocative. Technocracy and economic liberalism are usually thought to be 

irreconcilable opposites. Indeed, the Nobel Laureate who invented the information theory of prices, Friedrich 

Hayek, was one of the most vocal critics of 1930s Technocracy and 1960s welfarism. See F. A. Hayek, The 

Use of Knowledge in Society, 35 AM. ECON. REV. 519 (1945); FRIEDRICH A. HAYEK, THE CONSTITUTION OF 

LIBERTY (1960); F. A. HAYEK, THE ROAD TO SERFDOM (1944). Hayek’s theories are used today to criticize 

“big government” and to promote Tea Party libertarianism—an entirely laissez-faire and non-technocratic 

governmental order. Constitutional technocracy, however, does not take sides between “the government” and 

“the market.” It allows the government and the market to engage dialectically in lawmaking, each seeking 

the technocratically optimal economic and legal order. The argument here, then, is not that government 

should foster free market competition in the economic sphere; it is that the ideal government would function 

somewhat analogically to the economist’s ideal market: through diffuse power and competitive lawmaking. 
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evolution of the law. Given big-T Technocracy’s limits and small-t technocracy’s 

aspirations, we ought to take the current legal order not as a determined set of rules but 

rather as a contingent set of theses regarding the current technocratic optimum. Those 

theses can then remain open to improvement through the emergence of new antitheses and 

the working out of new syntheses. 

With that evolutive notion of law and lawmaking in mind, we ought to understand 

the multiplicity of governing institutions—national and state; legislative, executive, and 

judicial; public and private; social and individual—not as an established structure of rule-

givers, among which lawmaking power is divided and allocated, but rather as a holistic set 

of dialectical participants, each equally empowered to engage in a perpetual lawmaking 

process and each bringing a unique and uniquely valuable perspective to that process. 

THE MILLS 

The core argument of constitutional technocracy is this: The implementation of a 

truly technocratic jurisprudence, given real-world conditions of dynamism and uncertainty, 

depends on liberal political institutions, especially including diffuse sovereignty and 

dialectical democracy. This argument defies a widespread view that technocracy and 

liberalism are opposites. In the conventional wisdom, technocracy—whether understood 

as a jurisprudential system or as a system of government—has no place for individual 

liberty or minority rights.  

My argument is that the conventional wisdom is dramatically wrong. In fact, 

technocracy (done right) depends on liberty and rights. 

Despite defying an entrenched view, however, my argument is not new. John Stuart 

and Harriet Taylor Mill made the same case 163 years ago. 

The purpose of this dissertation is to reinterpret On Liberty as the first major work 

of constitutional technocracy. The Mills, I argue, were not making the standard liberal case 

for negative liberty or even, more generally, for limits on government. They were arguing 

for diffuse sovereignty and dialectical democracy as forms of government. They were 

arguing that individual liberty is a necessary tool of technocratic jurisprudence because, 

without liberty, societies can never discover technocratically optimal laws and norms. 

Read through this lens, the Mills’ famous harm principle is much less about harm 

itself than it is about uncertainty. The technocratic problem of ineradicable epistemic 

uncertainty was one that the Mills alone (compared to their Technocratic contemporaries) 

fully recognized.  

In the Mills’ ideal system, governments would intervene—and would govern 

technocratically—whenever the scientific case for intervention was solid: whenever costs 

and benefits were generally known. But governments would abstain from intervention—

and, thus, protect freedom—whenever costs and benefits were uncertain. “Harm”, on this 

account, was merely a rough shorthand for “observable net costs”. 

To make the case for this reinterpretation of the Mills’ work, the dissertation first 

reviews the prior authors who influenced the Mills. Chapter 1 briefly recounts Jeremy 

Bentham’s utilitarian jurisprudence, which had an outsized impact on John Stuart Mill’s 
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upbringing and later philosophy given the close friendship between Jeremy Bentham and 

James Mill (John Stuart’s father). Chapter 1 then turns to Hegelian dialectics. Although 

John Stuart Mill was certainly not a fan of Hegel’s, Mill’s dialectical theory of human 

knowledge bears many similarities to—and some important differences from—Hegelian 

dialectics. A full understanding of the dialectical democracy that lies at the heart of 

constitutional technocracy’s liberalism thus requires some coverage of Hegel. Finally, 

Chapter 1 reviews two big-T Technocrats who were writing in the same era as the Mills: 

Henri-Claude de Saint-Simon and Auguste Comte. On Liberty is largely a response and 

correction to Comte’s totalitarian form of Technocracy. 

Chapter 2 makes the case that John Stuart and Harriet Taylor Mill were 

jurisprudential technocrats. The first part of the chapter shows that the Mills adopted the 

Benthamite understanding of law: that law is and ought to be a tool for the accomplishment 

of desirable social ends and that the “desirability” of ends must be measured according to 

the polity’s rather than the governors’ understandings. Next, Chapter 2 shows that the 

Mills, unlike Saint-Simon and Comte, recognized the impossibility of enacting 

technocratically legitimate laws through totalitarian political structures. The Mills’ 

works—including Mr. Mill’s Science of Logic, several of Ms. Mill’s unpublished essays 

and letters, and the coauthored second chapter of On Liberty—evince a deep understanding 

of the technocratic problems with totalitarian Technocracy. Both dynamism and 

uncertainty are ineradicable barriers to the kinds of omniscience required for totalitarian 

governments to succeed. Finally, Chapter 2 shows the role that dialectical democracy 

played, for the Mills, as a technocratic solution to the epistemological limits of big-T 

Technocracy. 

Chapter 3 turns to diffuse sovereignty—also known as “liberty”—in the Mills’ 

form of constitutional technocracy. This chapter rebuts the widespread view that the Mills 

were negative libertarians in the classical liberal tradition, claiming instead that the Mills 

viewed individual liberty as an empirically necessary tool for the discovery of 

technocratically legitimate laws. Liberty, for the Mills, was not a limitation on government; 

it was a form of government. Unlike classical liberalism, though, the Mills’ justification 

for liberty provides an objective test for liberty claims. Liberty is most important in 

regulatory fields in which costs and benefits are uncertain, and it is least important when 

regulatory costs and benefits are most observable and agreed-upon. Chapter 3 demonstrates 

this point by walking systematically through the applications the Mills offered of their 

“harm principle”. The chapter shows that the principle was centered much more on 

technocratic uncertainty than it was on harm. “Harm to others” was merely an imprecise 

shorthand for “technocratically observable net costs”, which is the standard welfarist test 

for the legitimacy of governmental intervention. 

All told, the dissertation shows that the Mills, long before I came along, had already 

articulated all of the building blocks of constitutional technocracy. They joined Bentham 

and the Saint-Simonians in arguing for technocratic jurisprudence, but the Mills recognized 

the technocratic error term that would inevitably frustrate Comtean and Hegelian versions 

of totalitarian Technocracy.  
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The dynamism and uncertainty of human knowledge will always require true 

technocracies to preserve liberal political institutions. 
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1 

Prior Authors

Harriet Taylor Mill (1807–1858) and her husband, John Stuart Mill (1806–1873), 

were the first constitutional technocrats.a 

The Mills1 drafted their most enduring essay, On Liberty,2 during the gestational 

period of big-T Technocracy.3 Indeed, their treatise was directly responsive to a splinter 

group of French socialists called the Saint-Simonian school, which had, in the decades 

before the Mills wrote, been calling for a technocratic reorganization of society. 

Building on the writings of a largely forgotten philosopher named Claude-Henri de 

Rouvroy de Saint-Simon, the Saint-Simonian school argued that scientific experts should 

take over moral and economic governance. Scientists, artists, and industrialists, according 

to the Saint-Simonians, were the best-situated social forces to fill the voids left by the 

revolutionary collapses of the French aristocracy and the Catholic Church. 

Rather than urging the abolition of private property and the imposition of social 

equality (like the proto-Marxists of the 1820s), the Saint-Simonians advocated a 

hierarchical and elitist—but meritocratic rather than hereditary—government of experts. 

In the Saint-Simonians’ view, a government comprised of the nation’s intellectual and 

managerial elite could outperform either aristocracy or democracy in optimizing law for 

the polity.4 

In other words, the Saint-Simonians were the very first advocates of a governmental 

form that, a century later, would come to be called Technocracy. 

 

 Mr. Mill was an early scholar of Saint-Simon’s writings and an early admirer of 

one of Saint-Simon’s most successful students and coauthors, Auguste Comte.b There was, 

indeed, a natural affinity between Mill and Saint-Simon given that both men thought of 

themselves as Benthamite utilitarians.5 Both, indeed, thought that they were creating a 

more-perfect form of Benthamite doctrine by incorporating morality and sentimentality 

into the otherwise cold logic of Bentham’s Enlightenment empiricism. 

 

 
a It might seem strange to use the “constitutional” label for British authors given that Britain does not have a 

written constitution. Remember, however, that “constitutional”, in the context of constitutional technocracy, 

has the additional meaning that law and sovereignty must be constituted. A core claim of constitutional 

technocracy is that law and sovereignty are not Hobbesian facts but rather ongoing enterprises, engaged in 

by all members of the polity. The word “constitutional” has a small-c role to play in identifying the 

constitution of sovereignty by constituents of the polity. In that sense, the Mills were very much 

“constitutional” technocrats. They believed that all members of the polity must be actively engaged in a 

perpetual process of lawmaking. 
b Comte later separated from Saint-Simon, and Mill ultimately wrote a harsh appraisal of Comte’s later 

work. See JOHN STUART MILL, AUGUSTE COMTE AND POSITIVISM (1865). But in the early phase of Comte’s 

writing, Mill and Comte corresponded regularly and shared many philosophical and scientific beliefs. See 

JOHN STUART MILL, AUTOBIOGRAPHY 146–49 (1883). 
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 To those who associate On Liberty with the classical liberal ideal of limited 

government, the suggestion that the Mills’ most famous work shares conceptual roots with 

Saint-Simon’s socialism—and with the earliest forms of big-T Technocracy—might seem 

startling, or even patently wrong.  

Surely, one might think, there cannot be much affinity between the greatest liberal 

work of the modern era and the proto-Technocratic writings that set the ball rolling for a 

global experiment in totalitarianism! 

 But the Mills were no Lockean liberals.c Mr. Mill was, after all, born into 

Benthamism. He was not inclined to climb back atop the Lockean “stilts” that Jeremy 

Bentham had infamously knocked out from under the French revolutionaries.6  

Mill would never have argued—and On Liberty does not argue—that individual 

freedom is a pre-political right or even that freedom from government is a coherent concept. 

 Instead, On Liberty was a friendly critique of big-T Technocracy. It embraced 

technocratic jurisprudence as an aspirational ideal while anticipating that Technocratic 

governance would prove infeasible and even self-defeating. As Mr. Mill put it in his 

autobiography: 

  

The scheme gradually unfolded by the St. Simonians, under which labour and 

capital of society would be managed for the general account of the community[,] . 

. . seemed to me desirable and rational, however their means might be inefficacious; 

and though I neither believed in the practicability, nor in the beneficial operation of 

their social machinery, I felt that the proclamation of such an ideal of human society 

could not but tend to give a beneficial direction to the efforts of others to bring 

society, as at present constituted, nearer to some ideal standard.7 

 

In other words, the Mills embraced the jurisprudential foundations of technocratic 

governance, as articulated by Bentham and the Saint-Simonians. They wanted government 

to be limited not by metaphysical rights but rather by its commitment to the improvement 

of the polity’s earthly life. But the Mills, unlike the Saint-Simonians, knew that the social 

machinery proposed by big-T Technocrats would never work. They recognized that 

technocratic barriers would frustrate Technocratic governance. 

 
c Strikingly few authors have questioned Mr. Mill’s commitment to the classical liberal conception of 

negative liberty—despite his own claim, in his autobiography, that he drew heavily from Saint-Simonian and 

Comtean socialism. That said, those who have questioned Mill’s liberalism have sometimes gone too far in 

treating him as an authoritarian moralist or moral totalitarian. See, e.g., LINDA C. RAEDER, JOHN STUART 

MILL AND THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY (2002); JOSEPH HAMBURGER, JOHN STUART MILL ON LIBERTY AND 

CONTROL (1999); MAURICE COWLING, MILL AND LIBERALISM (2d ed. 1990). Cf. JOSEPH PERSKY, THE 

POLITICAL ECONOMY OF PROGRESS: JOHN STUART MILL AND MODERN RADICALISM (2016) (more 

successfully balancing Mill’s socialist and capitalist thought). This dissertation, as a whole, makes the case 

that the Mills were committed to liberty but that their commitment took a technocratic rather than classically 

liberal form. They valued liberty not in itself but rather as an instrument of technocratic governance: as a 

source of self-improvement and pleasure for the individual and as a source of information for social 

regulation. 
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Specifically, the Mills argued that scientific methods were not yet up to the task—

and might never be up to the task—of calibrating law to the polity with the precision 

necessary for a pure and legitimate Technocracy. The costs and benefits of particular laws 

are dynamic and uncertain, preventing any totalitarian lawmaker from obtaining enough 

information to regulate optimally. 

The solution the Mills offered was the same one that I want to offer in my broader 

work on constitutional technocracy: dialectical governance through diffuse sovereignty, 

with free and equal participation by every member of the polity. 

 

The Mills’ emphasis on personal freedom in On Liberty was really an argument 

that dialectical governance is the optimal approach for a technocracy operating under 

constraints of dynamism and uncertainty. Individual spontaneity, sometimes called 

“liberty,” is technocratically useful to that dialectic. Each individual is a unique repository 

of information. To discover whether any given individual’s complement of information is 

valid, every perspective needs to be tested through a dialectical clash with opposing views. 

In other words, liberty is technocratically valuable. To the Mills, individuality is 

both a source of pleasure and self-improvement for the individual and a means of 

experimentation that can inform social governance. Liberty is an instrumental rather than 

a metaphysical value. 

Likewise, the Mills’ objection to over-government—which would result from 

centralized Technocracy—was not that it would interfere with individual rights. Their 

objection was that over-government would be technocratically sub-optimal. Not 

oppressive, but unsuccessful. Over-government would cause pain for eccentric individuals 

while providing no clear benefit, thus failing the technocratic lodestar of cost-benefit 

analysis. It would also stifle the socially valuable information that comes from the 

spontaneous choices of individuals. 

The Mills were thus the first philosophers to recognize, confront, and correct the 

tension between the aspirations of technocratic jurisprudence and the limitations of 

Technocratic governance. 

 They were the first constitutional technocrats. 

 

 This is, of course, not the standard account of On Liberty.8 It therefore requires 

extensive interpretive support, including review of the Mills’ most important influences: 

Bentham, Hegel, Saint-Simon, and Comte. The purpose of this Chapter is to review the 

building-blocks of On Liberty, which came from Bentham and Hegel, as well as the 

particular form of big-T Technocracy to which the Mills were responding, which came 

from Saint-Simon and Comte. Chapter 2 will demonstrate the Mills’ commitment to 

technocratic jurisprudence while Chapter 3 will defend the technocratic understanding of 

Millian liberty. 
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BENTHAM 

 Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) is responsible for two concepts that lie at the heart 

of constitutional technocracy, both of which influenced the Mills. One of these Benthamite 

concepts,9 which has been tremendously influential in law but equally controversial in 

ethics, is the idea that a law’s soundness depends on its maximization of the polity’s 

welfare.d The other, which heavily influenced New Deal scholars but which has become 

quite controversial since, is the idea that the concept of pre-political liberty is “nonsense 

upon stilts”10—and “dangerous nonsense”11 at that. 

 Let’s explore both, with the caveat that the goal here is primarily reconstructive 

rather than historical or interpretive.e That is, the goal is not to discover or decode 

Bentham’s original theories but rather to pick out the Benthamite ideas that most influenced 

the Mills and that can be most useful today. I will therefore recount only the elements of 

Bentham’s writings that have made their way into technocratic jurisprudence, and my 

descriptions will be purposeful rather than strictly interpretive. 

Fortunately, the project’s reconstructive ambitions allow me to disavow the more 

objectionable elements of Bentham’s philosophy. Although I will defend Bentham against 

some modern critiques, occasionally refuting the objections that have rendered his ideas 

controversial, I will also set aside some troubling elements of Benthamite utilitarianism 

that do not become part of modern constitutional technocracy. Constitutional technocracy 

grows from Benthamite roots, but it is not the same thing as Bentham’s utilitarianism.f 

Welfarism 

 Bentham’s most significant contribution to jurisprudential technocracy is the idea 

that positive laws are “right” only insofar as they conform to the “principle of utility”12: 

only insofar as “the tendency [the law] has to augment the happiness of the community is 

greater than any it has to diminish it.”13 In other words, a positive law satisfies the principle 

 
d Bentham called his principle “utilitarianism” rather than “welfarism.” Today, however, legal academics 

tend to call the Benthamite philosophy “welfarism” to distinguish it from the colder calculus of individual 

utility that has become characteristic of positive economics. As we shall see, Bentham’s “utilitarianism” is 

much closer to modern “welfarism” than it is to the utilitarianism of homo economicus. 
e I mean “reconstructive” here in the Deweyan sense, not in the sense of Habermas’s rational reconstruction. 

The idea is to extract from old philosophers those ideas that remain useful today, despite changes in social 

and technological fact, and to use those ideas to inform our understanding of current social and cultural life. 

See JOHN DEWEY, RECONSTRUCTION IN PHILOSOPHY (1926). 
f As we’ll see in Chapter 2, John Stuart and Harriet Taylor Mill disavowed and adjusted many of the same 

elements of Bentham’s philosophy that I disavow and adjust here. For example, the Mills incorporated 

emotion and sentimentality into utilitarianism, and they acknowledged, in a way that Bentham did not, that 

holistic welfarism cannot be quantified. They also thought carefully about principles of justice and their 

relationship to utilitarianism. See JOHN STUART MILL, UTILITARIANISM ch. V (1879); Chapter 2, infra. 
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of utility—and is therefore right and good—if and only if it tends to maximize the net 

pleasures (and thus minimize the net pains) of the polity as a whole.g 

 This test for legal soundness is obviously consequentialist; it depends entirely on 

the real-world effects of a given act or rule. Bentham’s principle, thus, cannot be absolute, 

universal, or neutral because the consequences of a law’s application will not be the same 

across all possible times and spaces. Under the utilitarian test, a law might rightly apply to 

one case but not another, despite many superficial similarities between the two cases.  

In this sense, Bentham’s theory stands in stark contrast to Kant’s philosophy, which 

required people to act out of a universal duty to be good, regardless of either the individual 

or systemic consequences of their actions.h When applied to law, Kant’s philosophy 

recommends universalism and absolutism: absolute rights and duties that do not flex to 

accommodate different circumstances. Bentham’s philosophy recommends the opposite. 

That said, Bentham’s utilitarianism did incorporate values of predictability and stability—

to whatever extent those values are truly valuable—as evidenced by his advocacy of 

codification.14 

Although Bentham’s utilitarianism is very much alive and well in modern economic 

theory (which treats individuals as utility-maximizers) and in modern public administration 

(which employs Benthamite cost-benefit analysis to determine the soundness of proposed 

regulations), his ethics have raised a number of puzzles and problems that have undermined 

the extension of his theory to deeper jurisprudential questions. Indeed, philosophers today 

generally view utilitarianism as untenable for jurisprudence due to perceived injustices in 

the system’s recommendations and also due to empirical impossibilities in perfecting the 

execution of Bentham’s system.15 

I’ll consider each of these obstacles in turn, but my consideration here is limited to 

one question: whether Bentham’s utilitarianism can serve as a useful test for the legitimacy 

of positive laws.i My analysis intends to say very little, if anything at all, about the 

usefulness of Benthamite utilitarianism to private ethics.j 

Perceived Injustice 

 There is a widespread belief that Benthamite utilitarianism is indifferent to 

justice—especially those forms of justice that turn on individual rights and human dignity. 

 
g Bentham’s principle is often referred to as the principle of “the greatest good for the greatest number,” 

which implies a majoritarian rather than a holistic assessment of utility. Bentham, however, did not subscribe 

to the majoritarian understanding of his principle. See text accompanying notes 38–40. 
h Bentham and Kant were writing simultaneously, and I have found no solid evidence that either read the 

other’s work. The debate between them is purely academic and theoretical. 
i Bentham, who was a pure positivist, did not propose his system as a test of legitimacy. Constitutional 

technocracy, however, transforms something like Benthamite utilitarianism into a test of law’s bindingness 

as well as its goodness. 
j It is worth noting here that Bentham himself was trained as a lawyer and was deeply interested in 

questions of legal and institutional optimization. Although he did obviously try to extend his theory to 

individual morality and ethics, his writing is most usefully understood as a jurisprudential theory, not a 

moral theory. 
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The fear underlying this belief is that a principle requiring maximization of collective 

happiness must require any and every action that would enhance the group’s total 

happiness, including those that would be taken at an individual or minority group’s 

expense. External constraints of justice—like a religious command that “thou shalt not kill” 

or a Kantian principle that individuals be treated as ends in themselves—are simply 

irrelevant to the internal well-being of the group.  

Or so the thinking goes.  

Utilitarianism, then, is thought not only to permit but even to require us to 

humiliate, falsely accuse, torture, enslave, lie to, and kill each other if ever, by doing so, 

we would increase the polity’s collective utility.16 

 Upon reading such a suggestion, most thinking, feeling humans shudder and recoil. 

No wonder Tim Scanlon could write, in 1982, that utilitarianism is “not the view which 

most people hold.”17 If understood to require selfish murder, utilitarian ethics will garner 

very few adherents indeed. 

 But this understanding of utilitarianism, whatever its merits may be, is not 

Bentham’s theory of legislation.  

Modern utilitarians—those who argue that true utilitarianism requires us to 

overcome our irrational, socially-ingrained, intuitive “squeamishness”18—these utilitarians 

are writing against a backdrop of twentieth century scientific positivism and analytic moral 

philosophy. They are writing in an era in which academics insist that all principles be 

proved and in which most philosophers dismiss mere intuition or conscience as a 

foundation for moral reasoning.k Indeed, modern academics write with such an insistence 

on quantification and falsification that they will simplify their theory to its quantifiable 

elements before they will admit that core elements of their theory are not yet observable, 

quantifiable, or falsifiable. 

Bentham, however, was writing in the era of intuitionism. He was, of course, not 

himself an intuitionist. Much of his work aimed to move moral reasoning away from 

intuition. He fully embraced the empirical tradition that John Locke had set in motion a 

century before. 

But Bentham’s test for the propriety of legislation made room for something like 

intuitive morality. He criticized neither the preexisting moral sensibilities of the polity’s 

members nor the members’ tendency to organize their behavior around their own moral 

instincts, without having interrogated those instincts for utilitarian rationality. 

Indeed, Bentham explicitly incorporated the “sensibilities” and “biases” of the 

polity’s members into the utilitarian calculus of good law.19 He recognized that the polity’s 

preexisting moral and religious biases—regardless of whether they were socially 

constructed or divinely implanted or analytically derived—would impact the pleasures and 

pains that individual members experienced from various acts and events. 

 
k Intuition has made a partial comeback in John Rawls’s Theory of Justice, which asks theoreticians to use 

their intuitions to generate moral principles. But Rawls’s system still requires philosophers to test intuitive 

principles against concrete cases to determine whether they are really just. He termed his process “reflective 

equilibrium”, requiring both intuition and positive analysis. See generally JOHN RAWLS, A THEORY OF 

JUSTICE (1971). 
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Let’s look at Bentham’s system in his own terminology.  

For Bentham, one “source of pain and pleasure” that can motivate human behavior 

is the “moral sanction,” which he defined as any incentive that originates in “such chance 

persons in the community, as the party in question may happen in the course of his life to 

have concerns with, according to each man’s spontaneous disposition, and not according 

to any settled or concerted rule”.20 In other words, social norms will guide the polity’s 

behavior. 

Another relevant motivation, Bentham wrote, is the “religious sanction,” which he 

defined as any incentive originating “from the immediate hand of a superior invisible 

being, either in the present life, or in a future”.21 In other words, divine intervention and 

divine law, to whatever extent they exist or to whatever extent people believe they exist, 

will guide the polity’s behavior. 

Bentham thus recognized that social morality and religious dictates form their own 

kinds of law—each a separate system of incentives—that operate to guide the polity’s 

behavior alongside the independently-identified “political sanction” of the positive laws.22 

In the next step of Bentham’s system, he outlined the several kinds of pleasures that 

humans experience and that governments ought to try to maximize. In that list, he included 

“the pleasures of a good name,” which he also called the “the pleasures of the moral 

sanction”23; the “pleasures of piety,” which he also called “the pleasures of the religious 

sanction”24; and the “pleasures of benevolence,”25 which we might today call the “pleasures 

of altruism”l or the “pleasures of fairness”.26  

In other words, Bentham happily included compliance with justice, fairness, and 

divine law as sources of pleasure that will impact the polity’s experienced utility of a given 

positive law. 

Finally, Bentham explored the “circumstances influencing sensibility”,27 by which 

he meant the individual characteristics that might cause one person to experience an event 

differently from another. Of “particular importance” on his list of circumstances, he 

included “moral sensibility,” “moral biases,” “religious sensibility,” and “religious biases,” 

as well as “sympathetic sensibility.”28 Bentham thus acknowledged that some people are 

more motivated than are others by the duty to behave morally, religiously, or altruistically 

(“sensibilities”) and that some people have different ideas than do others about what 

constitutes moral, religious, and altruistic behavior (“biases”). 

 

In short, Bentham recognized an irrefutable truth that has gotten lost in modern 

utilitarians’ quest for quantification: A positive law’s violation of widespread moral or 

religious belief, a positive law’s violation of divine law that might provoke the wrath of 

 
l Bentham’s incorporation of altruism into his original system ought to be somewhat chastening to modern 

economists, who, in the quest for “falsifiable” and non-tautological models, have long reduced human utility-

maximization (homo economicus) to pure Hobbesian selfishness. It has taken a lot of theoretical and 

empirical work to bring back the simple intuition—which Locke and Bentham shared—that humans are not 

purely selfish. See, e.g., HOWARD MARGOLIS, SELFISHNESS, ALTRUISM, AND RATIONALITY: A THEORY OF 

SOCIAL CHOICE (1982); Herbert A. Simon, Altruism and Economics, 83 AM. ECON. REV. 156 (1993). 
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God, or a positive law’s violation of a widely-held value of altruism or fairness would 

cause widespread pain. Bentham had no qualms about including those kinds of costs in his 

assessment of a positive law’s utility—and thus its rightness. 

Bentham’s jurisprudential utilitarianism, then, does not require governors to 

overcome the polity’s “squeamishness”, nor does it require disregard for the kinds of rule-

following that would gain the members of a polity the good reputation and honor associated 

with a Rawlsian, contractualist notion of justice,29 nor does it require disregard for Kantian 

absolutes or divine dictates that the members of the polity believe are important and 

binding. On the contrary, Bentham’s system quite explicitly requires legislators to take the 

polity’s squeamishness, reputational concerns, and Kantian and religious beliefs into 

account when designing positive laws. If the members of the polity do not want to condone 

selfish murder or slavery or survival lotteries30 or any other form of injustice, then the law 

ought not to require them to do so. 

In Benthamite terms: If the political sanction pits itself against the moral or 

religious sanction, the positive law will cause tremendous pain. It will force people to 

choose between the wrath of the magistrate and the wrath of God. Surely that cannot be 

right. 

 

 So if the foil in Bentham’s theory of legislation was not intuitionism or socially-

constructed squeamishness or religious devotion or moral bias, then what was it? 

The target of Bentham’s critique was the Platonic philosopher king, who would 

pain the otherwise-happy cave-dwellers by telling them that their reality is mere 

shadow31—the common law judge, who would harm the polity by enforcing a logically-

deduced rule or a conclusory common law right without regard for the pain it might 

cause—or any other moral dictator or divine king who would impose a proclaimed natural 

law or natural right against any unwilling polity, causing collective pain in the name of 

moral superiority, external legal compulsion, or divine command. 

Bentham was a lawyer in an English common law system. What he objected to was 

the all-to-common occurrence (both then and now) of lawyers and judges claiming a 

privileged insight into the natural rights of humankind, without regard for the consequences 

that the enforcement of those rights might have for real people in the real world. 

Indeed, Bentham argued that the derivation of law from any source other than its 

consequences for the polity’s happiness was “despotical”, and any individual who 

attempted to enforce her own moral beliefs as the universal standard of right and wrong, 

despite widespread disagreement regarding those beliefs, was necessarily “hostile to all the 

rest of the human race.”32  

All of that said, Bentham also argued that anyone who took the pluralism of moral 

and religious belief within the polity to mean that “every man’s sentiment” ought to have 

“the same privilege of being a standard to itself” would be advocating anarchy—which he 

also thought wrong.33  

The only proper solution for the just government of a diverse polity is to limit 

legislation to the enforcement of those natural, divine, and moral requirements that the 

members of the polity, in the aggregate, take more pleasure than pain in obeying. 
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But this utilitarian system is not at all hostile, or even indifferent, to justice. It 

merely recognizes that there can be significant injustice in empowering a state to enforce 

an external notion of right and wrong against a polity that holds different moral and 

religious values. It recognizes, for instance, that it would be unjust for Iranian conquerors 

to enforce Islamic law in America and equally unjust for Vatican City conquerors to 

enforce Catholic doctrine in Iran. And the injustices of those impositions would be equally 

profound regardless of whether Islam is the one true religion, or Catholicism is the one true 

religion, or neither Islam nor Catholicism is the one true religion.34 That is, even if a 

religious dictator really did have a privileged insight into a divine reality, the blunt 

imposition of that reality against an unconvinced populace would be too painful to be 

condoned. 

In short, the law’s propriety does not turn on the prophecies of philosophers, the 

princely dictates of judges,35 or the divine revelations of oracles; it turns on the law’s real-

world fit with the needs and preferences of the polity it serves. 

In this sense, Bentham’s point was the same one that Plato’s Socrates had made in 

his dialogue with Thrasymachus two millennia before.36 It was the one simple notion of 

justice that has proven the steadiest heartbeat for western political thought from the 

ancients to today. His point was that the difference between tyranny and justice is the 

distinction between self-interested and public-interested leadership. All Bentham did was 

to extend the idea of public-interested justice to moral and religious as well as practical 

governance.37 

 

Does all of this mean that Benthamite jurisprudence would legitimize unjust laws 

for a polity that took pleasure in injustice? Maybe. I’ll explore this possibility more in 

Chapter 2. 

But Bentham trusted the members of the polity to care about justice themselves. He 

believed that individuals would take pleasure in a just and fair distribution of happiness 

and take pain in an unjust or unfair distribution.  

Consider here Bentham’s ambivalent feelings about the phrase, often attributed to 

his theory, “the greatest happiness of the greatest number.”38 Bentham himself had referred 

to utilitarianism as “the greatest happiness principle,” but his readers later tacked on the 

“of the greatest number” qualification. 

In 1822, Bentham added notes to his Introduction to the Principles of Morals and 

Legislation, in which he addressed this addendum to his utilitarian principle. He first 

(somewhat cheekily) acknowledged that the addendum “of the greatest number” might be 

dangerous—but dangerous only for that “government which has for its actual end or object, 

the greatest happiness of a certain one, with or without the addition of some comparatively 

small number of others”.39 That is, the qualification “of the greatest number” poses a threat 

to self-interested government because it requires governors to maximize the happiness of 

all the people they govern.  

Bentham thus approved the addendum insofar as it puts a finer point on the ancient 

notion of justice: that the relevant happiness is that of the governed, not that of the 
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governors. It is the morality of the polity, not the morality of the legislators, that ought to 

determine the content of the positive law. 

But Bentham did not approve the addendum insofar as it tends to promote pure 

majoritarianism. 

In an unpublished manuscript on utilitarianism, Bentham noted that, if one bases 

law on its utilitarian consequences for only a majority of the polity, then one is likely to 

cause “loss not profit” to “the aggregate stock of happiness of the community”.40 In other 

words, Bentham believed, as an empirical matter, that a minority’s pain at being excluded 

from governance would outweigh the majority’s pleasure at asserting its will.  

This empirical prediction could be correct on only one of two assumptions: either 

the members of the minority place more weight on winning the precise policy question at 

issue than do the members of the majority (which is surely sometimes but not always true) 

or the members of the minority—and perhaps several members of the majority—

experience pain from the sheer injustice of the minority’s exclusion from the utilitarian 

calculus (which could be true across all policy issues). Given that Bentham’s assertion was 

unqualified, he seems to have had the latter possibility in mind.  

Bentham objected to the “of the greatest number” formulation of his principle 

because he valued—and because he believed that members of the polity would value—the 

principle of justice that everyone’s utility must count. 

Bentham’s trust in humans’ innate preference for justice may seem misguided or 

naïvely optimistic. But it is not qualitatively different from a divine natural lawyer’s faith 

in the beneficence of God.41 Nor is it qualitatively different from the Rawlsian intuition 

that individuals in the original position or behind a veil of ignorance would oppose 

inequalities that failed to maximize the well-being of the least well-off.42  

In other words, Bentham’s trust in the polity’s innate justice is a common theme in 

political philosophy. It was only when modern quants started reducing utility to its 

observable and measurable elements that utilitarian philosophy lost the core Benthamite 

presumption that justice matters. 

 Impossibility of Execution 

 A greater obstacle to the adoption of Bentham’s jurisprudence—and the obstacle 

that is central to constitutional technocracy’s dialectical methodology and diffusion of 

sovereignty—is the impossibility of measuring and comparing individuals’ utility. 

 “Utility” is a construct: an amalgamation of all the pleasures and pains we 

experience from all the stimuli that move us. There is no quantum of utility—no tangible 

“util”—that I can look at and point to, in the way that I can look at one apple and say that 

it is one apple. There are no degrees of utility that I can measure, in the way that I can 

check the weights and circumferences of two apples and conclude that one is smaller than 

the other. Indeed, utility is purely subjective. No outsider can observe the utility I 

experience, in all its complexity, and compare it with precision to her own or someone 

else’s.43 
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Because utility is non-quantifiable and unobservable, Bentham’s claim that humans 

behave consistently with the principle of utility is practically (although not theoretically) 

non-falsifiable. It is impossible to see from the outside whether an individual’s behavior is 

consistent or inconsistent with her own subjective utility curve. Bentham’s claim was, 

essentially, “If Jane does X, then we can conclude that X causes Jane more pleasure than 

pain. If Jane claims that she is doing X because some other principle, other than utility, 

motivates her to do X, what she is really saying is that compliance with the supposed ‘other’ 

principle gives her enough pleasure to compensate for any pains of doing X.”44  

Perhaps someday humanity will have decoded the brain to such an extent that 

scientists will be able to observe others’ pleasures and pains. At that point, they might be 

able to confirm or falsify Bentham’s theory. But, for now, Benthamite utilitarianism is a 

tautology, built out of non-quantifiable variables. 

 

In the modern era of empirical positivism, these limitations appear intolerable. 

Academics today insist on both quantifiability and falsifiability. As a result, the fields of 

economics and public administration that have adopted Bentham’s core approach have 

used approximations of utility that are self-consciously imperfect but soothingly numerical 

and observable. In economics, the dominant method for estimating utility is the “revealed 

preferences” approach,45 and in public administration, the dominant method is the 

“contingent valuation” approach, which produces a “willingness-to-pay” metric.46 

Theoreticians recognize the imperfections of these methods, and the popularity of both 

appears to be declining.47 For now, however, the slavish devotion to numbers drives 

academics and practitioners to approximations that are admittedly error-prone but 

reassuringly quantitative. 

 

Bentham, however, was no quant. In asserting that utility maximization is the only 

right principle of legal soundness, Bentham explicitly embraced the impossibility of 

proving the principle’s rectitude. “To give such proof,” Bentham asserted, “is as impossible 

as it is needless.”48 For Bentham, the idea that legislators ought to serve their polity’s 

interests rather than their own was self-evident: a true “first principle” that could not and 

need not be proven.49 

But what about the impossibility of applying that principle, given the impossibility 

of measuring both the individual and collective utilities provoked by given laws? 

Bentham was aware of this problem, too, and he gave two answers.  

 

First, in an unpublished paper, Bentham argued that the only alternative to adopting 

a utilitarian jurisprudence is to abandon entirely the effort at legitimizing collective self-

government. As Bentham put it: 

 

Tis vain to talk of adding quantities which after the addition will continue distinct 

as they were before, one man’s happiness will never be another man’s happiness: a 

gain to one man is no gain to another: you might as well pretend to add twenty 

apples to twenty pears, which after you had done that could not be forty of any one 
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thing but twenty of each just as they were before. This addibility of the happiness 

of different subjects, however when considered rigorously it may appear fictitious, 

is a postulatum without the allowance of which all political reasoning is at a 

standstill.50 

 

Bentham thus recognized that interpersonal comparisons of utility are “fictitious” when 

considered scientifically, but he also recognized that there can be no reasoning about a 

“polity” without the assumption that the individuals who comprise that polity can be 

aggregated. Polities are, definitionally, aggregations of individuals. Political reasoning thus 

depends on aggregation. 

Indeed, the only alternatives to interpersonal utilitarianism that Bentham 

recognized were despotism and anarchy.51 To avoid utilitarian jurisprudence, Bentham 

argued, one must adopt either a jurisprudence that asserts a code of right and wrong without 

regard for its fit with the polity it serves—which is a kind of despotism—or a jurisprudence 

that allows every individual to live by her own code of right and wrong—which is anarchy.  

 To illustrate this point, consider the following hypothetical (which is not actually 

all that hypothetical). Imagine that my husband and I have one ribeye and one salmon filet 

available for dinner, and we cannot go to the grocery store. I know—and my husband 

knows—that I enjoy steak more than he does and that he enjoys salmon more than I do. He 

likes steak, and I like salmon; but he loves salmon, and I love steak. 

If my husband and I are common-sense utilitarians, our decision is easy. I eat the 

steak; he eats the salmon; and our little polity is quite happy.  

But what if we were philosophers in a positivist era who denied the coherence of 

comparing his utility to mine? What if we got hung up on the irrefutable possibility that I 

have a greater capacity than does he to experience the pleasures of food? Maybe I get so 

much pleasure out of food that, according to a rigorously scientific utilitarian principle, I 

should get the salmon and the steak while he eats bread for dinner. If we got fixated on that 

unfalsifiable possibility, how would we then decide the proper distribution of the proteins? 

We could use an arbitrary decision-rule like a coin flip or an externally-derived 

value like equal partition of both proteins. If doing so would alleviate the pain of our 

philosophical angst and thus compensate for any pleasures lost in the suboptimal division 

of the proteins, then such an approach would be consistent with scientific utilitarianism. 

But if not—if we deferred to the coin or the egalitarian principle out of a sense of external 

obligation that provided us no pleasure—if, for instance, some magistrate required us to 

use coin tosses or egalitarianism, on pain of fine or imprisonment, because the magistrate 

was a modern quant filled with philosophical angst—then our deference to the coin or the 

egalitarian principle would be a kind of despotism. We would then be governed by the coin 

or the egalitarianism or the magistrate rather than being governed by our own interests. 

Or we could throw up our hands, proclaim the impossibility of collective decision, 

and engage in an anarchical race to dinner. 

Bentham knew what we all know in our everyday lives. The interpersonal 

comparison of utility cannot (yet?) be done with precision, but we have a pretty good sense 

of what makes us happy and of what makes our friends and neighbors happy. And 
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governance that rests on any foundation other than our best efforts at maximizing our 

collective happiness is not consensual self-government. 

 

 Bentham’s second answer to the problem of non-quantifiability was that the 

coercive power of the legislator ought to be limited to those regimes in which the costs and 

benefits of regulation are most widespread and apparent. In a chapter on the proper division 

between legislation and “private ethics” for the governance of human behavior, Bentham 

wrote: 

 

It is plain, that of individuals the legislator can know nothing: concerning those 

points of conduct which depend upon the particular circumstances of each 

individual, it is plain, therefore, that he can determine nothing to advantage. It is 

only with respect to those very broad lines of conduct in which all persons, or very 

large and permanent descriptions of persons, may be in a way to engage, that he 

can have any pretense for interfering[.]52 

 

In this passage, Bentham explicitly recognized the impossibility of measuring individual 

utility with any kind of precision, but he also understood that many common human 

behaviors have obvious costs and benefits for the collective. And he understood the law of 

large numbers.m He recognized that, although each individual’s probable utility gain or loss 

from a single stimulus is hard to predict, the probable utility consequences of widespread 

exposure to that stimulus might be much easier to estimate. 

Bentham thus argued that the line between legislation and private ethics should be 

drawn according to whether the costs and benefits are widespread and therefore roughly 

knowable or individual and therefore unobservable. When costs and benefits are individual, 

they are, from the legislator’s perspective, deeply uncertain. That is, when the costs and 

benefits are individual, the legislator has too little information to intervene well. But when 

costs and benefits are widespread, the legislator might be able to perceive the net effects of 

an intervention, empowering her to intervene to advantage. 

 Importantly, part of Bentham’s claim here is his view that punishment imposes a 

known cost—a certain evil. In order to compensate for that certain evil, punishment must 

create a concrete, or at least highly plausible, benefit. Because individual utility is 

necessarily uncertain, there will be few if any circumstances in which punishment for 

purely individual behaviors, such as victimless imprudence, will be known to produce 

benefits. 

 
m Jacob Bernoulli’s proof of the law of large numbers for binary random variables was published in 1713: 

sixty-seven years before Bentham’s Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation. See JACOB 

BERNOULLI, ARS CONJECTANDI (1713). Jacob Bernoulli’s nephew, Daniel Bernoulli, who wrote the first 

known application of what we now call the diminishing marginal utility of income, was an active scholar 

during Bentham’s time. It is not implausible that Bentham knew these works. That said, it appears to be 

unknown whether Bentham actually read the Bernoulli men’s writings. See, e.g., W. Stark, Jeremy Bentham 

as an Economist, 56 ECON. J. 583, 601 (1946). My only assertion here is that Bentham’s argument is a wise 

application, whether intuitive or informed, of the law of large numbers. 
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Bentham’s solution to the problem of individual utility’s uncertainty, then, was not 

to throw out the utilitarian standard of legal soundness. Many laws address concrete costs 

and produce concrete benefits. The solution, instead, is to acknowledge that governmental 

intervention cannot be proven to be good when concrete utilitarian benefits cannot be 

shown. In such cases, private ethics ought to be left to guide behavior, without the help of 

legislation. (As we shall see in Chapter 3, the Mills adopted this argument in whole. This 

is, in fact, their harm principle. But the Mills extended this argument to provide a limit on 

justifiable coercion in the realm of private ethics as well.) 

Liberty 

 Bentham’s second major contribution to technocratic jurisprudence lies in his 

infamous critique of the French Declaration of Rights: the essay sometimes called 

“Anarchical Fallacies” and sometimes “Nonsense Upon Stilts”.53 

 

Before elaborating this essay’s importance, an enormous caveat is in order. 

Bentham was a pure legal positivist. In his view, the principle of utility was the correct test 

of a law’s soundness, but it was not a test of the law’s bindingness. Benthamite 

utilitarianism was not a principle of legitimacy or validity, as legal philosophers use those 

terms. Bentham’s principle was merely a test of what the law ought to be, not a transcendent 

law to which an individual could appeal in challenging or violating the positive 

pronouncements of the sovereign. 

In Bentham’s view, then, if a duly enacted law violates the principle of utility, 

citizens should criticize it; legislators should amend it; but no one should flout it. The 

members of a Benthamite polity do not have a right to ignore laws that diminish their 

collective happiness, even if they can show conclusively that the laws are inconsistent with 

the principle of utility. As Bentham put it, the “motto of a good citizen” is: “To obey 

punctually; to censure freely.”54 

In constitutional technocracy, however, something like the principle of utility 

becomes a test of true legitimacy: a test of bindingness as well as soundness. A law that is 

or that becomes technocratically sub-optimal does not deserve the obeisance of any 

institution or individual. 

There is therefore a core of Bentham’s “Anarchical Fallacies” (and of Bentham’s 

comprehensive philosophy) that is irrelevant to technocratic jurisprudence. “Anarchical 

Fallacies” rages against the very concept of natural rights on the ground that such rights 

(fallaciously, in Bentham’s view) would justify disobedience of the positive law. But 

constitutional technocracy embraces “disobedience”n—and a right to individual 

 
n I put “disobedience” in scare quotes here because, if every individual is a sovereign actor and if every action 

is a form of propositional lawmaking (as constitutional technocracy ultimately argues), then “disobedience” 

of law is really an effort at amending law. That is, in constitutional technocracy, “disobedience” is to be 

understood as an attempt to amend the extant law. The attempt might fail, but then the punishment inflicted 

by other sovereigns—the imprisonment or fine of an individual “law-breaker”—is to be understood as the 

equivalent of a presidential veto of a legislative act or a legislative override of a judicial interpretation or the 
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sovereignty—as an important element of dialectical lawmaking in a system of diffuse 

sovereignty. Constitutional technocracy also depends on a transcendent law that might as 

well be called “natural”: an obligation of every sovereign—whether institutional or 

individual—to pursue technocratic optimization, rather than selfish advantage, in any act 

of lawmaking. 

“Anarchical Fallacies”, and Benthamism in general, thus contribute highly 

selectively to constitutional technocracy. 

 

Nevertheless, there is an important, complex concept in Bentham’s infamous essay 

that influenced the Mills, and that idea deserves to be extracted carefully from Bentham 

and incorporated entirely into constitutional technocracy. 

Bentham’s essay introduced the idea that basic liberty is a fiction. Coercion, 

whether or not it is organized into a sovereign state, is utterly inescapable. There is no life 

that is lived in freedom. Furthermore, any positive law that attempts to expand one person’s 

liberty necessarily abrogates someone else’s. It is therefore impossible for law to protect 

freedom in general. To expand one person’s freedom, law must diminish another’s. 

Classical liberalism—the entire “laissez-faire” creed—is thus an empty concept. 

The Lockean emperor of American constitutionalism is stark naked. 

 

This argument—controversial as it is—will prove a running current in the theory 

of constitutional technocracy. For now, let’s look only at Bentham’s presentation of the 

idea, which is an early and brief one that nevertheless importantly influenced the Mills. I’ll 

first describe Bentham’s challenge to the idea of basic liberty and then his challenge to the 

idea of liberty-protective laws. 

 Basic Liberty 

Bentham started his infamous essay by refuting the proposition that “all men are 

born free”.55 To that proposition, Bentham said: 

 

All men are born free? All men remain free? No, not a single man: not a single man 

that ever was, or is, or will be. All men, on the contrary, are born in subjection, and 

the most absolute subjection—the subjection of a helpless child to the parents on 

whom he depends every moment for his existence. In this subjection every man is 

born—in this subjection he continues for years—for a great number of years—and 

the existence of the individual and of the species depends upon his so doing.56 

 

Here, Bentham rejected the idea—central to the classical liberal tradition—that the natural 

state of humankind is a state of freedom from external control. Humans are not naturally 

free creatures. Indeed, compared to other animals and even compared to other primates, 

 
voting out of office of an elected official or the impeachment and removal of a rogue public servant. 

Punishment or reversal of “disobedience” is merely the way one sovereign says to another: “I don’t accept 

your proffer of an alternative legal order.” 
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human infants are born at the extreme end of altriciality: biologically-mandated 

dependence on their parents.57  

To say that God or nature made us “free” is to deny the lived experience of every 

human being on Earth. 

Of course, it is possible that dependency on familial control is natural while 

subjection to political control is unnatural. Perhaps parental coercion during youth is an 

inherent fact of human existence, in need of no further justification, while legal coercion 

of adults is an artificial construct. If so, then perhaps political government, unlike familial 

government, is worth bearing only if it can be justified. 

To give liberal philosophy its due, one must acknowledge that this is what it means. 

The French Declaration of Rights, in asserting that humans were “born free”, was not 

making an anthropological, evolutionary, or biological claim that humans can be 

independent of their parents from birth. “Born free” is merely a metaphor for the classical 

liberal idea that early humans did not have kings (or any other kinds of leviathans).58  

“Born free” is the poetic form of a foundational liberal tautology: that there is no 

positive law in the state of nature. 

 Bentham’s rejoinder, however, was not swinging at a straw man. He understood, of 

course, that the authors of the French Declaration were channeling Locke and Rousseau.59 

He knew that they were imagining a state of nature in which the absence of positive law 

left humans definitionally “free”—where “free” meant “free from the coercion of positive 

law”. But he also knew that Locke and the French revolutionaries were leveraging their 

tautology to argue that individual liberty is a natural right, which should be enforceable 

against political government.  

And Bentham vehemently denied both that “liberty” is an accurate description of 

pre-political human life and that “liberty” is a value worth protecting against government. 

As he put it, “[W]e know what it is for men to live without government . . . : —liberty, as 

against regular controul, the controul of laws and government—perfect; but as against all 

irregular controul, the mandates of stronger individuals, none.”60 

Bentham’s description of humans’ altriciality, then, did not rest on a 

misunderstanding of the French Declaration’s claim. It was an equal and opposite 

metaphor.  

Bentham’s argument was that the state of nature for human animals is a state of 

subjection to those more powerful than ourselves. Our first-experienced, natural state is 

one of dependency, in which the coercive powers of our parents are literally irresistible. 

We are conditioned, from birth, to bear coercion—even to take comfort in it—to find safety 

and solace in our lack of agency. From the moment of our birth—as individuals, as a 

species—we are subjects. As infants, we are the subjects of our parents; as adults, we are 

the subjects of whatever power dynamics exist in our community, whether they be 

politically organized or spontaneously distributed.  

“Liberty”, then, is not only unnatural for human animals; it is an impossibility. An 

empty concept. If we are not governed by positive law, then we are governed by some other 

power. 
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Ultimately, humans’ choice is not between freedom and coercion. It is between 

regulated political coercion and unregulated physical coercion. The latter may be more 

natural, but it is not in any way freer. If familial and political coercion can be distinguished 

at all, “liberty” cannot be the basis for that distinction.  

This is why, when Bentham wrote about the limits of legislation in his earlier 

work,61 he wrote about the line between “legislation” and “private ethics” rather than the 

line between law and liberty. The absence of legislation does not leave the polity free; it 

leaves the members of the polity subject to the other forms of “law” that so powerfully 

guide human behavior: social norms, religious doctrine, and anarchical violence. 

For Bentham, the way to challenge the absolutism of a Hobbesian state is not to 

allege that it diminishes humans’ natural freedom. That’s nonsense. Instead, the right way 

to challenge tyranny is to show that it diminishes the polity’s collective happiness. 

Libertarian Law 

 Of course, liberalism does not advocate anarchy. The “natural right” to liberty, for 

Lockean thinkers, is not an absolute right to freedom from legal coercion. Instead, classical 

liberalism argues that positive laws should be designed to enhance and protect everyone’s 

liberty. 

 But Bentham thought this idea even more nonsensical than the underlying concept 

of basic liberty, for one simple reason: No positive law can protect one person’s liberty 

without abrogating another’s. As Bentham put it, “[N]o liberty can be given to one man 

but in proportion as it is taken from another. All coercive laws, . . . and in particular all 

laws creative of liberty, are, as far as they go, abrogative of liberty.”62 

In its simplest form, this argument is irrefutable. Consider an easy example: A law 

that prohibits slavery creates freedom for would-be slaves only by diminishing the freedom 

of would-be slaveholders. It creates freedom from slavery by abrogating freedom to 

enslave. 

Immediately to the tip of the modern liberal’s tongue spring two objections to this 

example: Herbert Spencer’s law of equal freedom63 and the Mills’ harm principle.64 Both 

are reasons to argue that the freedom to enslave people is not a legitimate freedom. For 

Spencer, the freedom to enslave is illegitimate because it cannot be enjoyed by everyone 

simultaneously. Enslavement definitionally denies the equal freedom of the slave. For the 

Mills, the freedom to enslave is illegitimate because enslavement harms the slave.o Liberty 

should not extend to the freedom to harm others. 

Despite the fact that Spencer’s and the Mills’ writings postdate the French 

Revolution and Bentham’s essay, both of these arguments appeared in Article IV of the 

French Declaration of Rights, which said: “Liberty consists of doing anything which does 

not harm others [Mill]: thus, the exercise of the natural rights of each man has only those 

 
o As we shall see in the next chapter, the Mills made this argument on grounds of utility rather than liberty. 

Their harm principle has, however, been misappropriated by classical liberals in the century and a half since 

they wrote. 
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borders which assure other members of the society the fruition of these same rights 

[Spencer]. These borders can be determined only by the law.”65  

To both the Millian and Spencerite arguments of Article IV, Bentham gave a 

compelling answer: 

As soon as one introduces any substantive limit on the concept of liberty—as soon 

as one starts to distinguish between legitimate and illegitimate exercises of freedom—she 

abandons the concept of liberty altogether.66 At that point, she is not protecting liberty from 

regulatory control; she is instead protecting whatever substantive, regulatory value she is 

using to distinguish between legitimate and illegitimate acts. Spencer’s principle protects 

equality; the harm principle protects securityp; neither principle protects liberty. 

Because Bentham believed that “the coercion applicable by individual to 

individual” is qualitatively indistinguishable from “the coercion of the law”,67 he felt no 

need to pretend that these kinds of substantive regulatory choices were somehow non-

coercive. He could admit that “the liberty of doing mischief” is, indeed, “liberty” without 

feeling obliged to protect everyone’s right to do mischief.68 

That is, Bentham felt no need to argue that the prohibition of slavery could be 

deemed an enhancement of everyone’s “legitimate” freedom. He could admit that the 

emancipation of slaves abrogates the slave-holders’ “freedom” but still argue that 

emancipation is the better form of coercion. 

We can prohibit slavery because slavery is substantively wrong—because slavery 

makes slaves and abolitionists miserable—not because the freedom to enslave people is 

somehow excluded from the general right to liberty. 

 

In the end, Bentham felt no need to justify the existence of the state at all, even 

though he recognized that laws necessarily restrict individual freedom. To Bentham, 

coercion can be organized by politics, or it can occur spontaneously in nature. It cannot be 

absent. Freedom, as such, is a fiction. 

HEGEL 

 The philosophy of Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770-1831)—which is always 

complex, often abstruse, and sometimes unintelligible—contains one idea that is centrally 

important to constitutional technocracy: the dialectic.q The Hegelian dialectic—with 

Millian alterations—performs core methodological and jurisprudential functions in 

constitutional technocracy. For now, however, my goal is merely to sketch the operation 

 
p The Mills explicitly acknowledged that the core of their philosophy of justice was the protection of security, 

not liberty. See JOHN STUART MILL, UTILITARIANISM 81 (7th ed. 1879) . 
q It is sometimes claimed that Hegel’s influence did not reach the United States. Although that may be true 

in philosophy (and, even there, John Dewey remains an important caveat), it is less true in law; American 

jurisprudence of the late Nineteenth and early Twentieth Centuries engaged substantially with German 

writing, including Hegelian theory. Indeed, in 1911, Roscoe Pound identified “Neo-Hegelians” as one of the 

most important and “most fruitful” schools of jurisprudence. See Roscoe Pound, The Scope and Purpose of 

Sociological Jurisprudence, 24 HARV. L. REV. 591, 592 (1911). 
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of Hegel’s dialectic and to give some concrete examples of its payoffs for the Mills’ version 

of constitutional technocracy. 

This subsection focuses primarily on Hegel’s concept of “determinate negation,” 

which animates constitutional technocracy’s rosy understanding of law-breaking and 

disobedience. The methodological implications of the Hegelian dialectic—and its 

influence on the Mills’ dialectic—will gain complexity and clarity throughout the 

dissertation, so this subsection’s exposition should be understood as a mere introduction. 

 

Before jumping into Hegel’s version of the dialectic, an enormous caveat—quite 

similar to the disavowal of Benthamite positivism—is in order. Hegel believed that the 

oppositional components of the dialectic were all parts of a synthetic whole that 

transcended any single human mind. Human history was the working out of a global 

synthesis: a process toward true omniscience. The culmination of the Hegelian dialectic 

was the “Absolute Idea,” which contained all knowledge. 

Constitutional technocracy—while embracing the communitarian understanding of 

human knowledge at the heart of Hegel’s philosophy of history—denies the possibility of 

omniscience. The march of time, for constitutional technocracy, is mere dynamism without 

the teleological or progressive faith of Hegelian idealism. Constitutional technocracy does 

not deny progress altogether, but it does deny the necessity or determinism of progress.  

In the end, then, constitutional technocracy borrows only a small kernel of Hegelian 

thought, filtered substantially by the Mills (and, later, by William James and by Jane 

Addams’s influence on John Dewey). 

 

 With all of that said, let’s turn now to Hegel’s dialectical process. 

Those who encounter Hegel casually tend to associate him with a tripartite 

“Hegelian dialectic”, which is usually articulated as a logical progression from thesis, to 

antithesis, to synthesis. Hegel’s own understanding of dialectics was broader than this 

tripartite version—even though many of his examples, including his famous critique of 

liberty, took a tripartite form.69 Ultimately, Hegel’s dialectics included as many steps as 

might be necessary for a given idea to be fully actualized. Indeed, as noted, Hegel believed 

that the dialectical movement could be expanded to encompass and synthesize all of human 

reality. 

Both the tripartite and absolute versions of Hegelian dialectics, however, share the 

mechanism by which ideas take form: the mechanism of “determinate negation.” It was 

this mechanism that distinguished Hegel’s dialectics from the ancient dialectics of Plato, 

and it is the dialectical mechanism of determinate negation that is most important to 

constitutional technocracy.  

Hegel argued that the negation of one idea by its opposite did not need to destroy 

or even undermine either idea; instead, the clash between the two could increase the clarity 

and reality of both.  

Although determinate negation is important to both the tripartite and 

comprehensive notions of Hegelian dialectics, it is easiest to illustrate with the familiar 

tripartite simplification. Let’s therefore walk through the thesis-antithesis-synthesis 
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version of the Hegelian dialectic. I will then apply the concept of determinate negation to 

the idea of disobedience and law-breaking, to foreshadow its relevance to constitutional 

technocracy’s diffuse sovereignty. 

 

 In the simple version of the Hegelian dialectic, someone posits a new concept: a 

thesis. As she tries to put the concept into practice, she becomes aware that it requires an 

opposite, an antithesis, in order to be coherent. In order to know what I mean when I say 

“table,” there must be things in the world that are not tables. 

For example, I might posit that I am a unique individual. But what does it mean for 

me to be unique? Just as the concept of “table” depends for its coherence on things that are 

not tables, the concept of “uniqueness” requires a concept of not uniqueness. In a bare 

definitional sense, uniqueness is the absence of sameness. 

In order to demonstrate uniqueness, then, I need the concept of sameness. I cannot 

show that I am not the same as any other without knowing what it is for two or more people 

to be the same. The antithesis of uniqueness—sameness—thus emerges necessarily in the 

attempt to define and demonstrate the thesis. 

 But the rise of the antithesis poses a threat to the thesis. Once I recognize the 

concept of sameness, I start to notice that there are, in fact, lots of similarities between 

myself and other beings around me. As I explore the antithetical sameness that helps to 

define my uniqueness, I notice many negations of my uniqueness. I am not the only human; 

I am not the only female human; I am not the only female human with pale skin and green 

eyes and brown hair and a Texan upbringing and a Wellesley education and so on.  

The rise of the antithesis thus negates the thesis. 

  But if I follow this logic all the way, I reach synthesis through a process that Hegel 

called “sublation”70: a simultaneous negation, preservation, and transcendence of both the 

thesis and the antithesis.71 What I would find, if I could explore all the others in the world, 

is that I am simultaneously the same as many others (negating my uniqueness) and my own 

unique self (preserving my uniqueness). I find that I share many universal characteristics 

with human beings in general, such as carbon-based cells; that I share many particular 

characteristics with other humans, such as brown hair and green eyes and so on; but that I 

am still an individual. There are many others that are like me in many respects, but there is 

no other that is exactly the same as me in every respect. 

 If the thesis of my uniqueness could be fully tested against the antithesis of my 

sameness, I would come to recognize that the thesis and antithesis, despite the tension 

between them, are actually interdependent. There is tension between the concept of a 

unique self and the concept of sameness with others, but that tension is necessary to give 

both concepts their full meanings. The recognition of similarities with others is necessary 

to the full understanding of uniqueness. 

Indeed, what the uniqueness of the individual is is what is left over after finding all 

similarities with others. 

And, on the other side, what a human being in general is is what is left of humans’ 

sameness after finding all disparities among individual humans. 
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Importantly, in this synthesis, there is no “cancelling out” of concepts or even of 

partial concepts. The thesis that I am a unique individual is fully preserved in the synthesis, 

as is the antithesis that I am the same as others. My similarities help to give a more-definite 

shape to my uniqueness, and my uniqueness helps to give a more-definite shape to humans’ 

sameness.  

The negation of the thesis by the antithesis is thus a “determinate negation”. The 

mutual negation of the thesis by the antithesis and of the antithesis by the thesis does not 

undermine either side but rather shapes both into their truest forms.r The thesis and 

antithesis play together to show precisely how I am unique and how I am the same as other 

humans. 

That is, in order to understand myself as an individual, I must acknowledge that 

there are others, and I must recognize the myriad ways that the others are both like me and 

not like me. My uniqueness and my sameness must be synthesized in order for my 

uniqueness to have a fully determined meaning. 

 

 In this example, though, the dialectic starts and ends with concepts that are widely 

considered to be correct: that I am a unique individual and that I am the same as other 

humans. These two concepts can be mutually negated—while both remaining correct—

through Hegelian sublation. Determinate negation, in this kind of case, is really just 

definition without the sense of disputation that is characteristic of the ancient dialectics that 

Hegel wanted to reject. 

What happens, though, when one of the concepts in a tripartite dialectic is widely 

considered to be wrong? Can the negation of a wrong concept still be “determinate” in the 

Hegelian sense, or should such negation be merely disputative and, ultimately, destructive? 

Do we not want a wrong concept to disappear?  

This question is important to constitutional technocracy since, as noted, Hegel’s 

determinate negation is responsible for constitutional technocracy’s optimistic 

understanding of disobedience and law-breaking. 

So let’s take the example of murder. Murder is wrong. If someone today came 

forward with the idea that murder should be legal, there would be a strong temptation to 

proclaim that idea wholly and obviously wrong, without engaging dialectically. Indeed, the 

prospect of a dialectical engagement might seem dangerous given that Hegelian sublation 

 
r Michael Rosen has offered the chiseling of marble and the molding of wax as metaphors for Hegel’s 

determinate negation. MICHAEL ROSEN, HEGEL’S DIALECTIC AND ITS CRITICISM 33 (1982). These metaphors 

are inapt, however, because the antithesis does not merely chip away at the thesis, leaving behind a sculpted 

form and a pile of formless chips. Nor does the antithesis shape the waxy thesis from the outside, without 

being altered itself, the way that hands might mold wax and then wash off the waxy residue. The thesis and 

antithesis shape each other through a complex interplay, and what it negated is also determined and preserved 

in the synthesis. To return to the example in text, the similarities among humans are negated out of the thesis 

of uniqueness, but they are then incorporated into the better-determined definition of what it is to be human. 

Hegel’s dialectical process is often described as “mystical” and metaphysical, perhaps in part because it lacks 

a good physical metaphor. It’s as if one could start with a hunk of marble, and by chipping away at the marble, 

one would be revealing a beautiful statute from the inside while also making the chipped-away pieces of 

marble into something beautiful and intentional (not just haphazard chips of waste). 
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preserves both the thesis and the antithesis. Surely the polity does not want pro-murder 

ideas preserved in any way. 

But a fear of dialectical engagement here would be based on a misunderstanding of 

the Hegelian dialectic.  

All Hegel wanted to argue, in the simplest (and perhaps tautological72) version of 

his dialectic, was that dogmatic rejection of a wrong idea is unscientific. In his terms, 

dogmatic negation is “immediate,” meaning unmediated and thoughtless, and not a “result” 

of logical thought.73 

In order to prove that murder is wrong—in order to reach a logical rather than a 

dogmatic conclusion that murder is wrong—one must determine how, why, and when it is 

wrong.s And it is impossible to show how, why, and when murder is wrong without 

knowing what murder is. 

Put more simply: Scientific refutation of the idea that “murder is not wrong” 

depends on what “murder” means. 

Imagine, for instance, that a murderer argued, at trial, that she should be acquitted 

on the ground that her victim was a bad person who had committed many prior crimes. 

Imagine that this defendant claimed she was trying to decrease the crime rate in her 

community by murdering a criminal. 

It would be easy and tempting to reject her argument out of hand. A dogmatic 

conclusion that her actions constitute illegal homicide and that she deserves to spend time 

in jail would raise few eyebrows. 

Furthermore, treating her argument as a Hegelian antithesis would be unlikely to 

change the result. The synthesis would almost certainly be a reaffirmation of the thesis that 

murder is wrong. Even if the defendant’s characterization of her victim were accurate, a 

judge and jury would be extremely unlikely to support the vigilante culling of criminal 

elements. 

The result of a costly dialectical engagement, then, will seem (superficially) 

identical to the original thesis. 

 
s The dialectic is driven by contradiction, which Hegel described as internal contradiction. See Robert B. 

Pippin, Hegel’s Metaphysics and the Problem of Contradiction, 16 J. OF HIST. OF PHIL. 301 (1978). If the 

contradiction must be internal, though, then the contradiction in this case cannot be between “murder is right” 

and “murder is wrong”, which is not internal to the idea of murder. That contradiction involves the external 

question of right and wrong. Instead, the dialectical contradiction in this proposition is the contradiction 

between “murder is wrong” and “murder is not wrong”, where “murder is not wrong” cannot be the same 

thing as “murder is right”. Instead, in the dialectical process, “murder is not wrong” means “murder is not 

the only thing that is wrong”; “murder is not the definition of wrongness”; and, perhaps, “murder is not 

wholly and always wrong” (if, for example, self-defense, abortion, and physician-assisted suicide are not 

wrong). Determinate negation, then, is the determination of the extent to which the concept of murder 

coincides or overlaps with the concept of wrongness. Because there is not a perfect identity between the 

concept “murder” and the concept “wrong”, there must be a determination of what, exactly, we mean when 

we say that murder is wrong. We don’t really mean that “murder” is “wrong”, that murder=wrong in the way 

that 2=2. 
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But unlike the pre-dialectical thesis that murder is wrong, the post-dialectical 

synthesis will have the defendant’s conceptualization of “murder” baked into it. “Murder 

is wrong” will now also mean “vigilante culling of criminal elements is wrong”. 

The synthesis still says “murder is illegal,” but the meaning of “murder” is 

importantly different. It now includes this concrete, individual example within the 

universal concept of “murder”. The universal concept is thus better-determined. 

 

 When engaging with a wrong idea, the process of dialectical negation, unlike 

dogmatic dismissal, lends greater clarity to the negated idea. As Hegel put it, “[S]uch a 

negation is not all and every negation but the negation of a specific subject matter which 

resolves itself, and consequently is a specific negation, and therefore the result essentially 

contains that from which it results”.74  

The dialectical proof that murder is wrong—unlike a dogmatic insistence that 

murder is wrong—contains within it a better-determined definition of murder. That 

definitional clarity is the sense in which the antithesis is preserved in the synthesis. 

 

 How does all of this relate to technocratic jurisprudence? 

The relationship of determinate negation to law-breaking is complex, and it is one 

that I plan to develop more fully in future work. For now—for purposes of understanding 

the Mills’ dialectic—it suffices to say that dialectics and technocracy are both antonyms of 

dogmatism and synonyms of science. And the dialectical method is a useful way to 

understand institutional arrangements in constitutional technocracy. 

 The idea of determinate negation—the idea that non-dogmatic refutation of a wrong 

idea generates definitional clarity—lends a technocratic function to every single act of 

disobedience. If law-breaking is understood not as a moral failing75 but rather as a Hegelian 

antithesis to a prevailing legal pronouncement, then every act of law-breaking presents an 

opportunity for the polity to enhance the logical clarity of its positive laws. 

Rather than simply proclaiming a disobedient act to be illegal and therefore wrong, 

a technocratic system can obligate itself to explain, in each instance, precisely how and 

why the individual violation is wrong. If that dialectical inquiry reveals a logical weakness 

in the positive law’s scope or application, a technocratic system can permit itself to alter 

the law to match the revealed logic. 

As I plan to argue at length in future work, many features of the American legal 

system perform precisely this dialectical function. 

SAINT-SIMONIAN TECHNOCRACY 

 The final pair of “prior authors” one must understand, in order to see how On 

Liberty can be understood as a friendly critique of big-T Technocracy, is the pair of Saint-

Simonian thinkers who were writing before and during the Mills’ work: Saint-Simon 

himself and his protégé, Auguste Comte.76 Comte’s version of Saint-Simonian thought was 

the philosophy that served as the Mills’ primary foil.77 
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 Before delving into the particulars of Saint-Simonian Technocracy, however, it is 

important to recognize a broader philosophical backdrop against which Saint-Simon, 

Comte, and the Mills were writing. 

In the early and middle parts of the 1800s, there was a widespread belief—

extending well beyond Saint-Simon and Comte—that human society was governed by a 

small set of natural laws, like Newton’s laws of motion, or perhaps even by a single law, 

like Newton’s universal law of gravitation.t Philosophers of the time, building primarily on 

the work of Sir Francis Bacon,78 believed that they could discover objective laws of human 

society simply by borrowing the methods of the physical sciences and applying them to the 

study of individual humans, social groups, and historical evolutions.79 

 We saw a glimmer of this point in the discussion of Bentham above. A child of the 

Enlightenment, Bentham believed that he could describe a universal morality simply by 

reducing “good” and “bad” to the aggregation of individual people’s “pleasures” and 

“pains.” That is, Bentham believed that scientistsu could discover moral laws by 

differentiating between pleasurable and painful stimuli. To Bentham, stimuli that cause net 

pleasure are morally good; those that cause net pain, morally bad. 

The most enduring and pervasive problem with Bentham’s theory has been that 

individuals’ pleasures and pains are not uniformly predictable, externally measurable, or 

interpersonally comparable.80 The application of scientific method to utilitarian morality 

has not yielded the definite answers that Bentham thought possible. More deeply, modern 

scientists—including scholars of both the physical and social sciences—now recognize that 

the reduction of individual human behavior to fundamental laws, even if it could be done 

with precision, would not enable straightforward predictions of collective dynamics. As 

Phillip Anderson famously put it, “more is different”. Macro-level phenomena are not 

simple aggregations of their micro-level constituents.81 

But when Bentham was writing, there was a widespread faith in the scientific 

method’s ability to reduce human behavior to a small set of quantifiable variables and to 

use those variables to draw firm conclusions about social, moral, and political questions. 

As Enlightenment turned to Romanticism in the wake of the French Revolution, 

the faith in science did not collapse. On the contrary, it enlarged. Philosophers of the 

Romantic Era—including our current subjects—began to argue that Newtonian laws 

govern not only our outward behaviors but also our inner emotions; not only our individual 

characteristics but also our interpersonal relationships82; not only our historical past but 

also our natural future.83 Philosophers began to believe that love itself could be reduced to 

a uniform law. 

 
t At the time that Saint-Simon wrote, Newton and Bacon provided the scientific paradigm, and both men 

believed in stable physical laws that could be discovered through observation of natural phenomena. A 

number of thinkers throughout the Nineteenth Century argued for the extension of the Newtonian and 

Baconian paradigm of the physical sciences to the study of social phenomena. 
u The word “scientist” was introduced by William Whewell after Bentham’s time. Bentham would have 

referred to “natural philosophers” instead. 
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Utility and sentimentality were brought together in a single scientific theory of 

humanity.v 

 

To modern sensibilities, big-T Technocracy is a tyranny of experts, guided by a 

hubris of quantification.84 

To Nineteenth Century Romantics, however, there was no hubris in the idea of 

studying society scientifically, and there was no tyranny in the idea of submitting ourselves 

to the objective, natural laws that were determining our destiny whether we realized it or 

not. 

Indeed, to Nineteenth Century Romantics, tyranny was humanity’s attempt to resist 

its scientifically-ordained fate. If humans could simply discover the laws that governed 

them and administer society consistently with those laws, tyranny would disappear. 

Just as the science of gravity enables us to fly, a science of humanity would enable 

us to live in harmony.85 

 

With that larger background in mind, let’s look now at the particulars of Saint-

Simon and Comte’s political philosophies. 

Henri de Saint-Simon 

Although his writings rarely made explicit reference to Bentham, there is little 

doubt that Saint-Simon (1760–1825) was a Benthamite utilitarian.86 He believed that the 

proper role of government was to promote the material and moral well-being of the polity 

as a whole, and he believed that the polity’s well-being consisted entirely of happiness 

during life on earth.87  

Like Bentham, Saint-Simon believed that humans are naturally social—that society 

is a spontaneous outgrowth of human interaction—and that government is, in its most basic 

aspect, merely the systematization of the coercion and domination that occur in pre-

political society.88 

Saint-Simon also shared Bentham’s conviction that science, if leveraged and 

implemented by government, could illuminate a path to universal happiness. Indeed, Saint-

Simon’s interest in the scientific organization of society flowed entirely from this 

Benthamite idea. 

Saint-Simon’s most significant contributions, however, were not to the moral 

theory underlying his system—which was, in any event, indistinguishable from 

utilitarianism—but rather to the governmental system itself. Most of Saint-Simon’s 

 
v Today, the understanding of human society as reducible to a small set of stable laws may seem hopelessly 

naïve. But we must remember that we are children of Einsteinian relativity and quantum theory. Our most 

fundamental and most pervasive social philosophies—our own sense of complexity and relativity in human 

culture—might be just as naïve as the Newtonian models of the Nineteenth Century. In any event, our sense 

of cultural relativism is as much a reflection of our prevailing physical paradigm as was the Nineteenth 

Century sense of natural order. 
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writings were suggestions for governmental reforms that he thought were scientifically 

indicated.89 

 

The ideal state, as Saint-Simon envisioned it, would maintain the Catholic 

separation of the two primary powers: the “temporal” and the “spiritual” or, in modern 

terminology, the “economic” and the “moral.” Saint-Simon’s ideas were quite different 

between the two powers, and the two powers thus differed in their respective relationships 

to the totalitarian tendencies of big-T Technocracy. Saint-Simon’s vision of the economic 

power will sound familiar to modern liberals, but his vision of the moral power was much 

more authoritarian. 

Economic power, Saint-Simon argued, should be given to the productive class: 

farmers, manufacturers, merchants, and bankers. Those who are directly responsible for 

producing the country’s goods should be in charge of overseeing and regulating the 

country’s productive capital. 

Unlike Marx’s later call for a proletarian revolution, the Saint-Simonian rise of 

these working-class elements would neither require a violent uprising nor result in a 

communistic egalitarianism. Instead, Saint-Simon wanted the King of France to create 

“chambers”—effectively, administrative agencies—and to appoint members of the 

working class to lead them.90 

Saint-Simon’s vision, thus, would retain the hierarchical structure of the aristocracy 

and monarchy,w but it would organize the hierarchy by expertise and ability rather than by 

birthright or patronage.91 

In Saint-Simon’s telling, the captains of industry—the very best of the working 

class—would be the optimal leaders of economic governance because they are “the most 

interested in the maintenance of peace and internal order”, have the greatest “personal 

interest in reducing taxation and employing public money sensibly,” and “have proved 

their capacity for administration” by their “success in their enterprises”.92 

With respect to the economic power, then, Saint-Simonism is indistinguishable 

from modern managerial capitalism. 

Indeed, Saint-Simon explicitly retained freedom of commerce, arguing that 

government should allow individuals to “conduct their own affairs” and to “exchange with 

each other directly and with complete freedom the products of their various labors.”93 And 

he retained private ownership of capital. Unlike later socialists and communists, Saint-

 
w More precisely, Saint-Simon believed that government in any form—“whether it be republican, aristocratic, 

pure monarchy, or constitutional monarchy”—would fail as long as it was led by lawyers and metaphysicians 

and that it could succeed in any form as long as it was led by scientists and experts. As he put it, the form of 

government is “of secondary importance”; what really matters is creating “a state of enlightenment which 

enables society, knowing the means it must employ in order to improve its condition, to guide itself according 

to principles, and which no longer makes it necessary to give arbitrary powers to those it entrusts with the 

administration of its affairs.” See KEITH TAYLOR, HENRI SAINT SIMON 1760-1825: SELECTED WRITINGS ON 

SCIENCE, INDUSTRY AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 199–200 (1975). His suggestion that the King create 

chambers may have been a primarily strategic decision to propose the smallest reform to the prevailing 

government that would successfully inject science into governance. 
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Simon believed that spontaneous trade, if production were efficiently managed, could give 

rise to an efficient distribution of material wealth. 

Saint-Simon’s economic power was thus jurisprudentially technocratic insofar as 

it centered on the well-being of the polity, sought to optimize the regulatory code, and 

entrusted subject-matter experts with developing and enforcing economic regulations. But 

his economic power did not look like the totalitarian forms of big-T Technocracy that 

emerged a century after he wrote. He envisioned neither collective ownership of the means 

of production nor direct governmental management of the distribution of wealth. 

 

The moral power, however, was a different story. 

The precise shape of Saint-Simon’s moral power evolved over the course of his 

life, starting as a “Religion of Newton” to replace Catholicism, turning to a secular 

spiritualism that could coexist with Christianity, and ending up as a “new Christianity”94 

centered around utilitarian morality, which would supplant both Catholicism and 

Protestantism as the one true church.95  

What remained constant across these various forms was the central goal of the 

Saint-Simonian moral power, which was to convince all humans to acquiesce in the one, 

universal law of nature.x  

As Saint-Simon put it, the universal moral principle was: “Men should treat one 

another as brothers” and should organize society “to the greatest advantage of the greatest 

number.”96 In other words, Benthamite utilitarianism was the unifying moral principle of 

the Saint-Simonian religion. 

Convinced as he was that this single, fundamental principle governed all of human 

society—and that resistance of the utilitarian principle constituted evil97—Saint-Simon 

wanted to grant the moral power tremendous authority over people’s beliefs and behaviors. 

He thought that scientists, moralists, theologians, and artists—once they had discovered 

the universal law of humanity—could deduce a comprehensive “code of sentiments”98 and 

could, through the imposition of that code, organize “the whole human race according to 

the [one] fundamental principle of divine morality.”99 When the code of sentiments was 

combined with a scientifically formulated “code of interests” to govern the economy,100 

the resulting synthesis of industrial and moral sciences could “exercise supreme direction 

over the general activity of society.”101 

The Saint-Simonian moral power was primarily a soft power, consisting of 

persuasion and education rather than punition and domination,102 and in most of his writing, 

 
x In the Religion of Newton, the one, natural law was “universal gravitation.” TAYLOR, supra note w, at 80. 

In the New Christianity, the unifying law was the divine principle that “[m]en should treat one another as 

brothers.” Id. at 289. In his Religion of Newton, Saint-Simon argued that the “Council-in-Chief of Newton 

[which will be composed of scientists and artists] . . . will do its best to achieve a thorough understanding of 

the effects of universal gravitation, which is the single law to which I [God] have subjected the universe.” Id. 

at 80. In his New Christianity, Saint-Simon argued that, while the universal law of morality is divine and thus 

“cannot be improved,” “what the clergy have said in God’s name forms a science which can be improved, 

just like all human sciences.” Id. at 289. He went on to say that the obligation of theological sciences is “to 

organise society” according to the universal morality, which requires an organization that is (harkening 

Bentham) “to the greatest advantage of the greatest number.” Id. 
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Saint-Simon expressed faith that people would choose to follow the universal law of 

humanity once properly educated.103 He did, however, acknowledge religion’s capacity for 

coercion, celebrating at one point that God had “provided humanity with a means of forcing 

each of its members to follow the rule of brotherly love.”104 

The moral power thus injected into Saint-Simon’s system two characteristics of 

authoritarian and totalitarian governments.  

First, Saint-Simon’s entire system was premised on the totalitarian notion of a 

single, universal power that could organize and control all of human society. The 

totalitarian power was a scientific law rather than a human institution, but Saint-Simon 

believed that human institutions were capable of deciphering that omnipotent law, reducing 

it to code, and imposing it on non-believers through state-sponsored education.105 

Second, the shape of Saint-Simon’s moral power—as a religious, artistic, 

persuasive, and educational system—is indistinguishable from the propaganda machines 

that are characteristic of authoritarian states. Even though Saint-Simon never proposed 

jailing dissidents, for example, Saint-Simonism left no room for freedom of belief or 

freedom of conscience. Saint-Simon thought there was one demonstrably and scientifically 

correct law of morality, and the goal of his spiritual government was to convince everyone 

of that law’s omnipotence. 

Despite Saint-Simon’s emphasis on spontaneous organization in the economic 

sphere, then, his system ultimately shared the totalitarian tendencies of big-T Technocracy. 

He argued in favor of a centralized government that would base its laws on scientific 

discoveries of industrial and moral optimality, without room for divergent beliefs among 

individuals. 

Auguste Comte 

By the time John Stuart and Harriet Taylor Mill started drafting On Liberty in 1854, 

the formal Saint-Simonian school was already past its heyday. An organized Saint-

Simonian religion had emerged after the master’s death in 1825, but the religion officially 

disbanded in 1832, more than twenty years before the Mills began writing.106 Indeed, the 

self-appointed “Supreme Fathers” of the Saint-Simonian religion had been imprisoned for 

offenses against public order and morals and had formally renounced their effort to spread 

the Saint-Simonian doctrine.107 

But one of Saint-Simon’s first students, Auguste Comte (1798–1857),108 continued 

to write and publish throughout the 1840s and 1850s, well into the period in which the 

Mills were drafting On Liberty. Indeed, Comte’s most controversial treatise, the four-

volume System of Positive Polity, appeared between 1851 and 1854: the three years 

immediately preceding the start of the Mills’ project.  

On Liberty was largely a reaction to Comte’s System.y 

 
y The Mills did not explicitly characterize On Liberty this way, but the following facts are fairly compelling: 

First and most importantly, in the opening chapter of On Liberty, the Mills cited Comte’s work as a 

“particular” exemplar of secular social despotism that their doctrine of liberty was intended to oppose. See 

J.S. MILL, ON LIBERTY AND OTHER WRITINGS 17 (Cambridge 1989). It is worth noting here that the Mills 
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 So what was Comte’s understanding of Technocracy? 

Like Saint-Simon, Comte believed that human society was governed by immutable, 

natural laws.109 The task of the human enterprise, in his view, was to discover those laws 

and harness them for the welfare and progress of humanity. 

Once sociological laws had been discovered and harnessed, Comte argued, 

government could be transformed from an oppressive political hierarchy to a minimalist 

scientific administration.110 Law and politics would no longer be based on metaphysical 

principles like liberty, rights, and sovereignty; government would instead be grounded in 

the science of order and progress.111 Political power would be reduced to the management 

of capital for the collective welfare. 

 Comte’s view of the economic power was thus nearly identical to Saint-Simon’s. 

They shared the understanding that, with scientific study of society, collective well-being 

could be optimized with minimal governmental intervention. 

 

 There were, however, two points respecting the economic power on which Comte 

and Saint-Simon diverged.  

First, Comte criticized Saint-Simon for jumping too quickly into the reorganization 

of society, without having first completed the science on which that reorganization was 

supposed to be based.112 Saint-Simon’s writings centered on concrete suggestions for 

governmental reform while Comte’s most significant writings centered on the general 

positivist philosophy—the overarching scientific theory—that was supposed to guide 

societal regulation.113 It was only after having completed his major treatise on positivist 

philosophy that Comte felt (overlyz) confident in making suggestions for political reform. 

 
mentioned remarkably few other authors by name in On Liberty. The reference to Comte is therefore 

conspicuous. Second, the timeline is telling. Comte’s System was completed the same year that Mr. Mill 

wrote his short version of On Liberty, which later became the extended and coauthored essay we know today. 

See J.S. MILL, AUTOBIOGRAPHY 176 (1883). Third, Harriet Taylor Mill disliked Auguste Comte and objected 

to many aspects of his philosophy. Her hand in writing On Liberty is certainly consistent with the notion that 

the treatise is an indirect response and correction to the System of Positive Polity. See SANDRA J. PEART, ED., 

THE COLLECTED WORKS OF F.A. HAYEK XVI: HAYEK ON MILL: THE MILL-TAYLOR FRIENDSHIP AND 

RELATED WRITINGS 111–12 (2015). Finally, Mr. Mill’s summary criticism of Comte’s System in his 

autobiography harkens the central theme of On Liberty: “The book [System of Positive Polity] stands as a 

monumental warning to thinkers on society and politics of what happens when once men lose sight, in their 

speculations, of the value of Liberty and Individuality.” MILL, AUTOBIOGRAPHY, supra, at 147. 
z In the Preface to his System of Positive Polity, Comte claimed that he had completed the foundational 

science for a robust reorganization of society. Comte argued that, in his Course of Positive Philosophy, 

“scientific preparation [had been] carried to its furthest limit,” and he had achieved “the true universal point 

of view”. See AUGUSTE COMTE, A SYSTEM OF POSITIVE POLITY, OR TREATISE ON SOCIOLOGY, INSTITUTING 

THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY, v. 1, xii (John Henry Bridges, tr., 1851). To a modern reader—living in the 

positivist age of social science that Comte largely set in motion—Comte’s assertion that the abstract, 

theoretical Course provides a sufficient scientific groundwork for political reorganization is mind-bogglingly 

naïve. Either today’s understanding of positive science bears little resemblance to Comte’s or, what is more 

likely, Comte was blinded by an astounding degree of personal arrogance. See JOHN STUART MILL, AUGUSTE 

COMTE AND POSITIVISM 46 (1865) (accusing Comte of an “outrageous” (implicitly unwarranted) “self-

confidence”). 
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The second divergence between Comte and Saint-Simon was that Comte ultimately 

argued for decentralized economic power so that regulation could be optimized for each 

locality.114 Comte’s final vision for the economic power resembled guild socialism more 

than the centralized administrative state that Saint-Simon recommended. Nevertheless, in 

Comte’s proposed system, the economic power in each locality was to take the same 

Technocratic shape as the Saint-Simonian administrative state. Its task was the scientific 

management of capital, by experts, for the collective welfare. 

 

 Comte’s primary interest, however, was not the economic power. It was the moral 

power. In his view, the economic power was a decidedly secondary—indeed, nearly 

trivial—concern.115 

Comte argued that, for the economic power to become technocratic (and thus 

superfluous, according to Saint-Simonian thinking), individuals must first devote 

themselves to the collective good. Society needed to engage in a complete spiritual 

regeneration, centered on positive philosophy rather than theology or metaphysics. The 

economic power could be reduced to mere management, but only after individuals were 

trained to work together as a single social organism. 

 Recall that, for Saint-Simon, the guiding principle of the moral power was 

Benthamite utilitarianism, which he summarized as brotherly love. Saint-Simon’s social 

organization, which aimed to provide the greatest happiness for the greatest number, 

preserved the methodological individualism of Benthamite philosophy, using the 

aggregation of every individual’s subjective happiness as the test for moral success. 

 Comte, by contrast, argued that morality required the absolute subordination of the 

individual to the collective. Rather than treating collective happiness as the aggregation of 

individuals’ idiosyncratic pleasures, Comte put forward a single, uniform law of human 

happiness: the “altruisticaa discipline.”116 He rejected Bentham’s catalogue of pleasures and 

pains and instead offered human unity as the only value worth pursuing.117 Indeed, Comte 

sought to eradicate self-interest in favor of absolute altruism.118  

Comte’s second major work, the System of Positive Polity, bears the subtitle 

“Instituting the Religion of Humanity.” This new religion, which became the focal point 

of Comte’s political philosophy, treated all humankind—past, present, and future—as a 

single organism, the “Grand Être”, which was to become the exclusive object of religious 

worship. The religion would teach all people to love and obey the natural, scientific order 

of humanity, to foreswear self-love in favor of absolute altruism, and to devote themselves 

entirely to the advancement and perfection of the Grand Être.119 

Although the Religion of Humanity nodded superficially to the importance of 

freedom—holding that submission to the collective must be freely-willed rather than 

compelled120—freedom was to be exercised only in submission to and for the advancement 

of the natural social order.bb 

 
aa The word “altruism” is Comte’s invention. 
bb Comte compared the voluntary submission of humans to the collective to the happy circumstance of a pet 

dog obeying its owner. He contrasted the dog’s “free” submission to the owner with a lion’s unwilling 

captivity in a cage. Comte’s “freedom,” thus, still placed humans in a position of captivity, servility, and 
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The Comtean version of Technocracy thus retained and even enhanced the core of 

the technocratic viewpoint: the turn from metaphysical speculation to positive analysis as 

the means of discovering optimal rules of governance. But Comte’s Technocracy, which 

turned a “science” of human happiness into a system of absolute servility, revealed the full 

scope of Technocracy’s totalitarian side.  

Of course, Comte’s over-confidence in his own “science”—his assertion that he 

had discovered the universal and stable law of human happiness—is laughable from a 

modern perspective. Indeed, in any modern writing worth the paper it’s printed on, neither 

Comte’s method nor his conclusion can be called “science” without the scare quotes.  

But the Comtean temptation to place too much confidence in the scientific thought 

du jour—and to use uncertain science or quasi-science as justification for law—is all too 

familiar. 

 
submission, but he thought humans would submit to that position happily. See AUGUSTE COMTE, A SYSTEM 

OF POSITIVE POLITY, OR TREATISE ON SOCIOLOGY, INSTITUTING THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY, v. 2, at 14 

(Frederic Harrison, tr., 1875) [1852]. 
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2 

The Mills 

 Generations of scholars have struggled to make sense of John Stuart Mill’s oeuvre. 

Often accused of muddle-headedness—and sometimes praised for brilliant syntheses—Mr. 

Mill’s work is almost invariably understood as an attempt to blend conflicting viewpoints 

into a single philosophy.1 

 There is no doubt that Mr. Mill’s writings range impressively across disciplines and 

that On Liberty, which Mill coauthored with his wife, Harriet Taylor Mill, brings many of 

those disciplines together in a single work.2 It is also true that Mr. Mill’s writings are 

difficult to pigeonhole into any preexisting ism.3 By his own admission, Mr. Mill’s thought 

wavered between authoritarianism and liberalism and between socialism and capitalism. 

But Mr. Mill’s oeuvre evinces a consistent commitment to technocracy. 

 What makes Mill appear “muddle-headed” to system-seeking philosophers is that 

he admitted the real-world limitations of his foundational jurisprudence. He recognized 

that evidence-based jurisprudence is inherently less decisive than is theistic or 

metaphysical law.  

Likewise, Mill’s ambivalence between authoritarianism and liberalism sprang from 

his recognition that, when positive science is the guide to governance, there is no single 

approach that is optimal for the entire polity across all policy questions. Technocracy 

requires a policy-by-policy analysis of law’s real-world effects on actual human beings. As 

a result, technocratic jurisprudence necessarily eschews any generalizations about the 

“proper role of government” beyond the first principle that government’s job is to improve 

the polity’s earthly life. For some policy questions, a more authoritarian approach might 

be optimal while, for others, optimality requires that individuals be empowered to decide 

for themselves. 

Mr. Mill’s system thus lacked the decisiveness and universality of either classical 

liberalism or Comtean Technocracy. 

But the system that Harriet Taylor Mill and her husband articulated in On Liberty 

is not the least bit incoherent or muddle-headed. 

Indeed, because the Millian system is built on science, the Mills’ acknowledgement 

of real-world limitations and their ambivalence regarding optimal governance are the 

farthest possible things from contradictions. They are necessary elements. 

No statistical model—no empirical study—is valid without an error term. Unlike 

metaphysical syllogisms and divine revelations, scientific assertions cannot coherently 

claim infallibility. 

 On Liberty stands as an emphatic explication of the error term that was missing 

from Saint-Simonian and Comtean Technocracy. It is an insistence that, given the 

dynamism and uncertainty of human knowledge, no single person can discover any single 

law that can successfully govern all of human society. In other words, Comte’s style of 

totalitarian Technocracy could never implement a truly technocratic jurisprudence.  

No central power can discover optimal laws. 
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In highlighting this technocratic error term, John Stuart and Harriet Taylor Mill 

were not contradicting or undermining the Saint-Simonian jurisprudence that Mr. Mill had 

so frequently admired. They were correcting it. 

 

 To make the case that the Mills were constitutional technocrats, the first step is to 

show that they were committed to technocratic jurisprudence. The second is to demonstrate 

that the epistemic and dialectical theory in the second chapter of On Liberty is an 

explication and proffered correction of a technocratic error term that was missing from 

Saint-Simonian and Comtean Technocracy. This Chapter is devoted to those two 

arguments. 

Building on those two interpretations of the Mills’ system, the final element of this 

interpretation of On Liberty, to which I devote all of Chapter 3, is the argument that Millian 

freedom is not the negative liberty of classical liberalism; it is neither a metaphysical 

assertion of an inviolable right that can be enforced against government nor an empirically-

grounded assertion that humans are born and should remain free from external control. 

Instead, Millian liberty—or, more accurately, individual spontaneity—is a tool of 

technocratic governance, which, when empowered to thrive, provides technocratic benefits 

to the individual and collective alike. 

In short, the Mills’ emphasis on liberty is a technocratic correction of Comtean 

Technocracy. It offers a more-accurate scientific alternative to Comte’s arrogant call for 

human unity. 

TECHNOCRATIC JURISPRUDENCE 

 Harriet Taylor and John Stuart Mill shared the technocratic building-blocks of 

Saint-Simonian and Comtean Technocracy. They believed (1) that questions of politics, 

sociology, morality, and religion are scientific questions,a (2) that legislation and regulation 

are tools for the accomplishment of desirable social ends, and (3) that the only legitimate 

role of government is to improve the earthly life of the polity as a whole. 

 
a Before she started collaborating with John Stuart, Harriet Taylor Mill apparently did not subscribe to the 

view that social and moral questions could be treated scientifically. The Mills met for the first time in 1830, 

but they did not delve into their deeper philosophical collaborations until a few years later. See JOHN STUART 

MILL, AUTOBIOGRAPHY 132 (1874) (noting that “many years elapsed” between the time he first met Harriet 

Taylor and the time their “mental progress” achieved “the complete companionship they at last attained”); 

see also SANDRA J. PEART, ED., THE COLLECTED WORKS OF F.A. HAYEK V. 16: HAYEK ON MILL: THE MILL-

TAYLOR FRIENDSHIP AND RELATED WRITINGS (2015). In approximately 1831, Ms. Mill penned an 

unpublished essay that reveals a non-technocratic understanding of social and moral questions. She argued 

that every subjective moral belief is true and that the highest possible form of moral science would permit 

complete individuality of moral feeling. She thus held that there are no objective moral truths. See JO ELLEN 

JACOBS, ED., THE COMPLETE WORKS OF HARRIET TAYLOR MILL 137–142 (1998). Ms. Mill’s thinking 

apparently evolved in collaboration with Mr. Mill, however. Assuming she endorsed the entirety of On 

Liberty, she must have accepted at least the utilitarian foundation of Mr. Mill’s philosophy, which necessarily 

depends on a view that moral truth can be treated empirically. 
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The Mills thus subscribed fully to the technocratic ideal. They believed—just as 

had Saint-Simon and Comte—that a perfect government would use scientific study to 

calibrate law to reality, in an aspirational attempt to perfect the polity’s earthly life. 

 Let’s flesh out each of these points in turn, looking first at the question of whether 

law and morality are sciences, then at the proper role of government, and finally at the 

technocratic standard of legal legitimacy. I’ll conclude with some notes on a particular 

puzzle of technocratic jurisprudence: whether and how objective morality can constrain the 

governance of a polity that does not subjectively accept the objective moral law. 

The Science of Politics 

In the current zeitgeist, philosophy, morality, and religion are not sciences, and 

social sciences lack the cachet of physical sciences. Indeed, the centuries-long rise of 

positive method in social science—which Comte initiated—may have peaked. With 

replication crises raging in psychology, economics, and medicine (among others),4 human 

studies might be losing the status of science altogether. The attempt to study social and 

moral questions through positive and analytical methods may soon appear frivolous. 

 But John Stuart Mill understood something that modern thinkers too often elide and 

that Saint-Simon and Comte did not understand at all: In considering whether a given field 

is “scientific,” the limitations of the field’s current methods must be disentangled from the 

question of whether the underlying inquiries have objective answers at all. A question with 

an objective answer is a scientific question even if informational or observational barriers 

prevent humans from knowing what the right answer is.5 

 

Consider first the difficulty at the heart of the replication crisis: whether the best 

scientific methods currently available are capable of observing objective truths about the 

phenomena under study. Methodological failure might undermine the scientific status of 

the methods themselves, but it ought not to challenge the scientific status of the theories 

being tested. 

Indeed, scientific theories often emerge long before humans are capable of 

observationally verifying them. In the physical sciences, however, the lag between 

theoretical exposition and observational verification is not understood to undermine the 

scientific status of the theories themselves. That is, in the physical sciences, everyone 

understands that a theory with an objective answer is a scientific theory even if 

experimental and observational methodologies are not yet up to the task of verifying or 

falsifying it. 

Take germ theory, for example. Avicenna first proposed the germ theory of disease 

in 1025.6 At the time, humans were entirely incapable of observing evidence to support his 

hypothesis because we had not yet invented microscopes. The first observational support 

for germ theory emerged more than six centuries after Avicenna wrote his treatise on 

medicine.7 Was germ theory, then, a metaphysical, subjective, or otherwise non-scientific 

theory, merely because, when first written, humans could not observe microbes? 
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Albert Einstein’s theory of general relativity8—the most famous scientific theory 

of our time—waited a century to gain its strongest observational support when, in 2016, 

the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) first detected 

gravitational waves.9 When Einstein wrote his theory of general relativity, he made 

falsifiable predictions, but they were not yet falsifiable in practice. 

Or consider a set of theories that everyone acknowledges to be scientific despite the 

current impossibility of observational verification: A large number of neuroscientific 

theories—hypotheses about the parts of the brain and the functions they perform—cannot 

be tested directly because we are not yet able to manipulate the neural system without 

harming or killing the test subject. Advances in optogenetics—genetically modified 

neurons that activate when light is shone on them10—are expanding our observational 

capacity, but many current theories about the functions of various brain regions remain 

untested and untestable. Academics nevertheless consider the theories to be scientific. 

What, then, is the status of a theory that has a correct answer but that cannot yet be 

verified or falsified due to technological, informational, and observational limitations?11 Is 

such a theory “science”? These days, nearly everyone would say “yes”. 

 

With that in mind, let’s return to social science and even philosophy, theology, and 

morality. There is no doubt that social scientific, philosophical, and theological theories 

encounter a large number of methodological and observational barriers—some seemingly 

impenetrable. We have no means of directly observing each other’s internal thoughts, 

preferences, or motivations; we have no means of observing anything beyond the known 

universe to see whether a deity or an afterlife might exist beyond our vision; and the 

consequences of individual and collective human actions are often so complex that they 

cannot be traced to their antecedents with any kind of accuracy. 

Furthermore, we have no means of observing social phenomena from outside of 

our own social context. The objective observerb is an impossibility in human studies for 

the simple reason that all of the observers are also humans.12 

Historical study—which was Comte’s preferred methodology and very much the 

vogue throughout the Mills’ lives—might be thought to facilitate external, objective 

analysis of cause and effect in human societies, but the historical method is, of course, 

limited to the historical record, which is created by contemporaneous human participants—

and not even all of those. History is written by the victors, as they say. Furthermore, as 

 
b The concept of the objective observer is, in fact, a problematic concept throughout the sciences. It is a well-

known problem in quantum mechanics (think (or Google) Schroedinger’s cat and Wigner’s friend), but the 

problem is pervasive and inescapable. As soon as any “observer” attempts to understand any system, the 

observer necessarily becomes part of the system and thus changes (however subtly) the system she is seeking 

to observe. This point seems obvious when we think about human studies: The psychologist interacts with 

and thus alters the patient she is trying to study. But it is equally true that the Mars Rover interacts with and 

thus alters Mars; the microscope interacts with and thus alters the germ; LIGO interacts with and thus alters 

the gravitational wave. Whether the observer effect matters to the phenomenon under study—whether it is 

large enough to alter the outcome of the scientific inquiry—is a different question, but it is certainly true that 

“objective observers” can never remain entirely outside of the systems they are trying to observe. 
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Karl Popper pointed out, history cannot be adjusted and retried to test competing 

hypotheses.13 

But do these observational barriers imply that the underlying theories are not 

scientific? For example, the utilitarian theory that humans behave to maximize their net 

pleasure is theoretically falsifiable. If scientists could directly observe the pleasure and pain 

that an individual expects to experience from a set of choices, then the scientist could see 

whether she chooses the option that she expects to maximize her net pleasure. Of course, 

our current scientific tools provide no means of observing an individual’s subjective 

pleasures, pains, or expectations, but that’s a practical limitation rather than a theoretical 

failure.  

If general relativity was a scientific theory in 1915, then a large variety of social 

and moral theories can be considered scientific as well, even though many cannot be 

falsified in practice. 

 

Methodological limitations must be separated from the more fundamental question 

of whether the phenomena under study are, in fact, products of objective truths. Is there, in 

fact, a correct answer to the question being posed? 

Gravitational waves either exist or do not, and high-energy particles either can or 

cannot be created. There is no plausible argument that the germ theory’s accuracy depends 

on subjective factors like taste or culture. Even if I would prefer that my diseases be caused 

by voodoo rather than viruses, I cannot make them so in fact. Even if I really believe that 

voodoo or miasma causes disease, it is coherent to say that I am wrong. 

But what about social and moral phenomena? If social and moral phenomena are 

random or subjective—if they depend on the unpredictable wills of individual humans or 

on the unpredictable dictates of a divine regulator—then no advance in observational 

capabilities will empower human science to predict them. If voting behavior, for instance, 

is whimsical—if individuals vote according to momentary taste, generated randomly in the 

voting booth irrespectively of antecedent facts like the nation’s economic health or the 

voter’s race, gender, or party affiliation—then elections will remain stubbornly 

unpredictable regardless of any advances in polling methodology. 

In the current zeitgeist, however, an overwhelming majority of academics believes 

that social phenomena do, in fact, follow predictable patterns. That is, current scholars of 

society—sociologists, economists, psychologists, political scientists, and their ilk—

operate on the assumption that a given set of antecedent facts, if it could be identically 

replicated among identical individuals situated in identical social contexts, would always 

give rise to the exact same social outcomes.  

It is only the impossibility of identical replication that makes social phenomena 

appear unpredictable. 

Likewise, the two competing traditions in modern moral philosophy—the analytic 

and continental—both assume that stable moral principles exist and can be ascertained. 

Some believe that morality exists in nature, as an empirical phenomenon; some believe that 

moral principles are metaphysical but nonetheless real; and some believe that moral 

principles develop, in causally predictable ways, from historical and social processes.14 
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Very few modern thinkers are full-blown moral relativists who believe that morality is a 

fleeting and contingent state of mind.15 

Even theists today use logical proofs and computer analytics in attempting to 

demonstrate God’s existence.16 

In short, notwithstanding the growing sense that social scientific methods are 

failing, modern academics remain committed to the idea that social, moral, political, and 

theological questions have correct answers. 

If the current mode of thought is right—if social phenomena and moral theories do, 

in fact, have correct answers—then they can be deemed scientific insofar as they would be 

falsifiable under conditions of perfect information. That humans are not—perhaps yet, 

perhaps ever—capable of collecting the information necessary to verify or falsify our 

theories need not necessarily undermine the theories’ status as scientific theories. 

  

Saint-Simon and Comte, as we have seen, believed that human life is governed by 

a single, stable law and that humans are capable of discovering that law. Comte then took 

his over-confidence to the furthest possible extreme, proclaiming that he, Auguste Comte, 

had in fact discovered the universal law of humanity.  

Comte’s hubris was the inverse of the modern physical scientist’s cynicism: the 

inverse of the argument that social sciences are not real sciences. Comte did not take 

methodological limitations as an indication that sociology might not be scientific (as a 

modern physicist might). Instead, Comte’s approach was troublingly similar to the modern 

social scientist’s hubris of quantification: the tendency to draw conclusions from models 

that have artificially reduced complex problems into quantifiable elements. Comte allowed 

his cocksure certainty in the objectivity of social science to blind him to its methodological 

limitations (as a modern economist might). 

 

 John Stuart Mill was a much humbler man. 

He agreed with Saint-Simon and Comte only on the first element of their claim: that 

human phenomena (including political and moral phenomena) follow causal patterns that 

would be predictable under conditions of perfect information.17 On the question of whether 

humans are capable of gathering enough information to make accurate predictions, Mr. 

Mill’s answer was, to paraphrase, “Maybe someday. But certainly not today.” On the 

question of whether Comte had discovered a universal law of humanity in his call for 

altruism and unity, Mill gave an emphatic no.18 

The second and third parts of Mill’s position—the practical discoverability of social 

and moral laws and the scientific status of Comte’s law—will be fleshed out later in this 

chapter. For now, let’s focus primarily on the first part: Mill’s belief that social and moral 

questions do, in fact, have objective answers. As we shall see, however, his view that 

objective answers were not yet practically discoverable was intertwined with that belief 

and is therefore important to bear in mind. 

 

John Stuart Mill articulated his view of social, moral, and political sciences in Book 

VI of his System of Logic. He devoted an early chapter to the fundamental question of 
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whether “the actions of human beings, like all other natural events, [are] subject to 

invariable laws.”19 

The answer he gave was emphatically affirmative.c Mill believed that, if one had 

sufficient information about an individual’s motives, character, and disposition, the 

individual’s actions could be “unerringly inferred”.20 Indeed, Mill believed that “if we 

knew the person thoroughly, and knew all the inducements which are acting upon him, we 

could foretell his conduct with as much certainty as we can predict any physical event.”21 

Some scholars attribute Mill’s scientific understanding of humanity almost entirely 

to Comte’s influence, but Mill cautioned against the attribution. In his autobiography, he 

wrote that, even before he had read Comte, he “already regarded the methods of physical 

science as the proper models for political.”22  

Indeed, although Mill and Comte shared the view that human phenomena are 

theoretically predictable, Mill parted company with Comte on two significant 

methodological dimensions of the question. 

First, whereas Comte emphasized physiology as the key to understanding human 

behavior, Mill favored associational psychology. Mill argued that, because humans cannot 

directly observe each other’s nervous systems, the best available science of human 

behavior would focus on “the successions and co-existence of the mental states”—which 

can be subjectively reported—rather than “the physiological laws of our nervous 

organization”.23  

Mill presciently discounted phrenology (the physiological study that Comte 

favored) and anticipated the move in neuroscience from the study of the skull to the study 

of the brain itself.24 But until the brain could be studied directly, Mill argued, human 

science would be limited to observation of subjectively reported thoughts and feelings. 

Second, Mill remained committed to the methodological individualism of 

utilitarian theory,25 rejecting Comte’s call to treat humanity as a separate organism that 

transcends its individual components. Mill proposed a new field, which he termed 

“ethology”, to study character development in the individual. Only by unlocking the causal 

determinants of individual character, Mill argued, could scientists hope to discover patterns 

in collective human action.26 (On this point, Mill may have been less prescient. Current 

 
c There is some nuance to this point in light of the final chapter of Book VI, in which Mill argued that “ethics” 

was an “art” rather than a science. Given that the phrase “moral science” in Mill’s time encompassed all 

human sciences, one might think that Book VI, as a whole, treated sociology as scientific while holding that 

morality (in its modern signification) was not a science, perhaps adopting his wife’s view. See supra note a. 

The last chapter of Book VI, however, was using the word “art” in the now-obsolete sense of applied science: 

the sense in which “art” is the root of “artificial”, meaning “human-made”. See JOHN STUART MILL, A 

SYSTEM OF LOGIC 653 n.287 (1882). See also JOHN STUART MILL, THREE ESSAYS ON RELIGION 7 (3d ed. 

1885) (discussing the distinction between “natural” and “artificial”). In Mill’s signification, then, ethics is 

the “art” of moral science in the same way that engineering would be the “art” of theoretical and experimental 

physics. Ethics is “not science” in the same way that today’s engineers are, in the eyes of snobby physicists, 

“not scientists.” In other words, Mill’s understanding of ethics is that it is the translation of scientific moral 

truths into practical devices: here, rules of moral conduct. This interpretation gains explicit support from 

Mill’s essay on utilitarianism, in which he noted that the two competing schools of moral philosophy in his 

day—the intuitionist and inductivist—both “affirm . . . that there is a science of morals.” See JOHN STUART 

MILL, UTILITARIANISM 4 (1879). 
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complex systems theory would deny that straightforward methodological individualism 

can produce correct answers about social phenomena.27)  

 

The upshot of these two differences was that Mill was much more skeptical than 

was Comte of the idea that human behavior—whether individual or collective—could be 

reduced to a single, universal law. Both Saint-Simon’s “universal law of gravitation” and 

Comte’s principle of absolute altruism appeared too simplistic to Mill. 

The only law that Mill thought truly universal was the law of causation: “that every 

phænomenon has a phænomenal cause; has some phænomenon other than itself, or some 

combination of phænomena, on which it is invariably and unconditionally consequent.”28  

This law of causation, however, tells us nothing about how human society is or 

ought to be organized. It is merely the precept on which the scientific treatment of any 

inquiry must be premised. That is, without the law of causation, the search for patterns in 

observed phenomena is necessarily futile. 

 

 John Stuart Mill thus emphatically believed that human sciences “are sciences in 

the only proper sense of the term”: that they are, in fact, “inquiries into the course of 

nature.”29 He worried, quite wisely, that Comte and Saint-Simon had over-simplified the 

laws of humanity, but he agreed with his Technocratic colleagues that such laws exist. 

Government’s Role 

John Stuart and Harriet Taylor Mill were both committed utilitarians30 who 

adopted, in its entirety, Bentham’s view that the only proper role of government is to 

improve the polity’s earthly life.31 

They also adopted the component elements of this Benthamite view: that coercion 

is unavoidable in human society, that organization of coercion into government does not 

require special justification, and that governmental coercion (like any other kind) is good 

as long as it improves and bad as long as it harms the well-being of the polity it governs.32 

In other words, the Mills viewed legislation as nothing more (or less) than a tool 

for the accomplishment of desirable social ends.33 This tool must be calibrated to the 

particular polity it governs and to the particular ends it seeks to accomplish. It is well-

calibrated, and thus good, if it succeeds in improving the polity’s well-being and poorly 

calibrated, and thus bad, if it fails. 

Recall from our discussion of Bentham that the foils here are self-interested 

governors and moral dictators. That is, the opposites of utilitarian government are (1) 

governments that seek to benefit a subset of the polity rather than the entire polity and (2) 

governments that calibrate law to an abstract notion of “the good” without regard for its fit 

with the subjective experiences and beliefs of the polity’s members. (As we shall see, the 

Mills’ version of the theory would treat moral dictators as merely a special case of self-

interested governors.) 

The idea that government ought to improve the earthly life of the polity, then, 

contains two requirements within it: that the polity’s subjective notions of the good serve 
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as a constraint on government’s moral leadership and that each and every member’s 

subjective notions count. 

 

 Mr. Mill’s most explicit arguments along these lines appear in the first two chapters 

of Considerations on Representative Government. 

First, he argued that “the direct meddling of the public authorities has no necessary 

limits but those of human life”. The only way to evaluate the goodness of government, he 

said, is by reference to its influence “on the well-being of society”.34 In short, the polity’s 

“well-being is the sole object of government”.35  

Mr. Mill thus explicitly embraced the first principle of technocratic jurisprudence: 

that the goodness or badness of governmental intervention must be measured entirely by 

its effects on the well-being of the society it governs. He denied any abstract or 

metaphysical constraints on or obligations of governmental power. 

 Second, Mr. Mill specified that the characteristics of a particular polity empirically 

constrain the workable forms of government for that polity. In particular, the polity “must 

be willing to accept it [the government], or, at least, not so unwilling as to oppose an 

insurmountable obstacle to its establishment.”36 

 Mr. Mill thus tied the success of government not only to the objective well-being 

of the polity but also to the polity’s subjective acceptance of the government. If the 

government and the polity have different subjective understandings of the good, it is the 

polity’s understanding that should triumph, not the government’s. 

 This point has components of both justice and expediency. I’ll turn to the notion of 

justice in the next section; for now, let’s focus on the argument in Considerations, which 

was mostly one of expediency. Mr. Mill’s core point was that government cannot function 

without the polity’s cooperation. If the polity is unwilling or unable to follow the law, the 

law will fail. 

Mill acknowledged that a leader who wants to create a new form of government 

can do so, but she will succeed only if two polity-centric conditions are met. First, the 

polity must have the capacity to run a good government. And, second, the leader must be 

able to convince the polity to embrace the form of government she is advocating.  

Here is Mill: 

 

The capability of any given people for fulfilling the conditions of a given form of 

government cannot be pronounced on by any sweeping rule. Knowledge of the 

particular people, and general practical judgment and sagacity, must be the guides. 

There is also another consideration not to be lost sight of. A people may be 

unprepared for good institutions; but to kindle a desire for them is a necessary part 

of the preparation. To recommend and advocate a particular institution or form of 

government, and set its advantages in the strongest light, is one of the modes, often 

the only mode within reach, of educating the mind of the nation, not only for 

accepting or claiming, but also for working the institution. . . . Those, however, who 

undertake such a task, need to be duly impressed, not solely with the benefits of the 

institution or polity which they recommend, but also with the capacities, moral, 
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intellectual, and active, required for working it, that they may avoid, if possible, 

stirring up a desire too much in advance of capacity.37 

 

In short, for a government to succeed, it must calibrate itself to the polity rather than merely 

expecting the polity to submit to it. A leader can try to convince the polity to change its 

subjective preferences so that an objectively better form of government will become well-

calibrated to the polity, but the leader must always remain aware that the polity’s particular 

characteristics—including the members’ capacities for particular forms of government—

will constrain the law’s operation. 

 

 The Mills’ conviction that laws must be calibrated to the interests of the entire 

polity, not merely a subset thereof, is also explicit in Considerations. This view, in fact, 

pervades their entire philosophy, but Mr. Mill’s most succinct and explicit argument on the 

point appeared in the section of Considerations that dealt with sectarian tyranny. 

 In his chapter on the infirmities that can arise in representative governments, Mill 

addressed the possibility that “sinister interests”—meaning those interests “conflicting 

more or less with the general good of the community”—might start to dictate law.38 “It is 

universally admitted,” Mill argued, that aristocracies and monarchies are prone to this evil. 

The only thing stopping a king or an aristocrat from using his power to promote his own 

interests over those of the polity is “the fear of provoking resistance”,39 which is a weak 

restraint given the cost, to the polity, of resisting a king. 

 But the evil of sectarian tyranny is not limited to monarchies; it is also possible in 

a representative democracy. “[T]he ruling power” in a democracy “may be under the 

dominion of sectional or class interests, pointing to conduct different from that which 

would be dictated by impartial regard for the interest of all.”40 And since humans are 

generally prone to self-interested thinking—especially when holding power to pursue their 

own self-satisfaction with efficacy—“the holders of power” in a majoritarian democracy 

will likely use the law to pursue “the immediate benefit of the dominant class, to the lasting 

detriment of the whole.”41 

 Mill argued that this danger needed to be corrected through structural mechanisms 

that prevent consolidation of power in any given class. There are some lawmakers, Mill 

argued, “who are governed by higher considerations” of “justice and the general interest”, 

but those disinterested governors are always “too few and weak to prevail alone.” They 

must therefore be placed in a government that is otherwise equally divided among opposing 

“sinister” interests so that the public-interested governors can “turn the balance in favor of 

the body of private interests which is on the side with” the general good.42 

 In short, the Mills, like Bentham, argued that majoritarianism is insufficient to 

ensure technocratically optimal laws because humans, when given power, are too prone to 

use that power for their self-interest alone. The Mills thus shared Bentham’s ambivalence 

about the phrase commonly attributed to utilitarian theory: “the greatest good for the 

greatest number”.43 The Mills preferred to emphasize a dictum that they attributed to 

Bentham at the end of Utilitarianism: “everybody to count for one, nobody for more than 
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one”.44 And, as we shall see in the discussion of justice below, the Mills shared Bentham’s 

faith that majority groups would derive pleasure from the just treatment of minority groups. 

 

 At this point, I must address an apparent tension in the Mills’ system. The Mills 

were much more elitist and, in some ways, authoritarian than was Bentham. In both 

Considerations on Representative Government and On Liberty, they argued that 

government should try to enhance the morality and virtuosity of individual citizens. That 

is, the Mills did not assume that government should merely take the citizens’ morality 

where they found it; they believed that government should shape the morality of the polity. 

Indeed, in Considerations, Mr. Mill argued that a government needs to be relatively 

“despotic”45 if the members of the polity are “rude” or “savage.”46  

This apparently non-utilitarian streak in the Mills’ writings requires some special 

attention. Ultimately, though, a deeper examination resolves the apparent tension and 

supports the argument that the Mills entirely adopted technocratic jurisprudence. The 

resolution also highlights the important role, within utilitarian philosophy and technocratic 

jurisprudence, of objective moral principles that might serve as obligations for governors 

and polities alike. 

Whereas Bentham treated all pleasures and pains equally, both Ms. Mill and her 

husband thought some pleasures were qualitatively better than others. Ms. Mill argued, in 

an early unpublished manuscript, that “no man of education more than any woman of 

education would derive pleasure from mere animal gratifications.”47 Her husband echoed 

this argument a few decades later in his essay on utilitarianism, asserting that any human 

who has experienced the higher pleasures of the intellect will prefer those to “a beast’s 

pleasures”.48  

Mr. Mill famously concluded that “it is better to be Socrates dissatisfied than a fool 

satisfied.”49 

The Mills’ conception of the good, then, was not rooted exclusively in the 

subjective experiences of the polity. In the Millian philosophy, a polity comprised of 

satisfied fools would not be “good” (or, perhaps, not good enough), no matter how happy 

the fools subjectively felt. The Mills believed that the polity would be better if the fools 

were educated—if they were given the capacity to experience the higher pleasures of the 

intellect. They therefore argued that government should try to enhance the polity’s 

intellectual capacity.50 

 But—and this is an enormous “but”—the Mills’ argument was not grounded in 

abstract or metaphysical conceptions of the good. It was an empirical prediction, which 

they presumably would have abandoned if falsified.  

Consider carefully, here, Mr. Mill’s presentation of this argument in Utilitarianism: 

 

If I am asked, what I mean by difference of quality in pleasures, or what makes one 

pleasure more valuable than another, merely as a pleasure, except its being greater 

in amount, there is but one possible answer. Of two pleasures, if there be one to 

which all or almost all who have experience of both give a decided preference, 
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irrespective of any feeling of moral obligation to prefer it, that is the more desirable 

pleasure.51 

 

In other words, the Mills predicted that all (or almost all) humans would, in fact, 

subjectively prefer intellectual to animal pleasures once they had experienced both. To 

translate the point to modern moral philosophy, their argument was equivalent to an 

argument that humans will, in fact, subjectively prefer a life lived in accordance with 

objective moral principles to a life lived in violation of those principles. 

When the Mills argued that government should enable the members of the polity to 

think for themselves—and when they argued that “savage” people should be, essentially, 

tamed—they were not arguing that government should pursue an abstract notion of the 

good without regard for the pain it might cause among the polity. They were predicting 

that governmental enablement of independent thought would, in fact, increase the polity’s 

subjective happiness. They were predicting that successful moral leadership would make 

the polity subjectively better off. 

If the Mills had been proven wrong—had they, for instance, discovered a polity 

that would not become happier if led away from savagery or hedonism—they presumably 

would have abandoned their argument, at least with respect to that polity. 

In other words, the Mills’ argument for virtue ethics (unlike, say, Aristotle’s) was 

grounded entirely in benefits that they predicted the members of the polity would 

subjectively experience.d 

 

 In the end, the Mills adopted the Benthamite conception of government in its 

entirety: All governmental intervention must be calibrated to the particular polity it 

governs, aiming for the improvement of that polity’s earthly life. And “improvement” must 

be measured from the polity’s perspective: according to the subjective experiences of the 

polity’s members. 

 In their more moralistic and authoritarian moments, the Mills agreed with Saint-

Simon and Comte (and Kant and Aristotle) that moral leadership was a proper function of 

government, but they added a crucial caveat. The inculcation of moral feeling is good only 

if it enhances the polity’s subjective well-being, not merely its objective morality. Morality 

legislation is good—and will work—only if it has earned the subjective buy-in of the 

citizenry. 

A moral leader who wants to implement an abstract or formal conception of the 

good, then, can do so—and should do so—by earning the polity’s subjective agreement.52 

But the forcible imposition of an objective moral law against the polity’s subjective 

preferences is extremely likely to fail. Without the polity’s buy-in, a government cannot 

govern.53 

 
d Mr. Mill also predicted that poorly educated adults probably cannot be convinced to become virtuous: “It 

would be vain to attempt to persuade a man who beats his wife and ill-treats his children that he would be 

happier if he lived in love and kindness with them. He would be happier if he were the kind of person who 

could so live; but he is not, and it is probably too late for him to become that kind of person.” JOHN STUART 

MILL, CONSIDERATIONS ON REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT 137 (1873) (emphasis original). 
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Law’s Legitimacy 

Although the Mills adopted Bentham’s understanding of the government’s role, 

they disagreed with Bentham on the question of legitimacy. Remember Bentham’s “motto 

of a good citizen”: “To obey punctually; to censure freely.”54 Bentham believed that non-

optimal laws were bad, but still binding. The only valid solution to a bad law was legislative 

amendment. 

The Mills disagreed. They treated the utilitarian principles of government as their 

standard of both fitness and legitimacy.55 That is, they argued that non-optimal laws are 

not only unwise but also unjust—and therefore at least potentially non-binding.56 

 On this point, Harriet Taylor Mill was more decisive than was her husband. Here 

is Ms. Mill in an unpublished fragment from approximately 1842,e which was likely 

enclosed in a letter to Mr. Mill: 

 

If what the law thinks right we think wrong[,] we are justified in acting as we think 

right. . . . [O]n the whole we think that we are in many cases bound to protest, & in 

all cases justified in protesting, both by speech & conduct against laws or customs 

which we think wrong. . . . [W]e must rectify the laws of our society up to our own 

conscience & having made our own law, “act the law we live by without fear”[.]57 

 

Although Ms. Mill argued that a disobedient citizen should be “willing to endure the 

penalty” of breaking the law, she also thought the citizen would be “justified in 

complaining” of the penalty when the law was wrong.58 Ms. Mill thus thought the law 

illegitimate whenever applied to someone who sincerely believed the law was wrong. 

Mr. Mill approached civil disobedience more hesitantly, but he offered cautious 

support for Ms. Mill’s argument.  

In the final chapter of Utilitarianism, Mr. Mill disavowed Bentham’s motto. He 

labeled as “condemn[able]” the argument that “no law, however bad, ought to be disobeyed 

by an individual citizen”. The Benthamite view, Mill argued, “would often protect 

pernicious institutions against the only weapons which, in the state of things existing at the 

time, have any chance of succeeding against them”.59 For Mill, then, civil disobedience 

might sometimes be acceptable and even necessary to eliminate “pernicious institutions”. 

But in an earlier letter, Mr. Mill had hedged a bit. He made the characteristically 

technocratic and case-specific argument that the legitimacy of civil disobedience depends 

on the circumstances and motivations of the citizen. Here is Mill: 

 

To resist a social system which one thinks wrong by disobeying the laws in detail 

must, I think, depend for its justification in each particular case on the 

circumstances and motives which dictated it; but if adopted and acted upon as a 

principle it would render government impossible under any institutions yet devised, 

 
e Notice that this fragment, which was written on paper watermarked 1842, likely predates Henry David 

Thoreau’s essay on civil disobedience by some seven years. See HENRY DAVID THOREAU, CIVIL 

DISOBEDIENCE (1849). 
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since, in a democracy, minorities might claim and exercise the right of obstructing 

the execution of all laws which they disapproved.60 

 

Here, Mill clearly embraced the possibility of justified disobedience—consistently with his 

later disavowal of the Benthamite motto in Utilitarianism—but he also acknowledged the 

realistic limits of civil disobedience. Taken too far, disobedience would render all 

government impossible.  

 

What, then, are the Millian limits of justified disobedience? In what circumstances 

might a positive law be illegitimate and thus non-binding?  

The final chapter of Utilitarianism provides the answer. 

In that chapter, Mr. Mill addressed the apparent tension between utilitarianism and 

justice. His resolution of that tension was identical to—but far more elaborate than—the 

one I attributed to Bentham in Chapter 1: Humans innately derive pleasure from justice 

and feel pain from injustice. A jurisprudential standard that requires government to 

maximize the polity’s pleasure (and minimize its pain) therefore necessarily requires the 

government to adhere to standards of justice, including requirements of distributive justice. 

Mr. Mill, however, added an important caveat. For subjective feelings of justice to 

render a law illegitimate—for those feelings to take on the character of a moral obligation 

that can bind government—they must not be selfish. They must be directed to the well-

being of the entire society. 

Mill thus argued that a law is unjust and becomes non-binding when it causes net 

harm, not for any given individual or group, but for the polity as a whole. This rule, 

however, does not collapse into pure tyranny of the majority because many (or maybe even 

most) members of a majority group will feel an innate and intense emotional harm from 

the unjust treatment of a minority group. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, modern philosophers typically assume that moral 

intuitions and feelings must be irrelevant to utilitarianism. After all, Bentham invented 

utilitarianism as an empirically-grounded alternative to intuitionism. And since intuitions 

cannot be quantified, they cannot possibly be part of a utilitarian morality that seeks to be 

entirely empirical. 

That is, any pleasure that humans derive from justice cannot be observed from the 

outside or compared between persons, and since there is no market for justice, there are no 

easy monetary approximations—or other quantitative metrics—for the collective utility 

derived from justice. This kind of non-quantifiable, intuition-based moral pleasure can 

have no place in a theory that emerged from Enlightenment empiricism and philosophic 

positivism.  

Or so the thinking goes.f 

 
f Even modern utilitarians tend to accept this conventional understanding of their philosophy: that non-

quantifiable moral commitments, including the commitment to justice, do not count in the ordinary utilitarian 

calculus. David Lyons, for instance, argued that Mill’s theory of justice requires “reconstruction” into an 

“indirect” form of utilitarianism because, otherwise, it is hard to understand how consistency with justice and 

respect for rights could outweigh marginal welfare gains. See DAVID LYONS, RIGHTS, WELFARE, AND MILL’S 
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Some modern philosophers have used this view to scorn utilitarianism. They view 

utilitarianism as an absurd call for mere wealth maximization, arguing that Benthamite and 

Millian philosophy would advocate such obvious injustices as the murder of a single 

homeless person to provide life-saving organs to two taxpayers. That murder, they 

proclaim, would obviously be net beneficial to society, from a pure wealth-maximization 

perspective. It would eliminate a non-contributing member of the polity in order to save 

two contributing members. Utilitarians must, therefore, embrace the injustice of their 

system, these philosophers argue. 

But this argument is descriptive of utilitarianism only if utilitarians ignore the non-

quantifiable emotional cost that many humans would, in fact, experience from witnessing 

an obvious injustice. Everyone made aware of the homeless person’s murder—the doctors, 

the organ recipients, and the news-consuming public—would be intuitively repulsed by the 

mercenary indifference to the homeless person’s life. 

Neither Bentham nor the Mills made the simplifying assumptions that modern 

scholars accuse them of making. They did not reduce utilitarianism to mere wealth 

maximization—or otherwise exclude moral sentiments from the utilitarian calculus.g 

Recall here Mr. Mill’s “ethology.” Mill argued that individual character develops 

predictably according to scientific laws, and he argued that all political and moral sciences 

need to be grounded in a science of individual character that centers on those laws. The 

science of society, according to Mill, should emerge from the aggregation of all the causes 

that form the individuals within that society. 

Subjective moral sentiments would have been part of the individual character that 

Mill’s ethology would have predicted (had it grown into a science). 

From within the Millian mindset, then, it’s not hard to understand how Mill could 

have included intuition in his philosophy without fearing that he was undermining 

utilitarianism’s claim to empiricism. If moral sentiments and intuitions are, in fact, 

predictable results of known causes, then their inclusion in a utilitarian calculus does not 

undermine the empiricism of the utilitarian method. 

In other words, Mill did not believe that he needed to exclude moral feelings in 

order to make utilitarianism scientific, nor did he think that the empirical treatment of 

utility would require crude monetary approximations to stand in for moral feelings.61 He 

 
MORAL THEORY 15 (1994). Lyons thus interpreted Mill to be saying that “[u]seful moral principles, not 

marginal utility, exclusively determine what one morally ought to do.” Id. at 17. But Lyons missed the entire 

point of Mill’s theory. Mill’s theory is based on an empirical claim that consistency with justice and rights 

provides its own enormous welfare gain, which will almost always (as an empirical matter) outweigh 

considerations of mere expediency. 
g I should admit that Mr. Mill may not have been wholly innocent of this kind of quantish reductionism. He 

did, after all, invent homo economicus, and it is perhaps homo economicus, more than anything else in the 

history of thought, that is responsible for reducing utilitarian philosophy to mere wealth maximization. But 

Mill used homo economicus much more narrowly than do modern thinkers. See Joseph Persky, The Ethology 

of Homo Economicus, 9 J. ECON. PERSP. 221 (1995). Mill never would have argued that humans’ entire utility 

curve could be reduced to mere wealth maximization. Indeed, he explicitly disavowed any such possibility. 

See MILL, supra note c, at 624 (“There is, perhaps, no action of a man’s life in which he is neither under the 

immediate nor under the remote influence of any impulse but the mere desire of wealth.”). 
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believed that, as the moral sciences improved over time, moral sentiments would become 

directly measurable and predictable. 

In his treatment of justice, Mill assumed this ethological approach.  

He argued that “the general laws of our emotional constitution”62 give rise to an 

innate “sentiment of justice”.63 Mill asserted, as an obvious fact of human nature, that “[i]t 

would always give us pleasure, and chime in with our feelings of fitness, that acts which 

we deem unjust should be punished”.64 

He then argued that the sentiment of justice is superior in obligation to mere 

expediency not because it is natural, metaphysical, or somehow prior to utility but because 

the sentiment of justice is, naturally and empirically, felt with a “peculiar character and 

intensity”.65 According to Mill, it is the “intensity of [the] sentiment [of justice], which 

places the Just, in human estimation, above the simply Expedient.”66 

In other words, in Mill’s view, it is an empirical fact that humans experience pain 

when they witness injustice and pleasure when they witness justice. Those pleasures and 

pains are not orthogonal to utilitarian law; they are very much a part of it. But those 

particular pleasures and pains are so intense that they will almost always outweigh other 

costs and benefits. 

Furthermore, Mill argued that the satisfaction of our innate sentiment of justice is 

a universal and primary good. The subjective emotion of justice, as Mill defined it, is the 

“thirst for retaliation”67: the “desire to repel or retaliate a hurt or damage to oneself”68 by 

punishing bad acts and rewarding good.  

So defined, justice centers on an “extraordinarily important and impressive kind of 

utility”: the interest in “security, [which is] to every one’s feelings the most vital of all 

interests.”69  

As Mill put it: 

 

Nearly all other earthly benefits are needed by one person, not needed by another; 

and many of them can, if necessary, be cheerfully foregone, or replaced by 

something else; but security no human being can possibly do without; on it we 

depend for all our immunity from evil, and for the whole value of all and every 

good, beyond the passing moment; since nothing but the gratification of the instant 

could be of any worth to us, if we could be deprived of everything the next instant 

by whoever was momentarily stronger than ourselves.70 

 

In other words, a just society is a good that every single member of society needs, and it 

is, like “physical nutriment”71, antecedent to all other goods. Without security and food, 

individuals would be unable to pursue any of their other pleasures. 

 Mill then extended this point beyond the individualistic perspective, arguing that 

justice is a primary good for society as a whole. 

The first part of this argument was Mill’s (again empirical) claim that the 

subjective, animalistic thirst for revenge can transform into a value of objective morality 

by the “human capacity of enlarged sympathy”72: the desire that everyone in society, not 

only ourselves and our loved ones, be protected from harm. 
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In other words, while the subjective sentiment of justice is “the natural feeling of 

retaliation or vengeance”, the objective morality of justice requires that the desire for 

animalistic vengeance be “moralized by the social feeling” such that it “only acts in the 

directions conformable to the general good”. In the end, “just persons resent[] a hurt to 

society, though not otherwise a hurt to themselves, and [do] not resent[] a hurt to 

themselves, however painful, unless it be of the kind which society has a common interest 

with them in the repression of.”73 

 Once moralized by this communitarian perspective, the individual need for security 

becomes the primary good for all of human society. Here, again, is Mill: 

 

The moral rules which forbid [hu]mankind to hurt one another . . . are the main 

element in determining the whole of the social feelings of [hu]mankind. It is their 

observance which alone preserves peace among human beings: if obedience to them 

were not the rule, and disobedience the exception, every one would see in every 

one else a probable enemy, against whom he must be perpetually guarding 

himself.74 

 

Justice, then, is a primary good for the individual because it is what enables her to pursue 

her pleasures without fear of harm inflicted by others, and justice is a primary good for 

society because it is what enables humans to live together peaceably. Without justice, there 

can be no society. 

 Mill thus provided three answers to the organ-harvesting horrible proposed by 

modern anti-utilitarian philosophers:  

First, all humans would, innately, feel sickened by the murder of someone who had 

done nothing to deserve the harm visited upon him. The emotional cost of witnessing such 

an injustice would be so intense and universal that it would outweigh the benefits of saving 

two lives. 

Second, if we lived in a world in which murder of homeless people for their organs 

were permissible, the value of all other goods would be diminished. The possibility of 

becoming homeless and being murdered—however remote—would cause a real and 

immediate reduction in the present value of pleasures because the pleasures’ future value 

would become (however marginally) less secure.h 

Third, society as a whole would cease to function if individuals lived in fear of 

being murdered for their organs. We would start to see each other as possible aggressors—

or possible organ farms—instead of seeing each other as equal citizens engaged in the 

common enterprise of improving our collective well-being. 

It is important to note, here, that Mill’s conception of justice shares the technocratic 

and communitarian fundamentals of Saint-Simonian and Comtean Technocracy. His entire 

analysis consisted of technocratic assertions that are internal to utilitarianism, and his final 

 
h Notice that this point retains the act-utilitarian cast. The problem is not that the rule permitting murder of 

homeless people is utility-reducing even though the act is utility enhancing. Instead, the problem is that the 

act of murdering one homeless person with impunity causes an immediate and widespread reduction in the 

present value of future pleasures by rendering those pleasures less secure. 
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test for the legitimacy of law was insistently communitarian despite the methodological 

individualism that grounded his communitarian view. 

Mill’s purpose in the final chapter of Utilitarianism was to refute the argument that 

justice exists as an external obligation: as “a standard per se, which the mind can recognize 

by simple introspection of itself”.75 In other words, his purpose was to argue that moral 

intuitions are not evidence of an external moral principle. But moral intuitions are facts of 

human existence—they are stimuli that cause pleasure and pain—and they must therefore 

be incorporated into a technocratic, utilitarian calculus.i 

Mill’s argument was the purely technocratic assertion that humans do, in fact, 

derive pleasure from justice and pain from injustice, and that the sentiment of justice is, in 

fact, so intense, universal, and necessary that it will always outweigh mere expediency in 

the utilitarian calculus. 

Obligations of justice are not external to the social utility or welfare curve, but they 

are very much a part of it. 

Moral intuitions do not, however, gain a binding character that legitimates laws 

unless they will, empirically, enhance the security and well-being of the entire polity. One 

individual who is harmed by a law cannot claim that the law is unjust unless she can 

demonstrate that the polity-wide effects of the law are net harmful.  

When a law is truly unjust, though, the demonstration of collective harm ought to 

be quite easy because the calculation of net harm must include all the emotional harms 

experienced by everyone who agrees that the law is unjust, all of whom will be pained by 

its mere existence. 

 

With these points in mind, one can easily infer the “circumstances and motives”76 

that would justify civil disobedience in the Mills’ philosophy. Those circumstances and 

motives are coextensive with the obligations of justice that bind the government. 

Individuals have a right—and perhaps a duty—to disobey any law that causes net 

harm for society as a whole, where net harms include the emotional harms that mere 

observers experience from the enforcement or perhaps even the mere existence of unjust 

laws. 

 
i It is worth noting here that the “animal” sentiment of justice is not itself derived from utility. The desire to 

see bad acts punished and good acts rewarded is not a rational, utilitarian desire. In other words, Mill made 

no claim that humans derive pleasure from justice because justice produces net benefits to society; the desire 

for justice is merely an innate human desire. Although he argued that the instinct for justice gains its objective 

morality from its social utility, he did not require that the subjective pleasure of justice be premised on utility. 

Remember, from Chapter 1, that Bentham included in his utility curve all of the moral biases and sentiments 

that exist in the polity, including the polity’s non-utilitarian (or even anti-utilitarian) moral preferences. Mill 

did likewise. Mill argued both that subjective moral views are elements of welfare and that all welfare-

enhancing conduct is morally good regardless of what subjective moral views motivated it. Someone who 

believes in Kantian duties and acts according to those duties is a morally good person, to a utilitarian, as long 

as her conduct increases social welfare. And her Kantian behavior might increase social welfare solely 

because everyone else in society shares her Kantian commitments and feels happy when people engage in 

Kantian behavior. The non-utilitarian motivation for both the conduct and the welfare gain is irrelevant to 

the utilitarian’s assessment. 
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When the Greensboro Four sat at the lunch counter in Woolworth’s,77 they were 

behaving morally if their purpose was to correct a net social harm arising from segregation: 

if they believed that the harms to Black citizens and White owners arising from the 

systematic exclusion of Black customers combined with the total emotional cost arising 

from the injustice of race-based segregation outweighed all direct and emotional benefits 

of enforcing Jim Crow laws.  

They were behaving immorally if they just wanted a sandwich. 

Objective Morality and Legal Legitimacy 

The Mills’ notion of morality and legitimacy, so interpreted, opens an apparently 

troubling possibility: Unjust laws would be legitimate for any polity that derived pleasure 

from injustice. If the Mills were empirically wrong that humans feel pain when they 

observe injustice, then unjust laws could be valid under the utilitarian standard of 

legitimacy. 

To get a start in addressing this possibility, I must first raise a very simple 

technocratic rejoinder to all standard arguments about the morality of law: Morality and 

justice are not self-executing. The realization of moral law depends entirely on the 

subjective cooperation of some human agent or agents. Unlike gravity, which pulls us to 

the earth whether we believe in it or not, justice cannot govern us by any means but human 

enforcement.j Even those who believe in divine natural law do not usually believe that God 

forces us to behave morally, through direct manipulation like puppeteering. The vast 

majority of divine natural lawyers believe that we retain free will, which means that we 

must choose to be good—or that some other human must choose to coerce us into 

goodness. 

The next step in the answer is the nearly-universal philosophical premise that a just 

government works for the benefit of the polity rather than forcing the polity to work for the 

benefit of the governors. As noted in Chapter 1, this fundamental precept of justice has 

underlaid Western political thought at least since Plato’s dialogue between Socrates and 

Thrasymachus. Few if any serious thinkers would disagree with the proposition that self-

interested governance is a definition of tyranny. 

Putting those two points together, an inescapable conclusion emerges. The only 

notion of justice that can legitimately bind government is the one that the members of the 

polity subjectively embrace. 

The objection to the Millian concept of justice and legal legitimacy is that “unjust” 

laws could bind a polity if the members of that polity took pleasure in “injustice.”  

But whose notion of justice underlies the labels? Is it the governors’ notion of 

justice or the polity’s? Is it an external, objective notion of justice or an internal, subjective 

one? If there is conflict between a governor’s understanding of justice and the polity’s—if 

a governor believes that her polity’s subjective understanding of justice is contrary to an 

 
j Mr. Mill made this point at length in Chapter III of Utilitarianism. See MILL, supra note c, at 39–45. 
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objective rule of justice—should she forcibly impose the objective standard on the 

disagreeing polity? 

The technocratic proposition I want to defend is this: Given that justice depends on 

subjective human agency for its enforcement, imposition of the governor’s standard of 

justice against a polity that subjectively rejects it matches the ancient definition of tyranny. 

Imposition of the governors’ subjective beliefs, when they conflict with the people’s, 

would benefit the governors instead of the governed, even if the governor’s standard is 

objectively better and even if the governor’s standard is morally obligatory. 

Imposition of an elite standard that all, most, or even many members of the polity 

subjectively reject—even if that standard of justice is an objectively true or correct one that 

ought to be binding—would force the polity to work for the subjective satisfaction of the 

governors rather than requiring the governors to work for the subjective satisfaction of the 

governed. 

This point may appear controversial—or just flat wrong—when we look backward. 

Surely the enslavement of Black Americans was unjust throughout American history 

despite many Americans’ subjective embrace of slavery. And surely, therefore, George 

Washington would have been a moral hero if he had abolished slavery immediately upon 

assuming the presidency.  

It’s certainly tempting to think so. In hindsight, Americans were simply wrong for 

246 years. 

But the technocratic perspective becomes much easier to accept when we look 

forward. 

Consider, for instance, the current practice of eating meat. 

It is at least plausibly, if not probably, true that the mass murder of nonhuman 

animals for human consumption is a terrible injustice. Under any plausible moral system, 

the creation and destruction of sentient beings to gratify human tastes—given that the 

consumption of animal flesh is not necessary to sustain human life—ought to raise at least 

some moral doubt. 

Nevertheless, Americans persist in the creation and destruction of billions of 

nonhuman animals each year to support markets in beef, poultry, pork, and lamb. Most 

Americans subjectively reject the notion that this practice is unjust or immoral, and 

approximately 95% of Americans (myself included) continue to eat meat despite any moral 

qualms they might subjectively feel.78 Furthermore, virtually no American voter would 

agree that nonhuman animals are themselves “members” of the American polity. Most 

Americans today, including many who tend to be utilitarian-type thinkers, would deny that 

nonhuman animals’ utility should be included when assessing the morality of law. 

Let’s assume, then, that this vast majority of Americans is objectively wrong. That 

is, let’s assume that eating meat violates an objectively correct moral principle. In a quarter 

millennium, people will look back at us and feel horrified and baffled by modern 

agribusiness. They will wonder why so many American leaders allowed meat-eating to 

continue unchecked. 

As a starting point, it should be obvious that this objective moral law is not self-

executing. It is not physically binding. This is the simple technocratic rejoinder: There is 
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no plausible scientific argument that the moral law, like the law of gravity, punishes us all 

by itself when we defy its dictates. 

That is, if you try to defy gravity by, say, jumping off a cliff without a parachute, 

you will be severely punished, without any human intermediation, when you hit the ground. 

Meat eaters, by contrast, can live long and happy lives without experiencing any ill effects 

from their defiance of the presumed moral law.79 Indeed, if omnivores subjectively reject 

the moral principle that meat-eating is unjust, they will not even suffer pangs of conscience 

during their lives. 

The moral rule, in itself, does not physically constrain (or even incentivize) anyone. 

This is not to say that the moral law is not natural or real—and it is not to say that 

the moral law is not morally binding. Moral law might exist in nature, as some modern 

philosophers argue, and moral questions might have real, scientifically correct answers, as 

the Mills argued. That is, eating meat might be naturally, empirically, and/or factually 

immoral. If so, then humans might bear a moral obligation—a true Kantian duty—to adopt 

vegetarianism. 

But any (earthly) sanction or punishment for breaking the moral law must be created 

by human agents, either in their own consciences or by human-made constraints like laws 

and norms. 

Imagine, then, that the most vocal philosophical advocate of vegetarianism, Peter 

Singer,80 became dictator of the United States tomorrow.  

Would it be just or unjust for Tzar Singer to imprison anyone who ate meat? 

If he did, he could not argue that he was “merely” enforcing a preexisting moral 

constraint because the moral rule cannot physically constrain anyone without Tzar Singer’s 

coercive intermediation. He could not argue that he was implementing the meat ban in 

order to serve the interests of the polity because the members of the polity—assuming the 

nonhuman animals are not members—are not interested in banning meat. He could not 

argue that he was saving the polity from the harmful consequences of their immorality 

because, without the subjective agreement of their consciences, they do not suffer any 

harmful consequences from eating meat. He could try to argue that the polity will be 

improved by coming closer to true moral living, but if the polity’s beliefs and consciences 

continue to reject Tzar Singer’s understanding of morality, then they will not have been 

truly improved. 

The primary purpose of the law, I think we have to admit, would be to satisfy Tzar 

Singer’s subjective uneasiness about the widespread violation of an objective moral rule. 

Banning meat would be, fundamentally, a self-interested decision to ease Tzar Singer’s 

conscience. 

So if Tzar Singer banned meat tomorrow, would he be a moral hero or a tyrant? 

Surely most if not all Americans would perceive the law as tyrannical. Even voluntary 

vegetarians today might flinch at the idea of imprisoning omnivores. 

And if one takes seriously the persistent notion of justice—that government must 

serve the governed—then the subjective moral views of the polity must be a constraint on 

the coercive implementation of moral rules, even when the polity’s subjective ideas are 

objectively wrong. 
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In short, there can exist a gulf between objective morality and legal legitimacy.k  

Law is a coercive institution, created and enforced by human agents. Its legitimacy 

must depend on the benefits it provides to the people it governs. No serious political 

philosopher has argued otherwise in 3,000 years of recorded thought. 

What happens, then, when the people subjectively believe in an incorrect moral 

principle? Permitting them to follow their misguided consciences might be harmful—and 

might violate a binding moral duty. But the Mills’ point was that forcing them to obey a 

moral rule they subjectively reject is also harmful. And because disobedience of the moral 

rule does not, on its own, cause any physical harm, the coercive imposition of the moral 

rule will almost always be more harmful than permitting the polity to persist in violation 

of the moral rule. 

Furthermore—and this is a point that Mr. Mill thought important but that modern 

philosophers too often elide—a law that tries to coerce morality is exceedingly unlikely to 

work. Even if Tzar Singer could recruit every vegetarian in the country to enforce his edict 

against the omnivores, would 5% of the population be capable of monitoring the eating 

habits of 350 million people? Could the vegetarians muster enough force to imprison all 

the violators? Even if they could shut down agribusiness, could they prevent the emergence 

of a robust black market in hamburgers and chicken breasts? 

Without the subjective buy-in of the citizenry, moral laws are honored primarily in 

the breach.l 

The simple distinction, so commonly raised, between the law that is and the law 

that ought to be is too simple. There exists, between the two, the law that ought to be, given 

the particular polity it governs. In other words, in jurisprudence, there is a conditional 

“ought” that needs to be distinguished from the pure “ought.” The law that ought to govern 

a particular polity is sometimes not the same thing as the first-best law because the polity’s 

subjective morality is a constraint on effective and legitimate coercion. 

This is not a claim of moral relativism. It is a claim of conditional morality, which 

might be unique to the inherently collective and coercive enterprise of jurisprudence. 

 

 
k Notably, as we can see from the Mills’ oeuvre, this possibility exists even within a single philosophical 

system. For the Mills, utilitarianism was the correct standard for both objective morality and legal legitimacy, 

but the Mills argued that it would be illegitimate for government to enforce utilitarian moral rules that the 

polity did not (yet) subjectively accept. In other words, in the Millian philosophy, the polity’s subjective 

views are not the definition of objective morality, but they are a constraint on law. 
l This interpretation of the Mills’ perspective may seem hard to reconcile with the Mills’ criticism of Marcus 

Aurelius in On Liberty. See JOHN STUART MILL, ON LIBERTY 50–51 (1859). Rather than arguing that Marcus 

Aurelius was bound by the anti-Christian feelings of his citizenry, the Mills argued that Marcus Aurelius held 

an incorrect understanding of objective morality. It is important to remember, however, that the Mills, in 

their time, did not feel that they could question the truth and bindingness of the Christian faith. Mr. Mill made 

it abundantly clear in his letters that he needed to pretend to be Christian in order for his work to be 

accepted—a constraint that he did not shed until the essays on religion that he wrote in the few years before 

his death. See generally HUGH S.R. ELLIOTT, ED., THE LETTERS OF JOHN STUART MILL v.I (1910); HUGH S.R. 

ELLIOTT, ED., THE LETTERS OF JOHN STUART MILL v.II (1910). Mill’s audience would have been quite 

alienated by any argument that Marcus Aurelius was bound by the paganism of his people. 
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When the members of the polity hold an incorrect moral view, a true moral hero 

works through persuasion and education. She convinces the members of the polity to 

change their subjective beliefs first, before she creates any of those coercive human devices 

that are sometimes necessary to reinforce feeble consciences.  

The Mills’ most succinct statement of the principle that education is more 

appropriate than coercion for instilling morality in the polity appears in On Liberty: 

 

[It is not] as if society has no means of bringing its weaker members up to its 

ordinary standard of rational conduct, except waiting till they do something 

irrational, and then punishing them, legally or morally, for it. Society has absolute 

power over them during all the early portion of their existence: it has had the whole 

period of childhood and nonage in which to try whether it could make them capable 

of rational conduct in life. . . . If society lets any considerable number of its 

members grow up mere children, incapable of being acted on by rational 

consideration of distant motives, society has itself to blame for the consequences. . 

. . Nor is there anything which tends more to discredit and frustrate the better means 

of influencing conduct, than a resort to the worse. If there be among those whom it 

is attempted to coerce into prudence or temperance, any of the material of which 

vigorous and independent characters are made, they will infallibly rebel against the 

yoke.81 

  

The Mills believed, together with Saint-Simon and Comte, that government behaves 

responsibly when it inculcates proper moral feelings in the people—when it tries to 

convince the people to abide by their moral obligations and to obey their moral duties.m 

But the Mills also believed that coercive enforcement of objective morality was doomed to 

fail, and Mr. Mill argued at length in Utilitarianism that law is unjust if premised on moral 

principles that conflict with the polity’s subjective beliefs. It is the polity’s pleasures and 

pains—including their moral pleasures and pains—that create standards of justice. 

Ultimately, the governor’s obligation is to secure the well-being of the polity, not the well-

being of her own moral conscience. If the polity would be made both objectively and 

subjectively better-off by improving their morality, then the governor should persuade and 

educate the polity. But coercion will not work. 

The Mills, then, perceived a jurisprudentially technocratic constraint on moral 

power that Saint-Simon and Comte had entirely neglected: 

Moral tyranny is, in fact, still tyranny. 

 

* * * 

 

In the end, there can be little doubt that the Mills were jurisprudential technocrats. 

Like Comte and Saint-Simon, they believed that the ideal government would use scientific 

 
m Mr. Mill, in fact, shared Comte’s belief in the religion of humanity. See John Stuart Mill, The Utility of 

Religion, in MILL, supra note c.  
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study to determine the polity’s objective needs and subjective preferences, and it would 

intervene only when legislation could be scientifically calibrated to improve the entire 

polity’s well-being. Any interventions that were not technocratically justified—any 

interventions that did not, in fact, cause net benefits for the polity as a whole—would be 

unjust and illegitimate. And this was, for both Mills, a true standard of legitimacy, not mere 

fitness. Both Mills argued that, if disobedience of socially harmful laws could force 

government to correct them, then disobedience would be justified. 

The Mills’ one technocratic departure from Comte and Saint-Simon was in their 

treatment of subjective morality as a constraint on coercion. The Mills agreed with the 

Technocrats that morality is a science with objectively correct answers, but they also 

understood that the polity’s subjective beliefs pose an obstacle—both jurisprudentially and 

realistically—to the coercive implementation of moral laws. Government cannot and 

should not force the polity to follow a moral law that the members of the polity do not 

subjectively embrace. 

THE TECHNOCRATIC ERROR TERM 

The Mills’ argument that the polity’s subjective beliefs constrain government—as 

important as it is in distinguishing Millian technocracy from its Saint-Simonian and 

Comtean counterparts—does not necessitate a departure from big-T Technocracy. The 

polity’s subjective moral views are technocratic facts. That is, they are empirically existing 

phenomena. A totalitarian Technocracy that accepted the Mills’ understanding of legal 

legitimacy could, in theory, simply measure the polity’s subjective moral feelings and 

calibrate its laws accordingly. 

But the Mills presented a deeper objection to totalitarian Technocracy. What makes 

the Mills constitutional rather than totalitarian technocrats is their recognition of an 

ineradicable error term. The technocratically optimal law, they argued, is not a stable fact, 

and even if it were, no subset of the polity would be able to discover it. 

The Mills, that is, recognized two additional constraints, beyond the polity’s moral 

feelings, that frustrate the aspirations of technocratic jurisprudence: dynamism and 

uncertainty. Unlike the constraint of subjective morality, the constraints of dynamism and 

uncertainty cannot be overcome within a totalitarian system. Instead, these barriers 

necessitate abandonment of big-T Technocracy’s totalitarian ambitions in favor of a 

dialectical approach in which every individual is empowered to challenge the prevailing 

notion of technocratic optimality. 

Let’s first flesh out the problems of dynamism and uncertainty as the Mills 

understood them and then turn to the dialectical solution they offered. 

Dynamism 

There is a sense in which the problem of dynamism is a mere banality. It is obvious 

that the composition of the polity perpetually changes; new members are born, and old 

ones die. It’s equally obvious that existing members’ needs and preferences change over 

time. People age. 
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Furthermore, some of the precise changes that matter to law are easily predictable 

because they depend on universal truths of human aging. All infants and young children in 

the polity need close supervision throughout the day, but as neurotypical and able-bodied 

children age, their need for close supervision diminishes and eventually vanishes. Other 

changes are harder to predict with precision, but they are nevertheless easily predicted in 

the abstract. For instance, we don’t know exactly what the next world-changing invention 

will be, but we can be sure that some new invention will again change the world—just as 

papyrus, the printing press, the cotton gin, the assembly line, container shipping, and the 

internet have changed the world before. 

The question for big-T Technocracy, then, is not whether all change will cease, 

allowing government to establish a set and immovable order. That’s obviously impossible. 

Instead, the question is whether science can unlock the mysteries of social dynamics so 

that all changes become predictable and governable. 

 

When the Mills were writing, philosophy of history was very much the academic 

fashion. Rousseau’s conjectural history of humankind was a century old (the perfect age 

for a philosophical work: old enough to be treated with reverence but young enough to 

retain a living relevance). Hegel’s philosophy of history was hot and fresh, making waves 

despite many readers’ frustration with Hegel’s mysticism and prose.82 Mr. Mill had 

recently reviewed Tocqueville’s historical study, and Marx and Engels had just begun 

publishing their materialist conception of history.  

All of these theories were attempts to solve the problem of social dynamics. The 

scientific study of history, these philosophers believed, would enable us to predict future 

events. We could discover the trends of human evolution and thereby perceive our own 

trajectory. 

Comte—while maintaining a pretense of “cerebral hygiene” by which he refused 

to read others’ work83—nevertheless found himself in lockstep with his zeitgeist.n Like 

Hegel, Marx, and Engels, Comte argued that the study of history could reveal universal 

laws of human evolution, which would empower philosophers to predict the future course 

of civilization. 

 Despite deep differences among their arguments, these continental philosophers 

shared a conviction that humanity was progressing toward some kind of steady-state or 

even utopia. For Hegel, the end-state was the ideal of human freedom; for Tocqueville, it 

was perfect equality of opportunity; for Marx and Engels, it was pure communism; for 

Comte, it was absolute altruism, founded on positive truth rather than theological or 

metaphysical belief. 

The Mills’ contemporaries, then, believed not only that they could unlock the 

mysteries of social dynamics but also that human progress was a unidirectional march to 

an ideological steady-state. Although the philosophers of history obviously knew that 

 
n There is also some evidence that Comte was, in fact, exposed to Hegel’s writing, despite his protestations 

to the contrary. See Mary Pickering, New Evidence of the Link Between Comte and German Philosophy, 50 

J. HIST. IDEAS 443 (1989). 
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individual humans would continue to be born, age, and die, they believed that humanity as 

a whole would eventually settle on a single, perfected form of social organization. 

This faith in future stability was a central component of big-T Technocracy. Saint-

Simon and Comte both believed that they could discover (or, in Comte’s case, that he had 

discovered) a single, universal law of humanity, which a centralized government would be 

capable of administering. Remember that both men envisioned a minimalist economic 

power that could merely oversee the natural laws of social organization. While they 

believed in a stronger moral power, they imagined that the moral power could work purely 

through persuasive rather than punitive means. 

For such a system to work, there would need to be widespread and stable agreement 

that the economic system functioned well and that the moral law was being taught 

correctly. Both men were confident that precisely such a stable agreement was just around 

the corner. Saint-Simon thought human belief could coalesce around the “universal law of 

gravitation”, and Comte thought everyone would agree to a positively-established principle 

of perfect unity. 

The Mills, however, perceived no such inevitability in the progression of human 

existence and no such imminent stability of human feeling. Instead, they viewed human 

society as a system in constant flux, from which no stable state would emerge and for which 

no universal law could be discovered. 

When considering the philosophy of history in A System of Logic, Mr. Mill accepted 

the Hegelian, Marxian, and Comtean view that human society is on a “trajectory of 

progress”. He also affirmed his personal belief that “the general tendency” of the trajectory 

is “one of improvement”.84  

But, as he argued in Considerations on Representative Government, there is also 

“an incessant and ever-flowing current of human affairs toward the worse, consisting of all 

the follies, all the vices, all the negligences, indolences, and supinenesses of 

[hu]mankind”.85  

Mill thus thought that human society was engaged in an infinite tug-of-war between 

improvement and deterioration. Social dynamics are not unidirectional. 

Furthermore, even if human society did eventually agree upon a perfect theory of 

existence, Mill argued that “new inconveniences and dangers continually grow up, which 

must be encountered by new resources and contrivances, in order to keep things going on 

even only as well as they did before.”86 In other words, even if humanity were to reach the 

end of a process of mental and philosophical improvement—even if all humans agreed to 

a stable law of sociability—we still would need to work dynamically and responsively to 

preserve the society that emerged, to prevent it from retrogressing or deteriorating. 

Mill thus rejected the utopic hopes that lay at the foundation of totalitarian 

Technocracy. He did not believe that, through the scientific study of history, humans could 

discover and implement a stable society that a totalitarian government could merely 

administer. Instead, Mill argued that human government needs to be perpetually responsive 

to ever-changing circumstances. 

Harriet Taylor and John Stuart Mill also denied that humans would ever reach an 

end-point in philosophical or mental improvement. They thought that ideology, like 
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governance, would perpetually evolve. In other words, what is considered “utopia” for 

today’s thinkers might be considered dystopic tomorrow, and ideas that are persecuted as 

base heresy today might be embraced and even deified tomorrow. (There is, perhaps, no 

better vindication of the Mills’ argument here than the fact that Hegel thought his own 

Prussian state—which most writers today would deem dangerously authoritarian—

captured the ideal of human freedom.) 

The Mills gave several examples of this perpetual ideological dynamism in the 

second chapter of On Liberty. Referencing past criminals who are now considered martyrs 

(Socrates, Jesus, and the protestants who came before Luther),87 the Mills argued: 

 

[I]t is as evident in itself, as any amount of argument can make it, that ages are no 

more infallible than individuals; every age having held many opinions which 

subsequent ages have deemed not only false but absurd; and it is as certain that 

many opinions, now general, will be rejected by future ages, as it is that many, once 

general, are rejected by the present.88 

 

Notably, the Mills’ argument here was not that a given idea, when later articulated by a 

different speaker, might gain traction. Their argument was that the very articulations—the 

very writings or speeches—that a past generation deemed heretical might be accepted and 

even worshiped today. The speech doesn’t change; the listeners do. 

 The second chapter of On Liberty also reaffirmed the Mills’ skepticism that the arc 

of history bends inevitably toward the true or the good. To the Mills, it was “a piece of idle 

sentimentality that truth, merely as truth, has any inherent power denied to error”.89 Instead, 

they argued, “the quiet surface of routine is as often ruffled by attempts to resuscitate past 

evils as to introduce new benefits.”90 Society must therefore be constantly on guard against 

falsehoods and evils, including those that it thinks it has already eradicated. The constant 

flux of human society provides new entry points for good and bad ideas alike. 

 

 The Mills’ argument that society and ideology are perpetually changing, however, 

still leaves open the possibility that there is a stable law of social dynamics—that the 

changes in society and ideology proceed according to a single, fixed rule, which governs 

social dynamics from above. In other words, the Mills’ denial of unidirectional progress 

toward ideological unity did not, in itself, require them to deny that a sociological law could 

empower foreknowledge of future events. 

Indeed, Mr. Mill was careful throughout his works to distinguish between 

“necessity” and “fatalism”.91 While he did not believe in an inexorable march of history 

(“fatalism”), he did believe—as noted at length in prior sections—that human events follow 

predictable causal patterns (“necessity”). Perhaps those causal patterns proceed according 

to one stable law—or maybe a very small set of stable laws—that predictably govern the 

evolution of humankind. 

Mr. Mill’s rejection of the fatalistic strands in Hegelian and Marxist philosophy, 

then, was not necessarily a rejection of the Saint-Simonian and Comtean suggestion that 

something like Newton’s law of universal gravitation governs all social dynamics. 
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 In other parts of his writing, however, Mr. Mill made explicit his view that no such 

universal law exists and that the causal laws that do exist are beyond the reach of human 

discovery. I’ll examine Mill’s skepticism of causal laws’ discoverability in the section on 

uncertainty, but for now, let’s focus on the non-existence of a stable, universal law of social 

dynamics. 

 In the chapter of A System of Logic in which Mr. Mill considered history as a 

method of social science, he argued: 

 

The succession of states of the human mind and of human society cannot have an 

independent law of its own; it must depend on the psychological and ethological 

laws which govern the action of circumstances on men and of men on 

circumstances. It is conceivable that those laws might be such, and the general 

circumstances of the human race such, as to determine the successive 

transformations of man and society to one given and unvarying order. But . . . [u]ntil 

that law could be connected with the psychological and ethological laws on which 

it must depend, . . . it could not be relied on for the prediction of future events, 

beyond, at most, strictly adjacent cases.92 

 

In other words, there might be order rather than chaos in social dynamics, but the order 

would arise from a confluence of multiple laws and circumstances. Order is not imposed 

from the outside by one single law; if it exists, it emerges from many individual laws 

governing many individual behaviors. 

Mr. Mill was equally explicit in a later review he wrote of Comte’s work. There, 

he argued that it would be an “error” to propose that “any practical rule or doctrine” could 

“be laid down in politics as universal and absolute.” As Mr. Mill put it, “All political 

truth . . . [is] strictly relative, implying as its correlative a given state or situation of 

society.”93  

It is worth remembering, here, that the Mills were living in the Newtonian age. 

Their skepticism of universal law was naturally more limited than a modern Einsteinian’s 

might be. The Mills had no access to modern mathematical and scientific concepts like 

complex systems theories. They could not, perhaps, fully conceive of a causally-

determined order that could not be predicted by—or reconstructed according to—

comprehensive laws. 

It is, therefore, somewhat unsurprising that Mr. Mill—even with his skepticism of 

Hegelo and frustration with Comte—could have deemed it “conceivable” that human 

society might proceed according to “one given and unvarying order”. 

But the Mills were fully committed to methodological individualism and, more 

generally, to inductive rather than deductive science.94 Those commitments, which today 

might seem overly simplistic,95 saved them from the wrong-headed overgeneralizations 

and utopic universalisms of their contemporaries. 

 
o Mr. Mill had made his familiarity with and disdain for Hegel quite clear in an 1867 letter to Alexander 

Bain, saying, “I found by actual experience of Hegel that conversancy with him tends to deprave one’s 

intellect.” ELLIOTT v.II, supra note l, at 93. 
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Indeed, even when Mill imagined a proper sociology by his reckoning—a sociology 

that started with the science of the individual and tried, from there, to derive laws for the 

group—he denied that the aggregation would work. If the progress of “collective man” 

could be reduced to a predictable science, Mr. Mill argued, the predictions would 

necessarily depend on a complex “concurrence of causes”: the aggregated interactions of 

all the humans in the polity.96 But Mill thought that, because each individual human is 

unique, it is impossible to discover universal laws for collective human events. As he put 

it: 

 

[E]ven if our science of human nature were theoretically perfect, that is, if we could 

calculate any character as we can calculate the orbit of any planet, from given data; 

still, as the data are never . . . precisely alike in different cases, we could neither 

make positive predictions, nor lay down universal propositions.97 

 

To Mill, the correct method of studying social dynamics, methodological individualism, 

could not produce universal laws. And any other method was simply wrong. 

In short, although the Mills did believe that individual humans are governed by 

psychological and ethological laws and that the collective could be studied scientifically 

by tying laws of human nature to laws of social development, they held firmly to the view 

that there is no unified law—no Newtonian gravitation—that governs human society 

independently of the individuals who comprise it.p And any comprehensive laws that 

emerge from the aggregation of individuals are beyond human discovery. The task of 

aggregation, given each individual’s uniqueness, is too difficult. 

As a result, the Mills thought, the perpetual changes in the composition of the polity 

will perpetually frustrate Technocratic stability and predictability. Because the science of 

society, according to the Mills, depends on the science of the individual and because the 

unique individuals in the polity are different from day to day, there cannot be a stable law 

of human society. 

Dynamism is an insurmountable barrier to big-T Technocracy. 

Uncertainty 

The second chapter of On Liberty is justly considered one of the finest expositions 

ever written on the freedom of speech. But the chapter has a deeper relevance, which 

becomes clear only when read in light of the Mills’ dialogue with the Technocrats of their 

 
p There are two caveats in order. First, Mr. Mill was aware of early work on statistics and the law of large 

numbers. He did, therefore, believe that some future characteristics of or phenomena within human society—

such as the average murder rate—might be stable and predictable from year to year. See MILL, supra note c, 

at 645–46. Second, Mr. Mill was admittedly tempted by Comte’s law of the “three stages” in the development 

of human opinion: the theological, metaphysical, and positive. See JOHN STUART MILL, AUGUSTE COMTE 

AND POSITIVISM 10–15 (1865). As we shall see in the section on uncertainty, however, Mr. Mill did not 

believe that Comte had come close to reducing his law to a complete science that could predict the future. 

See id. at 118–21. 
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age. The second chapter of On Liberty is the Mills’ most emphatic explication of the 

technocratic error term that was missing from Saint-Simon and Comte’s political theories. 

The biggest barrier to big-T Technocracy, in the Mills’ view, was the pervasive and 

ineradicable uncertainty of human knowledge. Everything we know could be wrong, and 

everything that is true cannot be known. 

This argument, however, was not a contradiction of the technocratic jurisprudence 

that Mr. Mill had embraced in his earlier works.98 The argument was intended to be internal 

to technocratic jurisprudence: a friendly critique of technocratic theory. That is, the Mills’ 

point was not that uncertainty undermines science. When science is done properly, 

uncertainty is a feature, not a bug. Uncertainty is the necessary recognition of a model’s 

proper scope, which helps the observer to avoid unscientific overconfidence. 

The solution to scientific uncertainty, then, is not to throw up our hands and declare 

that our inquiries can never reveal objective truths. Epistemic uncertainty does not prove 

that reality is subjective, metaphysical, or noumenal. Nor does it suggest that political laws 

and regulations can never be premised on scientific knowledge and must therefore remain 

rooted in metaphysical abstractions.  

Epistemic uncertainty merely suggests that no individual—no technocratic 

governor or Technocratic government—should be unscientifically overconfident in the 

knowledge that guides them. 

What about the polity as a whole, though? Even if individuals cannot be entirely 

confident in their knowledge, perhaps a group can create certainty. Perhaps, if lots of 

people working independently converge on a single answer, that answer can be deemed 

objectively correct. 

Mr. Mill was familiar with the law of large numbers in probability and statistics,99 

and he had likelyq read Condorcet’s jury theorem.100 Both the law of large numbers and the 

jury theorem suggest that a large group, in which everyone participates in a collective 

process of truth-seeking, is more likely to find objective truth than is any given individual. 

Furthermore, Mr. Mill was a dedicated inductivist who believed that truth can emerge from 

a steady accrual of data.  

But the law of large numbers, the jury theorem, and the inductive process function 

only when they remain open to all participants and all new data, including those that 

contradict a large group’s prevailing notion of truth. Collectivity is not a magic bullet. Its 

claim to superiority (not perfection, but probabilistic superiority) depends on its ongoing 

openness to the entire collective. As a result, even when a large group has converged on 

an answer and even if the group has converged on the objectively correct answer, that 

answer must remain subject to challenge.  

Confidence in a collectively-derived truth is rational if and only if the truth 

perpetually insists on its own uncertainty. 

The solution that the Mills offered to the problem of uncertainty, then, was 

dialectical collectivism: a perpetual openness, of each individual and of the system as a 

 
q I have not found a reference to the jury theorem in any of Mr. Mill’s works, but he did quote other works 

of Condorcet’s in the System of Logic. Given that Mr. Mill was a voracious reader, it seems likely that he 

was familiar with the jury theorem as well. 
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whole, to any new information about objective truth that might emerge. Information that 

supports the conventional understanding of truth must be permitted, of course, but 

information that contradicts the conventional understanding is even more important. 

Indeed, the Mills argued that antitheses to the currently-accepted thesis, if they did not arise 

naturally, needed to be manufactured in order to keep the truth alive. 

This kind of dialectical openness is incompatible with totalitarian Technocracy. In 

fact, it is incompatible with any system that claims to be governed by universal or absolute 

laws. True technocracy, under conditions of uncertainty, cannot claim the kind of 

omniscience or omnipotence that the big-T Technocrats wanted their governments to 

claim. 

Instead, truly technocratic jurisprudence—jurisprudence premised on a true 

science that acknowledges its error terms—requires a governmental system that strongly 

resembles liberal democracy, even though the justifications for the system are not the 

metaphysical rights or negative liberties of classical liberalism. True technocracy 

recognizes its own ineradicable uncertainty and embraces, as its best available solution, 

dialectical democracy. 

For now, the goal is to flesh out the Mills’ theory of uncertainty, reserving the 

discussion of the dialectical solution for the next section. As we shall see, however, the 

Mills’ understanding of dialectical collectivism is embedded in their recognitions of 

uncertainty, and some of the forms of uncertainty that troubled the Mills arose from the 

dialectical form of logic and truth. Some of the passages quoted here will therefore include 

elements of both dialectics and uncertainty. 

 

Before turning all attention to the second chapter of On Liberty, it is worth going 

through Mr. Mill’s recognitions of uncertainty—especially including his explicit 

recognitions of observational and methodological limitations—in the System of Logic and 

in his critique of Comte. Reinforcing that deeper context makes it much clearer that On 

Liberty was a part of rather than a contradiction to the Mills’ technocratic jurisprudence. 

 Recall, from the previous discussion, Mr. Mill’s insistence that sociology must 

depend on a science of human nature. Mill rejected the historical philosophers’ attempts to 

find transcendental laws of human evolution that operate independently of the laws of 

individual psychology and ethology. 

But when it came to the science of human nature, Mill argued that objective laws 

were beyond our reach. “[N]othing approaching” an exact science—a science that “enabled 

us to foretell how an individual would think, feel, or act throughout life”—“can be 

done.”101 

The problem was not that human nature does not develop according to fixed laws. 

The problem was that “the agencies which determine human character are so numerous 

and diversified (nothing which has happened to the person throughout life being without 

its portion of influence), that in the aggregate they are never in any two cases exactly 

similar.”102 As a result, we can never gather enough information to make reliable 

generalizations. 
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 This same methodological barrier applied, Mill argued, to studies of society. As he 

put it: “The circumstances . . . which influence the condition and progress of society are 

innumerable, and perpetually changing; and though they all change in obedience to causes, 

and therefore to laws, the multitude of the causes is so great as to defy our limited powers 

of calculation.”103  

Indeed, Mill was clear that sociology, if approached through his preferred 

methodological individualism, would necessarily outstrip humans’ methodological and 

observational capacities: “[W]hen the question is that of compounding several tendencies 

together, and computing the aggregate result of many co-existent causes . . . we attempt a 

task to proceed far in which, surpasses the compass of the human faculties.”104 

In other words, although Mill was emphatic and explicit that human phenomena are 

determined by objective causes, although he never doubted that political, moral, and social 

studies were scientific, and although he explicitly rejected Kantian noumenalism,105 Mill 

equally emphatically denied that mere humans could, in practice, actually discover the 

objective truths and natural laws that govern us. 

 It was almost entirely on these grounds that Mill, in his later years, criticized Comte. 

Early in his career—and in all eight editions of the Logic—Mill was tempted by Comte’s 

law of the “three stages” of human knowledge: the theological, metaphysical, and positive. 

He thought that Comte, unlike other philosophers of history, had successfully grounded the 

law of social dynamics in a science of human psychology. Mill even went so far as to argue 

that “the law of the successive transformations of human opinions” probably “determines 

the moral and political state of the community”.106 In other words, Mill was tempted to 

believe that Comte had hit on an overarching, general law of sociology and politics. 

 But when Mill read Comte’s supposed application of the law of three stages in the 

System of Positive Polity, he was baffled by the unscientific arrogance of Comte’s 

argument. Mill perceived no “scientific connexion between [Comte’s] theoretical 

explanation of the past progress of society, and his proposals for future improvement.”107  

Comte’s error, Mill argued, was his presumption that the mere application of a 

scientific method to a proposed law could, in itself, eliminate uncertainty and 

disagreement.108 Mill thought nothing farther from the truth. Especially in sociology, he 

said, positive scientific methods encounter the “intrinsic difficulty” of “being more 

complicated, and depending on a greater concurrence of forces, than [] any other science”. 

As a result, it is “more uncertain than in any other science, whether two inquirers equally 

competent and equally disinterested will take the same view of the evidence, or arrive at 

the same conclusion.”109  

In other words, even if scholars were to embrace Comte’s law of the three stages as 

their Newtonian gravitation, the applied science that grew up around that law would be 

extremely unlikely to converge on a single prediction or set of predictions. There are too 

many variables. 

In the same critique, Mill mentioned another inherent problem with sociology: 

Human observers can never be objective when studying their own society. As Mill argued, 

sociology is “infinitely” more likely than physical sciences to be biased by the “personal 
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or class interests and predilections” of the scientists, which necessarily “interfere with 

impartial judgment”.110  

All told, Mill concluded that “the universal assent” to Comte’s law, which would 

be required for Comtean Technocracy to function, “must be adjourned to an indefinite 

distance.”111 Even if the law of the three stages were right, the methodological and 

observational barriers to implementing that law would remain insurmountable for the 

foreseeable future. 

 

 Although Mill perceived special methodological limitations for social sciences, his 

recognition of uncertainty was not exclusive to human studies.112  

The System of Logic is dedicated to the conditions of scientific proof generally. 

Superficially, the book seems to assume that epistemic certainty is attainable through 

careful induction. But, in Book III, Chapter XXV of the Logic, Mill outlined proper 

“grounds of disbelief”, and in that chapter, he recognized ineradicable uncertainty in the 

physical sciences as well as the social, even for theories that have been verified by a 

“complete induction”. 

 Mill perceived three possible states of human knowledge. First, we can believe a 

theory that is supported by a complete induction: a theory that has been observationally 

verified by lots of reliable data.113 Second, we can exist in a state of “unbelief”, or 

suspended belief, when a theory seems plausible but has not yet been observationally 

verified. Third—the primary subject of the chapter—we might approach a theory with 

disbelief. If a theory or observation contradicts an established law, we might be justified in 

disbelieving the evidence that supports that theory or observation.114 

 The middle position is obviously one of uncertainty. But Mill argued that we should 

approach the first and third with humility as well. 

 To start, let’s first reemphasize that Mill was, in fact, an empiricist. The first 

category of human knowledge—a complete induction that reveals a true law of nature—is 

one that some philosophers deny, even in theory. Kant, for instance, argued that humans 

were incapable of perceiving or discovering noumenal forms: things-in-themselves that 

were beyond humans’ perceptual faculties. Mill disagreed.  

In Mill’s view, a complete induction could reveal an objective “law of nature”115 

whenever “observations and experiments” verifying the relevant law had “been repeated 

so often, and by so many persons, as to exclude all supposition of error in the observer”.116 

In other words, large groups of scientists, working independently to test natural laws 

through observation and experimentation, are capable of discovering objective truths.117 

But Mill also believed that individual human observers—and even some large 

groups of human observers—are quite error-prone. In making the argument that 

observational data should sometimes be disbelieved, Mill levied a comprehensive 

challenge to the reliability of human observation: 

 

[Observations that seem to support an impossible theory] may have been asserted 

by a hundred witnesses; but there are many exceptions to the universality of the 

generalization that what a hundred witnesses affirm is true. We may seem to 
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ourselves to have actually seen the fact; but that we really see what we think we 

see, is by no means a universal truth; our organs may have been in a morbid state; 

or we may have inferred something, and imagined that we perceived it. . . . [W]hat 

a human being can see is no more than a set of appearances; from which the real 

nature of the phenomenon is merely an inference, and in this inference approximate 

generalizations usually have a large share.118 

 

In other words, even the things that we see with our own two eyes—and even things that 

are seen with 200 eyes—might not be true. We can never be entirely certain that our sense-

perceptions are accurate because observation is always intermediated by fallible human 

organs, including the inferential mind. 

 Because of observational fallibility, even an established law of nature should be left 

open to new challenges. That is, even a complete induction can be disproven by new 

evidence if the new evidence is “equivalent”, in terms of its weight and credibility, to the 

evidence that established the law in the first place.119 Here is Mill: 

 

If, indeed, the evidence produced [in contradiction to an inductively established law 

of nature] is such that it is more likely that the set of observations and experiments 

on which the law rests should have been inaccurately performed or incorrectly 

interpreted, than that the evidence in question should be false, we may believe the 

evidence; but then we must abandon the law. . . . We can not admit a proposition 

as a law of nature, and yet believe a fact in real contradiction to it. We must 

disbelieve the alleged fact, or believe that we were mistaken in admitting the 

supposed law.120 

 

In other words, we can disbelieve human observations that contradict established laws of 

nature, and we probably should disbelieve such observations given the fallibility of human 

observation. Violations of true natural laws are definitionally impossible, so reported 

observations of such violations ought, at first, to be disbelieved. If someone comes running 

into the room, excitedly reporting that she saw a winged pig flying past her penthouse 

window, we would be quite rational in presuming she imagined it. 

But. If a lot of credible evidence crops up that contradicts a supposed law of nature, 

we should no longer disbelieve the evidence. Instead, we should correct the law. Even a 

complete induction should be left open to revision. 

In short, Mill’s view was indistinguishable from that of any modern scientist. He 

believed that the world is governed by fundamental, causal laws and that those laws are 

theoretically discoverable. But he rejected the idea that humans’ discoveries, if well-

supported by observational data, must be true. Given the fallibility of human observations, 

we must always remain open to the possibility that our supposed discoveries are actually 

errors. 

 

The second chapter of On Liberty is a natural extension of this Millian 

epistemology. The Mills’ argument was that no individual should ever be punished for 
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articulating, identifying, or creating new evidence, even if the new evidence contradicts the 

majority’s understanding of truth. The chapter is not merely about speech or discussion; it 

is, more profoundly, about a technocratic society’s need for perpetual contestation of 

accepted knowledge, given the fallibility of human observation and the resulting 

pervasiveness of epistemic uncertainty. 

The chapter is divided into three parts that track the three states of knowledge 

identified in Chapter III.XXV of the Logic: belief, unbelief, and disbelief. In On Liberty, 

however, new evidence does not take the form of observation; it takes the form of opinion 

or argument. Just like observations of physical phenomena, newly-articulated opinions 

about scientific theories—including moral and social theories—take three forms. They 

could be true (things we should “believe”); they could be error (things we should 

“disbelieve”); or they could contain some mix of truth and error (things we should approach 

with “unbelief”). 

The Mills’ thesis in the second chapter of On Liberty was that society will always 

be enriched by the articulation of ideas, opinions, and arguments, regardless of the 

articulations’ objective merits. Whether the content of an articulation be true, false, or 

mixed, the articulation will always provide value.  

The reason was uncertainty. 

As epistemic uncertainty took center stage in On Liberty, however, the Mills’ 

epistemology became more complex than it was in the Logic, with uncertainty taking on 

additional forms beyond the probabilistic uncertainty of the physical sciences. 

The first kind of uncertainty the Mills discussed—which arose in the context of 

new evidence that is true (something we should believe)—was the familiar kind from the 

Logic: We can never be sure that our current understanding of objective truth is actually 

correct.  

Even if every person in the polity but one accepts a particular theory of truth, it is 

possible that the one hold-out is the objectively correct one. The prevailing conception of 

truth might be wrong. As the Mills articulated this point: 

 

Those who desire to suppress [a minority opinion], of course deny its truth; but they 

are not infallible. . . . To refuse a hearing to an opinion, because they are sure that 

it is false, is to assume that their certainty is the same thing as absolute certainty. 

All silencing of discussion is an assumption of infallibility.121 

 

In other words, the members of the polity must always remain open to the possibility—

however trivial they may feel the probability to be—that their notion of objective truth is 

incorrect. Any other position amounts to unscientific arrogance: an unscientific 

presumption of their own infallibility. 

If the widely-accepted view is wrong, then suppression of contradictory opinions is 

obviously costly. It deprives the polity of “the opportunity of exchanging error for truth.”122 

If we are to be technocrats, we must acknowledge our error terms. And if we 

acknowledge our error terms, we will always welcome new evidence that challenges the 

prevailing understanding of truth. 
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 The Mills also made clear, in this part of On Liberty, that the helpful features of 

collectivity—the law of large numbers, Condorcet’s jury theorem, and such—only increase 

the probability of accuracy. They are not guarantors of truth. The Mills acknowledged that 

a humble individual, who recognized her own fallibility, might nevertheless “repose, with 

implicit trust, on the infallibility of ‘the world’ in general.”123 To this possibility, the Mills 

responded that “ages are no more infallible than individuals”.124 Just as an individual can 

be wrong, so the collective can be likewise. Indeed, Condorcet’s jury theorem predicts 

convergence on truth only if each individual who contributes to the pursuit of truth is more 

than 50% likely to be right. The fallibility of the individual is thus baked into the fallibility 

of the collective. 

Epistemic uncertainty remains stubbornly indissoluble. 

The second form of uncertainty highlighted in On Liberty was a new addition to the 

Mills’ epistemology, which arises when a majority of the polity believes the objectively 

correct theory. When objective truth is widely known, the Mills argued, the proclaimers of 

truth often become complacent, allowing the truth to slip into uncritical dogma. At that 

point, genuine knowledge of the truth fades. Without opponents to argue against the correct 

theory, the polity loses its motivation to understand why the truth is true. And when the 

members of the polity accept truth as dogma, without understanding its reasons, they 

become much more likely to behave erroneously. The truth is no longer sufficiently lively 

to guide their actions. 

Importantly, this second kind of uncertainty is not inherently ineradicable. 

Theoretically, it can be cured. But the cure is the perpetual contestation of true ideas, which 

cannot happen in a totalitarian political system in which the truth is declared from on high 

and inculcated in an uncritical people. 

Recall, from Chapter 1, Hegel’s argument that dogmatic beliefs are unscientific.125 

What made an idea logical, to Hegel, was its complete determination through dialectical 

negation and sublation. It is through a process of contradiction that ideas develop their most 

logical and scientific shape. If protected from contradiction, ideas would have no content, 

and words would have no meaning. If I merely assert that I am unique—if I accept as a 

given that no one in the world is the same as me—without considering the myriad ways in 

which I am, in fact, the same as other humans, then I have given no content to the idea of 

my uniqueness. My conclusion is true, but it has no meaning. I have not done the difficult 

Hegelian work of determining what my uniqueness is, by contrasting my uniqueness 

against my sameness. 

The Mills made essentially the same argument—but without the mystical elements 

of Hegelian idealism. If a true opinion “is not fully, frequently, and fearlessly discussed,” 

the Mills argued, “it will be held as a dead dogma, not a living truth.”126 Here are the Mills: 

 

[A]ssuming that the true opinion abides in the mind, but abides as a prejudice, a 

belief independent of, and proof against, argument—this is not the way in which 

truth ought to be held by a rational being. This is not knowing the truth. Truth, thus 

held, is but one superstition the more, accidentally clinging to the words which 

enunciate the truth.127 
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The words “I am unique”—if held as dogma, and the more so if weaponized to silence 

those who would argue that humans are all exactly the same—are true words with no 

rational or logical content. Only through open contestation of truth—only by inviting 

contradictory evidence (evidence of humans’ universality)—can individuals gain rational 

knowledge of their truths (of their uniqueness). As the Mills said, “He who knows only his 

own side of the case, knows little of that.”128 Especially in the complicated fields of 

“morals, religion, politics, social relations, and the business of life,” an individual can gain 

certainty of the truth only by considering all “the appearances which favour some opinion 

different from” the truth.129 

The Mills did not merely suggest, though, that individuals should be taught both 

sides of moral and political questions—something a totalitarian Technocrat might be able 

to do. Instead, they argued that the wrong side must be advocated by free-thinking 

individuals who sincerely believe in the truth of the wrong ideas. As the Mills put it: 

 

Nor is it enough that he should hear the arguments of adversaries from his own 

teachers . . . . He must be able to hear them from persons who actually believe them; 

who defend them in earnest, and do their very utmost for them. He must . . . feel 

the whole force of the difficulty which the true view of the subject has to encounter 

and dispose of; else he will never really possess himself of the portion of truth 

which meets and removes that difficulty.130 

 

In other words, unless the scholars of truth have “thrown themselves into the mental 

position of those who think differently from them,” they cannot “in any proper sense of the 

word, know the doctrine which they themselves profess.”131  

The dialectical evolution of truth, then, cannot be done by encountering only faint-

hearted or pedagogical defenders of the antitheses. In the Mills’ view, someone who truly 

believes that individual humans are all completely identical needs to defend the sameness 

antithesis in order to give individuals’ uniqueness its full content.r 

 Even when conventional wisdom is true, knowledge of the truth depends on its 

lively contestation with error; it depends on the sincere presentation and active rebuttal of 

contradictory evidence.  

Imagine, then, that a big-T Technocrat discovered objective truth and simply 

handed it to the polity, without allowing the polity to consider alternative theories. Or 

imagine that the Technocrat discovered truth and taught it to the polity with a purely 

pedagogical nod to alternative theories. In such a system, the Mills predicted, the truth 

would remain uncertain in the hearts and minds of the polity’s members. The members of 

the polity cannot really know the truth if they are never exposed to its sincere opponents. 

 
r If this running example of uniqueness and sameness seems exaggerated or inapt—given that there might be 

no one today who would argue that all humans are exactly the same—remember that this was precisely the 

debate between Comte and the Mills. Comte argued for the complete sacrifice of the individual to the 

collective, advocating perfect unity of all humanity, while the Mills emphasized the need for individuality. 
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Importantly, this kind of uncertainty has a more profound consequence than the 

polity’s ignorance, according to the Mills. In the absence of contestation, truth’s 

foundations would become both epistemically and existentially uncertain. Without 

conflict, political and moral beliefs become clichés. They then lose the vitality and 

conviction necessary to guide their adherents’ conduct.  

Error fills the gaps. 

 As the Mills argued, “[N]ot only the grounds of the opinion are forgotten in the 

absence of discussion, but too often the meaning of the opinion itself.” When that happens, 

the truth’s believers no longer hold truth as “a vivid conception and a living belief”; instead, 

they merely hold onto “a few phrases retained by rote”.132 The truth no longer “penetrate[s] 

the feelings, and acquire[s] a real mastery over the conduct.”133 The natural human 

tendency—when a belief becomes a truism—is “to forget all of the belief except the 

formularies . . . as if accepting it on trust dispensed with the necessity of testing it by 

personal experience”.134  

All of that might be fine if people who merely memorized the formularies would 

then act consistently with them. But the Mills were highly skeptical that a cliché could 

motivate action. They gave several examples of Christian truisms that Christians regularly 

accept and repeat while living in clear violation of the truisms’ underlying principles.135 

For instance, in Christian dogma, the accumulation of wealth is a sin as long as anyone in 

the world is wanting. Many Christians earnestly affirm that dogma—and sincerely pray for 

starving children throughout the world—while themselves living in luxury. 

Furthermore, in the absence of a motivation to live by truth, fallible humans 

succumb to error. As the Mills argued: 

 

All languages and literatures are full of general observations on life, both as to what 

it is, and how to conduct oneself in it; observations which everybody knows, which 

everybody repeats, or hears with acquiescence, which are received as truisms, yet 

of which most people first truly learn the meaning, when experience, generally of 

a painful kind, has made it a reality to them. . . . The fatal tendency of mankind to 

leave off thinking about a thing when it is no longer doubtful, is the cause of half 

their errors.136 

 

In other words, the absence of contestation does not merely threaten the polity’s knowledge 

of why their beliefs are true. It also threatens the polity’s motivation to live according to 

truth.  

At that point, truth becomes uncertain in a different sense. Its very existence—its 

life not merely as a concept but as a principle of action—fades. Error begins to substitute 

for truth. 

 If all of this seems too abstract to serve as a counterpart to Hegelian idealism, 

consider a concrete example. Nearly everyone in the modern world accepts that racism is 

wrong. The truth that racism is wrong is so fervently believed that those who deign to 

contradict it—those who advocate White supremacy or promulgate racist tropes—are, in 

modern parlance, “canceled”; they are fired from jobs, expelled from schools, blocked on 
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social media, and generally silenced.137 When we witness racism today, most of us feel a 

visceral disgust.  

But do we really understand why racism is wrong? If pressed, many members of 

the polity might simply say that racism is hateful and prejudiced. But those answers beg 

the question. Why are race-based hatred and prejudice wrong? Not all hatred and prejudice 

are wrong. No one would be shocked or disgusted if I said I hate Twizzlers, for instance. 

If I’ve tasted Twizzlers in the past and disliked them, it would be perfectly rational for me 

to prejudge and refuse to eat an individual Twizzler. That one Twizzler is almost certainly 

not caramel masquerading as red licorice. 

In order to understand why race-based prejudice is wrong, we need to understand 

the arguments in favor of such prejudice. Indeed, to gain a full appreciation for the 

wrongness of racism, we need to distinguish among the myriad false theories that motivate 

racism. The theory that the White race is genetically superior to the Black race is wrong,138 

but it is wrong in different ways and for different reasons than is the theory that Black 

Americans are more likely than are White Americans to commit crime.139 As the Mills put 

it, we must “encounter and dispose of” the particular arguments in favor of racism in order 

to understand fully, in all its complexity, the wrongness of racism. If we merely silence 

racism, without thinking any further about why racist ideology is wrong, we will not 

understand our own truth as deeply or as vividly as we could. 

Furthermore, Americans who merely accept the formulary that racism is wrong—

without thinking more deeply about why racists are racist and why racists are wrong—are 

much less likely to confront their own implicit biases against dark-skinned people.140 Those 

who accept anti-racism as dogma are much less likely to behave consistently with anti-

racism because their knee-jerk, clichéd belief—unlike a critical confrontation with and 

examination of racism—is not sufficiently lively to motivate action. Those who accept the 

truth that racism is wrong often rest complacently in the belief that they are not racist, 

without wondering whether racism might exist as something subtler than Klan rallies and 

swastika tattoos. As a result, many who recite the superficial truth that racism is wrong 

might nevertheless call the police when they see a Black person walking through their 

predominantly White neighborhood. 

Only by voicing and disproving racist ideology do we gain a full and lively 

understanding of racism’s wrongfulness. 

In the Hegelian terminology, the contradiction between racism and anti-racism 

starts a process of sublation, which results in a better-determined concept of racism and its 

wrongfulness. In the Millian terminology, the truth’s encounter with a difficulty gives the 

advocates of truth an opportunity to meet and remove that difficulty. It gives the proponents 

of truth an opportunity to demonstrate—not merely rhetorically, but practically—that 

prejudice against Black Americans is wrong. Then, those who witness the truth’s power to 

dispense with its adversary gain a livelier feeling of the true moral principle as a guide to 

their consciences and actions. 

 In the end, the Mills’ argument in this part of On Liberty was that the “spiritual 

domination”141 of a Comtean Technocracy could not possibly produce technocratic 

optimality. Even if the moral and social laws that Comte proposed were exactly right and 
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could be inculcated in the people, the result of the moral “despotism”142 Comte advocated 

would be a polity trained in dogmatic truths they did not understand. And the polity’s 

actions could not be guided by vacuous Comtean clichés. Instead, the Mills predicted, 

members of the polity—despite their inculcation in Comtean morality—would continue to 

act according to whatever “interests and suggestions” they encountered in their quotidian, 

“worldly life.”143 

 To learn and live by true moral principles, humans must actively confront and reject 

immorality. 

The third kind of uncertainty the Mills identified—which they said was the most 

common—arises when two or more contradictory ideas each contain a portion of truth and 

a portion of error. In such cases, the Mills argued, the human tendency is not to reconcile 

the conflict—and thereby to adopt a whole truth—but rather to pick the more expedient of 

the conflicting ideas, living by a convenient but partial truth. True knowledge is thus 

inaccessible—and this form of uncertainty ineradicable—due not to observational or 

methodological limitations but rather to the empirical tendency of the human brain to pick 

sides in a confrontation. 

The Mills’ identification of this form of uncertainty appears to be an empirical 

correction to Hegelian dialectics.s The conclusion of Hegel’s philosophy—alluded to in 

Chapter 1—was the “Absolute Idea”. Hegel argued that, through the determinate negation 

of every human concept, humanity could develop a complete and perfect knowledge. In 

the idealist tradition of which Hegel was a part, human ideas are reality. Complete 

determination and comprehensive sublation of all human ideas thus constitutes knowledge 

of all reality. 

Hegel believed that the dialectical process, once it had been completed through 

human history, would give rise to precisely this kind of omniscience: the working-out of 

all human conceptions. All competing ideas would be sublated—defined and determined 

by one another—and a complete and perfect knowledge would emerge. 

Hegelian determination, however, assumes a human capacity to see, comprehend, 

and hold all sides of the Absolute Idea’s self-contradiction. To reach the Absolute Idea, the 

collective human mind cannot latch on to one-sided notions. The human brain must be 

capable of many-sidedness. 

The Mills were deeply skeptical of this possibility. They thought that the best we 

could hope for was that partial truths, residing in separate human brains, would perpetually 

knock up against each other, fighting for primacy and thereby keeping each portion of the 

 
s It might seem strange to imply that the Mills were responding to Hegel here. As I pointed out in note o, 

supra, Mr. Mill did not like Hegel. But, in praising the Socratic dialectics in On Liberty, the Mills made this 

suggestive aside: “It is the fashion of the present time to disparage negative logic—that which points out 

weaknesses in theory or errors in practice, without establishing positive truths.” MILL, supra note l, at 81. 

While that comment may not have been specifically about Hegel, it certainly describes the Hegelian dialectic 

and the distinction, as Hegel conceived it, between Hegelian and Socratic dialectics. It was Hegel’s optimistic 

sense that dialectical contradiction could produce “positive truths” that distinguished Hegelian logic from 

Socratic methods. 
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truth alive. The whole truth might exist, but only in pieces—in warring camps of one-sided 

believers. 

Notice that this argument has two parts, both of which rest on empirical claims. 

First, the Mills argued that most opinions existing in the polity are partially but not entirely 

true. On this point, the Mills agreed with Hegel. Second, the Mills argued that most humans 

within the polity are incapable of perceiving the whole truth when it is shared between or 

among conflicting opinions. This is the point on which the Mills and Hegel diverged. 

Here is the Mills’ summary of this argument, which is worth quoting in full despite 

the length of the passage: 

 

Popular opinions, on subjects not palpable to sense, are often true, but seldom or 

never the whole truth. They are a part of the truth; sometimes a greater, sometimes 

a smaller part, but exaggerated, distorted, and disjoined from the truths by which 

they ought to be accompanied and limited. Heretical opinions, on the other hand, 

are generally some of these suppressed and neglected truths, bursting the bonds 

which kept them down, and either seeking reconciliation with the truth contained 

in the common opinion, or fronting it as enemies, and setting themselves up, with 

similar exclusiveness, as the whole truth. The latter case is hitherto the most 

frequent, as, in the human mind, one-sidedness has always been the rule, and many-

sidedness the exception. Hence, even in revolutions of opinion, one part of the truth 

usually sets while another rises. Even progress, which ought to superadd, for the 

most part only substitutes one partial and incomplete truth for another; 

improvement consisting chiefly in this, that the new fragment of truth is more 

wanted, more adapted to the needs of the time, than that which it displaces.144 

 

The Mills’ argument, then, adopts the Hegelian starting point: that truth is “a question of 

the reconciling and combining of opposites”.145 The fundamental dialectical conception of 

truth—at least with respect to social, moral, and political questions—is one that the Mills 

and Hegel shared.  

But the Mills argued that “very few” humans “have minds sufficiently capacious 

and impartial to make the adjustment with an approach to correctness”.146 The task of 

reconciliation—the task of dialectical synthesis—is one that will outstrip human faculties 

“until [hu]mankind shall have entered a stage of intellectual advancement which at present 

seems at an incalculable distance.”147  

In the meantime, the Mills argued, the polity’s best hope is to rest in the dialectical 

phase of tension and contradiction, in which thesis and antithesis seem to be negating each 

other, without trying to achieve an out-of-reach synthesis. The polity should adopt, as its 

steady state, “the rough process of a struggle between combatants fighting under hostile 

banners.”148  

Under such a system, the polity as a whole might never reach a stable synthesis, but 

“there is always hope”—as long as “people are forced to listen to both sides”—that the 

whole truth will remain alive and even that some “calmer and more disinterested 

bystander[s]” will recognize the whole truth. “[I]t is when they attend only to one” side of 
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truth, the Mills argued, “that errors harden into prejudices, and truth itself ceases to have 

the effect of truth, by being exaggerated into falsehood.”149 

The Mills thus identified this third form of technocratic uncertainty that was, they 

thought, empirically impossible to overcome. Humans might be able to discover the whole 

truth, but they will usually do so through a sectarian dialectical process that will never 

reach the synthetic phase. The whole truth will remain present in the polity but invisible to 

all but the most extraordinary human minds: those rare individuals who are capable of 

many-sided thinking. 

 

A fundamental premise of totalitarian Technocracy is the capacity of Technocratic 

leaders to develop a complete knowledge of truth and reality. The Technocrat must know 

the laws of social statics and social dynamics and must be able to execute those laws 

flawlessly. Hegel, Saint-Simon, and Comte all thought that this kind of omniscience was 

attainable.  

The Mills emphatically disagreed. Not despite their empiricist and technocratic 

perspective but because of that perspective, they recognized that epistemic uncertainty 

cannot be overcome. 

Dialectics 

The Mills’ proposed solution to the dynamism and uncertainty of human 

knowledge was dialectical governance through diffuse sovereignty. The Mills argued that, 

as long as knowledge remains uncertain, a technocratic system must leave itself open to 

challenges. And it must invite such challenges from anyone and everyone. It must always 

treat the prevailing notion of truth as a mere thesis, to which a new antithesis—with the 

capacity to clarify or refine objective truth—might arise at any moment from any speaker 

or observer. 

If we want to walk the asymptotic tightrope of technocracy—infinitely approaching 

an out-of-reach omniscience—we need input from every possible knowledge-base and 

perspective. Omni-science requires omni-participation. 

I am certainly not the first scholar to notice the dialectical streak in the Mills’ 

writing,150 but few other scholars have recognized the Millian dialectic’s technocratic 

function.151 This gap in the literature is surprising given that Mr. Mill made no secret of his 

technocratic tendencies and given that the dialectic, in other philosophers’ writing, usually 

serves a truth-seeking function. The Mills’ dialectic was no exception.  

The gap in the literature is also troubling given that the technocratic function of the 

Millian dialectic is central to the Mills’ political philosophy. When one loses sight of the 

dialectic’s relationship to truth, dialectical governance starts to look merely antagonistic.152 

It looks like a system of oppression politics: either the thesis or the antithesis must win the 

struggle for primacy and suppress its opposite. Without an eye on truth, dialectical 

governance looks like power politics at its worst. 

But in the Mills’ system, the dialectical governor’s goal must be to enhance the 

technocratic optimality of the law for everyone in the polity. Remember: legitimacy in a 
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constitutional technocracy turns on the law’s capacity to improve the earthly life of the 

polity as a whole. 

The legitimate dialectical governor, then, does not take sides between the polity’s 

theses and antitheses. She seeks syntheses. 

To make the case for this interpretation of the Mills’ system, I first draw out the 

similarities and differences between Millian and Hegelian dialectics, in order to show that 

the Mills’ dialectic was part of their technocratic jurisprudence. There are two important 

differences between the Mills’ dialectic and Hegel’s: (1) The Mills denied that a complete 

synthesis was attainable, and (2) the Mills insisted that dialectical tensions, to be generative 

of technocratic knowledge, must arise between or among competing persons. Those 

differences are important—and importantly led the Mills to different political conclusions 

from Hegel and Comte’s—but neither of those differences undermines the fundamental 

nature of the dialectic as an epistemological tool. 

The second step in this interpretation of the Mills’ work is to connect their concept 

of the dialectic to their proposed political structure. A full understanding of constitutional 

technocracy depends on careful distinctions between dialectical and deliberative 

democracy and between dialectical and agonistic governance. The Mills did not believe 

that a polity could discuss its way into optimal laws. They believed that competing notions 

of legal optimality needed to engage in a never-ceasing fight for primacy. But the goal of 

a wise leader, in managing this infinite tug-of-war between theses and antitheses, cannot 

be mere affirmation of the validity of all perspectives nor simple victory for her preferred 

side. The goal must be syntheses: the enhancement of technocratic clarity and optimality 

for everyone. Dialectical governance, then, is not deliberative, but nor is it simply agonistic 

or, worse, antagonistic. 

Millian and Hegelian Dialectics 

The concept of the dialectic has lived many lives in the history of political thought, 

with three principal usages standing out: the negative Socratic dialectics, the positive-

idealist Hegelian dialectic, and the positive-materialist Marxist dialectic. The Mills—who 

were materialists before Engels fleshed out the Marxist version of dialectical materialism—

drew explicitly on the Socratic dialectic,153 but they incorporated elements of Hegel’s 

dialectics as well. Specifically, the Mills argued that tension between opposing beliefs is 

the exclusive mechanism by which knowledge develops and society progresses. Like Marx 

and Engels, the Mills were anti-idealists who were nevertheless drawn to Hegel’s 

dialectical understanding of epistemological evolution. 

 The Mills’ dialectics, however, departed from Hegel’s in two important respects. 

First, Millian dialectics identified no end-point: no Absolute Idea, Comtean unity, or 

Marxist communism in which the dialectical process would culminate.t Second, in Millian 

 
t Some Mill scholars, notably including Maurice Cowling, Linda Raeder, and Joseph Hamburger, have argued 

that the Mills sought precisely the same kind of moral totalitarianism that Comte sought. Based primarily on 

Mr. Mill’s early writing, they have argued that the culmination of the Millian dialectic, like that of the 

Hegelian and Marxist dialectics, would be some form of moral and intellectual convergence, if not 
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dialectics, the tension that drives the evolution of human society necessarily takes the form 

of interpersonal struggle. 

 

In a letter to a friend, Mr. Mill quipped that “conversancy” with Hegel tends “to 

deprave one’s intellect.”154 And in an aside in On Liberty, the Mills rolled their eyes at the 

Hegelian “fashion” of insisting that dialectical logic establish “positive truths”.155 The 

Mills were clearly no fans of Hegel’s. 

Indeed, the Mills saw great value in the negative Socratic dialectics that Hegel had 

(they thought wrongly) “disparage[d]”.156 Hegel’s version of determinate negation—his 

insistence that all dialectical tension create positive meaning rather than merely destructive 

doubt—seemingly irked the Mills. 

But consider the following passage from On Liberty. The Mills’ understanding of 

dialectics in this passage is hard to distinguish—in any way other than its prosaic clarity—

from Hegel’s determinate negation: 

 

[T]he only way in which a human being can make some approach to knowing the 

whole of a subject, is by hearing what can be said about it by persons of every 

variety of opinion, and studying all modes in which it can be looked at by every 

character of mind. No wise man ever acquired his wisdom in any mode but this; 

nor is it in the nature of human intellect to become wise in any other manner. The 

steady habit of correcting and completing his own opinion by collating it with those 

of others, so far from causing doubt and hesitation in carrying it into practice, is the 

only stable foundation for a just reliance on it: for, being cognizant of all that can, 

at least obviously, be said against him, and having taken up his position against all 

gainsayers—knowing that he has sought for objections and difficulties, instead of 

avoiding them, and has shut out no light which can be thrown upon the subject from 

any quarter—he has a right to think his judgment better than that of any person, or 

any multitude, who have not gone through a similar process.157 

 

Like Hegel, the Mills believed that “collating” ideas against each other was the only way 

to gain full knowledge. It is through a process of confronting and resolving tension—and 

only through that process—that ideas can be completed.  

Notwithstanding the Mills’ praise of negative dialectics later in their chapter, they 

here argued that dialectical confrontation with opposing viewpoints is the only way to build 

a “stable foundation” for one’s beliefs. The confrontation with tension is not negative; it 

does not cause “doubt and hesitation”. It is determinate. 

 
omniscience. See LINDA C. RAEDER, JOHN STUART MILL AND THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY (2002); JOSEPH 

HAMBURGER, JOHN STUART MILL ON LIBERTY AND CONTROL (1999); MAURICE COWLING, MILL AND 

LIBERALISM (2d ed. 1990). Others before me have convincingly argued that this interpretation cannot be 

reconciled with the body of the Mills’ work, see, e.g., Brandon P. Turner, John Stuart Mill and the 

Antagonistic Foundation of Liberal Politics, 72 REV. POL. 25, 47–49 (2010), and I hope that I have done 

enough in the section on uncertainty to render these interpretations implausible. 
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Like Hegel, then, the Mills embraced the dialectic as their exclusive 

epistemological engine.u “Truth,” they argued, is “a question of the reconciling and 

combining of opposites”.158  

Why, then, did the Mills find their era’s “fashion[able]” insistence on “positive 

truths” so irksome?  

Their qualm lay in their recognition of uncertainty. They believed that dialectical 

development was the only viable mechanism for gaining knowledge, but they did not 

believe that dialectics could give rise to complete or certain knowledge.  

As noted, Hegel argued that the dialectical development of human knowledge 

would culminate in the Absolute Idea: the complete synthesis of all competing concepts. 

The Mills rejected the possibility of any such Hegelian omniscience. They adopted the 

Hegelian process but denied the product. 

Here are the Mills: 

 

The beliefs which we have most warrant for, have no safeguard to rest on, but a 

standing invitation to the whole world to prove them unfounded. If the challenge is 

not accepted, or is accepted and the attempt fails, we are far enough from certainty 

still; but we . . . may rely on having attained such approach to truth, as is possible 

in our own day. This is the amount of certainty attainable by a fallible being, and 

this the sole way of attaining it.159 

 

In other words, knowledge that develops dialectically is the surest knowledge available to 

the human mind. The perpetual invitation of antitheses is the only safeguard against error. 

But Hegel was wrong, the Mills thought, to suggest that dialectical knowledge could ever 

reach completion. Even after undertaking all the dialectical progression possible, we 

remain “far enough from certainty still.” 

The Millian dialectic, then, is an infinite process in which today’s syntheses become 

tomorrow’s theses, requiring further sublation and synthetic evolution. Today’s syntheses 

are not “positive truths”. They are merely the best information currently available to fallible 

human minds. 

 The second difference between Millian and Hegelian dialectics was that the Mills’ 

version required interpersonal tension. In Hegel’s idealist logic, the contradictions that 

drive dialectical progression can exist within the individual mind. My uniqueness and my 

sameness can come into conflict within my own brain, and I can synthesize the two 

concepts for myself. Indeed, Hegel argued that dialectical tension is necessarily immanent. 

 
u It’s worth noting, here, that there is nothing inconsistent between the Mills’ embrace of dialectical reasoning 

in On Liberty and Mr. Mill’s emphasis on inductive science in his System of Logic. The inductive process is 

easy to understand as a dialectical one. As data accrue, tensions between and among unique observations 

must be reconciled in order for the scientific process to culminate in a general law. Unlike deduction, 

induction is a fundamentally synthetic process. Indeed, the dialectic I described in the previous chapter—in 

which the thesis of my uniqueness plays against the antithesis of my sameness—is also an inductive process. 

It is only by the inductive observation of all the other humans in the world and the cataloging of their 

similarities and differences that I could truly complete the dialectical synthesis, generating a full 

understanding of both my individuality and humans’ universality. 
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The sameness of humans is a part of my uniqueness. The seemingly separate concepts are 

actually one. 

In the Millian dialectic, however, productive tension must arise between and among 

persons. Because there are so few individuals who are capable of many-sided thinking, the 

Mills argued, dialectical tension requires a clash between oppositional one-sided 

thinkers.160 Indeed, even those who are capable of many-sided thinking cannot dream up 

all of the sides for herself. Instead, she needs to seek out every perspective of truth that can 

be offered by “every character of mind”.161 

Recall, from the section on uncertainty, that the Mills thought mere pedagogical 

presentation of counter-arguments would be insufficient to keep the truth alive. Even when 

society has discovered an objective truth, the Mills argued, permitting—and even 

manufacturing—sincere advocacy of the truth’s opposite would be necessary to prevent 

the truth from lapsing into uncritical and vacuous dogma. In the Mills’ view, mere truisms 

cannot exist as living principles, and the only way to prevent true knowledge from 

becoming mere truism is to permit some individuals in the polity earnestly to advocate—

or at least to pretend earnestly to advocate—false beliefs. 

This truth-preserving dialectic, in the Mills’ rendering, requires interpersonal 

interaction. It is not enough for an individual to think through both sides of an idea. She 

must hear the contrary side propounded by someone else: a devil’s advocate162 whose entire 

job is to defend the antithesis. 

The Mills thus insisted on an interactive, Socratic form of dialectic as the exclusive 

method for teaching even those truths that are already established.163 

But, of course, the Mills also argued that very few truths are established. Very few 

are wholly known. Instead, most truths are fragmented and scattered among the polity, with 

majority and minority opinions each containing some portion of the truth. Fusion of the 

fragments into a cohesive whole—synthetic construction of the objective truth—requires 

interaction among the holders of the bits. 

That said, because fragments of truth live in sectarian counterparts—each of whom 

wrongly believes that her fragment is the whole—individuals who encounter their 

antitheses in other people are extremely unlikely to approach the interaction with openness 

and curiosity: with the attitude required for interpersonal dialectics to serve their synthetic 

purpose. Instead, dialectical participants are much more likely, the Mills thought, 

“violently” to reject antitheses that conflict with their prior views because the antitheses 

are “proclaimed by persons regarded as opponents.”164 

At this point, it might appear that the Mills deemed the truth-seeking aspirations of 

Hegelian dialectics entirely fantastical. If the thesis and antithesis live in hostile 

counterparts who are incapable of synthesis, then dialectical tension will never reveal truth. 

It will merely create violent antagonism. 

But the Mills believed that a handful of “rare” individuals in the polity—a handful 

of “calmer and more disinterested bystanders”165 who are “governed by higher 

considerations” than their own sectarian interests166—would be able to perceive whole 

truths as long as both sides of the dialectical antagonism were allowed to speak freely. 
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“[T]here is always hope” of finding objective truths, the Mills argued, “when people are 

forced to listen to both sides”.167 

In the end, then, the Millian dialectic was still a truth-seeking tool, even though the 

Mills were much less sanguine than was Hegel about humans’ capacity to recognize whole 

truths. The Mills insisted that dialectical tension between and among individuals—

although it could never create omniscience—was the only hope for a polity that wanted to 

govern according to “such approach to truth, as is possible in our own day.”168 “[O]nly 

through diversity of opinion” among persons, the Mills argued, “is there, in the existing 

state of human intellect, a chance of fair play to all sides of the truth.”169 

Does all of this mean that Millian dialectics rejected the immanence of Hegelian 

logic? Not necessarily. The tensions in the Millian dialectic are still internal to the polity. 

The tensions that drive technocratic jurisprudence retain Hegelian immanence in the sense 

that the thesis and antithesis (such as, for example, conservative and liberal viewpoints in 

the American polity) are contradictory parts of the same political whole.v But in the Mills’ 

view, the process of determinate negation, especially for political questions, cannot be left 

to one individual human. 

 

 The Mills praised the negative dialectics of the ancients, questioned the 

discoverability of “positive truths,” embraced the ineradicability of epistemic uncertainty, 

and acknowledged the unavoidability of sectarian conflict. Taking those elements together, 

I can understand why some scholars have suggested that the Millian dialectic eschewed the 

technocratic ambitions of Hegelian logic or Marxist materialism. 

 But the Mills were consistently clear—not only in On Liberty but throughout their 

oeuvre—that humans should govern themselves according to the best knowledge available 

in their day.170 While they did not believe that the dialectic could attain absolute certainty 

or complete knowledge, the Mills argued that interpersonal dialectics are the only way to 

attain whatever “amount of certainty [is] attainable by a fallible being”.171 

Yes, the Mills embraced uncertainty and conflict. But their dialectic was just as 

much a truth-seeking instrument as was Hegel’s. 

 Dialectical Democracy 

 The Mills’ understanding of the dialectic, however, led them to dramatically 

different political conclusions from those of their Technocratic and Hegelian counterparts. 

The Mills rejected Saint-Simon’s meritocratic bureaucracy, Comte’s systematizing 

unity, and Hegel’s rational communitarianism. But the Mills did not advocate Lockean 

liberalism, deliberative democracy, or modern agonism as their substitute. Remember, the 

 
v Hegel, too, thought of the political whole—and even of the human race as a whole—as the holder of the 

Absolute. He did not actually believe that a single human being would be capable of working out the entire 

dialectical process single-handedly. But he did believe that the dialectical process, as worked out through 

collective human history, would give rise to an omniscience that the human mind would then be able to 

comprehend.  
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Mills rejected big-T Technocracy on jurisprudentially technocratic grounds. They were not 

inclined to adopt a metaphysical or merely dignitary alternative. 

Instead, the Mills proposed a distinctive dialectical democracy, built on a 

sovereignty that was not merely divided but diffuse. That structure, they argued, would be 

the best possible mechanism for optimizing technocratic jurisprudence over time, given the 

real-world conditions of dynamism and uncertainty. 

In the fashion of a true dialectician, I’ll illuminate the Mills’ dialectical democracy 

primarily by reference to what it is not. The distinctions between dialectical democracy 

and its counterparts—bureaucracy, totalitarianism, deliberation, and agonism—provide the 

best possible illustration of the Mills’ vision. I will not here distinguish the Mills’ system 

from Lockean liberalism because that discussion is better reserved for the next chapter, 

which is devoted entirely to individuality and liberty. 

 

 To a modern thinker, technocracy is, at its best, synonymous with bureaucracy. (I’ll 

get to its worst in a minute.) 

According to Cass Sunstein, Adrian Vermeule, and their ilk, the technocratic 

institutions of American government are the administrative agencies: the Fourth Branch 

institutions that sprang up in the New Deal era. Anyone seeking to maximize the 

technocratic legitimacy of the laws, Sunstein and Vermeule would argue, should maximize 

delegation of legislative power to the executive.172 

 This view is a direct descendant of Saint-Simonian thought. Remember, from 

Chapter 1, that Saint-Simon wanted to implement, in post-revolutionary France, precisely 

the same kind of meritocratic bureaucracy that Americans created during the industrial 

revolution and New Deal. Saint-Simon’s recommendation to the King of France was to 

establish a counsel of scientists and industrialists who could manage society according to 

positive economic and moral laws. A bureaucracy of experts, the Saint-Simonians argued, 

could optimize regulation.  

Today’s technocratic writers are carrying this Saint-Simonian torch. 

 Mr. Mill disagreed. But he disagreed on importantly technocratic grounds.  

 In Considerations on Representative Government, Mill acknowledged that the only 

governments of the past “in which high political skill and ability have been” common “have 

been essentially bureaucracies”: governments in which the work “has been in the hands of 

governors by profession”.173 Furthermore, Mill recognized the superficial superiority of 

the bureaucracy as an instrument of technocratic governance: “It accumulates experience, 

acquires well-tried and well-considered traditional maxims, and makes provision for 

practical knowledge in those who have the actual conduct of affairs.”174 

 But a “bureaucracy always tends to become a pedantocracy.”175 

 The problem with bureaucracies, Mill argued, is the same problem that faces moral 

truisms in the absence of contestation: “They perish by . . . the universal law that whatever 

becomes a routine loses its vital principle, and having no longer a mind acting within it, 

goes on revolving mechanically, though the work it is intended to do remains undone.”176  

When all power is given to a bureaucracy, Mill argued, the bureaucracy inevitably 

loses its direction. Bureaucrats are good at executing existing orders, but they are incapable 
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of generating the orders in the first place. They can devise means, but they cannot choose 

ends. Over time, then, a purely bureaucratic government goes on autopilot without a 

destination. It keeps on driving, but forgets where it’s going. 

Let’s take a moment to notice that Mill’s critique here rests on a theoretically 

falsifiable empirical claim. He was not arguing that bureaucracies are illegitimate in some 

metaphysical sense; he was arguing that governance by a pure bureaucracy empirically 

causes stagnation. In theory, a political scientist could set up two governments in identical 

societies, one a pure bureaucracy and the other not. If the bureaucracy stagnated while the 

other progressed, the experiment would verify Mr. Mill’s empirical claim. Of course, that 

experiment cannot be done in practice, but the impossibility of testing Mill’s prediction is 

a methodological rather than a theoretical failure. 

 What, then, was Mr. Mill’s proposed solution to the problems with bureaucracy? 

Surely Mr. Mill—the Mill who wrote of society’s need for individuals of genius, the Mill 

who thought it better to be Socrates dissatisfied than a fool satisfied, the Mill who 

disparaged savages and the uneducated masses, the Mill who never tried to hide his elitist 

sympathies—surely Mr. John Stuart Mill would not have wanted to forego the benefits of 

expert administration. 

 No. The solution was not to eliminate bureaucracy. 

 The solution was to place bureaucracy in a dialectical relationship with popular 

government. As Mill put it: 

 

In all human affairs, conflicting influences are required to keep one another alive 

and efficient even for their own proper uses . . . . Government by trained officials 

can not do for a country the things which can be done by a free government, but it 

might be supposed capable of doing some things which free government of itself 

can not do. . . . [A]n outside element of freedom is necessary to enable [the 

bureaucracy] to do effectually or permanently even its own business.177 

 

In Mill’s view, the technocratic function of bureaucracy, in order to do its own work, 

empirically requires a conflictual interaction with democracy (i.e. “free government”). In 

the absence of dialectical tension with popular elements, experts will, empirically, fall into 

an “obstructive spirit of trained mediocrity.”178 Although expert governance is necessary—

because the demos is not capable of managing the details of government itself—the demos 

must be tasked with “selecting, watching, and, when needful, controlling the [expert] 

governors”.179 

Truly technocratic bureaucracy—as distinguished from routinized, mechanical, and 

mediocre administration—requires the “superintendence and check” of popular 

government.180 

Mill’s answer to Sunstein and Vermeule would have been something like this: Yes, 

Congress should delegate power to executive agencies because the civil service is 
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populated by better-trained minds than are congressional offices.w But Congress must 

maintain a firm grip on the other end of the string, standing ready to revoke or alter a 

delegation. Congress must be ready to propose antitheses to the bureaucrats’ theses. A 

standing threat of pushback from the people’s institution will help bureaucrats stay focused 

on the people “for whose benefit [the work] ought to be done.”181 In fact, Mill would have 

argued, Congress should probably yank the string periodically—even if just at random 

intervals—to keep the civil servants on their toes. Otherwise, bureaucrats on autopilot will, 

at best, roll along aimlessly and, at worst, slowly steer the polity off a cliff. 

Dialectical tension between Congress and the executive is not an inherently good 

thing. Nor is it good as an embodiment of some metaphysical version of representation, 

like “giving voice to the masses”. Nor is it good as a way to preserve the negative freedom 

of the populace by stymying over-regulation.182 In the Mills’ understanding, dialectical 

tension between Congress and the executive is empirically necessary to the technocratic 

functioning of the bureaucracy itself. It is what energizes the bureaucracy, giving vitality 

to the otherwise routine work of administration.  

It is what motivates the bureaucrats to strive continually for technocratic optimality 

rather than mindlessly falling into mechanical mediocrity. 

 

The other modern synonym of technocracy—the one that represents technocracy at 

its worst—is totalitarianism. In interwar Eurasia and modern South America, Technocrats 

have convinced their people that scientific jurisprudence requires centralized control. They 

have, in fact, abused a technocratic mystique to implement true technocracy’s opposite: 

self-interested tyranny. Many modern thinkers who hear the word “technocracy” 

immediately imagine the dystopic despotism of Mussolini’s Italy and Maduro’s Venezuela. 

The totalitarian version of Technocracy is a direct descendant of Comtean thought. 

What distinguishes the totalitarian nightmare from standard managerial capitalism is the 

same thing that distinguishes Comte from Saint-Simon: the overemphasis on 

communitarianism, which inevitably ends in suppression of individuality. Remember, from 

Chapter 1, that Comte wanted individuals to give themselves over to absolute altruism and 

perfect unity. And, while he nodded superficially to the value of free thought, he asserted 

that everyone’s thoughtful conclusion must be “free” acceptance of the universal law of 

unity. The result was perfect moral synchronization, implemented through moral 

despotism. 

I have already covered several of the Mills’ answers to Comte, but in 

Considerations, Mr. Mill importantly extended his critique of totalitarianism to his theory 

of political institutions. The critique, as ever, remained jurisprudentially technocratic. 

Just as truth exists in fragments among the polity, technocratic wisdom exists in 

fragments among the institutions of government. And just as the revelation of truth depends 

on interpersonal conflict among sectarians in the polity, the implementation of 

technocratically optimal law depends on inter-institutional conflict among oppositional 

 
w Mill argued at length for a depoliticized civil service, much like the version enacted in the United States 

by the Pendleton Act, which passed only a few years after Mill’s Considerations was published. See MILL, 

supra note d, at ch. XIV. 
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elements of government. When power consolidates in a single institution, the pieces of 

objective truth that live in other institutions necessarily get lost. 

Let’s look at this argument in Mr. Mill’s words, as it appears in Considerations: 

 

[There is] a great social function, for which there is no provision in any existing 

democracy, but which in no government can remain permanently unfulfilled 

without condemning that government to infallible degeneracy and decay. This may 

be called the function of Antagonism. In every government there is some power 

stronger than all the rest, and the power which is strongest tends perpetually to 

become the sole power. . . . Yet, if it succeeds in suppressing all rival influences, 

and moulding every thing after its own model, improvement, in that country, is at 

an end, and decline commences. Human improvement is a product of many factors, 

and no power ever yet constituted among [hu]mankind includes them all: even the 

most beneficent power only contains in itself some of the requisites of good, and 

the remainder, if progress is to continue, must be derived from some other source. 

No community has ever long continued progressive but while a conflict was going 

on between the strongest power in the community and some rival power . . . . When 

the victory on either side was so complete as to put an end to the strife, and no other 

conflict took its place, first stagnation followed, and then decay.183 

 

Notice that Mill was again, here, making empirical claims. The central propositions are 

theoretically (although not practicably) falsifiable: (1) No single governmental institution 

that has ever existed has been capable of optimizing the polity’s well-being. (2) All 

historical examples of consolidated power have led to stagnation and decay. (3) All past 

progress in the well-being of the polity has been made—and all future progress in the well-

being of the polity must be made—by generative tensions between and among competing 

institutions. 

 This is not Montesquieu’s separation of powers.184 Mill was not arguing that 

sovereignty needs to be divided in order to preserve negative liberty. The words liberty and 

freedom do not appear in this part of his book. Nor was Mill’s argument similar to James 

Madison’s call for an elite institution to counterbalance and fence in the passions of the 

moment.185 Mill was not arguing that a totalitarian democracy might become hot-headed 

and impulsive. 

 Indeed, Mill’s argument was almost the opposite of Montesquieu and Madison’s. 

Totalitarianism is not over-active and oppressive. It is lackadaisical and stagnant. 

Mill argued that antagonism among competing powers—each containing its own 

portion of wisdom and knowledge—is the only thing that can fuel progress. Only a multiple 

government, with different kinds of institutions competing for power, will have access to 

all of the information necessary for human improvement. And only the dialectical conflict 

between and among these competing institutions will motivate and empower government 

to keep pace with the polity’s perpetually evolving needs and preferences. 
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As may be apparent from the passages quoted so far, Mr. Mill’s vision of dialectical 

democracy was neither deliberative nor merely agonistic. The conflict he envisioned was 

neither a polite, disinterested conversation in pursuit of consensus (deliberative 

democracy) nor a wrestling match that affirms the value of the participants without 

providing epistemic improvements (agonistic liberalism).  

Yes, Mill’s dialectical democracy involved an antagonistic process—a wrestling 

match, like agonism—but the purpose of the conflict was to reveal objective truth. 

There are many versions of deliberative democracy and many versions of agonistic 

liberalism that I could use as foils to clarify the Mills’ theory, but for the sake of simplicity, 

I’ll focus on just one of each: John Rawls’s deliberation186 and Chantal Mouffe’sx 

agonism.187 

In writing his Theory of Justice, Rawls’s primary foil was the simplistic aggregation 

of self-interest that is too often labeled “utilitarianism”. In attempting to circumvent the 

selfishness problem of economic theories, Rawls proposed the following thought 

experiment: Imagine that you’re trying to design a society from scratch, but you don’t know 

whether you, as an individual, will be rich or poor, educated or uneducated, male or female, 

sick or healthy, etc. In the “original position” of constitution-writing, you must choose your 

government and its rules from behind a “veil of ignorance”. What rules would you choose?y 

Rawls’s ideal decision-making model, then, was disinterested rationality. The 

perfect democracy would eliminate personal biases and interpersonal struggles from the 

lawmaking process,z making decisions exclusively according to “public reason”: 

publicized justifications that are persuasive to and shared by all rational citizens.188 The 

process would center on discussing rather than negotiating, and the product would consist 

of consensus rather than compromise.189 

Importantly, however, Rawls denied that the consensus he advocated could 

represent the “whole truth”. Deliberative democracy seeks widespread and rational 

acceptance, but it does not aspire to objective truth or omniscience.190 

 
x The choice of Mouffe, rather than earlier and more-rigorous agonists like Bonnie Honig, William Connolly, 

or even Hannah Arendt, might seem odd. I opted to focus on Mouffe because her version of agonism is the 

least deliberative and most conflictual. See CHANTAL MOUFFE, ON THE POLITICAL 131 n.9 (2005) 

(distinguishing herself from Honig, Connolly, and James Tully on the ground that they treated “the political 

as a space of freedom and deliberation, while for [her] it is a space of conflict and antagonism”). Mouffe’s 

version is a tiny bit closer to the Mills’ understanding of the necessary “struggle between combatants under 

hostile banners.” Because Mouffe’s version is closer to the Mills’, it will go farther than her predecessors’ in 

helping to show what is truly distinctive about the Mills’ dialectical democracy. 
y Rawls concluded that, without information about our own self-interests, all rational people would choose 

liberalism under a “maximin” constraint. Everyone would agree that society should maximize individual 

liberty and participatory equality subject only to the constraint of maximizing the well-being of the least-

well-off. 
z Rawls believed that this kind of disinterested deliberation was morally required only for questions of 

constitutional politics, not questions of ordinary politics. Those who have extended his model have not been 

as careful to maintain that distinction. See, e.g., Joshua Cohen, Deliberation and Democratic Legitimacy, in 

JAMES BOHMAN & WILLIAM REHG, DELIBERATIVE DEMOCRACY: ESSAYS ON REASON AND POLITICS (1997). 
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Mouffe’s primary foil was the aspirational moral hegemony of Kantian-style 

thinkers, including Rawls.aa She argued that consensus-oriented democratic theories 

exacerbate the marginalization of the powerless, resulting in a counter-productive increase 

in antagonism and violence. The Rawlsian dream of a “post-political” world, in which 

conflict ceases and morality prevails, is one that demonizes dissent. Rawls’s democratic 

liberalism treats minority viewpoints—the outliers who do not join the rationalist 

consensus—as “immoral”, “irrational”, and “wrong” rather than merely treating them as 

“other”. The effect of this demonization, however, is neither the acquiescence of the 

minority in the majority’s morality nor the effective silencing of dissenting views. Instead, 

demonization makes outliers feel desperate, and when they feel desperate, they become 

violent. 

Mouffe started from the view that conflict and disagreement are ineradicable in a 

“multipolar” society. There is no political settlement—whether of values or of processes—

that fits all members of the polity. There will always be outliers. Those outliers, Mouffe 

argued, are more likely to feel like full members of the polity if they are treated as respected 

adversaries than if they are treated as evil elements.  

Rather than aiming for an impossible eradication of conflict, then, democratic 

theory should focus on creating structures in which conflict and antagonism can be 

channeled into self-affirming and other-affirming struggles between equally valid 

adversaries. Because stability is unattainable, the goal should be structured instability. We 

cannot eliminate conflict, but we can transform the conflict from antagonism into agonism. 

As Mouffe put it, the world functions better when conflicts are treated as “right 

versus left” than when they are treated as “right versus wrong”.191 

Importantly, agonistic theory—like deliberative theory—denies that democratic 

processes can produce objective truth. In the agonists’ view, it is because conflict “cannot 

be overcome dialectically that full objectivity can never be reached”.192 

The Mills’ dialectical democracy shares the rationalist orientation of deliberative 

theory, and it shares the conflictual mechanisms of agonistic liberalism. But the 

dialecticalist’s goal is truth. In an ideal dialectical democracy, the output of the system is 

not mere moral consensus, as in deliberative theory. Instead, the ideal output is an 

improvement in the objective optimality of the present law—and perhaps also an advance 

on the asymptotic approach to omniscient truth. And in dialectical democracy, the value of 

conflict does not lie in its affirmation of each side’s dignitary value, as in agonistic theory. 

Instead, the benefit lies in the conflict’s capacity to illuminate and clarify objective truth. 

 

Although the Mills were never as specific about institutional structure as I hope to 

be in my future work on American constitutional technocracy, they did provide a rough 

sketch of the optimal political process for a constitutional technocracy. In the Mills’ 

dialectical system, there are three groups of players: the proponents of the thesis, the 

proponents of the antithesis, and the synthetic governors.  

 
aa Mouffe was never particularly precise about the targets of her critique. Honig’s work, which is much more 

academically robust, makes it clear that Kant and Rawls are both foils of agonism. See BONNIE HONIG, 

POLITICAL THEORY AND THE DISPLACEMENT OF POLITICS (1993). 
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The proponents of the thesis and antithesis are antagonists who cannot see or 

understand each other’s perspectives. In the terminology of On Liberty, they are 

impassioned partisans and oppositional combatants, fighting under hostile banners. They 

wrongly believe that their opinions represent the whole truth, and they can only rarely be 

convinced otherwise. In the terminology of Considerations on Representative Government, 

the thesis and antithesis are represented by factionalized classes with separate and 

irreconcilable selfish interests. Neither class seeks objective truth or general well-being. 

Instead, each side is single-mindedly focused on advancing the welfare of its own class. 

The synthetic governors are elites. In the terminology of On Liberty, they are calm 

and disinterested bystanders with the rare capacity of many-sided thinking.193 In the 

terminology of Considerations, they are members of the instructed few who are guided by 

higher considerations than their own interests, seeking to advance the collective well-being 

of the polity as a whole.194 

In the Mills’ ideal dialectical democracy, the partisans must be given enough power 

to air their perspectives fully and forcefully. They must be given a robust right to freedom 

of speech, of course, but that is not enough. They should also be given seats in government. 

Now, the empowerment of self-interested factions might seem superficially 

contrary to the truth-seeking goal of jurisprudential technocracy. The partisans are, after 

all, selfish, wrong, and often unpersuadable. 

But in dialectical democracy, empowerment of self-interested factions serves two 

important purposes. First, the clash between the partisans provides information to the 

synthetic governors. The tension between thesis and antithesis is what enables synthetic 

governors to perceive all sides of the truth. When that tension is aired in a public forum, it 

puts the whole truth actively on display. Second, the clash between partisans keeps the 

synthetic governors focused on the general welfare. It prevents elites from losing focus 

(like bureaucrats on autopilot or lackadaisical totalitarians), and it protects them from the 

corruption of power: the temptation, once they hold the reins, to pursue their own selfish 

interests instead of remaining focused on the general welfare.195 

As Mill put it, synthetic governors must be made “strong enough to make reason 

prevail, but not strong enough to prevail against reason.”196 

The empowerment of antagonists thus informs, motivates, and constrains the ideal 

synthetic governors. But outcomes of the system, when it is functioning optimally, will 

always align with the synthetic governors’ votes, which are the only ones centered entirely 

on truth and welfare. 

Here is the basic structure as Mr. Mill described it in Considerations: 

 

The reason why, in any tolerably constituted society, justice and the general interest 

mostly in the end carry their point, is that the separate and selfish interests of 

mankind are almost always divided; some are interested in what is wrong, but some, 

also, have their private interest on the side of what is right; and those who are 

governed by higher considerations, though too few and weak to prevail alone, 

usually, after sufficient discussion and agitation, become strong enough to turn the 

balance in favor of the body of private interests which is on the same side with 
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them. The representative system ought to be so constituted as to maintain this state 

of things; it ought not to allow any of the various sectional interests to be so 

powerful as to be capable of prevailing against truth and justice, and the other 

sectional interests combined. There ought always to be such a balance preserved 

among personal interests as may render any one of them dependent for its success 

on carrying with it at least a large proportion of those who act upon higher motives, 

and more comprehensive and distant views.197 

 

The Mills’ system is rationalist, like Rawls’s, insofar as it relies on synthetic governors to 

remain disinterested: to think and act as though they were behind a veil of ignorance. It is 

also conflictual, like Mouffe’s, insofar as it not only tolerates but encourages a perpetual 

sectarian clash between “sinister interests”.  

But the Mills’ goal was objective truth: a goal that both deliberativists and agonists 

explicitly disclaim. 

The Mills’ system is thus neither deliberative nor agonistic. It is dialectical. 
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3 

“Liberty” 

In their eagerness to taxonomize philosophical thought, one and a half centuries of 

philosophers have mischaracterized John Stuart Mill as a classical liberal: a defender of 

negative liberty in the Lockean tradition. The Mills’ understanding of liberty, however, had 

little in common with the “nonsense upon stilts”1 that motivated Locke, Rousseau, and the 

French Revolutionaries.  

For the Mills, liberty was not a natural right of the individual that should be 

preserved against government. It was a tool of technocratic jurisprudence. As a result, 

Millian liberty was not antithetical to government; on the contrary, it was a necessary 

element of the Mills’ preferred form of government. Self-determination was necessary to 

the functioning of dialectical democracy. 

 You can’t fully understand the Mills’ conception of liberty without understanding 

their theories of technocracy, uncertainty, and dialectics. If you skipped to this chapter 

without reading the first two: Go back. I know the idea of individual liberty is the sexiest 

part of political theory, but read the whole dissertation. I promise it’s worth it.  

The Mills drew an explicit parallel between their arguments for free speech and 

their arguments for a broader right of self-determination. Just as free speech is valuable for 

discovering objective truths and revitalizing discovered truths, liberty of action is valuable 

for discovering objectively better modes of living and for revitalizing discovered modes. 

Just as those who seek to suppress speech are wrongly assuming their own infallibility, 

those who seek to enforce behavioral customs are likewise. 

 The eccentric, in the Mills’ theory, is not merely exercising an individual right to 

liberty. She is governing herself in what is likely to be the technocratically optimal way. 

Each unique individual has more information than the rest of us ever could about her own 

needs and preferences. Her decisions are therefore more likely to reflect optimality and 

rationality for her than are any decisions the rest of us could make on her behalf. 

Individuals who follow custom merely because it is customary can never learn what is 

objectively best for themselves, as unique individuals. 

But beyond that, the eccentric actor is also providing valuable information to 

society at large. She is performing “experiments in living”2, which can illuminate 

objectively better ways of life for the rest of us. Indeed, the Mills argued that observation 

of eccentric individuals is the only way that a human society can learn new things. 

Eccentricity is the exclusive mechanism by which societies advance. In dialectical terms, 

eccentric individuals are presenting antitheses to prevailing customs. They are fueling the 

dialectical engine that the Mills thought essential to both the discovery and maintenance of 

objective truth. 

 To the Mills, then, individuality, eccentricity, and diversity were social goods. The 

“liberty” of the individual—the permission to be different from the majority—was not an 

abstract right. Nor was it primarily a barrier to government or a challenge to the 

metaphysical legitimacy of coercion. It was an empirical tool of governance, which a 
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technocratic government should want to protect. Indeed, a technocratic government’s 

interest in eccentricity should motivate the government to enforce the individual right of 

self-determination against conforming pressures of private society. 

In short, Millian “liberty” was largely a positive rather than a negative right (to 

whatever extent that distinction is sensible).3 

Individual liberty was not merely a virtue but a requirement of the Mills’ political 

system. A government that does not protect individual spontaneity and eccentricity cannot 

function in the way that the Mills thought ideal: through diffuse sovereignty and dialectical 

democracy. The very concept of diffuse sovereignty means that each individual retains 

sovereign power, which one could call “liberty”, even while granting sovereign power to 

several governing institutions as well. 

 Read in this light, the Mills’ harm principle, which is the only attempt they made 

to define a stable test for the limits of legitimate coercion, cannot rest on any fixed or 

limited definition of “harm”.4 The question of legitimacy, for the Mills, was always the 

holistic utilitarian question of whether all harms outweigh all benefits, with comprehensive 

definitions of both sides of the equation.5 The point the Mills were trying to make, in 

articulating the harm principle, was that there is an oft-ignored and costly side-effect of 

suppressing individual spontaneity: the loss of experimentation and information. That cost 

will always outweigh the benefits of punishment unless punishment deters certain, concrete 

harms. “Harm to others”, on this understanding, was merely an imperfect short-hand for 

the certainty of net harms. 

 This chapter walks through the positive understanding of Millian liberty step by 

step. 

The first step is to show that the Mills were writing broadly about the value of 

individual spontaneity, not specifically about the limits of sovereign intervention. They 

were interested in liberty as a positive value, not as a negative right. The second step is to 

highlight the technocratic benefits of individual spontaneity, which fall into two categories: 

(1) the benefits to the individual, who is the best possible technocratic governor of herself 

and (2) the benefits to the collective from observing and confronting eccentric individuals’ 

experiments in living. The third step is to tie this Millian conception of liberty explicitly to 

the Mills’ understandings of diffuse sovereignty and dialectical democracy. The best 

approach to technocratic governance under conditions of dynamism and uncertainty 

requires every individual—each unique repository of technocratic information—to 

participate in the dialectical evolution of law. The fourth and final step is to tie this 

interpretation of the Mills’ treatise to their harm principle, showing that the conception of 

“harm” itself was much less important to the Mills than was their insistence that, in the 

face of uncertainty, regulation needed to produce concrete benefits to be justified. What 

the harm principle means is that coercive power is always inappropriate when net harms 

are uncertain because an uncertain net benefit of intervention cannot possibly justify the 

known costs of suppressing individuality. 
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POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE “LIBERTY”? 

 The Mills’ understanding of liberty was, in my view, so far removed from classical 

liberalism that I have a hard time using the words “liberty” and “freedom” here without the 

scare quotes. The Mills were writing about individuality, eccentricity, non-conformity, 

spontaneity, and self-determination. Denotatively, “freedom” and “liberty” are both 

reasonable descriptors of those values. But the philosophical connotations that have 

encrusted themselves on the words “freedom” and “liberty” since the Enlightenment are 

almost entirely wrong for the Mills’ theory. 

Unlike classical liberals, the Mills were not primarily concerned with the legitimacy 

of sovereign government. Their primary concern was the individual and social value of 

individuality. That value, according to the Mills, was as or more likely to be suppressed by 

the conforming pressures of private society as it was to be suppressed by law. 

Indeed, the Mills’ theory was much less anti-government than it was, to use the 

metaphors du jour, anti-cancel-culture and pro-snowflake. 

 Classical liberals assert that freedom from government is the natural state of 

humankind while restraint by government is a construct that needs to be legitimated. Think, 

here, of Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau’s “state of nature”, in which humans are “born free”.  

Government, according to these theorists, arises when naturally free humans enter 

a “social contract”. That contract—and the reasons that the naturally free humans chose to 

enter it—define and limit the sphere of legitimate governmental encroachment on humans’ 

natural freedom. 

The Mills explicitly rejected every single one of these elements of classical 

liberalism. They set aside any idea of an “abstract” or natural “right” to liberty,6 and they 

said that “society is not founded on a contract” and “no good purpose is answered by 

inventing a contract in order to deduce social obligations from it”.7 

More fundamentally, the Mills, unlike the classical liberals, were not writing 

primarily about freedom from government. They wanted freedom—whether natural or 

contrived—to be eccentric. 

The Mills started their treatise by laying out three possible attitudes toward the 

question of individual liberty. First was the classical liberal question of a political ruler’s 

right to govern. What legitimates governmental authority, and what are its proper limits?8  

Second was a correction to a naïve understanding of democracy. Before the United 

States implemented a democratic republic, the Mills wrote, theorists like Rousseau had 

argued that self-government would moot the need for an individual right to liberty. But, 

said the Mills, while the “notion that the people have no need to limit their power over 

themselves” might have seemed “axiomatic” in theory, the American experience proved 

otherwise.9 Democracy, in the American experience, had dispensed with tyranny of a few 

while creating tyranny of the many.10 

The central concern of the Mills’ book, however, was not the need for individual 

“immunities, called political liberties or rights,” to constrain the sovereign authority of a 

democratic republic.11 Instead, their primary concern was the third dimension of liberty 

they identified: the need to protect individual freedom against “social tyranny”. As the 

Mills put it: 
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Society can and does execute its own mandates: and if it issues wrong mandates 

instead of right, or any mandates at all in things with which it ought not to meddle, 

it practices a social tyranny more formidable than many kinds of political 

oppression . . . . Protection, therefore, against the tyranny of the magistrate is not 

enough: there needs protection also against the tyranny of the prevailing opinion 

and feeling . . . . There is a limit to the legitimate interference of collective opinion 

with individual independence: and to find that limit, and maintain it against 

encroachment, is as indispensable to a good condition of human affairs, as 

protection against political despotism.12 

 

The Mills’ goal was to determine when any social force—governmental or non-

governmental—could legitimately prevent someone from choosing her own mode of 

living. 

Before delving too far into the question, though, one must remember that the Mills’ 

test for legitimacy was not metaphysical. It depended on something like modern welfarism 

with a justice component baked into it. As discussed in Chapter 2, the Mills’ understanding 

of legitimacy was a technocratic one, which turned on whether the collective benefits of 

interference outweigh the collective costs, including the emotional costs associated with 

perceived or real injustice. When the Mills spoke of a “limit to the legitimate interference 

of collective opinion”, they meant to be speaking of an empirical, utilitarian limit, rather 

than a metaphysical, natural limit. The limiting principle they sought would not be 

grounded in imaginings about a pre-political state of nature or in metaphorical artifices like 

a social contract, but rather in utility: in “the permanent interests of man as a progressive 

being”.13 

What was needed, in the Mills’ view, was a science of liberty. They wanted to 

develop a generalizable principle that could apply to both public and private entities, to 

determine when “[hu]mankind are warranted . . . in interfering with the liberty of action of 

any of their number”.14  

Put another way, the question they wanted to ask was: When, to what extent, and 

why might individual spontaneity be objectively better—for the individual and for the 

society—than collective choice? 

Indeed, the Mills worried that, with classical liberals’ exclusive focus on 

governmental coercion, political philosophers “improperly condemned” governmental 

intervention just as frequently as they “improperly invoked” it.15 In other words, liberalism 

had become so fixated on the limits of government that it had started to advocate too little 

political and magisterial intervention. 

 The gulf between the Mills and the classical liberals is this: When self-

determination is viewed as an empirically valuable regulatory tool (as the Mills understood 

it) rather than as a natural and metaphysical right (as the classical liberals understood it), 

sovereign government can become an ally to and beneficiary of individual liberty rather 

than being its sole antagonist. 
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 How does all of this relate to the heading of this subsection: “Negative or Positive 

‘Liberty’?” 

Let’s start with a frank acknowledgement that the distinction between negative and 

positive liberty is problematic, especially in the hands of constitutional lawyers. Some of 

the problem arises from legal theorists’ adoption of the classical liberal fixation on 

government; some of it arises from a deeper mistranslation of the distinction between 

negative and positive liberty, relative to Isaiah Berlin’s first introduction of that distinction. 

But regardless of whether one thinks of the positive-negative distinction in the lawyers’ 

mistranslated form or in Berlin’s less-problematic philosophical form, the Mills do not fall 

on the “negative” side of the divide. 

 Now, this is a controversial view.a Berlin used the Mills not only as exemplars of 

negative liberty but as its mascot. “Millian liberty” was, in Berlin’s writing, synonymous 

with “negative liberty”.16 

Give me a chance to explain, first with respect to the legal (mistranslated) version 

of the dichotomy and then with respect to Berlin’s philosophical version. Even though the 

dichotomy has its problems, it also has its uses. And the positive-negative framework, with 

all its asterisks and qualifications, helps to clarify the role of “liberty” in constitutional 

technocracy. 

To modern constitutional lawyers, “negative” rights impose restraints on 

governmental intervention while “positive” rights create obligations for government 

services. The freedom of speech, as enshrined in the First Amendment, is a prototype of 

negative liberty. It prohibits government from punishing private speech, but it does not 

obligate government to provide anyone with a microphone or a Twitter account. The right 

to education, as protected in some American states’ constitutions, is a prototypical positive 

right. It obligates state governments to operate public schools for all citizens, but it does 

not prohibit those governments from forbidding or punishing private educational choices.b 

This distinction has two glaring problems. First, the freedom of speech means 

nothing without courts to enforce it, and the courts are government services. The First 

Amendment thus obligates significant governmental intervention in the form of judicial 

enforcement of First Amendment liberties.17 Second, the “private” speech that is 

supposedly left free from governmental regulation is largely organized by common law 

instruments, like contracts between publishers and authors or between Twitter and its users. 

Those contracts are governed by common law doctrines, which are created and enforced 

 
a It is not, however, an idiosyncratic argument. Others before me have noticed the advocacy of positive 

freedom in On Liberty and more broadly in John Stuart Mill’s oeuvre. Most of those arguments, however, 

focus on a more Aristotelian value of liberty, which is not my focus here. For a useful version of the 

Aristotelian argument and summary of the broader literature, see Sven Ove Hansson, Mill’s Circle(s) of 

Liberty, 41 SOCIAL THEORY & PRACTICE 734 (2015). 
b The national Constitution protects an implied fundamental right to freedom in parenting as well as 

individual rights of religious freedom, which together cover the negative aspects of liberty in education. See 

Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972); Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510 (1925); Meyer v. 

Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923). But the right to education in state constitutions is a positive right. 
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by state courts. Government thus intervenes significantly in the supposedly “free” market 

for speech through its common law rules of contract, property, and tort.18 

But, setting those issues aside for now, there is nevertheless merit to the idea that 

the freedom of speech is “negative” rather than “positive”. The First Amendment does, 

indeed, prohibit some kinds of governmental intervention without imposing any pre-

enforcement obligations for public services. The American freedom of speech does not 

require subsidization or provision of speech goods; it is not concerned with enabling 

citizens to speak. Instead, it merely prohibits certain kinds of governmental interference 

with certain categories of private speech. 

When the Mills were writing, they were reasonably confident that their government 

would protect negative liberties, so-defined. They identified some “rags and remnants” of 

legal interference with private beliefs and behaviors—some infringements of negative 

liberty that were still in place despite Britain’s general “suspension of worse forms of legal 

persecution”—but those rags and remnants were not their primary concern.19 

Instead, the Mills’ primary concern was the “social stigma” attached to eccentric 

opinion and behavior. The social stigma, they argued, was “so effective” that “the 

profession of opinions which are under the ban of society is much less common in England, 

than is, in many other countries, the avowal of those which incur risk of judicial 

punishment.”20  

Private punishment, then, was the Mills’ primary concern, and they argued that 

private coercion is just as problematic as is legal persecution, if not more so. As the Mills 

put it: 

 

[T]hough we do not now inflict so much evil on those who think differently from 

us, as it was formerly our custom to do, it may be that we do ourselves as much evil 

as ever by our treatment of them. . . . Our merely social intolerance kills no one, 

roots out no opinions, but induces [everyone] to disguise them, or to abstain from 

any active effort for their diffusion. With us, heretical opinions . . . never blaze out 

far and wide [as did Socrates’ ideas after his execution], but continue to smoulder 

in the narrow circles of thinking and studious persons among whom they originate, 

without ever lighting up the general affairs of mankind with either a true or a 

deceptive light.21 

 

In the end, even though the mere social shunning of eccentric individuals leaves them free 

in the sense of a constitutional lawyer’s “negative liberty”, shunned individuals “might as 

well be imprisoned, as excluded from the means of earning their bread.”22  

Cancel culture is just as bad as jail. 

 Of course, merely equating private and public sanctions is not the same thing as 

advocating a positive right to nonconformity. The Mills did not, in Chapter 2 of On Liberty, 

explicitly argue that government should subsidize the articulation of unpopular opinions.  

They did argue that “the teachers of mankind” should, if eccentric opinions did not 

arise naturally, invent “some contrivance for making the difficulties of [prevailing 

opinion] . . . present to the learner’s consciousness”.23 But they did not say that government 
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had an obligation to fund such contrivances or otherwise to subsidize private articulations 

of unpopular views. 

The Mills’ overarching concern in On Liberty, however, was that the rise of 

democracy—the “ascendancy of public opinion in the State”—would eliminate all 

preexisting “social support for nonconformity”.24 They were worried that, in democratic 

governments, there would be no “substantive power in society, which, itself opposed to the 

ascendancy of numbers, is interested in taking under its protection opinions and tendencies 

at variance with those of the public.”25 They foresaw a deterioration of existing 

governmental support for—or, we might as well call it, positive rights to—individuality, 

and they were trying to warn against that deterioration. 

 In general, the Mills were not inclined to engage in “rights talk”.26 They were more 

interested in pointing out the usefulness of individuality than in advocating a right to 

nonconformity, whether positive or negative. But, read holistically, the punchline of On 

Liberty is this: “[I]ndividuals, instead of being deterred, should be encouraged in acting 

differentially from the mass.”27  

The argument was not that individuals should be free to be weird if they want to 

be. It was that society has an interest in both protecting and promoting individual 

weirdness. 

 

 When Isaiah Berlin first introduced the distinction between “negative” and 

“positive” liberty, he was not single-mindedly focused on government’s role in the way 

that classical liberals and constitutional theorists have been. The Mills’ soft advocacy of 

governmental protection against social coercion is, in fact, no answer to Berlin—no proof 

against Berlin’s use of the Mills as mascots of “negative” liberty. 

Instead, Berlin’s distinction was the philosophical one between liberty as self-

determination (à la Bentham) and liberty as rationality (à la Kant and Hegel). When it 

comes to that distinction, simpliciter, Berlin was right that the Mills overlapped 

considerably with the classical liberals.  

For Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, and Bentham, freedom meant the ability to follow 

one’s impulses and satisfy one’s preferences, whatever those might be. Liberty was the 

ability to do as one chose, even if one’s choices were nonsensical or bad. Coercion, then, 

consisted of any obstacle or cost, created and enforced by anybody else (government or 

otherwise), that made it harder for an individual to do what she wanted to do. A law that 

bans smoking, for example, is a meaningful infringement of this kind of liberty because 

the ban makes it harder for someone to follow her impulse to smoke or to satisfy her 

preference for nicotine. It makes no difference to the law’s libertarian implications, on this 

version of liberty, if the preference for nicotine is irrational or harmful. 

In other words, in the “negative” version of philosophical liberalism (as distinct 

from legal liberalism), philosophers take individuals’ impulses and preferences where they 

find them. They then argue that an individual’s capacity to follow her own impulses and to 

satisfy her own preferences is an inherent good that should be protected. 

By contrast, the “positive” liberals in Berlin’s distinction—rationalists like Kant 

and Hegel—argued that mere satisfaction of impulses and preferences is not true freedom. 
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An individual’s impulses and preferences are almost always socially programmed; they do 

not really belong to the individual in any meaningful sense. Even a person who is entirely 

unconstrained by law, a Kantian might argue, is not truly free unless she examines her 

impulses and masters them, following only the ones that are rational. A modern Kantian, 

thus, might argue that because consumption of a harmful substance like nicotine is 

irrational and undignified, a law that banned smoking would actually increase freedom by 

helping citizens to escape the slavery of addiction. Laws that leave individuals free to 

smoke, by contrast, leave those individuals subject to the coercion of profit-motivated 

tobacco marketers who have an interest in addicting as many people as possible to their 

products. 

In the positive liberal tradition, then, government can play a useful role in 

enhancing the rationality—and thus the freedom, so defined—of the polity. 

On Berlin’s distinction, the Mills were admittedly anti-positive. But they were not 

negative. 

Like the classical liberals, the Mills largely took individuals’ preferences where 

they found them. In objecting to Comte’s version of positivism, for instance, Mr. Mill 

asserted that “[hu]mankind, who after all are made up of single human beings, obtain a 

greater sum of happiness when each pursues his own . . . than when each . . . allows himself 

no personal pleasures not indispensable to the preservation of his faculties”.28 In 

Considerations on Representative Government, Mill argued that governments should be 

designed to accommodate the polity’s “immediate and apparent interest” rather than its 

“real ultimate interest”.29 “When we talk of the interest of a body of men, or even of an 

individual man,” Mill argued, “the question what would be considered their interest by an 

unprejudiced observer is one of the least important parts of the whole matter.”30 And Mill’s 

entire thesis in Utilitarianism was that individuals are best-off when they maximize their 

pleasures and minimize their pains, regardless of whether those pleasures and pains are 

perfectly rational.31 As noted in Chapter 2, Mill’s argument that some pleasures are 

qualitatively better than others was an empirical argument about subjective preferability; 

he was not asserting that some pleasures are objectively rational even if individuals do not 

derive subjective satisfaction from them. 

All told, then, the Mills clearly departed from the rationalists’ and positivists’ 

presumption that somebody outside the individual could determine what is rational for her 

and, thus, what true “freedom” looks like for her. 

But what Berlin missed was the reason the Mills advocated self-determination: the 

reason they wanted to maximize individuals’ capacity to pursue their own pleasures and 

pains. In On Liberty, the Mills were not arguing that self-determination is a good in itself 

or that all pleasures and pains are equally valuable.  

Instead, they were arguing that self-determination is the best empirical tool for 

achieving both individual and collective rationality. 

The Mills’ goal was the same as Kant, Hegel, and Marx’s: a rationally ordered, 

technocratically optimized society. Unlike Hegel and Marx, however, the Mills believed 

that self-determined individuals—with freedom to behave “irrationally” according to 

society’s fallible standards—were more likely than were socially-directed individuals to 
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discover objectively rational ways of life in the first place and to live according to such 

rational ways as had been discovered.  

In other words, because the standard of “rationality” is dynamic and uncertain, 

individual experimentation under the standard of negative liberty is necessary to the 

implementation of positive freedom.  

The Mills’ justification for liberty of action was identical to their justification for 

freedom of speech: the ineradicability of uncertainty regarding the objective merits of 

majority opinions and customs. Here are the Mills: 

 

That [hu]mankind are not infallible; that their truths, for the most part, are only 

half-truths; that unity of opinion, unless resulting from the fullest and freest 

comparison of opposite opinions, is not desirable, and diversity not an evil, but a 

good, until [hu]mankind are much more capable than at present of recognizing all 

sides of the truth, are principles applicable to men’s modes of action, not less than 

to their opinions. As it is useful that while [hu]mankind are imperfect there should 

be different opinions, so is it that there should be different experiments of living; 

that free scope should be given to varieties of character, short of injury to others; 

and that the worth of different modes of life should be proved practically, when any 

one thinks fit to try them. . . . Where, not the person’s own character, but the 

traditions or customs of other people are the rule of conduct, there is wanting one 

of the principal ingredients of human happiness, and quite the chief ingredient of 

individual and social progress.32 

 

Just as the discovery of truth and the vitality of existing truth depend on freedom of speech, 

the discovery of rational behavior and the vitality of existing rules of rationality depend on 

freedom of action. Self-determination is the only way that individuals or societies can 

discover what is and is not rational.c 

To return to the smoking example: A (properly trained) Millian would argue that 

an individual who chooses to smoke might or might not be behaving irrationally. She might 

not know that smoking is dangerous (in which case society has an obligation to educate 

her). She might be a mere slave to her addiction (in which case society has an obligation 

to free her from that addiction). Or she might derive so much pleasure from smoking that 

the benefits do, in fact, outweigh the costs, even with all costs acknowledged and accounted 

for. If the pleasures outweigh the pains for the individual, then permitting her to smoke 

leaves her free in both the negative and positive sense. She is both unencumbered and 

rational (according to a utilitarian standard of rationalityd). 

 
c Ironically, Berlin noticed the Mills’ argument that self-direction is empirically necessary to rationality. 

Rather than recognizing that argument’s centrality to the Mills’ philosophy, however, Berlin called the 

argument “confused” or, “at best, empirical”—as though an accusation of empiricism could insult the son 

and daughter-in-law of British empiricism. See Isaiah Berlin, Two Concepts of Liberty, in ISAIAH BERLIN, 

LIBERTY 175 (Henry Hardy, ed., 2017). 
d Of course, Kant would not have accepted this standard of rationality. But, as noted, a crucial element of the 

Mills’ argument was that the standards of rationality are not themselves fixed or unambiguous. As I shall 
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Equally or more importantly, the well-trained Millian would also point out that 

society cannot possibly learn whether the pleasures of smoking outweigh its pains unless 

we allow people to smoke. There is no way, empirically, to answer the question of whether 

smokers are better-off than non-smokers if no smokers exist.e 

But—and here is where the Mills really were more positive than negative, even on 

Berlin’s understanding of the distinction—a well-trained Millian would also say: If society 

ever gathered enough data to conclude that the pains of smoking always and for everyone 

outweigh its pleasures, then (but only then) society would have a legitimate reason and 

even a moral obligation to save people from nicotine addiction. Social intervention to 

prevent people from smoking would be not only permissible but required. 

As the Mills put this last point in On Liberty, “Human beings owe to each other 

help to distinguish the better from the worse, and encouragement to choose the former and 

avoid the latter.”33  

Admittedly, the Mills were skeptical that coercive law would ever be the optimal 

tool for saving people from their foolish tendencies. They argued that “conviction and 

persuasion” were better than “whips and scourges”.34 But they were emphatic that 

education is a public obligation,35 and they were explicit that the collection and 

communication of information is a proper function of central government.36  

Despite the Mills’ empirical preference for persuasion over coercion, then, they did 

explicitly argue that society has a positive obligation to promote rationality. 

Even on Berlin’s richer dichotomy, Millian liberty was not really “negative”. The 

Mills were not interested in eliminating obstacles to self-direction merely so that 

individuals could direct themselves. Their interest, like that of the positive liberals, was in 

empowering both individual and collective rationality. The Mills departed from the 

positivists only in arguing that collective rationality is, empirically, best accomplished by 

maximizing self-direction within constraints of collective security. 

TECHNOCRATIC VALUES OF INDIVIDUALITY 

 How, then, does self-determination enhance individual and collective rationality? 

What are the empirical mechanisms, in the Mills’ understanding, that tie technocracy to 

liberty, making rationality dependent on individuality?  

The answer lies primarily in the dialectic. 

 At the outset, it is important to bear in mind the Mills’ foils here. Unlike Hobbes 

and Locke, the Mills were not thinking about the proper limits of monarchical or 

 
show in the section on the harm principle, uncertainty as to what constitutes “rationality” is, in the Mills’ 

view, the reason to permit all conduct that does not give rise to concrete net harms. It is also the reason to 

encourage uncustomary conduct. 
e Under the harm principle, however, a Millian would only want to permit smoking in circumstances that 

would not expose non-consenting others to dangers from second-hand smoke. The Millian would therefore 

advocate things like public smoking bans as well as prohibitions on private smoking whenever children were 

present. But the reach of the ban, according to the Mills, would have to end at the point of purely private 

smoking or smoking among groups of adults who all knowingly accepted the risks. 
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aristocratic rule. They considered the deaths of the monarchy and aristocracy—and the 

rising tide of democracy—to be faits accompli.  

Instead, the Mills were thinking primarily about the pseudo-scientific laws of 

humanity that were trying to replace the metaphysical foundations of aristocratic 

government: Saint-Simon’s Universal Law of Gravitation and Comte’s absolute altruism. 

(Perhaps also Hegel’s Absolute Idea.) The Mills were arguing against the emergent 

Technocratic fantasy of a one-size-fits-all approach to optimizing law and regulation for a 

democratic polity. 

As a secondary target, the Mills were arguing against the democratic tendency to 

over-emphasize equality: the Tocquevillian nightmare of tyranny of the majority.37 They 

were worried that the pendulum, which was swinging so vehemently away from aristocratic 

hierarchies, would fly to the opposite extreme of artificially imposed egalitarianism. 

Democracies, they worried, might start to demand that no one exhibit any eccentricity at 

all, much less eccentricity that took the form of genius. 

 The Mills made two technocratic arguments, targeted equally against the 

Technocratic fantasy and the Tocquevillian nightmare. First, they argued that the individual 

is the best possible technocratic governor of herself.f Second, they argued that individual 

experiments in living, especially when they pose useful dialectical antitheses to prevailing 

customs and most especially when they exhibit extraordinary ingenuity, provide valuable 

technocratic information to the rest of society. 

 Let’s look at each of these points in turn. 

For the Individual 

 In order to believe, with Saint-Simon and Comte, that government can discover and 

implement a universal law of humanity, one must believe that human beings are all 

essentially alike. What is good for one person will be good for another. Comte, for instance, 

asserted that altruism and unity would maximize every individual’s well-being. Likewise, 

an assumption of fundamental likeness among individuals necessarily underlies the view 

that pure equality is a moral good. 

 The Mills, as I have already shown, emphatically disagreed. Remember, from 

Chapter 2, that the first methodological barrier Mr. Mill identified, when considering the 

 
f In addition to the straightforwardly technocratic version of this argument that I will be presenting here, the 

Mills also made, as their first and most important argument, the Aristotelian point that individuals can become 

their best selves—and humanity can become its best self—only through individual exercises of self-

determination. Individuality and freedom, on this version of the argument, are ingredients of virtue, and virtue 

is the individual and society’s telos. See generally Martha C. Nussbaum, Mill Between Aristotle & Bentham, 

133 DAEDALUS 60 (2004); Isaiah Berlin, John Stuart Mill and the Ends of Life, in BERLIN, supra note c; 

JOHN STUART MILL, ON LIBERTY 114 (1859) (“Having said that Individuality is the same thing with 

development, and that it is only the cultivation of individuality which produces, or can produce, well-

developed human beings, I might here close the argument: for what more or better can be said of any 

condition of human affairs, than that it brings human beings themselves nearer to the best thing they can 

be?”). This part of the Mills’ argument is one of the few elements of their overall philosophy that is not really 

part of constitutional technocracy, so I will not devote any further time to it here. 
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possibility of a complete social science, was that “the agencies which determine human 

character are so numerous and diversified (nothing which has happened to the person 

throughout life being without its portion of influence), that in the aggregate they are never 

in any two cases exactly similar.”38 In other words, because the causes that give rise to 

individual identity and character are multitudinous and because no two people are exposed 

to all the same character-forming causes, there are no two people who are identical in tastes, 

preferences, needs, or characters. 

 The Mills reiterated this point at length in On Liberty. In arguing that individuals 

should not follow custom merely for custom’s sake, the Mills pointed out that “[c]ustoms 

are made for customary circumstances, and customary characters: and [one individual’s] 

circumstances or his character may be uncustomary.”39 “Human beings are not like sheep,” 

the Mills argued, “and even sheep are not undistinguishably alike.”40 Indeed, in addition to 

diverging physically, “different persons [] require different conditions for their spiritual 

development; and can no more exist healthily in the same moral, than all the variety of 

plants can in the same physical, atmosphere and climate.”41 

 Now, it is tempting, for a technocrat, to argue on this basis that individuals should 

be left entirely unconstrained. There is a clear technocratic path from descriptive 

uniqueness to normative anarchy: Because no two people are the same, there is no single 

set of rules that fits all individuals. If the goal of jurisprudence is to optimize human well-

being and if no two individuals’ well-being would be maximized by the same set of rules, 

then all regulation must be left to the individual. 

There are plenty of modern economists, all of them technocrats in the small-t sense, 

who take effectively this tack. We could call them neo-cons or the Chicago School or the 

Tea Party or the Friedmans.42 

The Mills, however, were neither anarchists nor modern libertarians—

notwithstanding Mr. Mill’s nod, in his autobiography, to the anarchist Josiah Warren.43 

The Mills’ position was that individuals should be left alone only when the net costs of 

their decisions are uncertain—such that experimentation could produce social value. As 

I’ll show in the section on the harm principle, the Mills believed that society had the right 

to intervene as soon as an individual’s conduct gave rise to observable net harms. 

But if individual uniqueness was not a justification for anarchy, then what was its 

relevance to the Mills’ technocratic jurisprudence?  

In the Mills’ system, uniqueness gave rise to one narrow claim that is both 

technocratically irrefutable and jurisprudentially fundamental: Any given individual who 

“possesses any tolerable amount of common sense and experience”44 necessarily has more 

information than anyone else about her own pleasures and pains.  

As the Mills put this point in On Liberty:  

 

[W]ith respect to his own feelings and circumstances, the most ordinary man or 

woman has means of knowledge immeasurably surpassing those that can be 

possessed by anyone else. The interference of society to overrule his judgment and 

purposes in what only regards himself, must be grounded on general presumptions; 

which may be altogether wrong, and even if right, are as likely as not to be 
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misapplied to individual cases, by persons no better acquainted with the 

circumstances of such cases than those are who look at them merely from without.45 

 

Until society has literal mind-reading machines,g no one can tell, from the outside, whether 

someone’s apparently irrational behavior is or is not maximizing her subjective utility. 

Observers can make generalizations and inferences, but they cannot reach positive 

conclusions. 

Remember, here, the Millian smoker. She might be a slave to her addiction, or she 

might derive so much pleasure from smoking that the benefits truly outweigh the costs. 

The Mills’ argument in On Liberty was that, between those two possibilities, the individual 

herself is undoubtedly the best-situated to judge. From the outside, the best anyone can do 

is to infer information from her behavior and subjective reports. Without a mind-reading 

machine, observers cannot directly measure or otherwise definitively determine whether 

the pleasures or pains of smoking are greater for her. 

 Furthermore, the individual has a much stronger incentive than does anyone else to 

assess her needs and preferences accurately. Each individual, the Mills argued, is “the 

person most interested in his own well-being: the interest which any other person . . . can 

have in it, is trifling, compared with that which he himself has; the interest which society 

has in him individually (except in his conduct to others) is fractional, and altogether 

indirect”.46  

To whatever extent an individual is wrong about her well-being, she has a much 

stronger incentive than do any outside observers to correct her errors. 

 How does this argument relate to the Mills’ jurisprudence?  

To build the final bridge between the Mills’ identification of an informational 

monopoly in the individual and the legitimacy of regulation in a constitutional technocracy, 

let’s first recall Bentham’s argument (covered in Chapter 1) that punishment always 

imposes a concrete cost.47 

Punishment is definitionally harmful. Otherwise, it is not punishment. 

Furthermore, even if punishment were not harmful for some individuals—say, 

masochists or individuals who have adapted to life in prison—the effort at regulatory 

 
g If this seems like a flippant way of articulating the Mills’ point, remember that Mr. Mill was deeply 

interested in the science of the mind. One of his primary objections to Comte’s physiological approach to 

human nature was, essentially, the non-existence of mind-reading machines:  

 

[T]hat every mental state has a nervous state for its immediate antecedent and proximate cause, 

though extremely probable, can not hitherto be said to be proved . . . ; and even were it certain, yet 

every one must admit that we are wholly ignorant of the characteristics of these nervous states; we 

know not, and at present have no means of knowing, in what respect one of them differs from 

another; and our only mode of studying their successions or co-existences must be by observing the 

successions and co-existences of the mental states, of which they are supposed to be the generators 

or causes. 

 

JOHN STUART MILL, A SYSTEM OF LOGIC, RATIOCINATIVE AND INDUCTIVE, BEING A CONNECTED VIEW OF 

THE PRINCIPLES OF EVIDENCE, AND THE METHODS OF SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION 591 (8th ed., 1882). 
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intervention is still costly. At a minimum, regulation always incurs an opportunity cost. 

Society must spend its time on regulating rather than other pursuits. 

In order to make a plausible case that such regulatory efforts are technocratically 

legitimate, a governor (whether private or public) must identify compensatory benefits. 

Because the act of intervention always incurs a positive nonzero cost, it is impossible for 

regulatory intervention to claim technocratic legitimacy without also producing a positive 

nonzero benefit. 

But when a regulatory question implicates only an individual’s pleasures and pains, 

no one beyond that individual can conclusively determine whether benefits arise. When the 

purpose of intervention is to improve one individual’s welfare, that individual is literally 

the only person on the planet—given the absence of mind-reading machines—who can 

positively say whether the effect of the intervention was net beneficial or not. 

When punishment has an individual’s welfare as its sole technocratic goal, then, 

the intervention always, as far as anyone on the outside can tell, trades a concrete harm for 

an uncertain benefit. From the external position, the benefit cannot be measured. The 

technocratic case for intervention, then, can never be better than deeply uncertain. 

None of this is to say that individuals are always right about their own welfare. 

Humans are not perfectly rational.48 An individual could easily be mistaken about what 

makes her happy, and she could just as easily be governed by maladaptive and harmful 

habits that she has a hard time breaking, despite knowing that they are harming her.  

But the Mills’ argument was that any mentally competent individual nevertheless 

holds a privileged informational position when it comes to her subjective preferences, 

which makes her at least probabilistically better than anyone else at assessing her own 

welfare. When it comes to her individual well-being, she has both an irrefutable 

informational monopoly and the strongest possible incentive to gather accurate 

information. 

To optimize regulation of the individual, then, the individual herself will always be 

the first-best decision-maker. She will always have more information and better incentives 

than the outsider. 

If, therefore, an individual reports that an intervention made on her behalf is not 

net-beneficial, society has no technocratically legitimate basis for countermanding her 

judgment. When it comes to her pleasures and pains alone, she must be “the final judge.”49 

As the Mills put it: 

 

The interference of society to overrule [an individual’s] judgment and purposes in 

what regards only himself, must be grounded on general presumptions; which may 

be altogether wrong, and even if right, are as likely as not to be misapplied to 

individual cases, by persons no better acquainted with the circumstances of such 

cases than those are who look at them merely from without.50 

 

Millian freedom, then, is the power of self-government—not unlike the classically negative 

conception of liberty—but it is not justified by classically liberal conceptions of natural 

freedom. It is justified by the irrefutable technocratic claim that, until society has mind-
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reading machines, each individual has an informational monopoly over her own mind and 

body. 

For Society 

The benefits to the individual, however, were not the only technocratic value of 

self-regulation, according to the Mills. Liberty is also a condition precedent to social 

progress. Progress depends on experimentation, and experimentation depends on 

individuality. 

When government empowers individuals to regulate their own behavior, some of 

the self-regulating individuals will invent new ways of life. The rest of us, simply by 

observing new and eccentric lifestyles, will then gain information about objectively 

optimal behaviors. By observing practical experiments in living, society can determine 

whether novel modes are better or worse than prevailing traditions. 

As the Mills argued: “[I]t is important to give the freest scope possible to 

uncustomary things, so that it may in time appear which of these things are fit to be 

converted into customs.”51 

Remember that the Mills drew an explicit parallel between their argument for free 

speech and their argument for freedom of action. The justification for free speech, in the 

Mills’ view, was that the advancement and even the mere maintenance of human 

knowledge requires perpetual dialectical challenges to prevailing beliefs. Because humans 

are incapable of omniscience, we must forever question our understandings of objective 

truth. A “standing invitation to the whole world to prove [our beliefs] unfounded” is the 

only “safeguard” against error.52 Dialectical engagement opens the door to new truths, and 

it prevents existing truths from slipping into uncritical dogmas. 

Likewise, the Mills argued, the justification for freedom of action is that the 

advancement and even the mere maintenance of human society require perpetual dialectical 

challenges to prevailing customs. “As it is useful that while mankind are imperfect there 

should be different opinions,” the Mills wrote, “so is it that there should be different 

experiments of living; . . . that the worth of different modes of life should be proved 

practically, when any one thinks fit to try them.”53 The “ever-recurring originality” of 

eccentric individuals is the only thing that “prevents the grounds of [society’s best] beliefs 

and practices from becoming . . . dead matter” by lapsing into the “merely traditional”.54 

Of course, neither experimentation nor eccentricity is inherently incompatible with 

totalitarian government. A totalitarian Technocracy could, in theory, authorize individual 

experiments whenever the leaders felt that social life had stagnated or that customs 

appeared outdated. Or a despotic government—deemed “despotic” because it did not 

permit democratic participation in the formal machinery of government—could 

nevertheless permit a wide scope for individual spontaneity and eccentricity in social life. 

Indeed, in critiquing the Mills’ empirical argument for liberty, Isaiah Berlin noted 

that “the evidence of history tends to show . . . that integrity, love of truth, and fiery 

individualism grow at least as often in severely disciplined communities . . . as in more 

tolerant or indifferent societies”.55  
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Perhaps, then, totalitarianism does not, in fact, stifle ingenuity or eccentricity. If 

Berlin’s claim is true, then perhaps the Mills’ technocratic justification for liberty fails to 

present a valid empirical challenge to Saint-Simonian and Comtean Technocracy. 

The Mills, however, acknowledged this possibility, and the argument they gave for 

liberty, read carefully, is not incompatible with Berlin’s understanding of history. 

The Mills noted that “despotism does not produce its worst effects, so long as 

Individuality exists under it”.56 They also acknowledged that the complete suppression of 

individuality would not necessarily “preclude change”; it would merely require that “all 

[individuals] change together.”57 A society that lives under a complete “despotism of 

custom”, then, might evolve, but it would evolve as a group, without distinctive individual 

leaders.58 

The mistake in Berlin’s critique was a misidentification of the Mills’ primary foil. 

The Mills’ target, in this part of their treatise, was not magisterial despotism. Individuality 

can flourish under a despotic sovereign—if only because sovereign governments are never 

large or powerful enough to punish all violations of their dictates. Even if liberty consists 

only of flouting the positive law with impunity, liberty can coincide with totalitarianism. 

The danger the Mills perceived—and it was a danger that they perceived equally in 

Comte’s totalitarianism and in America and England’s democratic egalitarianism—was 

socially “enforced assimilation”.59 The danger was the impulse—whether motivated by 

Technocratic arrogance or egalitarian over-eagerness—to shape all varieties of human 

character into a mold of “collective mediocrity”, treating outliers as threats.60  

Unlike the despotism of sovereign law, the despotism of custom has a real capacity 

to “maim by compression” all of the individual characters that differ from “commonplace 

humanity”.61 While the reach of a sovereign government is necessarily limited, social 

norms and customs are omnipresent.  

If society has a mind to force conformity, there is a real danger that it will succeed. 

Also unlike magisterial despotism (which might or might not be interested in 

progress), the “despotism of custom is everywhere the standing hindrance to human 

advancement” because the love of custom is definitionally incompatible with a desire for 

“something better than customary”.62  

Advancement requires a break from tradition. In a society that enforces 

assimilation, change might occur, but it would occur “for change’s sake, and not from any 

idea of beauty or convenience”.63 Society could evolve, perhaps, but it could not progress. 

Change could not be motivated by a desire to improve upon the customary way of life 

because the custom itself would be the despotic force. 

When Berlin argued, then, that despotism has sometimes accompanied “fiery 

individualism”, he was not rebutting the Mills’ technocratic case for positive liberty. The 

Mills had already acknowledged that magisterial despotism might coexist with 

individuality, and their overarching argument was targeted specifically to the kinds of 

despotism that would suppress “fiery individualism”—whether that despotism be 

magisterial or merely social. Any despotism that failed to suppress individuality was 

simply not a subject of the Mills’ critique. The despotism to which they were objecting was 
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a definitional antonym of individualism: the despotic enforcement of assimilation to 

custom. 

What one needs to understand first, then, is not why liberty is necessary to 

individuality but rather why individuality is necessary to progress. Why, according to the 

Mills, is it so unlikely that collective change, embarked upon by the mass as a whole, could 

constitute technocratic improvement? 

The Mills made two points, the first of which was strikingly simple: “[N]othing 

was ever yet done which some one was not the first to do”.64 As noted, advancement 

depends on a break with current practice; it depends on “originality”.65 Someone must have 

a new idea about how life can or should proceed. 

Such originality, according to the Mills, almost always “comes and must come from 

individuals; generally at first from some one individual.”66 It is exceedingly unlikely that 

any polity ever could, as a whole, suddenly and simultaneously light upon a new and better 

way of life or even a desire to return to an older way of life.67 The discovery of “new 

truths”, “new practices”, “more enlightened conduct”, and “better taste and sense in human 

life” necessarily begins as the eccentric and uncustomary action of an individual or small 

group.68 As a result, a polity that hopes to “rise above mediocrity” must allow itself to be 

guided “by the counsels and influence of a more highly gifted and instructed One or Few.”69 

The first problem with the despotism of custom, then, is that it prohibits individual 

breaks with practice, and individual break with practice is a definition of invention. When 

each individual is bound to live by collective opinion, there is no hope for evolution in that 

opinion. Such evolution as can occur must start with the eccentric ideas of an individual 

member or subset of the polity. 

One might, of course, question the empirical truth of the Mills’ claim here. Why 

can’t advancement occur gradually through small shifts that the group undertakes as a 

group? 

But the current understanding of the science of evolution does, indeed, fit the Mills’ 

theory better than the collectivist possibility.  

Imagine, for instance, that early giant tortoises in the Galápagos Islands had 

shunned the first genetic mutants that were born with long necks. Perhaps the tortoises 

found defiance of customary neck length to be unattractively audacious. Or perhaps they 

believed in a moral imperative of equality that was inconsistent with a small number of 

uppity long-necked individuals having superior access to nutritious leaves. In that 

imaginary world, Darwinian evolution could never have empowered giant tortoises to 

spread across the Galápagos Archipelago. The giant tortoise community would have been 

stuck forever on the islands with dry lowlands.  

Evolution of the long-necked Galápagos cousins depended on the group’s 

willingness to embrace—and to mate with—the first genetic mutants.70 

According to the prevailing scientific theory (which is to say: as far as anyone 

currently knows), evolution of a species does not occur through groupwise change. It 

occurs through the genetic mutation of some one or small number of individual members 

of the species, who then pass their mutation to their offspring. 
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Similarly, in Thomas Kuhn’s widely-accepted understanding of evolution in human 

thought, some one or small number of creative individuals must introduce a “paradigm 

shift”.71 Piecemeal evolution of scientific theory—the steady, groupwise accretion of 

inductive data—is not sufficient to advance scientific thought. Instead, the world needs an 

occasional Copernicus: somebody bold and eccentric enough to say out loud that the data 

simply do not fit the Ptolemaic model and that a fresh, daring, heliocentric model will work 

better. 

“I insist thus emphatically on the importance of genius, and the necessity of 

allowing it to unfold itself freely in both thought and practice”.72 Advancement requires 

individual creativity and originality. It cannot occur in a society that shuns eccentricity in 

thought or action. 

The second problem that the Mills identified with collectivism is slightly subtler 

but perhaps less controversial. If no diversity of lifestyle existed in society, the Mills 

argued, no one would ever wonder whether her own life could be improved. If all lives 

were exactly alike, the question of what makes a life good could never arise. As the Mills 

put it, “[T]he unlikeness of one person to another is generally the first thing which draws 

the attention of either to the imperfection of his own type, and the superiority of another, 

or the possibility, by combining the advantages of both, of producing something better than 

either.”73  

The Mills thus argued that progress requires not only individual ingenuity but also 

pluralism. Progress must come from an individual’s break with tradition, but the very idea 

of breaking with one tradition can arise only from observation (or at least awareness of the 

possibility) of other traditions. 

The idea of progress—what progress is—is a quest for the best of all available 

paths. But the quest for the best path is nonsensical if only one path exists. 

Progressive societies are thus “wholly indebted” to their “plurality of paths for 

[their] progressive and many-sided development.”74 

(Notice the hint of Hegelianism in this argument. Advancement depends on 

generative tensions between and among competing lifestyles.) 

 

It will be useful to pause for a second here to notice the relationship of these 

arguments to constitutional technocracy. Technocracy, as a theory of government, holds 

that law is legitimate only if it is scientifically calibrated to serve the needs and preferences 

of the polity it governs. Totalitarian Technocrats, like Saint-Simon and Comte, imagine 

that a centralized government can discover a stable set of optimal laws. 

The beginning of constitutional technocracy is the reflexive grunt of skepticism—

the echoing “pshaw”—that emerges when any serious scientist hears the Technocrats’ 

dream of omniscience. Constitutional technocracy starts from the recognition of both 

scientific uncertainty and social dynamism. It starts with the claim that humans are 

incapable of discovering optimal laws and norms and that, if a governor magically 

stumbled on a perfect set of rules for today’s polity, the same laws and norms would be 

imperfect for tomorrow’s. 
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But what distinguishes constitutional technocrats from other liberal skeptics of 

totalitarian Technocracy is that constitutional technocrats do not want to regress to 

metaphysical conceptions of legal legitimacy. They view the turn to technocratic 

jurisprudence as a dramatic improvement over merely theistic or metaphysical law.h 

Scientific uncertainty must therefore be incorporated into technocratic jurisprudence. 

Dynamism and uncertainty must be treated as reasons to reject totalitarianism, not reasons 

to reject technocracy. 

The effort of constitutional technocracy, then, is to design a social and political 

system that can preserve technocratic jurisprudence without succumbing to the totalitarian 

temptation of unscientific arrogance. The effort is to find a social and political system that 

can walk the asymptotic tightrope of omniscience: forever aspiring to technocratic 

optimality while remembering that stable optimality is forever out of reach. 

The key to that tightrope walk is the empowerment of continual corrections to 

prevailing legal rules. 

The Mills were utilitarians, and they were individualists. That combination is not 

at all surprising; utilitarianism is grounded in methodological individualism. Optimality, 

to a utilitarian, is the maximization of net pleasure from individuals’ subjective 

perspectives. 

But the Mills’ argument for the social value of individuality—the argument that I 

am exploring in this subsection of the dissertation—is not the standard utilitarian form of 

methodological individualism. 

Here, the Mills were not arguing that the discovery of optimal laws and norms 

depends on an assessment of individuals’ pleasures and pains. They were thinking about 

something different than the aggregation of individuals’ subjective needs and preferences.  

Here, the Mills were arguing that technocratic progress in the social and political 

system as a whole—the correction of erroneous laws and norms and the discovery of better 

ones—depends on the system’s preservation of individual liberty. Both individual 

ingenuity and social pluralism are necessary for progress, and both require that there be 

acceptance and even celebration of eccentricity. 

The Mills’ argument, then, was that the technocratic tightrope walk depends on the 

empowerment of individuality. 

Individual liberty is the tightrope walker’s balancing pole. It is what enables a polity 

to make small corrections in the placement of its feet, rather than toppling off the rope 

every time it errs. 

The relationship of individuality to the Mills’ understanding of liberty, then, was 

far more complex than Isaiah Berlin seemingly realized. 

The Mills asserted neither that “fiery individualism” was incompatible with 

despotism nor that liberty was synonymous with technocratic progress. Indeed, they argued 

that “the spirit of liberty” might sometimes run against progressivism.75 If a devotion to 

 
h As discussed in prior chapters, technocracy incorporates natural law, but natural law does not incorporate 

technocracy. 
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metaphysical liberty inspired citizens to reject governmental efforts to implement 

technocratic improvements, then liberty and progress would clash. 

But, the Mills argued, “the only unfailing and permanent source of improvement is 

liberty, since by it there are as many possible independent centres of improvement as there 

are individuals.”76 

There’s actually a lot to unpack in that sentence—more than might meet the eye. 

So let’s take some time, in the next subsection, to pick it apart, showing how the Mills’ 

understanding of liberty relates to their calls for diffuse sovereignty and dialectical 

democracy. 

DIFFUSE SOVEREIGNTY AND DIALECTICAL DEMOCRACY 

The task of this subsection is to dissect this sentence: “[T]he only unfailing and 

permanent source of improvement is liberty, since by it there are as many possible 

independent centres of improvement as there are individuals.”  

This particular sentence might seem like a strange one to emphasize; it is not one 

of the more famous missives in On Liberty. But it is, I submit, the key to a constitutional 

technocrat’s understanding of diffuse sovereignty and dialectical democracy. It is therefore 

worth analyzing in detail, bit by bit. 

First, notice that the Mills identified liberty as the only “unfailing” source of 

improvement.  

How could that be true? Surely liberty-loving societies often enact non-optimal 

laws or follow non-optimal norms. And surely such societies sometimes move from better 

laws to worse. How, then, could the Mills argue that liberty is an “unfailing” source of 

improvement? 

The answer lies in the fact that Millian liberty empowers any and every individual 

who perceives an error in the prevailing law or custom to publicize and correct the error.  

Liberty does not guarantee that the political system will make no mistakes, but it 

does ensure that a political system has mechanisms for noticing and correcting the mistakes 

it makes. Indeed, as long as a political system empowers all individuals to object to 

prevailing laws, there are as many built-in correctives to wrong or outdated laws as there 

are individuals in the system.  

Furthermore, incorporating the Mills’ understanding of civil disobedience77 into 

their understanding of liberty, individuals in a constitutional technocracy are empowered 

not only to identify but also to live in violation of technocratically illegitimate laws and 

norms. Each individual can thus correct the law in real time, at least insofar as that law 

applies to herself. 

Liberty is thus an unfailing source of improvement. It is not a guarantee against 

legal or political failure, but it is a guarantee that legal and political shortcomings can be 

improved whenever anyone in the polity has a mind to improve them.i  

 
i Notably, because constitutional technocracy treats the subjective beliefs and feelings of the citizenry as 

constraints on legitimate coercion, a change in the law only counts as an “improvement” if the members of 

the polity perceive it as such. But when individual members of the polity are the ones recommending changes, 
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Improvement, in a system of diffuse sovereignty, does not depend on the will of 

any given magistrate. 

Next, consider the idea that liberty is a “permanent” source of improvement.  

That, too, appears wrong at first blush. Surely liberty-loving societies are just as 

susceptible as are despotic societies to pendulum swings between extreme versions of law. 

Indeed, they might be more so. The United States, for example, seems to bounce rather 

violently between laissez-faire libertarianism and managerial capitalism. 

The key to understanding this part of the Mills’ claim lies in their belief that social 

dynamics are unpredictable. Recall that, unlike Comte, Hegel, and Marx, the Mills did not 

believe that they (or anyone else) could discover a stable law of historical evolution. In the 

best case scenario, a totalitarian Technocracy might be able to implement an optimal set of 

laws for some given time, but no government (totalitarian or otherwise) can design or 

manage a system that updates itself automatically according to a natural law of social 

dynamics, naturally maintaining the optimality of laws and norms over time. Given that 

there is no such thing as a universal law of social dynamics, magisterial laws and social 

norms require intentional, active updating. As a polity changes over time, existing laws 

will, in the absence of active amendment, become outdated and non-optimal. 

There is only one solution to this problem that can be implemented once and 

maintained across ages: only one solution that can be deemed “permanent”. That solution 

is to empower the living individuals of the current polity to raise an alarm, whether by 

speech or action, when old laws and norms no longer work for their benefit.  

Liberty, in other words, is the only tool that will, if not consistently then at least 

persistently, enable dynamism in the law to match the dynamism of the polity.  

Liberty is the only permanent source of improvement because it is the only source 

of improvement that automatically changes with the polity. As the members of the polity 

change, their choices of what to do with their liberty will necessarily change with them. 

Finally, the most important part of the sentence for constitutional technocracy: with 

liberty, “there are as many possible independent centres of improvement as there are 

individuals.” 

There is one technocratic fact that cannot be gainsaid, but it is a fact that too many 

sympathizers of totalitarian Technocracy ignore and too many small-t technocrats 

overemphasize: Each individual is a unique repository of information. Each individual has 

a different set of experiences, a different set of tastes and preferences, and a different 

perspective on social problems. 

For technocratic jurisprudence, this fact has two fundamental implications. First is 

the point made above: The individual is the best possible technocratic governor of herself. 

If the goal of government is to discover optimal rules of conduct for all individuals in 

 
there is already a built-in guarantee that the changes constitute subjective improvements for at least some 

members of the polity. Liberty—which is to say, the empowerment of individuals to object whenever they 

believe the law is wrong—thus guarantees both that improvements have many opportunities to arise and that 

changes proposed will be, in the eyes of at least some members of the polity, genuine “improvements” from 

the polity-centric perspective that constitutional technocracy requires. 
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society, then a strategy that centers each individual as her own first-best governor is a good 

start. 

But too many modern technocrats stop there. They argue for free markets, personal 

responsibility, and a degree of libertarianism that borders on anarchy.  

As noted, the Mills did not take that tack. They recognized deep problems with the 

anti-government approach of classical liberalism and modern libertarianism. Purely self-

governed individuals will harm each other, externalizing costs onto one another for their 

own benefits. And many individuals’ problems are inherently social problems that require 

collective solutions. No individual can combat climate change, defend national borders, 

build highways, or optimize the distribution of wealth. For social problems, a system of 

pure individual sovereignty obviously does not work. 

But an approach that preserves a large role for individual spontaneity—a system 

that empowers every individual to participate in sovereign social governance—might still 

be the best strategy, purely technocratically speaking. 

The reason is information. 

Every individual human has some information that no other human has. Even if my 

monopolized information is only how I feel about a particular social problem or how I feel 

about one proffered solution to that problem, I still monopolize some information. And that 

information is, in a technocratic system, relevant to solving the collective problem. When 

the test of legal legitimacy is the law’s net benefits for all members of the polity, the 

question of how each member feels about a social problem is a definitional component of 

legitimacy. If the system is structured in such a way that it gathers information from only 

a subset of the polity, it will never be able to discover technocratically legitimate laws, so 

defined. 

There is, however, a more profound justification for preserving individuality in a 

technocratic system, which relates to the systemic rather than individual advantages of 

liberty. Beyond the de minimis informational monopoly of each member of the polity, 

which makes the centralized quest for optimal laws nearly impossible, there is a deeper 

uncertainty inherent in the search for collective technocratic solutions to social problems:  

No one can determine ahead of time which individual contributors to the dialectical 

evolution of laws and norms will prove to be geniuses rather than mere eccentrics. 

When the standard of legal legitimacy is something like H.L.A. Hart’s rule of 

recognition,78 the designation of the lawmaker is all that matters. Once sovereignty is 

assigned, the sovereign’s formal pronouncements are law—and are definitionally 

legitimate—regardless of whether they have good or bad effects for the citizenry.  

Under such a system, the technocratic question of optimizing law for the polity—

if it arises at all—must necessarily shift to the question of which individual, institution, or 

institutional complex is likely to implement the most-optimal laws. A technocrat who 

wants to optimize law under a Hartian system will try to assign sovereign power to the 

subset of individuals or institutions that is most likely to produce technocratically 

legitimate laws. Think, here, of projects like Neil Komesar’s comparative institutional 

competence.79 
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The Mills’ theory of liberty was trying to offer something radically different, 

premised (again) on a claim of technocratic uncertainty: It is no more possible to discover 

one optimal lawmaker than it is to discover one optimal law. To the Mills, it is both 

unnecessary and undesirable to consolidate sovereignty in any single lawmaking apparatus. 

If you’ll pardon a brief diversion: It is worth noting here that John Stuart Mill was 

born a commoner in an aristocratic system. He was not supposed to be a “man of genius”, 

as he put it. Harriet Taylor Mill was born female in a patriarchal society. She was definitely 

not supposed to be a person of genius. Both, however, believed that rigorous education 

could improve any human mind80 and that ingenuity could come from unlikely corners. 

They were, indeed, living proof of that principle. 

They therefore took a personal interest in this claim: Any closure of a lawmaking 

system necessarily excludes potential sources of improvement because each individual in 

the polity is a potential source of improvement. 

Notably, the Mills’ argument here was not that every individual in the polity, if 

given a chance to participate in lawmaking, will be likely to make the system better. The 

Mills were openly elitist. In On Liberty, they said that “there are but few persons, in 

comparison with the whole of [hu]mankind, whose experiments, if adopted by others, 

would be likely to be any improvement on established practice.”81 But their insistence that 

sovereignty be diffuse was an acknowledgement that society cannot determine ahead of 

time which experiments will be an improvement and which not. 

The Mills’ view is, I think, well-summarized by the (fictional) restaurant critic, 

Anton Ego, in the epiphany he reaches at the end of Pixar’s Ratatouille: “In the past I have 

made no secret of my disdain for Chef Gusteau’s famous motto: ‘Anyone Can Cook’. But 

I realize only now do I truly understand what he meant. Not everyone can become a great 

artist, but a great artist can come from anywhere.”82 

There might be only a handful of people who are capable of pointing out new and 

better truths, but unless the members of the polity listen to everyone’s ideas, they have not 

maximized truth’s opportunity to reach them. Only by leaving the dialectical process open 

to everyone—by issuing “a standing invitation to the whole world” to prove beliefs 

unfounded and laws and norms non-optimal—does a polity maximize its chances of 

recognizing errors and replacing them with truths. 

The Mills believed that the best way to optimize law over time, given conditions of 

dynamism and uncertainty, was to leave the lawmaking system entirely open and 

dialectically engaged. Everyone should be empowered to offer an antithesis to a prevailing 

legal rule or social norm. That way, every single member of the polity is empowered to 

improve legal optimality whenever an idea for improvement occurs to her.  

When literally everyone shares in sovereignty, “there are as many possible 

independent centres of improvement as there are individuals.”  

The Mills’ understanding of “liberty”, then, was really the idea of diffuse 

sovereignty.  

Millian liberty is neither an antonym of government nor a constraint on 

government. It is a form of government. 
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If this interpretation seems like a stretch, it’s worth noting that the Mills raised the 

idea of diffuse sovereignty in the most directly relevant passage of On Liberty, and Mr. 

Mill repeated it again in Considerations on Representative Government. 

At the very end of On Liberty, as they were trying to summarize their practical 

argument, the Mills formulated a rough principle for optimizing the balance between 

individual and collective governance. They first recognized technocratic uncertainty 

inherent in the question, arguing that the optimal balance of power is “a question of detail” 

for which “no absolute rule can be laid down”. But they then offered this aspirational ideal: 

“the greatest dissemination of power consistent with efficiency; but the greatest possible 

centralisation of information, and diffusion of it from the centre.”83  

In other words, there should be a central authority that is charged with aggregating 

information and educating the polity, communicating to everyone the prevailing 

understanding of truth. A central authority should teach the polity all of the information 

that is known.  

But the power to shape the law—and the power to develop new information—

should be disseminated as widely as possible throughout the polity. The breadth of 

sovereignty’s diffusion should be bound only by constraints of efficiency. 

Mr. Mill repeated the same idea in Considerations. First, he argued that the ideal 

form of government would empower every member of the polity to participate in 

governance: 

 

[I]t is evident that the only government which can fully satisfy all the exigencies of 

the social state is one in which the whole people participate; that any participation, 

even in the smallest public function, is useful; . . . and that nothing less can be 

ultimately desirable than the admission of all to a share in the sovereign power of 

the state.84 

 

Mill acknowledged, of course, that the whole polity cannot possibly participate in all 

governmental institutions. He thus acknowledged that “the ideal type of a perfect 

government [or, perhaps, governmental institution] must be representative”.85 But later in 

the book, he embraced a broader notion of sovereignty and argued that it should be truly 

diffuse—spread throughout the entire polity. 

 

As between one form of popular government and another, the advantage . . . lies 

with that which most widely diffuses the exercise of public functions; on the one 

hand, by excluding fewest from the suffragej; on the other, by opening to all classes 

 
j Mr. Mill admittedly argued for some limitations on the suffrage, including exclusion of those who lived on 

state assistance and those who could not read or write. He also argued for a graduated suffrage whereby the 

more highly educated and the more successful workers (those who had risen to managerial positions, for 

instance) would be given more than one vote. See JOHN STUART MILL, CONSIDERATIONS ON 

REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT ch. VIII (1873). Given that Mr. Mill was writing in an aristocratic society 

that was only gradually expanding suffrage, his call for “universal but graduated” suffrage was still radically 

democratic and diffuse, relative to the background norms of his time. But, even if that were not true, the 
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of private citizens . . . the widest participation in the details of judicial and 

administrative business; as by jury-trial, admission to municipal offices, and, above 

all, by the utmost possible publicity and liberty of discussion, whereby not merely 

a few individuals in succession, but the whole public, are made, to a certain extent, 

participants in the government[.]86 

 

As this argument appeared in Considerations, it was tied to the Aristotelian idea of 

engendering virtue in the polity. But the notion of diffuse sovereignty as presented in 

Considerations is indistinguishable from the idea in On Liberty that individuality accrues 

to the benefit of the government.  

That is, the Mills acknowledged that the benefits of diffuse sovereignty run in both 

directions. Participation improves the citizens by stimulating their minds, but it also 

improves the government by ensuring that the system of sovereignty has, baked into it, “as 

many possible independent centres of improvement as there are individuals.” 

In the end, the Mills’ argument was this: Technocratic optimization cannot be 

accomplished through groupwise action, but the task of optimization need not be assigned 

exclusively to any single individual, institution, or set of institutions.  

Governance can be a collective enterprise not through communitarian power but 

instead through diffuse power. 

 

All of that said, when power is diffuse, there is a risk that collective action will be 

chaotic. Indeed, the line between diffuse sovereignty and anarchy might appear 

infinitesimally thin. To guard against anarchy and chaos, a system of diffuse sovereignty 

requires a mechanism by which competing ideas can be transformed into progress. 

The only mechanism that works, in the Mills’ view, is dialectical democracy. 

Let’s now put some puzzle pieces from Chapter 2 together with the ideas presented 

so far here.  

First, according to the Mills: 

 

[T]he only way in which a human being can make some approach to knowing the 

whole of a subject, is by hearing what can be said about it by persons of every 

variety of opinion, and studying all modes in which it can be looked at by every 

character of mind.87 

 

The development of knowledge cannot be an individual enterprise. It requires 

confrontation of opposing ideas, each presented by a sincere advocate. Knowledge depends 

on an interpersonal dialectic.  

Second, the Mills drew an explicit parallel between that argument, which related to 

free speech, and their later argument for free action. The only way a society can advance 

is by observing and confronting “the unlikeness of one person to another”.88 It is only the 

 
elitist streak in Mr. Mill’s understanding of the vote is an aspect of his philosophy that modern constitutional 

technocracy leaves behind, so I will say no more about it here. 
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“diversity of character and culture” in a society that enables progress, and diversity leads 

to progress only by enabling one kind of person “to receive the good which the others have 

offered”.89 The evolution of custom, like the development of knowledge, requires an 

interpersonal dialectic. 

 Finally, Mr. Mill’s proposed governmental system, in both On Liberty and 

Considerations, would preserve generative tensions among warring, self-interested 

factions. But the purpose of antagonism in the Mills’ philosophy, unlike the role of 

antagonism in modern agonistic liberalism, was to empower disinterested governors to hear 

all sides of the truth. The Mills wanted a political system to contain at least three camps: 

the proponents of the thesis, the proponents of the antithesis, and the synthetic governors. 

 The key, here, is to remember that the purpose of the apparent chaos—the purpose 

of preserving multiple competing theses and antitheses—is to empower synthetic 

governors to hear and see all sides of the truth. Both the presence of the synthetic governor 

and the plausibility of each competing thesis’s claim to truth are necessary features of 

dialectical democracy. 

Putting these ideas together, one can now see how individual liberty—understood 

as diffuse sovereignty—is central not only to the Mills’ overarching philosophy but also, 

more specifically, to their dialectical vision of human epistemology and technocratic 

governance. 

Diversity of view, diversity of interest, diversity of taste, diversity of opinion, 

embrace of eccentricity: these are all prerequisites for the emergence of antitheses. If all 

members of the polity are forced to be equal—as in Comte’s dream and Tocqueville’s 

nightmare—then the engine of dialectical tension, which is also the engine of technocratic 

optimization, necessarily vanishes.  

In a system of perfect unity, there are no antitheses. 

Neither individuals nor governments can discover objectively better answers to 

their problems, the Mills argued, without occasional clashes “between combatants fighting 

under hostile banners.”90 Because those clashes require differences among persons, society 

ought to embrace and encourage such differences, even when the differences appear as 

inequalities. 

But when dialectical democracy is the justification for liberty, the system includes 

a theoretical backstop against anarchical impulses. Liberty is useful only when it might 

lead to discovery of objective truth. Although this limit is extremely difficult to find in 

practice, it is conceptually stronger than any limit provided by social contract theory. 

The classical liberal’s “social contract” includes no objectively fixed terms. Hobbes 

and Locke disagreed profoundly on the scope of liberty that a free human would rationally 

reserve for herself, and Rousseau’s understanding was different from both of theirs. John 

Rawls presented a still different version, and some of today’s most extreme libertarian 

voters sincerely argue that rational humans would reserve absolute freedom, surrendering 

nothing to the state. 

When the boundaries of liberty are set by a fiction, they are necessarily 

manipulable. 
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Dialectical democracy, by contrast, justifies liberty only insofar as its exercise helps 

us along the asymptotic advance to omniscience. And one-sided asymptotic equations, 

unlike pure noise, have limits. 

When the purpose of fostering eccentricity is to find useful antitheses that might 

inform the synthetic governors’ quest for truth, many antitheses can be discarded as 

objectively useless. The idea that I am the same as other humans is a useful antithesis to 

the idea that I am a unique individual, but the idea that I am a goldfish is not. 

In part, the difference between the two antitheses relates to immanence; my 

sameness and my uniqueness are flip sides of the same coin in a way that my uniqueness 

and my species are not. I could be a unique goldfish, but I cannot be a unique human who 

is identical to some other human. 

In large part, though, the difference between the two antitheses relates to 

uncertainty. There is ineradicable uncertainty in the question of whether some other 

individual in the universe—or in a parallel universe—is exactly the same as me in all 

respects because it is impossible to observe all individuals in the universe, especially across 

time, and because no one yet knows whether there are other universes operating outside of 

this one. But there is no uncertainty in the question of whether or not I have gills. (I don’t.) 

Dialectical democracy thus provides a theoretically concrete limit to the scope of 

liberty: Liberty ought to be most expansive in areas that are fraught with immanent 

uncertainty, and it ought to be narrowest in areas that are not subjects of serious 

controversy.91 

THE HARM PRINCIPLE 

 The idea that the scope of liberty is bound by objective uncertainty might seem 

incompatible with the Mills’ treatise. The most well-known and widely-argued proposition 

in On Liberty is the Mills’ harm principle: their argument that the only legitimate purpose 

of regulation is to prevent harm to others. In the Mills’ words, their “very simple principle” 

of freedom was this: “[T]he only purpose for which power can be rightfully exercised over 

any member of a civilized community, against his will, is to prevent harm to others. His 

own good, either physical or moral, is not a sufficient warrant.”92 The Mills thus argued 

that freedom should extend to all activity that is either harmless or exclusively self-

harming. 

At first blush, the Mills’ emphasis on “harm”—and especially harm to others—

might seem orthogonal to technocratic uncertainty. The distinction between self-regarding 

and other-regarding conduct might appear irrelevant to the usefulness of dialectical 

antitheses. 

But the ideas are related. 

Reading the Mills’ treatise carefully, “harm to others” was short-hand for 

technocratically observable net costs. What was relevant about harm was not that it was 

particularly evil to hurt someone else—or that society has a strong interest in protecting 

people from harm—or that society has no paternalistic interest in protecting its members 

from self-harm. What was relevant about harm as the Mills defined it was that, unlike 
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purely self-harming conduct, conduct that harms others gives rise to costs and benefits that 

are observable from the outside. 

When a single person’s welfare is at issue, the costs and benefits are entirely 

internal. Without mind-reading machines, internal costs and benefits cannot be observed 

or measured. In such cases, the individual is the best governor of herself, and diffuse 

sovereignty is warranted.  

When conduct causes only emotional harm, in the form of disgust or hatred or fear, 

the costs and benefits are similarly unobservable and incommensurable. In such cases, if 

everyone agrees that the behavior causing emotional harm is bad, then regulation might be 

justified, but if there is any serious disagreement as to whether the emotional harms are 

valid—if there is widespread dissensus as to whether the conduct giving rise to the disgust 

or hatred is actually bad—then non-intervention is warranted in order to preserve the 

dialectic. The dissensus itself serves the useful function of illuminating all sides of the 

truth. Regulation that declares one side or the other as the “winner” would frustrate the 

dialectical quest for truth. 

When, however, one person’s conduct causes a concrete loss to another person’s 

welfare, regulators can perceive and perhaps even measure the loss. In those cases, 

regulators can make a plausible case that the benefits of regulating—the avoidance or 

mitigation of the observable welfare loss—will clearly outweigh the costs of regulating, 

including any costs related to suppression of the dialectic. Furthermore, it is sometimes 

possible in such cases to demonstrate that the antithesis—the argument in favor of the 

harms—is objectively wrong and useless, especially when the benefits of the conduct can 

be obtained through less-harmful means. 

In short, purely internalized costs and benefits are both ineradicably and 

immanently uncertain in a way that externalized costs and benefits—which the Mills called 

“harm to others”—might not be. 

Harm, then, was short-hand for observability that could possibly give rise to 

certainty (or, at least, as much certainty as is attainable by a fallible being). 

The relevance of this point to technocratic jurisprudence might be clear already 

from prior sections, but let’s tie the arguments together explicitly here. In the absence of 

concrete benefits, regulation cannot claim utilitarian or technocratic legitimacy, for two 

reasons.  

First, regulation is costly in itself. Both the positive costs of punishment and the 

opportunity costs of regulating are unavoidable downsides of intervening. To be legitimate 

under the technocratic standard, therefore, social intervention must produce at least enough 

concrete benefits to pay for itself. 

Second, the regulation of harmless eccentricity and the suppression of proffered 

antitheses (even when the proffered antitheses are plausibly harmful) undermines the 

dialectic. Regulation thus imposes a second systemic cost, beyond the direct costs of 

regulating. Intervention stymies the most important tool of social progress. When 

regulation produces only uncertain benefits, it cannot possibly overcome these dialectical 
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costs, even if one could credit uncertain benefits with plausibly paying for direct regulatory 

costs. 

Viewing the harm principle through this technocratic lens explains several apparent 

anomalies in the Mills’ writing, including their allowance of “natural penalties”, their 

concessions about emotional harms, the fine lines they drew between harmful and harmless 

circumstances of sometimes harmless conduct, their ambivalence regarding the regulation 

of trade, their allowance of paternalistic interventions that are incidental to other regulatory 

projects, and their emphasis on education as a paternalistic tool. This interpretation also, 

importantly, creates a very clear link between Chapter 2 of On Liberty—which is 

sometimes viewed as a diversion in the Mills’ writing—and the rest of the book. 

In the end, the most important antonym of harm, to the Mills, was not good. It was 

uncertainty.k 

Harm as Certainty 

 Before making the case that “harm”, for the Mills, meant “certain net harm” or 

“technocratically perceptible net harm”, I first want to allow the Mills to rebut two common 

misunderstandings of their harm principle: the idea that it is tied to rights and the idea that 

it is anti-paternalistic. Having taken those two misunderstandings off the table, I will then 

turn, with clearer eyes, to the technocratic case for the harm principle that appears in 

Chapter 4 of On Liberty. 

 Rebuttals 

 There are two common misunderstandings of the harm principle that circulate in 

the secondary literature, despite the fact that the Mills explicitly disavowed both in their 

treatise. First, the harm principle is not grounded in rights alone. Second, the harm principle 

is not anti-paternalistic.93 To avoid repetition of those misunderstandings here, I’ll simply 

highlight the Mills’ own attempts to prevent them. 

First, the Mills made it very clear that their principle was not limited to violations 

of rights. Remember that the Mills were trying to find an overarching science of liberty, 

which could limit both law and norms. That is, they were writing equally about magistrates 

 
k The only prior author I have found who came close to this view is Jonathan Riley, who picked up on the 

phrase “perceptible hurt” in the Mills’ writing. Riley, however, did not explicate the concept of technocratic 

uncertainty—or the distinction between externalized and internalized costs and benefits—to the extent that I 

will here. He thus missed much of the nuance included in the Mills’ theory. See JONATHAN RILEY, MILL ON 

LIBERTY: ROUTELEDGE PHILOSOPHY GUIDEBOOKS (1998). Others who have tried to cabin the notion of harm 

have mostly offered the implausible account that “harm” meant a deprivation of rights, which is a view that 

overemphasizes one sentence of the Mills’ writing at the expense of the larger context. Piers Norris Turner 

offered a completely unconstrained understanding of “harm” that comes closer to the Mills’ view but misses 

the centrality of uncertainty to the theory of legitimacy. For both Turner’s own theory and his useful review 

of rights-based theories, see Piers Norris Turner, “Harm” and Mill’s Harm Principle, 124 ETHICS 299 

(2014). 
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and societies. Unlike their classical liberal predecessors, the Mills were not unduly fixated 

on government as a source of coercion. 

Remember, too, that “rights” in the utilitarian tradition—as laid out by Bentham—

are purely positive, legal tools. Bentham thought it the height of foolishness to speak of 

natural rights that could be retained against government. Rights exist only insofar as they 

are created by government.94 The Mills’ view was somewhat more expansive than was 

Bentham’s—as they spoke not only of rights created by “express legal provision” but also 

those created by “tacit understanding”—but they still viewed rights as positive creations, 

not natural phenomena.95 Not every harm to an individual could plausibly constitute a 

violation of the individual’s “rights”, as the Mills understood that term. Finally, remember 

that the Mills explicitly set aside any advantage they might gain for their argument by 

appeal to “abstract right”.  

Throughout the Mills’ treatise, then, the reader should understand “rights” as being 

something other than natural, abstract, or metaphysical rights. The obvious alternative is to 

understand “rights” as “legal rights” or “political rights”, which are either expressly 

legislated or implicitly recognized at common law. 

When the Mills first delineated the harm principle, they divided harms into two 

categories. First, harms that infringe others’ rights are punishable by law—which, to a 

utilitarian, is essentially tautological. It is, of course, illegal to violate someone’s legal 

rights. That’s what it means for the other person to have legal rights in the first place. A 

legal right means nothing if its violation is not illegal. 

But, the Mills said, legal punishment for rights violations is not “all that society 

may do” to interfere with liberty. The Mills also acknowledged that the “acts of an 

individual may be hurtful to others, or wanting in due consideration for their welfare 

without going the length of violating any of their constituted rights.” In such cases, the 

“offender may then be justly punished by opinion, though not by law.”96 

Rights, then, provided the line between permissible and impermissible legal 

interference, but they did not provide a line between permissible and impermissible social 

interference. Since the Mills treated legal and social regulation as equally regulatory—and 

measured the legitimacy of both kinds of interference with the same technocratic 

yardstick—the rights-infringement understanding of the harm principle is dramatically 

under-inclusive. It ignores, in fact, the majority of the Mills’ subject. Their primary concern 

was with the “despotism of custom” that arises from “social tyranny”, not the magisterial 

despotism that might arise from a tyrannical lawmaker. And the Mills explicitly stated that 

the rights-based line is not their test for legitimate social regulation. 

Second, the Mills were not at all anti-paternalistic.l The idea that the Mills’ harm 

principle forbids paternalism might be the most egregious of the common 

 
l I’m using the modern definition of “paternalism” here, which includes any regulation that has as its purpose 

the supposed interests of the person being regulated. Such regulation, today, could take a positive or negative 

form: a subsidy or a fine, for instance. The Mills gave the word “paternal” a narrower definition the one time 

they used that term in On Liberty. To the Mills, regulation only counted as “paternal” if it was punitive: if it 

was “an education of restraint” rather than an education “for freedom”. MILL, supra note f, at 182–83 (1859). 

My argument here will be that the Mills advocated many interventions that we would call “paternalistic” 
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misunderstandings of their work. The Mills explicitly said, in the very first pages of their 

chapter on the harm principle, that “[i]t would be a great misunderstanding of this doctrine, 

to suppose that it is one of selfish indifference, which pretends that human beings . . . 

should not concern themselves about the well-doing or well-being of one another, unless 

their own interest is involved.”97 They insisted that “[h]uman beings owe to each other help 

to distinguish the better from the worse, and encouragement to choose the former and avoid 

the latter.”98 

Remember that the Mills were elitists. They believed that there were objectively 

better and worse ways of life—that “it is better to be Socrates dissatisfied than a fool 

satisfied”—and they thought that every individual ought to be trained to follow the better 

ways of life and to avoid the worse. They thus explicitly embraced paternalism as a 

legitimate and maybe even morally obligatory purpose of social and political governance. 

They wanted every individual in society to be trained in higher moralities. 

The only limit the Mills articulated regarding paternalism was that it should occur 

through education—or incidentally to other necessary regulations—rather than through 

direct and intentional punition. But the reason for the distinction between education and 

punition did not lie in anti-paternalistic sentiment. It lay exclusively in considerations of 

technocratic uncertainty and utilitarian legitimacy.  

I’ll return to this idea shortly, when I look at the Mills’ specific examples. But the 

idea that the harm principle meant to exclude paternalistic considerations from the 

utilitarian calculus of a law’s effects is simply wrong. 

 The Technocratic Case 

 Having set aside rights and anti-paternalism as implausible explanations for the 

harm principle, let’s now look carefully at the Mills’ technocratic case for their science of 

liberty, which they deemed “the strongest of all arguments” for the principle they 

proposed.99 

The problem with regulation of “purely personal conduct,” the Mills argued, was 

that when society interferes with such conduct, “the odds are that it interferes wrongly, and 

in the wrong place.”100 Here’s why: 

 

On questions of social morality, of duty to others, the opinion of the public . . . 

though often wrong, is likely to be still oftener right; because on such questions 

they are only required to judge of their own interests; of the manner in which some 

mode of conduct, if allowed to be practiced, would affect themselves. But the 

opinion of a similar majority, imposed as a law on the minority, on questions of 

self-regarding conduct, is quite as likely to be wrong as right; for in these cases 

public opinion means, at the best, some people’s opinion of what is good or bad for 

 
today, such as sin taxes, notwithstanding their disparagement of “paternal government” the one time they 

used that term. The difference might lie in the more-expansive understanding of the word “paternalism” 

today, but it is a real disservice to their treatise to interpret it as forbidding paternalistic justifications for 

either legal or social interventions. 
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other people . . . . It is easy for any one to imagine an ideal public, which leaves the 

freedom and choice of individuals in all uncertain matters undisturbed, and only 

requires them to abstain from modes of conduct which universal experience has 

condemned. But where has there been seen a public which set any such limit to its 

censorship? or when does the public trouble itself about universal experience?101 

  

There are two big themes to notice in this passage. 

First, central to the harm principle’s primary justification was the Mills’ view that 

people are reasonably capable of assessing their own interests, including their group 

interests, but that one group of people is incapable of judging another group’s interests. 

That is, the line the Mills drew between self-interested and other-regarding regulation was 

explicitly tied, here, to the relative probability of technocratic error between the two 

contexts. A regulatory majority is competent to regulate in its “own interests” (though it 

might sometimes err even there), but no regulatory majority can claim to be a wise judge 

of “what is good or bad for other people”. When a group regulates based solely on what it 

deems good or bad for others, “the odds are that it interferes wrongly, and in the wrong 

place.” 

 In short, the strongest argument for the “harm” line, according to the Mills, turned 

on relative technocratic capacity and probability of error. 

 Second, the Mills explicitly stated in this passage that an “ideal public” would 

define the scope of freedom by uncertainty. Read this sentence again: “It is easy for any 

one to imagine an ideal public, which leaves the freedom and choice of individuals in all 

uncertain matters undisturbed, and only requires them to abstain from modes of conduct 

which universal experience has condemned.” 

According to the Mills, an ideal public would protect freedom in “uncertain 

matters” but would prohibit any and all actions that “universal experience has condemned”. 

The ideal line, then, would have nothing to do with harm. It would center entirely on 

uncertainty. 

By implication, the Mills here argued that purely paternalistic regulation—even if 

it took a punitive form and even if the cost of regulation were high—would be legitimate 

as long as paternalistic intervention were limited to “conduct which universal experience 

condemns.” The Mills’ ideal government would prohibit even purely self-regarding 

conduct whenever the governors were technocratically certain that the self-regarding 

conduct really was net-harmful. Only when the governors lacked certainty should they, in 

an ideal technocracy, permit self-regarding conduct to proceed unregulated. 

Why, then, did the Mills not merely settle on “uncertainty” as the line? If the ideal, 

according to the Mills, was uncertainty-based, why did they add the concept of “harm”? 

That is, if the Mills believed that the uncertainty line—and the probability of error when 

regulatory harms are uncertain—was the “strongest argument” for freedom, why did they 

articulate their “very simple principle” in terms of the distinction between self-harming 

and other-harming conduct? 

   The problem with the straightforward uncertainty line, the Mills said, was that, in 

the age of intuitionism in which they were writing, too many people would “assume that 
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their certainty is the same thing as absolute certainty.”102 The problem the Mills were 

confronting was that “nine-tenths of all moralists and speculative writers” of their time 

were instructing people “to search in [their] own minds and hearts for laws of conduct 

binding on ourselves and all others.” With a straightforward uncertainty line as their guide, 

regulatory majorities would “make their own personal feelings of good and evil . . . 

obligatory on all the world”.103 They would assume—because the intuitionists told them to 

assume—that their own internal certainty of an action’s harmfulness was sufficient 

technocratic proof of the action’s objective harmfulness. Regulators would ignore “the 

pleasure or convenience of those whose conduct they censure, and consider[] only their 

own preference.”104 

In other words, Victorian regulators would assume that what produced pleasure for 

them must produce pleasure for everyone and that what appeared immoral and bad to them 

must appear immoral and bad to everyone. They would assume that their subjective 

experience of an activity was likely to be the objective human experience.  

 But that assumption, the Mills argued, was as likely to be wrong as right. Given the 

diversity of human character and the absence of mind-reading machines, there is no 

technocratic foundation for the belief that what is good for me is objectively good for 

everyone. Indeed, as long as there is any disagreement among members of the polity as to 

whether an activity is really bad, “its being so or not is at least a disputable question”.105 

 It is worth repeating here a passage quoted above:  

 

The interference of society to overrule [an individual’s] judgment and purposes in 

what only regards himself, must be grounded on general presumptions; which may 

be altogether wrong, and even if right, are as likely as not to be misapplied to 

individual cases, by persons no better acquainted with the circumstances of such 

cases than those are who look at them merely from without.106 

 

The problem with regulating self-regarding conduct is not that such regulation is inherently 

illegitimate. An ideal government, according to the Mills, should regulate self-harming 

conduct. The problem is that there is no such thing as an ideal government. Society’s 

conviction that self-regarding conduct is self-harming might be wrong, especially when 

“self-harm” means “net harm”—as it always does, to a utilitarian. 

Remember: Everyone knows that smoking is harmful, but the Millian smoker might 

gain so much pleasure from smoking that the benefits really do outweigh the harms for her. 

The usefulness of a line based on other-regarding harms in the Mills’ technocratic 

jurisprudence, then, is that harm to others is technocratically observable “from without” in 

a way that self-harm is not. Harm to others has a scientific foundation beyond mere 

intuition. 

The externalization of harm (“harm to others”) makes harm observable, and 

observability creates a potential for certainty. 

Of course, observability is not the same thing as quantifiability, and the Mills were 

adamant that no amount of observability could give rise to infallibility. Even when harm 

to others is involved, regulators might err. Remember, from the System of Logic covered 
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in Chapter 2, that even something 100 witness swear they saw might not have actually 

occurred—because humans’ observational organs are fallible. But there is at least a 

possibility for technocratic success when a regulatory project centers on interpersonal 

harm. 

Usually, when my action harms someone else, there is a transfer of welfare from 

one person to another that must happen in the open air. That kind of interpersonal welfare 

transfer is observable in a way that an intrapersonal welfare tradeoff is not. 

One need not resort to intuition to conclude that loss of property, deprivation of 

food, or bodily injury is harmful. I can watch people suffer from exposure, starvation, and 

injury. 

When someone chooses to inflict that suffering on herself, no observer can 

determine whether the costs of her choice outweigh any benefits she might derive from it. 

The fact of her having chosen her course is strong evidence that she derives some benefit 

from it,107 but whether the benefits are sufficient to outweigh the costs is impossible to 

determine.  

But when one person inflicts physical or financial suffering on another, not for the 

benefit of the sufferer but for the benefit of the inflictor, society can start to ask, 

technocratically, “whether the general welfare will or will not be promoted by 

interfering”.108 Even though interpersonal utility is incommensurable by modern 

quantitative standards, the pleasures and pains of the parties—when one party derives all 

the pleasure and another suffers all the pain—will at least be visible to the regulators. They 

can observe the pleasure of the victor and the pain of the victim and make a rough 

assessment of whether the pain is worth bearing. 

When interpersonal welfare tradeoffs are involved, regulators do not need to peer 

into the minds of the parties to determine whether the balance of pleasure and pain, within 

some individual human mind, tilts to one side or the other. Instead, regulators are asked 

only to assess whether one person’s pleasure is valuable enough to outweigh another 

person’s pain, where both parties’ experiences are externally visible and uncomplicated by 

internal tradeoffs. 

What mattered to the Mills was the concreteness and observability of the net harms 

absorbed by the harmed party. When harms are self-inflicted, net harm is impossible to 

assess, but when harms are both interpersonal and either physical or monetary (as opposed 

to purely emotional), the degree of harm inflicted becomes observable. Not quantifiable, 

but observable. 

For the Mills, then, “harm to others” was a stand-in for “technocratically observable 

net harm”. What was wrong with regulating self-harm and emotional harm was not that 

those harms are not bad or that society has no interest in preventing them. The problem 

with regulating indefinite harms was that society is not “competent”109 to assess the overall 

welfare effects of regulatory attempts to mitigate them. 

When society tries to regulate uncertain harms, “the odds are that it interferes 

wrongly, and in the wrong place.” 

If you’re not entirely convinced by this interpretation, take a second to consider the 

adjectives the Mills used to cabin regulable harms: violations of “distinct and assignable 
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obligation”, failure to perform “some definite duty”; creation of “definite damage, or a 

definite risk of damage”; and imposition of “perceptible hurt to any assignable 

individual”.110 By contrast, harms that were “merely contingent” or “constructive”, even if 

they were harms to others rather than self-harms, fell outside the Mills’ harm principle.111 

 

To summarize: An ideal public would extend freedom only to “uncertain matters”, 

but because no government is ideal and because intuitionists are never uncertain, the Mills 

could not define liberty by uncertainty. The uncertainty line would, in practice, fail to 

constrain an imperfect government in the age of intuitionism.  

The harm principle, although merely a loose-fitting translation of the ideal 

uncertainty line, would be more constraining on imperfect governments. It would permit 

regulation only of distinct, definite, perceptible harm to others.  

In other words, “harm to others” was a category that, for the Mills, roughly tracked 

“certain harm”. It was admittedly underinclusive, but the fit between the two categories 

was, as they say, close enough for government work. 

In the end, other-regarding harm was a stand-in for technocratic observability: an 

approximate translation that would be better than “uncertainty” at cabining intuitionist 

overconfidence. 

The Mills’ Examples 

The connection between the harm principle and technocratic uncertainty—and the 

idea that “harm to others” was merely an imperfect proxy for the observability of net 

harms—becomes clearer when looking at the examples the Mills provided. The Mills 

devoted the second half of Chapter 4 and all of Chapter 5 of On Liberty to applications of 

their harm principle. The lines they drew between regulable and non-regulable conduct 

were often subtle, but those lines evince two consistent considerations: (1) whether net 

harms are observable and (2) whether the cost of regulating is nonzero.  

As illustrated by these examples, their principle would permit regulation when one 

of two technocratic conditions was met: First, observable net harms can be regulated 

directly as long as the mitigation of harm could plausibly outweigh the costs of regulating, 

including both the direct regulatory costs and the indirect cost of suppressing the dialectic. 

Second, non-observable harms could be regulated indirectly, when such regulation was 

incidental to an independently legitimated project. 

Let’s walk through several of the Mills’ examples, showing how the Mills 

distinguished between observable and unobservable net harms and between direct and 

incidental regulation. That process will resolve several apparent anomalies in the Mills’ 

treatise. It also builds a strong bridge between Chapter 2 and the rest of the book, 

illustrating the harm principle’s connection to the ideal of dialectical democracy. 

 Observability 

 The single greatest obstacle to technocratic jurisprudence is the impossibility of 

quantifying net harms. Mention utilitarianism to any philosopher worth her salt, and she 
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will immediately ask about interpersonal comparisons of utility.112 The “util” is not a real 

unit of measure because there is no way to determine whether you and I experience pleasure 

the same way. Neuroscientists are getting closer to demystifying the neuroanatomy of 

pleasure, but they have not quantified the sensations of pleasure and pain to nearly the 

extent that would be required for utilitarianism to operate as a positive science by modern 

standards.113 

So if you and I had one slice of chocolate cake to share—assuming both of us love 

chocolate cake—it would be impossible to divide the slice according to a perfectly 

quantified optimization of our joint utility. We would have to use some kind of shortcut 

like the fairness of going halfsies. 

Sometimes, though, utility comparisons are obvious despite the impossibility of 

quantification. As it turns out, I don’t much like chocolate cake. So if you and I really were 

confronted with the task of sharing a slice—assuming you love chocolate cake—it would 

be very easy for us to conclude that our joint utility would be maximized by letting you eat 

the whole thing. We could confidently and accurately conclude that sharing the cake in any 

other way would make us both worse off. 

 The Mills’ examples of clearly regulable conduct align with the latter cake-sharing 

hypothetical. They are examples in which net harms are obvious to all parties and all 

observers, notwithstanding the impossibility of quantification. 

 Consider the first example that appears in Chapter 4 of On Liberty: “George 

Barnwell murdered his uncle”.114 Murder is, of course, an obvious, concrete, and 

observable harm.  

But what makes the Mills’ example truly technocratic is not the obviousness of the 

harm itself; it is the Mills’ assertion that no countervailing benefits could possibly outweigh 

and justify that harm. The Mills observed that “George Barnwell murdered his uncle to get 

money for his mistress”—which is, the Mills implied, a morally unworthy benefit that 

cannot possibly outweigh the harm of murder—but they said that “if he had done it to set 

himself up in business, he would equally have been hanged.”115 

 A modern quant might go down a rabbit hole here. Today’s quants tend to ask 

things like: “Shouldn’t that conclusion depend on what kind of business he’s setting up? 

What if the business is so beneficial for society that the loss of one life is a price worth 

paying? Should it depend on how good a person or how old a person the uncle was? Or 

how much pain George inflicted on his uncle in the process of killing him? If the murder 

involved the painless death of an elderly dependent to fund a socially beneficial business, 

maybe the ends justified the means!” (This is precisely the kind of quantish angst that gives 

utilitarianism and technocracy a bad name.) 

But stepping back from modern quants’ over-rejection of moral intuition and 

looking holistically at all costs, including the moral and emotional costs to the polity at 

large, it becomes clearer that any murder for money is impossible to justify. Recall the 

Mills’ understanding of justice, from Mr. Mill’s Utilitarianism, discussed in the previous 

chapter.116 Even a single murder of an innocent person, if deemed justified by the benefits 

derived to society, would inflict costs both on the victim and on all observers. Observers, 

including the entire news-consuming public, would be innately horrified by sheer injustice 
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of a person being murdered for his money. And the news that such a thing had been deemed 

permissible, even just once, would cause them to feel less secure in their own lives, 

knowing that they, too, might be murdered with impunity. The present value of the 

observers’ future pleasures would decrease if they had to live with the possibility, however 

remote, of being killed for their money. 

The Mills’ starting point in Chapter 4, then, was an example of a clear and obvious 

harm; it was an example of an entirely external transfer of welfare from Barnwell’s uncle 

to Barnwell himself, which required no peering into the mind of a single person to 

determine net effects; and it was an example of a harm that is so harmful it cannot be 

outweighed by any benefits. 

It was an example of technocratically obvious net harm.m 

Furthermore, George Barnwell’s action is also an example of an obviously useless 

antithesis. Indeed, Barnwell himself probably did not believe that his action was beneficial 

for society; he likely acted out of a selfish desire for money and a foolish hope that he could 

evade detection. There is no plausible argument that his choice could serve as an 

illuminating and useful “experiment in living” that could help a dialectical system along 

the asymptotic approach to omniscience. 

There is another example of technocratically obvious net harms and useless 

antitheses in the Mills’ treatise that has given several scholars trouble: slavery contracts.117 

The Mills argued that slavery contracts, even if the slaves entered the contracts voluntarily, 

ought to be prohibited.118 This argument presents something of a puzzle given the way the 

Mills first articulated their harm principle. If the principle really is about preventing harm 

to others—while permitting self-harm—then informed consent to slavery should not be 

illegal. It is, after all, a pure self-harm. 

But the puzzle vanishes if one accepts that the distinction between “harm to others” 

and “self-harm” is merely an imperfect proxy for the observability of net harms.  

 
m The Mills included a second example immediately after George Barnwell’s murder of his uncle: “a man 

who causes grief to his family”. The Mills argued that such a man would “deserve[] reproach” whether the 

grief arose from the man’s “addiction to bad habits” or from “habits not in themselves vicious”. MILL, supra 

note f, at 146. A man’s neglect of his dependents—his failure to care for his wife and children—was such an 

obvious and extreme harm, to the Mills, that it could not be outweighed by any benefit the man might derive 

to himself or society. This argument might seem less compelling in the modern age of working women, but 

at the time the Mills were writing, the harm of a husband or father’s neglect of his dependents would have 

been rather close to the harm of murder. Some scholars, most notably including John Gray, have taken the 

context-dependence of “harm” to argue that the harm principle is useless. See generally JOHN GRAY, 

LIBERALISMS: ESSAYS IN POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY ch. 12 (2013). That argument is silly, though, once we 

understand that “harm” meant “technocratically obvious harm”. Certainty and obviousness do not require 

permanence or context-independence. I can measure the current risk of driving my car on a highway while 

acknowledging that future innovations will probably decrease that risk. Likewise, I can acknowledge that the 

moral and emotional harms of public nudity are greater among a group of prudish individuals than they are 

in a nudist colony. Neither of those concessions renders the concept of “harm” fatally indeterminate. In any 

event, the point here is only that the Mills’ first two examples—murder and neglect of family—were 

examples in which the direct harm was so severe, in the Mills’ time, that the presence of net harm was 

obvious, regardless of benefits. 
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There may have been a time when slavery was thought (or at least argued) to be 

beneficial for the slave, but by 1859, when the Mills were writing, there was no doubt that 

slavery was harmful. Even if a person entered slavery voluntarily and even assuming the 

slaveholder was not abusive, slavery still requires the slave to abdicate all future benefits 

of individuality and self-determination: benefits that mattered deeply to the Mills.n In the 

Mills’ view, the benefits of self-determination are so great that their abdication is an 

obvious harm, which cannot be overcome by any benefits.  

Furthermore, the would-be slaveholder can procure the benefits of a slave’s labor 

without depriving anyone of future self-determination—through ordinary labor contracts—

and the would-be slave can procure the benefits of room and board by working as a servant 

under a revocable contract. The only benefit that attends enslavement qua enslavement is 

the absolute power of the enslaver over the enslaved, which is (like keeping George 

Barnwell’s mistress) a morally illegitimate benefit.o 

Slavery thus presents all the characteristics of technocratically obvious net harms. 

It involves an observable and unidirectional transfer of welfare from the slave to the 

slaveholder, and the transfer inflicts obvious harms on the slave. Those harms are so severe 

that they cannot be outweighed by any possible benefits to the slaveholder or to anyone 

else. 

In short, there is no plausible technocratic case that slavery is cost-benefit justified. 

A technocrat can confidently assert that anyone who believes she can improve her lot by 

selling herself into slavery is simply wrong. 

In the Mills’ terms, slavery presents a case in which “universal experience has 

condemned” the would-be slave’s choice. 

Put in terms of dialectical democracy, the pro-slavery position was, in the England 

of 1859 (and in the United States of 2022), an obviously useless antithesis. Pro-slavery 

ideology had already been considered and rejected. Any “serious controversy” on the 

question of slavery had ceased.119 

 

The relevance of net harms’ observability and of the dialectical usefulness of 

antitheses becomes even more apparent when looking at the contrary examples: cases in 

 
n This harm was the Mills’ focus. Although Uncle Tom’s Cabin—which illuminated the harms of American 

slavery for many unwitting Americans—was published seven years before the Mills’ treatise, the Mills did 

not focus on the actual ongoing suffering of African slaves in the American South. See HARRIET BEECHER 

STOWE, UNCLE TOM’S CABIN (1852). The Mills’ concern was that, “by selling himself for a slave, [an 

individual] abdicates his liberty; he foregoes any future use of it, beyond that single act.” MILL, supra note 

f, at 184. 
o These moral claims—the claim that keeping a mistress and gaining the power of an enslaver are morally 

illegitimate—require justification, of course, but that task is beyond the scope of this dissertation and, indeed, 

beyond the scope of constitutional technocracy as a theory. I will, in a little bit here, show that subjective 

consensus among the polity is sufficient to give rise to technocratic certainty of a moral view’s worthiness, 

at least for jurisprudential purposes. But the deeper philosophical question of what makes enslavement or 

adultery immoral is not a concern of this dissertation or of constitutional technocracy as a jurisprudential 

system. 
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which net harms are not observable, making regulation impossible to justify 

technocratically. 

The Mills illustrated the tipping point between the observability and non-

observability of net harms with a bridge hypothetical: 

 

If either a public officer or any one else saw a person attempting to cross a bridge 

which had been ascertained to be unsafe, and there were no time to warn him of his 

danger, they might seize him and turn him back, without any real infringement of 

his liberty; for liberty consists in doing what one desires, and he does not desire to 

fall into the river. Nevertheless, when there is not a certainty, but only a danger of 

mischief, no one but the person himself can judge of the sufficiency of the motive 

which may prompt him to incur the risk: in this case, therefore, . . . he ought, I 

conceive, to be only warned of the danger; not forcibly prevented from exposing 

himself to it.120 

 

Notice, to start, that this hypothetical centers on a pure self-harm. The bridge-crosser is 

encountering a risk that, if realized, would harm no one but himself. He will not injure 

anyone else by falling into a river. The bystander—especially if he is a public officer—is 

a regulator; he is neither the subject nor the object of harm. That is, the question the Mills 

presented here was not whether the bystander might be said to be harming a bridge-crosser 

by withholding information about the bridge’s soundness. The question was only whether 

the bystander should intervene to regulate the self-harming decision to cross an unsafe 

bridge. 

Even though the case is one of self-harm, however, the Mills argued that the 

bystander would be right to intervene—and even to intervene forcibly—if the bridge were 

certain to collapse. Although no one can peer into the mind of the bridge-crosser, anyone 

can conclude, simply by observing his outward behavior, that someone trying to walk over 

a bridge is not trying to fall into the river. He is almost certainly trying to gain access to 

the opposite bank, without swimming, but even if his goal were to jump off the bridge to 

swim, he would not want to collapse into the river along with a crumbling bridge. 

The conclusion that a crumbling bridge presents a real net harm to the bridge-

crosser is therefore technocratically sound despite the impossibility of reading the bridge-

crosser’s mind. 

But. If the bridge is not certain to collapse—if there is “only a danger of mischief” 

rather than “a certainty” of harm—then the bystander should warn the bridge-crosser of the 

danger but should not forcibly restrain him from crossing. Once the bridge-crosser is 

informed of the risk, the bystander becomes incapable of judging the net harm (or benefit) 

associated with crossing. “[N]o one but the person himself can judge of the sufficiency of 

the motive which may prompt him to incur the risk,” the Mills argued. 

A certainty of falling into the river is an observable net harm regardless of how 

important it is to the bridge-crosser to reach the opposite bank. If he would be certain to 

fall into the river, then he would be certain not to reach the opposite bank. Whatever 

benefits awaited him there would remain out of reach. But if crossing the bridge presented 
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only a risk of falling into the river, then a very large benefit awaiting him on the opposite 

bank might be sufficient to counterbalance that risk. In that case, only the bridge-crosser 

himself can do the math. Only he can assign appropriate weights to the costs and benefits, 

duly adjusted for the probability that he will end up in the river instead of reaching his goal. 

With the bridge hypothetical in mind, one can now get a firmer grip on what the 

Mills meant with their examples of purportedly “self-harming” conduct. The Mills’ 

examples of non-regulable conduct, in Chapter 4 of On Liberty, included the following: 

eating pork in a Muslim society,121 marrying a clergyman in Spain,122 dancing among the 

Puritans,123 employing Christians on Sundays or Jews on Saturdays,124 flaunting personal 

wealth in front of democrats and Socialists,125 and practicing Mormonism in Utah.126 

The Mills admitted, in both general and specific terms, that these examples are 

neither harmless nor merely self-harming, strictly speaking. Indeed, the Mills began their 

general discussion of the harm principle by “fully admit[ting] that the mischief which a 

person does to himself, may seriously affect, both through their sympathies and their 

interests, those nearly connected with him, and in a minor degree, society at large.”127 They 

thus admitted that the distinction between self-regarding and other-regarding conduct is 

often infinitesimally thin and might sometimes be non-existent. 

Furthermore, when they turned to specific examples of non-regulable conduct, the 

Mills went out of their way to concede that members of the polity who observe the non-

regulable conduct would feel subjectively harmed by it. According to the Mills, Muslims 

feel “unaffected disgust” and “repugnance” when they see someone eat pork128; Spaniards 

“look upon a married clergy as not only irreligious, but unchaste, indecent, gross, 

disgusting”129; many Christians believe “that God not only abominates the act of the 

misbeliever [who dances or works on Sunday], but will not hold us guiltless if we leave 

him unmolested”130; democrats and Socialists find “any appearance of a more showy or 

costly style of living than they can hope to rival” to be “disagreeable”131; and polygamy 

among the Mormons provokes “antipathy”, “unquenchable animosity”, and deep 

“disapprobation”.132 

The Mills admitted, then, that their principle was not really about the presence or 

absence of harm qua harm, nor was it about the distinction between harm to self and harm 

to others. All of these examples give rise to harms, and in all of these examples, one 

person’s conduct harms another person. The Christian pork-eater harms the Muslim 

observer; the married Anglican priest harms the Catholic observer; the dancing Catholic 

harms the Calvinist observer; the luxuriant capitalist harms the Socialist observer; and the 

polygamous Mormon harms the monogamist observer. 

What distinguishes these cases from murder, slavery, and the collapsing bridge, 

then, is neither harm in itself nor harm to others.  

Instead, what distinguishes these cases is the impossibility of assessing net harm. 

Which would impose a greater cost on society as a whole: forcing Muslims to witness pork-

eating or prohibiting non-Muslims from enjoying bacon and ham? Does dancing provide 

enough pleasure to the dancers to outweigh the Calvinists’ fear of damnation? The costs 

and benefits on both sides are internal and subjective; they are purely emotional and 

ideological rather than physical or monetary. And the moral views that underlie the costs 
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and benefits are sectarian and contested; they are subjects of ongoing dialectical 

development. 

In all of these cases, net harms are fundamentally uncertain. As a result, the optimal 

balance of pleasures and pains is impossible to assess. The optimal regulatory approach is 

therefore non-interference with the dialectical process. 

 

I must pause here for a moment. There is a theme in these examples that deserves 

special attention: moral sectarianism. All of these examples center on an ongoing “struggle 

between combatants fighting under hostile banners.”133 Given the universality of that 

theme in these initial examples of non-regulable conduct—and given my emphasis on the 

dialectic as a core component of the Mills’ theory—it might be tempting to think that moral 

sectarianism is the whole harm principle.  

It is not. 

But the theme of moral sectarianism might, in practice, do the lion’s share of the 

harm principle’s work. It is therefore worth taking time to look carefully at the role that 

subjective dissensus played in the Mills’ assessments of certainty and thus of regulability. 

First, let’s highlight the theme itself. The Mills’ examples of impermissible 

regulations pit Muslims against non-Muslims, Catholics against non-Catholics, Christians 

against non-Christians, Puritans against non-Puritans, socialists against non-socialists, and 

Mormons against non-Mormons. In each of these examples, the Mills highlighted a 

regulatory temptation that arose solely from a sectarian moral belief: a belief that was 

deeply held by one group but entirely rejected by others. Moral dissensus thus played a 

central role in all of the Chapter 4 examples of non-regulable conduct.p 

Elsewhere in the book, the Mills also implied that moral consensus could give rise 

to certainty and thus regulability. In a passing example, they argued that “offenses against 

decency”—by which they meant “acts which, . . . if done publicly are a violation of good 

manners”—could be prohibited.134 There is no plausible argument that, say, public nudity 

is harmful to anything but a widespread moral consensus that some body parts ought to be 

covered. The Mills’ understanding of “harm” thus cannot be restricted to physical or 

monetary harms. Mere moral or emotional harm could qualify as regulable harm, under the 

Mills’ theory, as long as everyone (or at least an overwhelming majority) agreed with the 

moral principle that motivated the regulation. 

Furthermore, as we have seen, the Mills did not hesitate to identify some possible 

benefits—such as supporting George Barnwell’s mistress or gaining absolute power over 

a slave—as morally unworthy. The Mills did not feel a need to defend the moral 

unworthiness of adultery or slavery in utilitarian terms; they simply took it for granted that 

their readers would agree with them. 

 
p There is one example included in Chapter 4 that I have not mentioned: alcohol. When the Mills were writing, 

the temperance movement was in full swing, and it was being hotly debated. Many of the Mills’ examples 

centered on that debate. Because the alcohol discussion has lost its heft, I will largely ignore those examples 

here, but suffice it to say, for purpose of this discussion of dissensus, that temperance was as much a matter 

of sectarian moral disagreement as were the other examples at the time the Mills were writing. 
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If you’ve read Chapter 2 of On Liberty (or Chapter 2 of this dissertation), none of 

this should surprise you. In the Mills’ epistemology, “the sole way of attaining” the 

“amount of certainty attainable by a fallible being” is to issue a “standing invitation to the 

whole world to prove” our beliefs unfounded. If “the challenge is not accepted, or is 

accepted and the attempt fails,” then—and only then—humanity may “rely on having 

attained such approach to truth, as is possible in our own day.”135  

In other words, in the Millian epistemology, consensus is a synonym of attainable 

truth, and dissensus is a synonym of uncertainty. 

To create uncertainty, however, dissensus must arise from more than one person’s 

subjective belief. The Mills specified, in their epistemological theory, that a challenge to 

prevailing beliefs might fail. They did not argue that any disagreement with prevailing 

beliefs necessarily defeats the attainability of truth.  

There is such a thing as an objectively useless antithesis. 

One possible form of attainable truth, then, is majoritarian (or, perhaps, super-

majoritarian) confidence that an outlying viewpoint is incorrect. If George Barnwell had 

held a sincere belief that he was morally justified in murdering his uncle, his idiosyncratic 

view would not have been sufficient to create uncertainty and demand liberty. Likewise, 

one or two slaveholders’ sincere belief that enslavement benefits the enslaved would not 

be sufficient to create uncertainty and demand legalization of slavery. 

But a large sect that splinters off from the mainstream—like the rise of Mormonism 

in the 1830s—could be sufficient to create uncertainty, especially when the purported 

harms of the new belief system, as experienced by mere observers, are entirely emotional 

or ideological. 

This argument—that sectarian dissensus demands non-regulation—will probably 

seem dangerous to modern Kantians and Rawlsians. If dissensus creates uncertainty and 

uncertainty demands liberty, then widely-held but wrong beliefs might justify non-

regulation of anything, up to and including murder. What would happen if some crazed 

sect arose that argued murder was morally permissible or even required? 

I don’t need to treat this argument as hypothetical, though. In the United States 

today, there is deep dissensus on the moral permissibility of homicide in several contexts: 

self-defense, defense of property, the death penalty, abortion, and physician-assisted 

suicide, to name a few. 

While some moral absolutists might argue that proponents and apologists of 

homicide are clearly wrong in every single one of these contexts, I doubt many Americans 

today believe that, despite the widespread and sincere moral dissensus among the polity on 

these issues, our purportedly democratic government could easily justify legal bans on all 

these practices simply because each one is, in some sense, “murder”. Some readers might 

believe the law should obviously ban abortion and physician-assisted suicide but not the 

death penalty or self-defense, and some might say the opposite. But those readers would 

simply be seeking to impose their own moral views on people who sincerely disagree with 

them. They would not be claiming that the democratic or technocratic case for regulation 

is easy and obvious despite the dissensus. 
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When dissensus actually exists, most people do not perceive it as crazy to argue 

that regulators should proceed with caution. It is only when one dreams up moral views 

that are contrary to current consensus that the argument against regulation appears insane.  

But that’s the point. Consensus can legitimate regulation; dissensus gives rise to 

uncertainty; and uncertainty makes legitimation hard.q 

All of that said, it would be a mistake to believe that the whole harm principle 

centers on the distinction between consensus and dissensus. The bridge hypothetical, for 

instance, is not an example of moral disagreement. The reason for non-interference in that 

case is not that the bystander and the bridge-crosser hold opposing moral views. The reason 

for non-interference is only that the bystander lacks sufficient information to justify 

regulation of the bridge-crosser. The bystander cannot peer into the mind of the bridge-

crosser to determine whether the possible benefits of reaching the opposite bank really are 

sufficient to outweigh the risk of harm. Net harms are uncertain, but they are uncertain for 

reasons that have nothing to do with dissensus. 

Furthermore, consensus is not always sufficient to justify regulation. The Mills 

argued that fornication should be legally permissible136 despite the fact that, in their time, 

fornication was roundly condemned as immoral. Indeed, Victorian fornicators themselves 

probably believed they were behaving immorally.137 Nevertheless, non-marital and non-

procreative sex were common in Victorian England (and everywhere else), so the moral 

prohibition cannot have been particularly strong.  

The best possible argument for the Mills’ position on fornication, then, is that net 

harms are uncertain despite the unanimous moral condemnation. A Victorian regulator 

would have had a hard time proving that relatively weak moral harms arising from 

fornication obviously outweighed the pleasures of non-marital or non-procreative sex 

between consenting adults. Fornication thus presents uncertainty as to net harms (or 

benefits)—and the practice of fornication presents a plausibly useful antithesis to the 

prevailing moral view—despite the widespread moral consensus condemning the behavior. 

 

 
q This is where John Gray went most severely wrong in his critique of the Mills. Here is Gray’s attack on the 

harm principle: “It is an obvious objection to Mill’s project that conceptions of harm vary with competing 

moral outlooks, so that no Principle of Liberty whose application turns on judgments about harm can expect 

to resolve disputes between exponents of opposed moral perspectives.” GRAY, supra note m, at 222. But the 

Mills’ primary argument was that uncertain harms—which they defined, throughout Chapters 2 and 3 of On 

Liberty, as harms that are debatable between or among “competing moral outlooks”—cannot justify 

regulation. Only obvious and observable net harms—only things that “universal experience has 

condemned”—easily justify interference. Of course, the Mills’ argument will seem unsatisfying to sectarian 

adherents of a particular moral view, who want to impose their view on non-believers. But unless those 

sectarians are willing to concede that the non-believers may regulate them just as much as they want to 

regulate the non-believers, the only solution is mutual non-interference. Here is the same argument in the 

Mills’ words: “[U]nless we are willing to adopt the logic of persecutors, and to say that we may persecute 

others because we are right, and that they must not persecute us because they are wrong, we must beware of 

admitting a principle of which we should resent as a gross injustice the application to ourselves.” MILL, supra 

note f, at 155. 
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Returning now to the central argument of this subsection, that the touchstone for 

the harm principle is the uncertainty of net harms: let’s next examine the role that trade and 

money played in the Mills’ examples. 

Money is a form of quantification, which facilitates assessment of net effects. 

Assuming that trade is voluntary and informed, my willingness to pay $5 for a widget is a 

strong indication that the I expect the widget to provide me with at least $5 of benefit, and 

the seller’s willingness to accept $5 is a strong indication that she expects to suffer less 

than $5 of harm from giving it up. Furthermore, if an observer knows that the widget-

manufacturer spent more than $5 to produce the widget, the observer can conclude that the 

manufacturer sold the widget at a loss (incurring a real harm), and if other widgets of 

comparable quality regularly sell for $20, the observer can presume that I obtained a larger-

than-usual consumer surplus from the acquisition. That is, the observer can presume that 

the benefits I gained from the widget far outstripped the break-even point of the $5 I spent. 

Both the monetization of an individual exchange and the presence of a broader monetized 

market facilitate observation of a social interaction’s net effects. 

When money is involved, then, net effects are relatively easy to observe and assess. 

And, consistently with the uncertainty interpretation of the harm principle, the Mills argued 

in several of their examples that monetary exchange could render an activity regulable.  

In their chapter dedicated to applications of the harm principle, the Mills’ first 

argument was that the principle does not justify the “doctrine of Free Trade”.138 Under any 

standard economic theory, voluntary trade is definitionally beneficial rather than harmful 

as long as the traders are reasonably informed and the trade produces no externalities. I 

will not trade my money for your widget unless the trade will make me better off, and vice 

versa. If the harm principle really centered on the presence or absence of harm simpliciter, 

then the principle would easily justify non-regulation of voluntary trade, requiring a 

showing of harmful third-party externalities to legitimate interference. 

But the Mills went out of their way to argue that the reason for leaving prices and 

manufacturing unregulated “rest[ed] on grounds different from . . . the principle of 

individual liberty asserted in” their treatise. In other words, the harm principle does not 

suffice to justify the doctrine of free trade, even though voluntary trade is definitionally 

harmless for the traders. 

Instead, the Mills’ argued, trade is a fit subject of regulation because it “is a social 

act” that “society is competent to restrain”.139  

Of course, the mere socialness of the act cannot be sufficient to make it regulable. 

Consensual fornication, polygamy, and dancingr are as much social acts as is voluntary 

trade, but the Mills argued that those activities were not regulable. 

The difference, then, must lie in the Mills’ assertion that “society is competent” to 

regulate trade. And the most likely reason that society is competent in the context of trade 

but not in the contexts of sex, marriage, and dancing is that the costs and benefits of trade 

 
r Dancing in the Victorian era would not have looked like Tom Cruise at home in his underwear with a 

broom and a stereo. Victorian dancing required, at minimum, a pianist and a partner. 
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are significantly more observable than are the costs and benefits of sex, marriage, and 

dancing. 

In other words, what makes voluntary trade regulable cannot possibly be that it is 

harmful—because it is, by definition, not harmful—and it cannot possibly be that it is 

social—because many of the Mills’ examples of non-regulable activities are equally social. 

But it could be that trade is regulable because the costs and benefits of trade are relatively 

observable. Trade involves a two-way transfer of welfare that usually occurs through the 

quantified medium of money. And even when trade is in-kind rather than cash-based, it 

involves exchange of some commodity or service that has a market value.  

An outsider can measure at least some of a trade’s welfare effects without needing 

to peer into the minds of the traders. 

This interpretation of the Mills’ position on free trade gains additional support from 

the line they drew between advocacy of and trade in purportedly immoral acts. The Mills 

argued that whatever people must be free to do, under the harm principle, they must also 

be free to encourage others to do. As the Mills put it:  

 

If people must be allowed, in whatever concerns only themselves, to act as seems 

best to themselves at their own peril, they must equally be free to consult with one 

another about what is fit to be so done; to exchange opinions, and give and receive 

suggestions. Whatever it is permitted to do, it must be permitted to advise to do.140 

 

But, the Mills argued, the question becomes more difficult when an advocate of immoral 

behavior turns such advocacy into her profession. For example, mere advocacy of 

fornication or gambling must be permitted, but brothels and casinos might be regulable. 

According to Mills, if people are allowed not only to advocate but to trade in the 

advocacy of immoral behavior, then “a new element of complication is introduced; namely, 

the existence of classes of persons with an interest opposed to what is considered as the 

public weal, and whose mode of living is grounded on the counteraction of it.”141 As a 

result, the Mills said, government might be justified “in imposing restrictions and requiring 

guarantees”142 when regulating trade in plausibly immoral goods and services, even though 

such restrictions and guarantees cannot be justified with respect to non-monetized 

advocacy of the same kinds of immorality.s 

 The difference between the counselor and the casino, the Mills argued, is that the 

casino’s “solicitations [] are not disinterested”. The “instigators” who make a living on 

their instigation “cannot possibly be impartial” because they “have a direct personal 

interest on one side”.143 

 
s The Mills did not actually reach a conclusion as to whether restrictions on pimps and gambling-houses 

could be justified. They noted that there “is considerable force” in the arguments in favor of regulation, but 

they said that they would “not venture to decide whether [those arguments] are sufficient to justify the moral 

anomaly of punishing the accessary, when the principal is (and must be) allowed to go free”. MILL, supra 

note f, at 179. They did, however, argue that restrictions on sale of plausibly immoral commodities, like 

alcohol, were easy to justify with the same arguments. Id. at 180. 
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 Of course, it is possible—perhaps even likely—that mere counselors also have an 

interest on one side. Very few Victorians would have chosen to advocate fornication or 

gambling—and thereby to defy the moral standards of their time—unless they, personally, 

wanted to change the existing social norms. In other words, mere advocates are often 

interested in eroding social norms for their own sakes as much as for others’.  

Indeed, such advocacy can also be motivated by (what Bentham called) sinister 

interests. The advocate of fornication might be trying to seduce a sex partner, and the 

advocate of gambling might be trying to lure a mark. Or an advocate of immorality might 

be trying to trick her audience into suffering ostracization, acting out of pure enmity. 

The difference between the counselor and the casino, then, cannot be that all 

counselors necessarily are disinterested or impartial; it must be that all casinos necessarily 

are not. The counselor might be acting out of self-interest, or she might sincerely believe 

that her opinion better-reflects objective truth. Without a mind-reading machine, one 

cannot tell the difference. The casino, however, “cannot possibly be impartial”. The mere 

introduction of money into the interaction makes the distortion—the partiality of the 

advocate—obvious and observable to outside regulators. 

Counselors might have a personal stake in their advocacy, but regulators cannot 

differentiate between the impartial and the mischievous counselor. When a counselor 

makes immorality her profession, however, the mischief gets monetized. And money can 

be measured.t 

 

In the end, the line that most consistently differentiates the Mills’ examples—the 

line that most consistently distinguishes regulable from non-regulable conduct—is the line 

between observable and non-observable net harms. When the net harmfulness of a given 

behavior is observable and is not a matter of “serious controversy”, that behavior can be 

regulated. But when the net harmfulness of a given behavior is uncertain, disputed, or 

disputable, then regulation is impossible to justify technocratically. In such cases, the 

preservation of the dialectic is paramount. 

Incidental Regulation 

There is one argument in On Liberty that lends superficial credence to the negativist 

interpretation of Millian liberty: the Mills said that “all restraint, quâ restraint, is an evil”.144 

In a more elaborate passage, they repeated the theme, arguing that the “most cogent reason 

for restricting the interference of government is the great evil of adding unnecessarily to 

its power.”145 

As Berlin interpreted this argument (and as modern libertarians have elaborated 

it146), the Mills’ implication was that self-determination is an inherent good while coercion 

is an inherent evil. 

 
t There is another example in the Mills’ treatise in which money made a difference to their conclusions. They 

argued that all contracts should be unilaterally revocable “except those that relate to money or money’s 

worth”. MILL, supra note f, at 185. The emotional cost of being indefinitely bound to a contract is 

unobservable, but the purely financial cost can be measured and thus regulated. 
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But from the Mills’ perspective of technocratic jurisprudence, the argument that 

restraint is evil is purely definitional. And the argument that it is evil to add unnecessarily 

to government’s power is tautological. 

Remember the point raised above, which was originally Bentham’s, that 

punishment is definitionally harmful. If I treat you in a way that causes you pleasure, the 

treatment is not punishment. In order to impose punishment, my treatment must cause you 

pain. So far so obvious.  

Now for something that might seem less obvious at first blush: When I cause you 

pain, I have definitionally decreased your utility. Some readers might resist that argument 

because they are already thinking about counter-balancing benefits. If I punish you to 

prevent you from hurting yourself, then perhaps, at the end of the day, I have not decreased 

your overall utility. But, for now, I’m just defining terms, without considering real-world 

examples or long-term consequences. The direct, immediate effect of punishment is, 

definitionally, a decrease in utility. And, to a utilitarian, decreased utility is the definition 

of evil. 

Replacing the word “punishment” with the word “restraint” does not change the 

definitional simplicity of the proposition. For restraint to be experienced as restraint, it 

must preclude access to pleasure. Otherwise, it would not be “restraining” in any ordinary 

sense of the word. And precluding access to pleasure, just as much as imposing pain, is 

definitionally evil from the utilitarian perspective. Forgone pleasure is one kind of pain. 

Now, put this simple definitional proposition together with the technocratic 

arguments above about individuals’ informational monopolies over their own minds and 

bodies. Interference with an individual’s self-direction presumptively causes pain, either in 

the form of direct pain or in the form of forgone pleasure. For a true technocrat, because of 

the individual’s irrefutable informational monopoly over herself, the presumption must be 

that the individual knows better than anyone else what will provide her with pleasure. A 

good technocrat should never presume that she can, by inhibiting another individual’s self-

direction, increase that individual’s subjective utility. 

Obstacles to subjective preferences—also known as “restraints”—must therefore 

be presumed to be harmful. Indeed, if they are not harmful, the individual will not 

experience them as “restraints”. 

All restraint, qua restraint, is therefore presumptively net-harmful. 

To overcome the presumption of harm and claim technocratic legitimacy, restraint 

needs to produce benefits. To be net-beneficial and thus legitimate according to the 

technocratic standard, a regulatory interference must either overcome the presumption of 

illegitimacy with respect to the individual or prove that it produces enough other (extra-

individual) benefits to outweigh the pains it inflicts on the regulated person. That is, despite 

causing pain, regulation can be “good” rather than evil and legitimate rather than 

illegitimate, but in order to be so, it must demonstrate that it produces enough benefits to 

pay for itself, either for the regulated individual herself (which would then be paternalistic 

regulation) or for the society as a whole. 
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If government exerts power unnecessarily—meaning, without producing sufficient 

benefits—then the government’s exertion is definitionally “evil” from the utilitarian 

perspective, and it is definitionally illegitimate from the technocratic perspective. 

A simpler way of making the same argument is to say that regulation is inherently 

costly. All regulation requires some alteration of individuals’ self-directed choices. 

Otherwise, it is not “regulation”. To be experienced as “regulation”, interference with self-

direction must decrease individuals’ subjective pleasures, relative to the pleasures they 

would gain in the absence of the regulatory alteration. Again, this is a simple definitional 

matter. If an action does not alter individuals’ choices relative to the choices they would 

make on their own, then the action is not “regulation”. And because the individual’s self-

directed choices must be presumed to be the ones that will maximize her subjective 

pleasures, one must presume that all regulatory intervention decreases the regulated 

individual’s subjective pleasure. 

Furthermore, all regulation at least incurs an opportunity cost. The regulator must 

spend her time regulating rather than pursuing other projects. If regulation generates no 

benefits, even ignoring the presumed harms of interfering with self-direction, the regulation 

is still definitionally illegitimate because the mere act of regulating generates costs that 

need to be counter-balanced. 

In other words, regulation always harms society. At a minimum, it consumes social 

resources. Any regulation must therefore produce at least enough benefits to pay for itself. 

Legitimacy of regulation requires production of benefits. 

All of that said, however, regulatory effects often arise incidentally, without 

incurring the costs of regulating. 

If you break your leg every time you jump off a cliff, you will soon learn not to 

jump off cliffs. Gravity will have the effect of regulating your behavior. In that case, 

though, the regulatory effect is merely incidental. Deterrence of jumping is not the reason 

that gravity exists. Indeed, the Earth is pulling you to its center without any intention at all. 

But gravity nevertheless has the regulatory effect of altering your incentive to fly. 

Likewise, if I instinctively whip around and smack you in the jaw every time you 

sneak up behind me and say “BOO”, you will soon learn not to sneak up behind me and 

say “BOO.” But my behavior is not regulation. My reaction is purely instinctive, without 

any intention of altering your behavior. The effect of my reaction is regulatory insofar as it 

creates a disincentive to prank me, but that regulatory effect is merely an incident of my 

instinct for self-defense. 

In such cases, the regulatory effect, unlike intentional regulation, does not incur 

direct costs. The Earth does not exert effort in pulling jumpers to the ground, and I do not 

spend any time or energy on a decision to smack your jaw. Instead, the regulatory effects 

are mere offshoots of other independently-legitimated projects: the Earth’s gravitons and 

my instinct for self-defense. 

There is a piece of this argument that is obvious, but there is another piece that is 

far subtler, requiring explication. The obvious element lies in the opportunity cost. The 

Earth is not giving any of its time or energy to the project of deterring humans from flying. 

Earth would have the same mass and produce the same gravitons whether or not it wanted 
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to keep humans’ feet on the ground. Likewise, I am not giving any of my time or energy 

to the project of deterring you from pranking me. Perhaps my defensive instincts are innate, 

or perhaps I developed them to protect myself from genuine threats. Either way, I did not 

invest anything valuable in regulating your pranks. Incidental regulation thus avoids the 

inherent costs associated with opportunity. 

The subtler element lies in the cost of punishment. All punishment and restraint are 

definitionally costly. But when negative consequences arise naturally or incidentally, they 

are neither punishments nor restraints, in a purely denotative sense. When someone breaks 

her leg by jumping off a cliff, one would be speaking metaphorically, not denotatively, if 

she said that the Earth exacted a fitting punishment for the jumper’s foolishness. Because 

gravity was not contrived to deter jumpers and because the effects of gravity are automatic 

and foreseeable, those effects are not punishments; they are mere effects. Likewise, my 

instinctive self-defense was not contrived to send a particular signal about the 

blameworthiness of pranking, and my instinct to smack your jaw is, by hypothesis, equally 

as automatic and foreseeable as Earth’s gravity. 

Put another way: The proximate cause of the negative effect, properly speaking, is 

the jumper’s and the pranker’s choice, not the Earth’s or the defender’s choice. Neither the 

Earth nor the smacker makes a choice; they both react automatically, without thought. As 

a result, there is no intermediating intent—no causal mechanism that counts—between the 

jump and the broken leg or between the prank and the smacked jaw. 

The pains arising from the broken leg and the smacked jaw are, in this sense, self-

inflicted. They are not costs of punishment or regulation, even though they are 

connotatively “punishing” and effectively “regulating”. 

The punchline of this logic is that the costs of broken legs and smacked jaws do 

not, in themselves, necessitate a showing of benefits. Neither gravity nor self-defense needs 

to produce concrete benefits, solely to offset the costs of broken legs and smacked jaws, in 

order to be “good” in the utilitarian sense or legitimate in the technocratic sense. Because 

neither gravity nor self-defense is technocratically responsible for the regulatory costs that 

the jumper and pranker incur, neither gravity nor self-defense requires off-setting benefits. 

Instead, the utilitarian and technocratic question shifts to whether the naturally 

deterred behavior is beneficial, such that society might have an interest in restraining the 

incidental regulator. The incidental regulator, then, should be treated not as a regulator that 

needs to justify itself, but rather as a possible target of regulation. That is, if the ability to 

fly is socially valuable, then society should invest in means of outwitting the Earth’s 

gravitons, prohibiting the Earth from pulling us to its center. Likewise, if your ability to 

prank me with impunity is socially valuable, then society should regulate my instinctive 

reaction, punishing me every time I whip around to smack your jaw.  

If flying and pranking are not sufficiently socially valuable to outweigh whatever 

benefits there might be to gravity and self-defense, then society should leave the incidental 

regulations alone. Society should neither regulate them nor demand that they justify 

themselves. 
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If the Mills’ harm principle centered on the inherent value of self-direction, then 

the distinction between direct and incidental regulation would have been meaningless to 

them. Any interference with self-direction, whether intended or not, would violate the 

principle that the inherent value of self-direction needs to be protected.  

But if the harm principle centered on the technocratic illegitimacy of regulating 

when costs and benefits are uncertain, then the distinction between direct and incidental 

regulation might have mattered a great deal. Because incidental regulation does not require 

a showing of off-setting benefits, uncertainty does not render incidental regulation 

illegitimate. Indeed, when costs and benefits are uncertain, society’s primary interest 

should be in preserving the dialectic, which might require permitting the incidental 

regulator to proceed unmolested. After all, the incidental regulator is a participant in the 

dialectic, too. 

In the Mills’ example chapters, they made three arguments that strongly support 

this technocratic and dialectical understanding of the harm principle. They argued in favor 

of natural penalties, sin taxes, and paternalistic education. None of those arguments could 

possibly be valid under the libertarian interpretation of the Mills’ treatise, but all of them 

are consistent with the technocratic understanding of incidental regulation. 

The Mills’ lengthiest and most direct discussion of incidental regulation surrounded 

the concept of natural penalties. While society may not punish someone for self-harm, the 

Mills argued, the members of society may properly hold a low opinion of and even refuse 

to keep company with a self-harming person. As the Mills put it: 

 

We have a right . . . to act upon our unfavourable opinion of any one, not to the 

oppression of his individuality, but in the exercise of ours. . . . [A] person may 

[thus] suffer very severe penalties at the hands of others, for faults which directly 

concern only himself; but he suffers these penalties only in so far as they are the 

natural, and, as it were, the spontaneous consequences of the faults themselves, not 

because they are purposely inflicted on him for the sake of punishment.147 

 

Notice, here, that the Mills did not deny the regulatory effects of natural penalties. They 

did not argue that natural penalties, unlike contrived punishments, leave people free to 

engage in socially disfavored conduct. Indeed, the Mills argued that, because everyone 

wants to avoid ostracism, society should warn people against breaches of social norms.148 

They thus implied that natural penalties could have strong regulatory consequences, 

altering the choices that individuals might otherwise make. 

The difference between natural penalties and punishment, then, does not lie in 

differential effects on self-determination or liberty. Both natural penalties and punishments 

will discourage people from making socially disfavored choices. 

 Instead, the two differences the Mills specified in distinguishing natural and 

contrived penalties both related to the regulators’ costs. First, natural penalties are 

“spontaneous consequences” rather than purposeful enactments. Unlike punishments, 

natural penalties do not require exertion on the part of the regulator. They are merely 

instinctive reactions to someone else’s folly. Second, natural penalties are incidental to an 
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independently legitimated activity: the ostracizers’ exercise of their own individuality. 

Natural penalties “incidentally follow from our using the same liberty in the regulation of 

our own affairs, which we allow to [the fool] in his.”149 In other words, my choice not to 

spend time with you is a part of my own self-determination, not intended as an infringement 

of yours. 

 

Let’s take a step back for a second here, to highlight the relationship of “natural 

penalties” to the dialectic.  

The Mills’ thesis, as articulated in their introduction, was that society should not 

interfere with self-regarding conduct. That thesis seemed to center on two distinctions: self-

regarding versus other-regarding conduct and interference versus non-interference with 

self-determination. 

I have already shown that the distinction between self-regarding and other-

regarding conduct was not nearly as simple as the Mills’ introduction implied. Indeed, the 

distinction appears to have been an imperfect proxy for the uncertainty of net harms. The 

theme I drew out of the Mills’ examples in the last subsection was that other-regarding 

conduct is more likely to give rise to observable net harms, but the real motivation for the 

Mills’ examples seems to have been that uncertainty of net harms frustrates the technocratic 

case for legitimacy of regulation and enhances the need to preserve the dialectic. 

Now I am showing that the distinction between interference and non-interference 

is also imperfect. The Mills permitted a great deal of social interference, but they insisted 

that the interference be spontaneous and incidental rather than contrived and punitive.  

Let’s now tie this reframing of the Mills’ distinction—the reframing of the 

distinction between interference and non-interference into a distinction between intentional 

and incidental interference—to the same two ideas explored in the last subsection: 

technocratic legitimacy and dialectical democracy. 

First, spontaneously-generated regulatory effects do not require technocratic 

legitimation. They do not incur opportunity costs, and because they are not intended to 

inflict harm, they do not (denotatively speaking) punish or restrain their targets. That much 

is just a summary of the gravity discussion from the beginning of this subsection. 

The dialectical point is subtler. Incidental regulation is not an attempt to stifle the 

dialectic; it is part of the dialectic. If I throw someone in jail for smoking marijuana, I am 

punishing an articulation of the thesis that marijuana use is pleasurable, stifling the 

dialectic. But what if I experience pain from smoking pot or from spending time with 

smokers? I might then have an obligation, as a participant in a dialectical democracy, to 

live by my sincerely held antithesis that marijuana use is painful. In that case, I not only 

may but should refuse to smoke and refuse to spend time with smokers, not to punish those 

who experience pleasure but merely to present a meaningful dialectical challenge to the 

thesis that pot is pleasurable. My judgment and ostracism, then, are participations in the 

dialectic, not distortions of it. 

As the Mills said, “We have a right . . . to act upon our unfavourable opinion of any 

one, not to the oppression of his individuality, but in the exercise of ours.”150 
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 The behavior that gives rise to incidental regulatory effects is not only 

independently legitimated but also worthy of protection. It is a contribution to the 

dialectical evolution of laws and norms. 

 Importantly, the Mills’ understanding of dialectical participation did not alter when 

they turned to governmental rather than private actions. The Mills viewed the government 

not as an antagonist to the dialectic (as later readers have argued151) but as a coequal 

participant in that dialectic.  

This point is presented most clearly in their brief but illuminating discussion of sin 

taxes. 

 The Mills asked whether governments, if not allowed to prohibit disfavored 

conduct or commodities, might nevertheless be allowed to increase their cost. At first, they 

seemed to say no, arguing that a tax imposed “for the sole purpose of making [things] more 

difficult to be obtained, is a measure differing only in degree from their entire prohibition; 

and would be justifiable only if that were justifiable.”152 

 The Mills, however, added a crucial caveat: 

 

But it must be remembered that taxation for fiscal purposes is absolutely 

inevitable . . . . It is hence the duty of the State to consider, in the imposition of 

taxes, what commodities the consumers can best spare; and à fortiori, to select in 

preference those of which it deems the use, beyond a very moderate quantity, to be 

positively injurious. Taxation, therefore, of [disfavored goods and activities], up to 

the point which produces the largest amount of revenue (supposing that the State 

needs all the revenue which it yields) is not only admissible, but to be approved of.  

 

In this example, the requirement that regulation of self-regarding conduct be incidental to 

an independently legitimated project is easy to see. If the state imposes taxes “for the sole 

purpose” of impeding access to a good or service, then the tax is illegitimate. But because 

the state must levy some taxes in order to raise revenue, it may attach, as an incident to 

revenue-raising, a disapprobation of disfavored goods or activities.u 

 The Mills, however, did not grudgingly concede that the state may impose sin taxes. 

They argued that the choice to tax disfavored commodities, rather than, say, distributing 

taxation randomly, is “to be approved of”. They argued that the state should, when deciding 

where to levy taxes, “select in preference” the goods and activities that “it deems . . . 

positively injurious.” Notice that this argument is not cast as a lesser of evils; the Mills are 

not saying that the state should choose sin taxes in order to avoid taxing socially valuable 

 
u The Mills made a similar argument about licensure of bars and pubs. They argued that the state needs to 

exercise some “restraint of police” over the sale of alcohol “because offences against society are especially 

apt to originate there.” In the course of preventing harm, then, the state may properly “confine the power of 

selling these commodities (at least for consumption on the spot) to persons of known or vouched-for 

responsibility of conduct”. But if the state uses its power of licensure “for the express purpose of rendering 

[bars] more difficult of access”, then the regulation is invalid. In other words, restrictions that are incidental 

to the maintenance of public safety are valid, but restrictions imposed solely to impede access are invalid. 

MILL, supra note f, at 182. 
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goods and services. The argument is purely positive: that the state performs a useful 

function when it selects injurious commodities for taxation. 

If the Mills’ theory were essentially non-interventionist—if they were arguing that 

governmental coercion is inherently bad—then this argument would be nonsensical. A pure 

non-interventionist would have to accept taxation as a necessary evil, but she should want 

taxes to be distributed by some random mechanism, like a rotating lottery, to avoid any 

predictable distortion in the polity’s self-directed choices. 

But the Mills were not non-interventionists. In their view, the state was a coequal 

dialectical participant with the members of the polity. Government actors, like private 

actors, could and should contribute meaningfully to the dialectic—provided they 

participate through “conviction and persuasion” rather than “whips and scourges”.153 In 

other words, government actors should be not only permitted but encouraged to present 

theses and antitheses to the people. 

As long as the state does not incur an opportunity cost—as long as the sin taxes are 

incidental to revenue-raising and not implemented for the sole purpose of regulation—the 

state can and should use the opportunity of revenue-raising to express its thesis that certain 

goods or services are dangerous. 

If you’re not yet persuaded, consider finally the Mills’ discussion of education. 

The Mills were deeply interested in education as both a public and private function. 

Mr. Mill’s own private tutelage was so unusual that he wrote an entire autobiography to 

reflect on it—describing its dramatic successes and dramatic failures alike.154 And the Mills 

were writing On Liberty during the infancy of British democracy, when the imperative of 

providing universal education was just becoming apparent. 

The Mills, however, thought it “a self-evident axiom, that the State should require 

and compel the education, up to a certain standard, of every human being who is born its 

citizen”.155 The failure to educate children, the Mills argued, is “a moral crime, both against 

the unfortunate offspring and against society”.156 

So far, the Mills’ argument has nothing to do with incidental regulation. The Mills 

made a case that mandatory universal education is obviously cost-benefit justified. There 

is no uncertainty, they said, regarding the value of a basic education. Direct regulation is 

therefore warranted. 

But earlier in the book, they had made a startling argument about incidental 

regulation that could accompany education. Remember that the core of the harm principle, 

as commonly understood, is that society should interfere only when one person’s conduct 

harms another. Neither governmental nor private actors have any interest in regulating 

individuals’ purely self-regarding choices. 

The Mills, however, acknowledged that one person’s self-neglect or self-harm 

does, in fact, harm those nearest her “both through their sympathies and their interests”.157 

The distinction between self-regarding and other-regarding conduct, then, was one that the 

Mills acknowledged to be problematically thin. In nevertheless maintaining their position 

that adults should respect each other’s self-regarding choices, enduring whatever 

sympathetic harms might arise, the Mills said the following: 
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I cannot consent to argue the point as if society had no means of bringing its weaker 

members up to its ordinary standard of rational conduct, except waiting till they do 

something irrational, and then punishing them, legally or morally, for it. Society 

has had absolute power over them during all the early portion of their existence: it 

has had the whole period of childhood and nonage in which to try whether it could 

make them capable of rational conduct in life. . . . Armed . . . with all the powers 

of education, . . . let not society pretend that it needs, besides all this, the power to 

issue commands and enforce obedience in the personal concerns of individuals[.]158 

 

Even with respect to the core elements of self-determination—the moral views that lie at 

the heart of the harm principle—the Mills argued that society has a right and an obligation 

to impose its views on its citizens. 

 Society bears a moral obligation to educate its children, and incidentally to fulfilling 

that obligation, it may and should inculcate in the children its own standards of rationality. 

Of course, if there is anything that has true capacity to stifle the dialectic, it is a 

state monopoly on education, especially when education includes the inculcation of 

majoritarian rationality and morality. Unsurprisingly, the Mills pointed out exactly this 

problem. They worried that if “the whole or any large part of the education of the people 

should be in State hands”, then education would become “a mere contrivance for moulding 

people to be exactly like one another”, establishing “a despotism over the mind”.159 

Universal education, if monopolized by the government (or by any other single entity), 

would kill the dialectic. 

The Mills therefore argued that the state should engage in education as one among 

many coequal dialectical participants. State schools, the Mills argued, could exist “as one 

among many competing experiments, carried on for the purpose of example and stimulus, 

to keep the others up to a certain standard of excellence.”160 Government can offer its thesis 

as to the proper standards of education as long as it does not prohibit private citizens from 

presenting antitheses, choosing to follow some other method or doctrine. 

 

* * * 

 

 In the end, Millian “liberty” was much less critical of government than modern 

interpreters have made it out to be. Liberty, to the Mills, was a form of government through 

diffuse sovereignty and dialectical democracy, which governmental actors would have an 

incentive to preserve and in which governmental actors would have an obligation to 

participate. 

The reason to avoid coercion—which applied equally to private and public actors—

was, first, to avoid unjustified costs associated with purposeless regulation and, second, to 

preserve society’s capacity for ongoing dialectical evolution of laws and norms. Diffuse 

sovereignty and dialectical democracy are the best empirical mechanisms for bringing laws 

and norms as close as they can be to the technocratic optimum, and they are the only tools 

that will work on an ongoing basis for correcting laws and norms once they start to deviate 

from that optimum. 
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Conclusion 

The purpose of this dissertation is merely to lay the theoretical foundations for a 

broader reimagining of the American constitutional order. There is obviously much more 

to say about constitutional technocracy and its relationship to modern American 

constitutionalism. Indeed, this dissertation is Part I of what will become a 4-part book. In 

the larger project, I will show how the Mills’ ideas influenced American pragmatists and 

realists, how those ideas took shape in the New Deal Revolution, how they have evolved 

in academic writing since, and how the diffusion of sovereignty continues to serve 

technocratic purposes in the American order today. I will also also show that the theory of 

constitutional technocracy provides a stronger descriptive account of modern federalism, 

separation of powers, and individual rights than do other prevailing theories. 

But the theoretical core of constitutional technocracy preexists all of that work. It 

preexists Holmes and Llewellyn, and it preexists law and economics and critical legal 

studies. The whole thing has been sitting in the Mills’ oeuvre, waiting for someone to free 

it from the classical liberal misappropriation that so often distorts undergraduate readings 

of On Liberty. 

 

Here is the basic theory again, in sum: 

The purpose of laws and governments is to improve the polity’s earthly life. 

Governments exist to serve the governed; polities do not exist to serve the governors. 

As a result, legal legitimacy cannot depend exclusively on laws’ abstract, formal, 

or logical capacity to improve people’s lives. Legitimacy must also depend on the laws’ 

real-world functioning: the improvements the laws actually make for the people they 

govern. That is, laws that merely announce good ideas are not legitimate unless they also, 

as enforced, accomplish good results. 

Once one accepts that legal legitimacy depends on the laws’ real-world functioning, 

she must also accept that lawmaking ought to be a positive scientific enterprise. 

Governments cannot write laws that function well without knowing how laws actually 

function, and they cannot write laws that improve their polities’ earthly lives without 

knowing how their polities live and what their polities consider “improvements”. 

Discovery of legitimate laws thus requires scientific investigation. As Mr. Mill put it, “the 

methods of physical science [are] the proper models for political.”1 

Unfortunately, however, social and political sciences are not up to the task of 

discovering and implementing the best possible laws for the polity. There is a tremendous 

amount of dynamism and uncertainty in social and political systems, which perpetually 

frustrates any attempt to discover and implement ideal laws. When the task of science “is 

that of compounding several [individual] tendencies together, and computing the aggregate 

result of many co-existent causes,” as it is in social and political sciences, “we attempt a 

task to proceed far in which, surpasses the compass of the human faculties.”2 

The best that any government can do, given the limits of empirical knowledge and 

methodology, is to structure itself in such a way that it remains open to perpetual 
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information-gathering and legal updating. Because it is impossible to discover an ideal set 

of laws that will remain ideal over time, an ideal government must engage in continual 

lawmaking, both to correct laws that were wrong at the time they were made and to update 

laws that were ideal on the day of their enactment but that have become non-ideal over 

time. 

Furthermore, in order to maximize the government’s opportunities to learn new 

information about the polity and to update laws in response to new information, lawmaking 

power must be as widely diffused among the polity as is “consistent with efficiency.”3 

Governments must be structured like any other inductive scientific enterprise. Anyone with 

new information or a new idea should be permitted to test her hypothesis against prevailing 

theories, to see whether her approach can outperform the existing paradigm. 

Technocracy thus requires liberty. 

As the Mills put it: “[T]he only unfailing and permanent source of improvement is 

liberty, since by it there are as many possible independent centres of improvement as there 

are individuals.”4 

Indeed, technocracy benefits not only from individual liberty but also from 

institutional liberty: a division of power by which several different and differently-

constituted institutions can contribute to a perpetual, dialectical lawmaking process. As Mr. 

Mill argued, “even the most beneficent power only contains in itself some of the requisites 

of good, and the remainder, if progress is to continue, must be derived from some other 

source.”5 In the American system (as I shall argue in later portions of the planned book), 

this function is well-served by doctrines of separation of powers and federalism. 

 

In the end, the apparent tension between technocracy and liberalism is superficial 

at best and deeply wrong-headed at worst.  For technocracy to function in a truly scientific 

fashion, governments must maintain liberal institutions: individual freedom and 

decentralized lawmaking. Any purportedly “technocratic” effort to centralize lawmaking 

power or to diminish political participation can be one of only two possible things: a 

disingenuous invocation of the technocratic mystique to disguise an authoritarian power 

grab or an unscientifically arrogant—and thus anti-technocratic—presumption of the 

central power’s omniscience and infallibility. In neither case can a central authority justly 

claim the mantel of true technocracy. 
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39 Id. at 17. 
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45 See CHRISTOPHER P. CHAMBERS & FREDERICO ECHENIQUE, REVEALED PREFERENCE THEORY (2016). 
46 See Paul R. Portney, The Contingent Valuation Debate: Why Economists Should Care, 8 J. ECON. PERSP. 

3 (1994). See also Karen Blumenschein et al., Eliciting Willingness to Pay Without Bias: Evidence From a 
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47 See George MacKerron, Happiness Economics from 35 000 Feet, 26 J. ECON. SURVEYS 705 (2012) 
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48 BENTHAM, supra note 9, at 14. 
49 Id. (“Is [the principle of utility] susceptible of any direct proof? it should seem not: for that which is used 

to prove every thing else, cannot itself be proved: a chain of proofs must have their commencement 
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argument even more clearly in his Utilitarianism. See J.S. MILL, UTILITARIANISM ch. IV (1861). 
50 Jeremy Bentham, unpublished manuscript, quoted in Barry S. Clark & John E. Elliott, John Stuart Mill’s 

Theory of Justice, 59 REV. SOC. ECON. 467, 470 (2001).  
51 BENTHAM, supra note 9, at 16. 
52 Id. at 221. 
53 See Bentham, supra note 6.  
54 Jeremy Bentham, A Fragment on Government (1776), in J.H. BURNS & H.L.A. HART, EDS., THE 

COLLECTED WORKS OF JEREMY BENTHAM: A COMMENT ON THE COMMENTARIES AND A FRAGMENT ON 

GOVERNMENT 399 (1977). 
55 Bentham, supra note 6, at 49. 
56 Id. 
57 See WENDA R. TREVATHAN, HUMAN BIRTH: AN EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE (2011) 
58 See THOMAS HOBBES, LEVIATHAN: OR, THE MATTER, FORM AND POWER OF A COMMONWEALTH, 
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government from a contract is a pure fiction, or in other words, a falsehood. It never has been known to be 

true in any instance; the allegation of it does mischief, by involving the subject in error and confusion, and 
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60 Id. at 53. 
61 See BENTHAM, supra note 9, at 215 et seq.  
62 Bentham, supra note 6, at 57. 
63 HERBERT SPENCER, THE PRINCIPLES OF ETHICS II, § 272 (1891) (“Every man is free to do that which he 

wills, provided he infringes not the equal freedom of any other man.”). 
64 JOHN STUART MILL, ON LIBERTY (1859) (“[T]he only purpose for which power can be rightfully 
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65 French Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen of 1789, Art. IV. 
66 Bentham, supra note 6, at 59–60 (“Liberty consists in being able to do that which is not hurtful to 

another. What! in that, and nothing else? Is not the liberty of doing mischief liberty? If not, what is it? . . . 
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the extent it has, to the laws.”). 
67 Id. at 57. 
68 Id. at 60. 
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69 For a description of how the association between Hegel and tripartite dialectics arose, see Gustav E. 

Mueller, The Hegel Legend of “Thesis-Antithesis-Synthesis”, 19 J. OF THE HIST. OF IDEAS 411 (1958). 
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77 MILL, supra note 2, at 114 (“The writers by whom, more than by any others, a new mode of political 
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78 See generally SIR FRANCIS BACON, THE ADVANCEMENT OF LEARNING (1605). 
79 See TAYLOR, supra note 4, at 30 (“In accordance with contemporary scientific opinion, Saint-Simon 

considered the science of man to be a branch of physiology, the science of organic phenomena. According 

to this view human society was seen as an organic entity whose development, like that of any other organic 

body, was governed by certain natural laws which it was the purpose of scientific inquiry to reveal.”). 
80 See supra ch. 1. 
81 See P.W. Anderson, More is Different, 177 SCI. 393 (1972). 
82 See COMTE, supra note 76, at 24 (arguing (1) that positive philosophy can discover the “laws or Order of 

the phenomena by which Humanity is regulated,” (2) that the subjective feeling of unity among people can 

be given “some objective basis, existing independently of ourselves in the natural world,” and (3) that “as 

soon as the intellect has enabled to comprehend [the natural Order of humanity, including the objective 

basis for subjective unity], it becomes possible for the feeling of love to exercise a controlling influence 

over our discordant tendencies”). 
83 See generally COMTE, supra note 76, at ch. 1 (arguing that love should be the overarching determinant of 

a political philosophy, to which intellect is subordinated). In particular, consider this introduction to 

Comte’s system:  

 

The object of all true Philosophy is to frame a system which shall comprehend human life under 

every aspect, social as well as individual. It embraces, therefore, the three kinds of phenomena of 

which our life consists: Thoughts, Feelings, and Actions. . . . . [T]he philosopher endeavors to 

coordinate the various elements of man’s existence, so that it may be conceived of theoretically as 

an integral whole. His synthesis can only be valid in so far as it is an exact and complete 

representation of the relations naturally existing. . . . . [T]he synthesis . . . will neither be real nor 

permanent, unless it embraces every department of human nature, whether speculative, effective, 

or practical. These three orders of phenomena react upon each other so intimately, that any system 

which does not include all of them must inevitably be unreal and inadequate. 

 

Id. at 8–9. See also TAYLOR, supra note 4, at 31 (“The belief that a scientific theory could be formulated 

which would permit man to predict the shape of his historical future was one of Saint-Simon’s most 

important contributions to social thought.”). 
84 See, e.g., JÜRGEN HABERMAS, THE LURE OF TECHNOCRACY (2013). 
85 See TAYLOR, supra note 4, at 38–39 (noting that, in Saint-Simon’s view, efficient administration of the 

economy would allow government to be reduced “to an absolute minimum”); AUGUSTE COMTE, A SYSTEM 
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OF POSITIVE POLITY, OR TREATISE ON SOCIOLOGY, INSTITUTING THE RELIGION OF HUMANITY, v. 2, ch.1 

(Frederic Harrison, tr., 1875) [1852]. 
86 See generally Bellet, supra note 5. 
87 See TAYLOR, supra note 4, at 35. 
88 Id. at 75 (arguing that “social relations” are natural “physiological phenomena” and that “every man who 

is not isolated is both actively and passively involved in relations of domination with other men”). 
89 See, e.g., EMILE DURKHEIM, SOCIALISM AND SAINT-SIMON 107–08 (Alvin W. Gouldner, ed., Charlotte 

Sattler, tr., 1958) (noting that Comte criticized Saint-Simon for rushing too much into the recommendations 

for social reorganization, before completing the scientific study necessary to guide his recommendations). 
90 See TAYLOR, supra note 4, at 231–32 (excerpted from the postscript to Saint-Simon, Première adresse 

au Roi, Du système industriel [“First address to the King, Of the Industrial System”], pt. II, 1821) (urging 

King Louis XVIII to form a “council of industrials” that would include a “Chamber of Commerce”, a 

“General Council of Manufacturers”, a “Bank of France’s Council of Directors”, and a “Council of 

Agriculture”, to be led by “the most important chiefs of industrial enterprises”). 
91 See id. at 36; id. at 214 (proposing a “Chamber of Industry” within the then-existing monarchical 

administration, which would “consist of the four farmers with the most important farms, the two merchants 

who do the most business, the two manufacturers who employ the most workers, and the four bankers who 

enjoy the greatest credit”). 
92 Id. at 231–32. 
93 Id. at 38–39. 
94 Id. at 40–41. 
95 Id. at 289 (arguing that the one and only divine principle—that “[m]en should treat one another as 

brothers”—required men to “organise society to the greatest advantage of the greatest number”). 
96 Id. 
97 Id. at 81–82 (writing that his “most important idea” was that the discovery and understanding of 

“universal gravitation” would allow men to “predict (as exactly as the state of mathematical knowledge 

would allow) all subsequent evolution within the universe” and would allow men to understand that there is 

no “difference between those phenomena which you call moral and those you call physical”); id. at 292–

303 (accusing Catholicism and Protestantism of heresy and evil because their organizations deviate from 

the divine principle of brotherly love); id. at 293 (arguing that any teaching that deviates from the divine 

principle is “contrary to nature”). 
98 Id. at 40, 259. 
99 Id. at 298. 
100 Id. at 259. 
101 Id. at 260. 
102 Id. at 42, 231; id. at 260 (arguing that the fundamental principle should become “the basis of public 

education for all classes of society”). 
103 Id. at 261 (“[W]hen this social organization is adopted in France, . . . the entire human race will share 

the same social doctrine; one by one every people will adopt the principles proclaimed and put into practice 

by the French.”); id. at 290 (“If the Church is led by the men who are best qualified to direct the forces of 

society towards the divine goal, I believe that it may conveniently be called infallible, and in such 

circumstances society is wise to let itself be guided by the Church.”). 
104 Id. at 81 (emphasis added); see also id. at 78 (imagining, as a fundamental precept of the Religion of 

Newton, that God had placed Newton at His side “to control enlightenment and command the inhabitants of 

all planets”). 
105 Id. at 259 (“[F]or 1,200 years . . . the study of morality has been increasingly neglected, so that this 

branch of our knowledge is today very much behind the various parts of physics and mathematics.”). 
106 Mill’s autobiography notes that he began work on On Liberty in 1854, twenty-nine years after Saint-

Simon’s passing. See MILL, supra note 1, at 176. The Saint-Simonian movement that followed Saint-

Simon’s death rose and fell fairly rapidly, ending with the arrest of its leaders in 1832. See generally 

TAYLOR, supra note 4, at 49–52. 
107 TAYLOR, supra note 4, at 52. 
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